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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
“If you do not expect it,
you will not find the unexpected,
for it is hard to find and difficult.”
Heraclitus
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READER NOTES:
1) This is not a ‘training manual’ for two very important reasons:
a.

Research indicates that every social program must take a customized approach to
its participants’ needs, its staff’s skills, and community’s interests. There’s no
single or even right way, but some are smoother, faster and cheaper than others;

b.

Organizational culture cannot be inherited or imposed; rather, it can only emerge
from the commitments and values, mission and vision of those involved.

Rather, this is a ‘field guide’ that seeks help leaders of groups sooner recognize general
principles, better anticipate imposing obstacles, and more quickly mount a response.
2) The research sources cited are those we encountered before, during and after our
agency’s program redesign process, enhancing our understanding of what occurred
and, hopefully, yours as well.
3) This volume complements rather than conflicts with the idea that people who have
housing don’t need service programs.
Many don’t need additional help. The
suggestions that follow are aimed at those seeking to help what we all are working to
make a declining number who need support for their effort to regain self-sustainability.
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
“The true definition of insanity is NOT doing the same thing and expecting a different result;
it’s doin’ it knowing damn well the same damn thing is going to happen, and doin’ it anyhow.”
Self-Help Group Participant

Mathematicians bemoan a world-wide increase in the level of numeric illiteracy, or “numeracy”,1 which
erodes our ability to process data vital to personal well-being.2 By example, they cite how most people
think a billion is simply the next number after a million. To the contrary: a million seconds is 11.6 days; a
billion seconds: 31.7 years; and a trillion seconds: 31.7 thousand years. These magnitudes explain the
impact of tens of billions of dollars annually that were cut from U.S Department of Housing & Urban
Development (HUD)’s budget in the twenty-five years when homelessness became a national disgrace.
The fact that low income Americans did
not live in large numbers until the 1980’s
focuses attention on changing federal
spending priorities in the early Eighties.
But even someone like me who worked
in homeless services didn’t even know
that investment in low-cost housing was
one-fourth of subsidies for home
ownership ($684 billion vs $2.2 trillion)
during the period in the chart at right.3
This policy shift most directly affected
those facing unequal opportunities due
to inferior education, inadequate health
care, discriminatory justice, income
inequality and the evolution from an
industrial to technological economy.
These decades of reduced funding continued beyond our nation’s economic recovery from its Great
Recession. In 2015, “sixty percent of federal housing spending … benefited households with incomes
above $100,000. The 7 million households with incomes above $200,000 received a larger share of such
spending than 55 million households with incomes below $50,000, even though lower-income families
are far more likely to struggle to afford housing.4 (See pages 8-13 for more on the results this disparity).
Homelessness is due to the unavailability of decent housing affordable to low income people. Period.
It is estimated that a universal voucher program for families below the 30th percentile in median income
would raise the federal housing budget to around $60 billion annually – exactly the amount being spent
in 1980 before this debacle began; but “this figure is likely much less, as the estimate does not account
for potential savings the expanded program would bring in the form of preventing homelessness,
reducing healthcare costs, and curbing other costly consequences of the affordable housing crisis.”5
(See pages 13-16 for innovative strategies to finance development of supportive housing programs).
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insightassessment.com – “Why Measure Quantitative Reasoning?”
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OECD Skills Studies - Skills Matter Further Results: From The Survey Of Adult Skills (2016)
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Western Regional Advocacy Project – Without Housing: Decades of Federal Housing Cutbacks Massive Homelessness Policy Failure (2006)

2004 Constant Dollars, in billions, citing Executive Office of the President, Office of Management and Budget - Public Budget Database
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Fischer, Wil, Sard, Barbara, “Chart Book: Federal Housing Spending Is Poorly Matched to Need” Center on Budget & Policy Priorities (11/4/16)
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Desmond, Matthew – Evicted (2016) 311-312 citing a 2013 study by the Bipartisan Policy Center
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This book is about how – and how not - to help those facing these “costly consequences” in the interim.
Among staff and residents of Cottage Housing, Inc. confronting this challenge at the onset of the new
millennium, there was some understanding of how inertia and other laws of physics influence any
change process. And we might have guessed the meaning of analysis paralysis, idiosyncrasy credits,
defensive routines, emotional intelligence, non-negative thinking, appreciative inquiry, relational trust,
trauma-informed services, skilled incompetence, and the wounded healer.
But we certainly didn’t grasp distinctions between power and authority, inclusive versus exclusive
professionalism, giving rather than taking care of people, above-the-line versus below-the-line
accountability, or the necessity of cultivating resiliency instead of avoiding risk. And we knew nothing
about entrainment, entropy, sub-optimization, cognitive dissonance, positive deviance, naturalistic
fallacy, the Law of Parsimony, the Peter Principle, or the aptly named Fundamental Attribution Error.
What’s described in the following pages resulted when we dropped a top-down management system
but, paradoxically, this requires a commitment to operate as a learning organization that can only come
from an agency’s top leaders; and because “it is people who are the drivers of any organizational
transformation,” these leaders succeed only by focusing at the individual rather than systems level.6
Yet most staff training efforts concentrate on “what?” or “how?” methods when the greatest synergies
are generated by addressing the question “why?” that certain mentalities work better than others.7
Cottage Housing’s response eventually became grounded in two premises:
1) We won’t help people today to prepare for tomorrow’s challenges using yesterday’s means;
2) Nothing changes until someone does something differently.

Sacramento Bee – 9/22/09

6

Senge, Peter M. – The Fifth Discipline (2006) 280, quoting Commissoner Khoo Boom Hui of the Singapore Police Force

7

Simek, Simon, Starting with Why (2011)
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
“It was very different from other programs ...
I felt like I was a part of the community.”
Cottage Housing Alumnus
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PROLOGUE
“Life is full of chances and changes,
and even the most prosperous ... may meet with great misfortunes.”
Aristotle

Many since Aristotle’s time have come to share his view of the difficulty in forging the path by which
others are helped to secure their own happiness.8 On October 9, 2000, I was at just such a crossroads
when facing forty angry residents of a homeless housing project near downtown Sacramento.
Like many social programs, ours launched with the good intentions by which the road to hell is paved.
Using a cutting-edge approach in its award-winning facility design but not its programming strategy, the
agency’s founders faced a vociferous tenant rebellion within a year after opening the doors of its
inaugural project. Another year turnover in the agency’s staff and board of directors passed before
those remaining could agree on what they did not want to do anymore, but not on what to do instead.
Having managed a homeless services agency in San Francisco’s Tenderloin District for nearly a decade,
I knew my introduction as Cottage Housing Inc.’s new Executive Director was no time to recite my
resume or present a turn-around plan. Instead I surprised them (and myself) with a spur-of-themoment question: “Do you believe in the hereafter?”
Overcoming their initial shock, most gingerly said “yes”. And so I said: “OK, so what are you here after?”
In frank, heart-felt responses, residents said they were here to make changes in their lives and sought
help - rather than hindrance - in that process. A reasonable request, it seemed. Later that first week, I
gave staff and board members a one-question survey: “What is our agency’s definition of success?” One
staffer burst into tears, saying: “no one ever asked us that before”.9 This reminded me of Sherlock
Holmes’ warning on the perils of overlooking the obvious.10 By asking questions instead of giving
answers - an innovation dating back to Socrates, we started creating that most elusive of things: change.
Over the next three years, the graduation rate at Quinn Cottages tripled to +90% even as we opened a
second project for homeless families which soon achieved comparable success (Serna Village). More
than a decade later, a Sacramento Bee editorial continued to cite both these two projects by name as
examples of “programs for formerly homeless people (which) met heavy resistance before they were
built (but) now are seen as important community assets.” 11
Guided by research literature, cultural sages, and personal preferences based on staff’s own experience
as service recipients in similar programs, we gradually moved away from the traditional
provider/consumer paradigm and conventional top-down operational structure by which it operates. It
was replaced by a sense of mutual accountability fostered by a more inclusive approach focused on
possibilities rather than problems. Making the switch from care-taking to a care-giving, we became
good-doers instead of do-gooders. and shifted from a transactional to a transformational program.
We chose “the road not taken” and, just as Robert Frost predicted, “it has made all the difference.”12
8

Aristotle, Politics and Nicomachean Ethics
Discussion with Cottage Housing’s Development Director 10/14/00
10 Doyle, Sir Arthur Conan – The Sign of Four- Chapter 6: "When you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains … must be the truth."
11 Sacramento Bee editorial board - Sept. 12, 2012
12
Frost, Robert - “The Road Not Taken” (1916)
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
“Less is more”
Robert Browning

In mounting our search for a more viable alternative than that which brought catastrophic results to our
inaugural project site, there was a sense we had fallen behind and needed to catch up with what other
agencies were doing. Sending two program managers on a field trip to other Bay Area homeless housing
projects, Cottage Housing’s entire staff made a return visit to the one most comparable to ours.
During this tour, we saw no program residents on their grounds and none joined us after the tour to
discuss how their program operated. When we asked about this, their staff scrambled to bring in a
resident who said little during the conversation. As we asked about engagement issues we were
encountered at our site, its staff started asking managers why they were not dealing with those also.
This awkward conversation ended with plans for their reciprocal visit to our first project site just two
years after its upheaval. They seemed jarred by the welcome by project residents who conducted the
facility tour and actively participated in the follow-up discussion. Hearing about how our program
accomplished its dramatic turn-around in such a short time, their staff again turned to their agency’s
Executive Director to ask why their program didn’t embrace the approach outlined in the following
pages. This visit was abruptly cut short, and they quickly packed up for what must have been either a
very quiet or very loud two-hour ride back to their offices. We followed up on the mutual expression of
interest in an ongoing “sister agency” relationship, but never heard them again.
Agency executives from around the country at professional conferences would proudly describe their
advisory committee structure in response to our inquiries about the extent of their participant
engagement process. They quickly said “no” when asked if their systems involved residents in tenant
screening, employee hiring, eviction appeals, staff meetings, board representation, and community
ambassadorship. They expressed interest in learning more about our approach, but none followed-up.
In their site visits to Cottage Housing’s programs, evaluation experts with national exposure to evidencebased best practices found the extent of participant involvement in our program to be unique in their
experience. Typical were the comments of Mike Howe, who served as the Chair of the National Task
Force on Community Leadership at the John Gardner Institute at Stanford University from 2007 to 2009:
“When I visited Quinn Cottages, I found different and innovative solutions to the problem
of homelessness being put into practice. All agencies strive for meaningful engagement
with their program’s consumers, but few actually achieve it and fewer still among those
that work with populations who are the most difficult to reach and serve.
It was immediately obvious to me when I met Gary - the homeless parolee leading my
tour of the facility - that he was not only fully engaged in improving himself as well as
the program and community of which he was a part.
I could see by observing his demeanor and relationships with his peers that he was an
active participant rather than passive recipient at the Cottages. Candidly, this was an
unprecedented experience for me after the decades of site visits around the country.”13
13

Correspondence from Mike Howe 6/28/11
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
“The greatest discovery of my generation
is that man can alter his life
simply by altering his attitude of mind.”
William James

The change in method and mentality resulting from Cottage Housing’s switch from provider to partner
arose several years later when California’s newly elected governor offered his first state budget.
The day before Arnold Schwarzenegger proposed to
eliminate alleged waste and fraud by making drastic
social services budget cuts, Sacramento County
officials quietly informed ours and other local
agencies would face immediate funding reductions.
Knowing staff and residents would hear about this
in the next day’s newscasts, I hurried to a hastily
called staff meeting wondering what the hell to do.
As I walked in, it occurred to me to ask staff what
staff says to project residents facing a crisis.
Answers came quickly: “stay calm,” “face your
fears,” “trust the process,” “ask for help” and “focus
on the solution, not the problem”
Although staff’s economic security was directly
threatened, their quickly agreed on the best way to
avoid this pending disaster: involve project tenants.
One hour later at their weekly Community Meeting,
residents said the same things when asked their
advice to friends facing tough challenges. After
acknowledging our fears about the budget
proposal, all agreed we would avert such an
outcome only by staying united, utilizing our
strengths, and remaining optimistic – hard lessons
learned together over the previous three years
while collaborating in our program redesign
process. Staff and participants worked into the
night on signs posted at the project’s gate. A press
release went out describing how increased
institutional cost resulting from these cuts would
cancel any alleged savings.
Within minutes of the Governor’s announcement,
news cameras swarmed Quinn Cottages to hear our
side of the story from those most directly affected:
project residents themselves. The County rescinded
its proposed budget cuts later that same day.
4

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
“Rolling in the muck
is not the best way of getting clean.”
Aldous Huxley

Luckily for Noah, it was not yet raining when he built the ark and gathered the animals.
This under-appreciated biblical footnote has enormous implications for 21st century community service
agencies not blessed by Divine Intervention provided so directly and – this helps - so well in advance.
Non-profit leaders continually juggle program development, resource acquisition, personnel
management, fiscal accountability, service logistics, community partnerships, liability risk, media
relations, political liaisons, facility maintenance, contract performance, regulatory compliance, and
‘other duties as assigned.’ These relentless burdens dissipate managers’ capacity to remain abreast of
evidence-based best practices or anticipate subtle shifts in political or economic context.
Instead, leaders work to maximize the benefits and minimize the costs of agencies they manage.
Such challenges only increase with success as a program survives its frenetic start-up phase, achieves
growth, navigates the departure of its founders, and evolves from a close-knit, person-oriented “Theory
X” operation to a larger, professionalized “Theory Y” organization.14
Form should follow function15 but, as in most forms of architecture, it more likely follows funding. This
is especially true in agencies addressing the survival needs of marginalized populations. Following the
truism that businesses tend to mirror the traits of their clientele,16 low income people in chaotic, crisisdriven circumstances who lack adequate finances, hospitable space, etc. are served by agencies whose
operations face exactly those same pressing logistical concerns.
The Good News is that these leaders are ideally positioned to ease the worst aspects of their dilemma.
We can act right now to end the decades-long debate about whether social welfare programs
disempower people with low incomes by simultaneously acknowledging and reducing that possibility.
The solution is hiding in plain sight: supplement traditional provider/consumer service models and
conventional top-down management systems with parallel structures that foster two-way
communication and participant empowerment. This is accomplished by adopting Socrates’ admonition
to ask questions rather than give answers, which remains a decidedly non-traditional approach despite
being around several thousand years and enjoying broad consensus within the research literature:
“… conventional thinking about communal transformation believes that focusing on
large systems, better leaders, clearer goals and more controls is essential, and that
emphasizing speed and scale is critical … (to the contrary), mutual accountability calls
for citizenship that shifts the context from a place of fear and fault, law and oversight,
corporation and ‘systems’, and preoccupation with leadership to one of gifts, generosity
and abundance, social fabric and chosen accountability, and associational life and
engagement as citizens.” 17

14

McGregor, Douglas - The Human Side of Enterprise (1960)
Sullivan, Louis H. - "The Tall Office Building Artistically Considered" Lippincott's Magazine (March 1896) 403–409
16 Conversation with Stuart Loomis, MSW - a retired San Francisco State University professor who helped launch the Haight Ashbury Free Clinic
17
Block, Peter – Community – The Structure of Belonging (2008) 73-74
15
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Cottage Housing’s program redesign process benefitted from many resources but none more valuable
than the Resiliency Model. Its inclusive mentality rather than a rote methodology was found to be
more resonant with our agency’s resources, our staffs’ capabilities, our clienteles’ needs, and our
stakeholders’ interests. The existence of a provider automatically requires the presence of a passiveyet-receptive recipient deemed incapable of meeting their own needs themselves or even knowing what
is best for them. In avoiding that approach, we became “turnaround people” with a purpose rarely
found in the job description of a typical Case Manager:
“(To) assist those who have been labeled as oppressed in understanding their innate
resilience and their personal power to reframe their life narratives from damaged victim
to resilient survivor.”18
We found this new approach to be simple, but not easy. But “it is not enough for a professional to be
right; an advisor’s job is to be helpful.”19 No matter how well-intended, a service provider’s effect is
often implicit and too often explicit judgmental criticism, which - as Carl Jung noted:
“… has the power to do good when there is something that must be destroyed … but is
capable only of harm when there is something to be built.”20
The defining characteristics of today’s social service delivery systems are vague outcomes, laborintensive operations, rising overhead costs, escalating recidivism rates, and declining public confidence.
But rather than seeing this as a time of crisis, the Resiliency Model suggests we do what we expect our
clients to do when facing difficulty: recognize it as a moment of opportunity. Never has there been
greater demand for innovative response to community concerns. Never has there been more
momentum to reallocate the enormous resources now distributed within narrow silos based upon
geographic location, political jurisdiction or administrative convenience rather than social benefit. As
my Grandma Bangert used to say: we ought to know better. And do better.
In Community: The Structure of Belonging, Peter Block notes: “what distinguishes those on the margin in
community is that they tragically live without possibility.”21 There are many reasons for this, but
treating them that way is one thing agency leaders are ideally positioned to stop doing. They
accomplish this by abandoning rigid methodologies and instead unleash the power of possibility. To
expedite your agencies’ efforts in that direction:
➢ PART I offers an overview of an alternative approach for addressing this challenge.
➢ PART II describes the switch in mindset required to launch this new approach.
➢ PART III discusses the Resiliency Model - an essential element of this solution.
➢ PART IV describes the Coaching Paradigm by which this Model is premised.
➢ Part V examines conventional structures that manage traditional service methods.
➢ PART VI reviews operating principles and core values of an alternative approach.
➢ PART VII analyzes how a culture of accountability is established and maintained.
➢ PART VIII describes the best type of organization to advance these goals.
18

Benard, Bonnie – Resiliency: What We Have Learned (1993) 46 , citing Wolin & Wolin,
Maister, David, Green, Charles and Galford, Robert – The Trusted Advisor (2000) 27
20 Marcus Buckingham & Donald Clifton - Now Go discover your Strengths (2001) 124 quoting Carl Jung
21
Block, Peter - Community – The Structure of Belonging (2008) 126
19
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
“Begin with the end in mind.”
Steven Covey

This field guide is offered to those doing the hard work of helping others make changes in their life.
Some of you come from academic schools, which teach that you should know all the answers. Others
come from the school of hard knocks and might think you do not know the answers. Neither is correct.
It is time for social service agencies to move away from “command-and-control” systems22 that
accomplish neither. At Cottage Housing, Inc., we found it better to take a participant-driven, strengthbased and solution-oriented approach grounded in the core values of trust, optimism and compassion.
Our switch in this direction was guided by:
1) Input from those doing the changing, who lived or worked in our project sites;
2) Research evidence randomly gathered from for-profit and non-profit enterprises;
3) The wisdom of our civilization’s cultural sages.
I present all three perspectives here to counter an increasing emphasis on quantitative rather than
qualitative evaluation methods. Researchers predict the positive outcomes resulting from our agency’s
departure from the traditional service model and conventional operating structure. We applied their
knowledge through trial and error, and it worked! I rely upon them to explain why.
Another obstacle we encountered is the idea that ‘you don’t know what you don’t know’. Most linestaff had no education or little experience in their jobs, but their problem is not that they don’t know
what to do, but rather that traditional methods and conventional structures won’t let them do it!
Our agency’s decade-long program redesign process confirms a long known, largely ignored fact: past
routines too slowly adapt to changing needs and future challenges. The inertia of status quo is powerful
and pervasive. Even when all agreed on the next step forward, it was humbling to encounter our own
resistance to change - the very thing we expect our clients to avoid when facing far greater adversities.
Worse, our reliance on traditional methods and conventional structures de-personalizes the process.
This generates indifference, ingratitude and even resentment among staff and those they seek so assist,
giving credence to our programs’ worst critics and perpetuating our current dilemma: a social service
system whose costs increase even as its effectiveness declines.
We at Cottage Housing decided to join parents, counselors, coaches and others who accept the fact that
we instigate changes in others’ behavior only by altering our own. We found a better way to achieve
mutual goals by reaching beyond long-held beliefs about roles/rules, teacher/student and carrot/stick.
You are already moving in this direction. Keep going!

22

United States Army Field Manual: FM 3–0 Headquarters, Department of the Army (14 June 2001). FM 3–0, Operations para 5-2. Washington,
DC: GPO. OCLC 50597897
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PART I - THE CHALLENGE
“A rising tide lifts all boats…
but a lifeboat carrying a few, surrounded by many treading water risks capsizing.”
Standard & Poors

This field guide addresses a major obstacle to solving homelessness: how we ‘help’ those facing it.
But improving how we address its consequences won’t reduce its prevalence unless we face its causes.
For more than a half-century, we have accomplished a trifecta by disparaging Americans living without
homes as hobos, winos, derelicts, and bums: 1) it explained whose problem it was (theirs); 2) it
explained whose fault it wasn’t (ours); and 3) it prescribed how to fix it (pull up their bootstraps). Such
rationales range from personal deficiency to hapless victim or lifestyle choice. The last of these is
contradicted by surveys like one in Sacramento County23 which found that 96% unsurprisingly said “no”
when asked if they prefer to be homeless. Another myth - the so-called ‘magnet effect’ by which
strategic connivers are drawn to cities with generous welfare programs - is contradicted by numerous
studies concurring with the largest by UCLA, which found three-quarters of the thousands surveyed had
previously lived and worked in the place they became homeless.24 Other rationales are even less factual.
We’ve been assured since biblical times that “the poor will always be with us”25, but it is only recently
very low-income went unhoused in large numbers in America. Before the 1980s, ‘skid row’ hotels and
other housing options were so widely available that small gospel missions provided the only overnight
shelters needed in urban areas. But by the year 2000, only 37 units of adequate, affordable housing was
available for every 100 extremely low income households and this number dropped to 28 units per 100
households by 2013; the number of households competing for 3.3 million available low-cost housing
units rose from 8.1 to 11.5 million (+24%) during this period.26 The remainder were forced to choose
between overcrowded housing, rental prices that absorbed a majority of their income, or homelessness.
Given the number exposed to such vulnerabilities, it is amazing that homelessness is still relatively rare.
With an estimated 76 percent of Americans now living paycheck to paycheck,27 a Federal Reserve Bank
study found most unable to cover a hypothetical emergency expense costing $400 without selling
something or borrowing money.28 Predictably, more than two-thirds of those - 65 million households have incomes under $40,000.29
Demonization of those without homes masks two economic facts. The first is a level of income
inequality not seen since the Great Depression. Household income remained flat in the decades after
World War I, not starting to climb until 1975; after-tax average income in one recent year (2009-10)
soared 15.1% for the top 1% of American households but less than 1% for the bottom 90%.30 The
second can see the second in the earliest spikes of what we now call “the housing bubble”.31
23

Sacramento County Department of Human Assistance – Street Survey - August, 2000
LA Times 1/12/06
25 Matthew 26:11
26 MacDonald, Graham, Poethig, Erika - “We’ve mapped America’s rental housing crisis” - The Urban Institute – 3/14/14
27
McClean, Bethany – Payday Lending: Will Anything Better Replace it? The Atlantic May, 2016, quoting Congressional testimony by Dennis
Shaul, CEO of Community Financial Services Association of America
28
Board of Governors/Federal Reserve System - Report on the Economic Well-Being of U.S. Households in 2013 (3)
29 Board of Governors/Federal Reserve System - Report on the Economic Well-Being of U.S. Households in 2014 (3)
30
Maguire, Joe – “How Increasing Income Inequality Is Dampening U.S. Economic Growth, And Possible Ways To Change The Tide” – Standard &
Poors economic research report 8/5/14
31
Shiller, Robert - Irrational Exuberance (2005)
24
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
"The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars,
but in ourselves..."
William Shakespeare

Examining the impacts of dramatic
funding shifts imposed by “New
Federalism” in the early 1980’s, a study
by United Way of the Bay Area
predicted a “tail spin effect”. It found
that 60% of proposed budget cuts in
housing and social services would
repeatedly affect the same people 20%
of the population who are living on a
low income.32

reduced service
quantity/quality
“Tail Spin Effect”

rising intervention
costs

increasing problem
severity

SOURCE: “Understanding Public Funding Cuts on Human Services” – August, 1982
(8/82)

The chart at right from a report by
Western Regional Advocacy Project
(WRAP) shows one reason for this:
nearly a 90% drop from 1976 (213,742)
to 2002 (25,900) in existing low income
housing units receiving federal
subsidies. At 1976 funding levels, more
than 5.7 million units would have been
supported during this entire period.
Instead, it was 2.2 million … a 162%
decline.33
Construction of low cost housing units
also reduced drastically during this
same period as well. WRAP’s report
shows a 96% decline in newly-built
units funded by HUD and USDA
between 1976 (233,221 units) and
2002 (9,715) (see chart at right). This
includes a drop in rural affordable
housing construction from 30,175 to
2,080 annually.34 At 1976 levels, 6.3
million new units would have built;
instead it was 1.4 million ... a 78%
drop.

32

United Way of the Bay Area - Understanding Public Funding Cuts on Human Services (8/82)
Western Regional Advocacy Project - WITHOUT HOUSING: Decades of Federal Housing Cutbacks Massive Homelessness Policy Failure
(2006)
34
WITHOUT HOUSING: Decades of Federal Housing Cutbacks Massive Homelessness Policy Failure (2010 update) 21
33
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Contrary to other explanations, the basic cause for the emergence of homelessness is indicated by a
comparison of changes in federal investment in low income housing between 1978 to 2005:
•

Spending on developing/maintaining these units dropped 65 percent ($83 to $29 billion)
while federal subsidies for homeownership increased three-fold ($38 to $122 billion);

•

By the end of this period, 61 percent of all federal housing subsidies went to households
earning over $54,787 and less than 20 percent went to those earning under $18,465
annually when the federal poverty threshold for a household of four was $19,157.35

As a result, the federal government build 500,000 fewer units of housing for low income people
in the twenty years from 1983 to 2002 than in the seven years from 1976 to 1982.
This change in federal spending
policy does not correlate with a drop
in our nation’s poverty rate, which
was at the same level throughout
this period, increasing significantly at
two points in the interim (see chart
at right).36 Yet in the crucial period
between 1979 and 1983 when
homelessness entered America’s
vocabulary, federal cuts to affordable
housing totaled more than $50
billion annually.37
As the housing bubble came to a
head, apartment rents rose nearly 20
percent between 2000 and 2005.38 It
has gotten worse since then, as half of
all households now spend more than
30% of their incomes on rent (see
chart at right). This amounts to more
than 21 million households, compared
to fewer than 15 million in 2001.39
One in four low-income households
now spend over 70% of their income
on rent and utilities,40 in part because,
the cost of fuels and utilities had risen
more than 50% since 2000.”41
But this is the tells only half of a story

35

Boden, Paul – House Keys Not Handcuffs: Homeless Organizing, Art and Politics in San Francisco and Beyond (2015) 93
U.S. Census report: “Persons Below Poverty Level in the U.S., 1975–2010”
37 Boden, Paul – House Keys Not Handcuffs 33
38
Kusisto, Laura “Rents Are Booming, But for How Long?” The Wall Street Journal (6/21/16)
39 Kusisto, Laura – “Nearly Half of Renters Put Too Much Toward Rent” The Wall Street Journal (12/1/15) citing Harvard University’s Joint Center
for Housing Studies - “America’s Rental Housing: Expanding Options for Diverse and Growing Demand” (12/9/15)
40 Desmond, Matthew – Evicted (2016) 4, citing American Household Survey: 1991-2013
41
Evicted 15, citing American Household Survey: 1991-2013
36
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untold in the recent book42 and hit movie about “The Big Short.” As indicated in the opening chart (on
page iii of this field guide), tax subsidy for American homeowners were rose over the previous three
decades as the housing bubble emerged while support for low income renters declined dramatically. By
2008, “federal investment in homeowner tax benefits exceeded $171 billion – “the equivalent to the
budgets for the U.S. Departments of Justice, Education, Agriculture, Education, Veterans Affairs and
Homeland Security combined” - with most of those ownership subsidies going to families with six-figure
incomes.43
There is further evidence of how this drastic shift in federal housing policy triggered a dramatic change
as the function of housing shifted from a personal necessity to an investment commodity. “Since 1970
the number of people primarily employed as property managers more than quadrupled … only three
books offering advice on property management were published between 1951 and 1975. Between 1976
and 2014, that number rose to 215.”44
The further effects were imposed by disparities of the so-called Great Recession’s economic impacts:
“Between 2007 and 2010, the average white family experienced an 11% reduction in wealth, but the
average black family lost 31% … the average Hispanic family lost 44%.”45 Among the unsurprisingly
results: “suicides attributed to evictions and foreclosures doubled between 2005 and 2010.”46
Despite all this, drastic spending cuts for low income housing continued in the first fiscal years after the
economic recovery began (FY 2012):
➢ HUD’s $37.4 billion budget decreased by $3.7 billion from 2011 budget of $41.1 billion.
➢ HUD’s operating funds for existing Public Housing units was budgeted at $3.96 billion, a
$760 million cut in the past three years ($4.7 billion in 2010 and $4.6 billion in 2011).
➢ HUD’s $1.875 billion for capital spending for Public Housing maintenance was a $625
million decrease compared to $2.5 billion in 2010 and $2.04 billion in 2011.47
➢ HUD’s $374 million budget for senior housing was a 55% cut from $825 million in 2010.
➢ HOPWA (Housing Opportunities for People with AIDS) reduced $2 million after a $3
million cut in 2010.
➢ CDBG (Community Development Block Grants) cut to $2.9 billion in 2012, another
consistent decrease from 2010 levels of $3.9 billion and $3.3 billion in 2011.48
The inequity of these impacts was further enhanced by the nation’s shift to employment-based safety
net programs such as the Earned Income Tax Credit; consequently, “families just above and below the
poverty line receive significantly more help today than they did twenty years ago, but those far below
the poverty line receive significantly less.”49 In 2013, one in four low-income renting families nationwide
were either unable to pay all of their rent or thought it was likely they would soon be evicted;”50 yet in
42

43

Lewis, Michael, The Big Short (2010)
Evicted 312, citing Office of the President – Budget of the U.S. Government: FY 2008

44

Evicted 5, citing the U.S. Library of Congress records.

45

Evicted 125

46

Evicted 298
NOTE: Estimates of HUD’s public housing maintenance needs range from $20 to $30 billion.
48 Western Regional Advocacy Project – 2012 HUD Budget Fact Sheet (11/18/11) – all figures shown in 2011 dollars
49
Evicted 350
47

50

Evicted 5, citing American Household Survey 2013, Table S-O8-RO.
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that same year, “sixty-seven percent – two of every three low income renting families – received no
federal assistance.”51
As the “Growing Apart” chart depicts, the
seeds of the so-called housing crisis had in
fact been building for the last half century.
The chart at right shows inflation-adjusted
rents rising by 64% since 1960, whereas
household incomes rose only 18%. In the
previous decade, rental cost (+37%) and
household income (-33%) moved in opposite
directions.52 This trend means that any
success in helping people off the streets will
be the exception, not the rule, and will
perpetuate a personal reclamation narrative
that virtually guarantees that others will fall
into the same hole.
It is for good reason that we refer to the most vulnerable among us as homeless rather than houseless.
A house is only a building, but dictionaries define “home” as not just a place of residence, but of origin.53
As the proverb goes: “home is where the heart is.”54 It’s a place of warmth and comfort, safety and
security, belonging and connectedness, or not in too many cases. The Centers for Disease Control
reports that “insufficient sleep is associated with a number of chronic diseases and conditions, such as
diabetes, heart disease and depression.”55 It is not necessary to imagine the loss of wellbeing among
those who don’t even have a place to sleep, since it is visible on America’s city streets every day.

FOUR TYPES OF RELATIONSHIP
TrustBased

Breath of Issues Involved

Distractions from the true cause of
homelessness not only rationalizes
collective inaction in response to it.
Demonizing those affected justifies
their need for remediation via the
condescending, dictatorial response of
a traditional provider/consumer model
and its conventional top-down
structure. The chart at right shows
how these service-based methods are
lowest on the hierarchy of responses
likely to engender the level of trust
needed for true collaboration and
effective results.56

RelationshipBased
NeedBased
ServiceBased
Depth of Personal Relationship
SOURCE: The Trusted Advisor (page 9)

51

Evicted 303
Kusisto, Laura “Today’s renters really are worse off than their parents”” The Wall Street Journal (6/29/16)
53
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/home
54 McGraw-Hill Dictionary of American Idioms and Phrasal Verbs. © 2002
55 Brown, Brené – The Gifts of Imperfection (2010) 101, citing “Sleep and Sleep Disorders: A Public Health Challenge”by L.R. McKnight-Eily and
others, “Perceived Insufficient Rest or Sleep – Four States, 2006” – Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report 57, no. 8 (2/9/08) 200-213
56
The Trusted Advisor 9
52
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* * * * * * * * * * * *
“Fishermen know the sea is dangerous and the storm terrible,
but they have never found these dangers sufficient reason to remain ashore.”
Vincent Van Gough

An independent study by Sierra Health
Foundation fully substantiated the
argument Cottage Housing used to avert
Governor Schwarzenegger’s budget cuts.
In fact, supportive housing projects don’t
cost tax-payers’ money - we save it.
This 2013 study by Sonja Lenz-Rashid,
PhD, LCSW concludes that our
supportive housing project: (1) lowered
the number of children in families who
need intensive crisis intervention;
(2) reduced the duration of this support;
and (3) lessened the cost of this care.
Supportive Housing for Homeless
Families: Foster Care Outcomes and Best
Practices assessed nearly 300 children in
150 families living at one of Cottage
Housing’s project sites. Most of these
children were reuniting with their
families after foster care or other
placements in Sacramento County’s
Child Protective Services (CPS) system.
Compared to comparable children in the CPS system, the children at Serna Village showed:
➢ a much higher rate of prior placement in the foster care system
o 71% placement rate versus 15%-to-49%.
➢ a significantly higher need, yet a much lower recidivism rate
o
➢

35% more time at first entry into protective care (13 versus 9.7 months) but a
10% system re-entry rate compared to rates as high as 60% for other families.

a considerably shorter stay (nearly 40% less) for those who re-enter care
o

A 9.5-month average stay compared to 15.36 months for others.

➢ a substantial (nearly 75%) savings to taxpayers from supportive housing programs
o

Foster care costs of $1.31 million before staying in our program and $295,632
afterward shows a reduction of taxpayer burden by over $1,000,000 annually.57

57

NOTE: These estimates include direct service costs and only and do not include state and county administrative costs for managing this
system. They also do not include the lower health, criminal justice, education and public welfare savings, or increased tax revenues as these
children’s parents and eventually their children move – citing the words of one CHI alumna – “from tax-taker to tax-maker.” They also do not
reflect the multi-year savings resulting from these children’s lower recidivism rate.
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These findings are particularly significant given that children in foster care are twice as likely as military
veterans to exhibit PTSD symptoms.58 Other facts correlating homelessness and foster care placement.
•

Research shows up to 45% of homeless people were involved in this system as children,
compared to 2% of the general population.59

•

Placement in foster care substantially increased the length of a person's homeless
experience and its onset is more likely at an earlier age.60

•

Homeless youth who spent time in foster care are six times more likely to have
psychiatric problems than their non-homeless counterparts, and homeless adults from
foster care settings are five times more likely.61

These facts have inter-generational implications, since three-quarters of homeless parents with a foster
care history have at least one child involved in the Child Protective Services (CPS) system.62 The
increasing likelihood of perpetuating the cycle of dependency is indicated by research showing half of all
women and a quarter of men becoming parents within 18 months after leaving the foster care system.63
A study by the Corporation for Supportive Housing describes core elements of a supportive housing
intervention strategy that effectively addresses the unique challenges of these special need populations:
“DIMENSION #1: Administration, Management, and Coordination:
All involved organizations follow standard administrative/management practices, and
coordinate their activities in order to ensure the best outcomes for tenants.
DIMENSION #2: Physical Environment:
The design, construction, appearance, physical integrity, and maintenance of the
housing units provide an environment that is attractive, sustainable, functional,
appropriate for the surrounding community, and conducive to tenants’ stability.
DIMENSION #3: Access to Housing and Services:
Initial and continued access to the housing opportunities and supportive services is not
restricted by unnecessary criteria, rules, services requirements, or other barriers.
DIMENSION #4: Supportive Services Design and Delivery:
These services facilitate access to an array of resources; are tenant-focused; effectively
address tenants’ needs; and foster housing stability and independence.
DIMENSION #5: Property Management and Asset Management:
Property management activities support mission/goals of the housing program (while)
sustaining the physical and financial viability of the housing.
DIMENSION #6: Tenant Rights, Input, and Leadership:
Tenant rights are protected within consistently-enforced policies and procedures;
tenants are provided with meaningful input and leadership opportunities; and staff tenant relationships are characterized by respect and trust. (emphasis added)
58

More information on PTSD is available starting on page 186.
Piliavin, I., R. Matsueda, M. Sosin & H. Westerfelt. "The Duration of Homeless Careers: An Exploratory Study." Social Service Review, 1990
60 Child Welfare League of America - “Why Are Children in Foster Care,” from Children, Families and Foster Care (1995)
61
Institute for Children & Poverty “A Welfare Reform – Homelessness – Foster Care Connection?” (1999)
62 Roman, Nan P., Wolfe, Phyllis “Web of Failure: The Relationship Between Foster Care and Homelessness” National Alliance to End
Homelessness (1995) 9
63 Institute for Children & Poverty – “Children, Families and Foster Care;: Why Are Children in Foster Care,” Child Welfare League of America
(1995); “A Welfare Reform – Homelessness – Foster Care Connection?”, (1999).
59
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DIMENSION #7: Data, Documentation, and Evaluation:
All involved organizations reliably capture accurate and meaningful data regarding the
effectiveness, efficiency, and outcomes of their activities, and use this data to facilitate,
and improve, the performance of those activities on an ongoing basis.64
Th Sierra Health study directly linked the cost savings it identified to the manner in which Cottage
Housing applied the following evidence-based best practices within its alternative intervention strategy:

BEST PRACTICES FOR SERVING HOMELESS FAMILIES IN SUPPORTIVE HOUSING
SOURCE: Supportive Housing for Homeless Families: Foster Care Outcomes and Best Practices by Sonja Lenz-Rashid, PhD, LCSW

✓

Housing complex of an adequate size to allow appropriate units to be available when needed; and a
location that residents desire to remain in, close to public transportation;

✓

Adequate screening and holistic assessment of families at intake to ensure that available services
match families’ needs;

✓

Sobriety requirements; early recognition of actual substance abuse and resources; (NOTE: This practice
continues to be informed by the “housing first” approach described in Part VI).

✓

Experienced case managers and clear and consistent protocols when families fail to follow case
management plans or the program rules (environment of mutual accountability); caseload size of
12-14 families per full-time case manager;

✓

Support for clients with healing from trauma/domestic violence;

✓

Focus on the needs of the whole family unit, not just the adults;

✓

Self-help model (client governance of program); support for self-advocacy with landlords,
neighbors, and criminal justice and school system;

✓

Organized informal social events for residents; activities that foster a sense of community at the
housing site, particularly among residents;

✓

Adequate children’s activities and services, including play groups, child care during groups,
therapeutic care for children, and adequate interior and exterior play spaces for children;

✓

Tenant and financial literacy training, including rights and responsibilities of tenancy;

✓

Support for families after exit from transitional housing, including the actual moving process and
settling into a new neighborhood;

✓

Flexibility within 2-year limit of HUD-financed transitional housing;

✓

Smooth partnerships among the housing provider, service providers, property manager, and local
housing authority; links to housing and income subsidies after transition from supportive housing.”

This study describes how Cottage Housing established the basis for a cost-avoidance/savingsreinvestment approach to families otherwise served by institution-based interventions with the most
expensive/least effective response to their needs.
The need for this approach is exemplified by a New York Times article65 reporting the busiest fire engine
in the United States operates in the Tenderloin/South of Market District in downtown San Francisco.
64

Coalition Homes (affiliated with Montgomery County Coalition for the Homeless) and the Corporation for Supportive Housing - BEST
PRACTICES MANUAL: Integrating Property Management and Services in Supportive Housing (2009)
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However, 98.5% of its calls were not to fight a fire, but instead responded to medical emergencies of
homeless people. S.F. Fire Department’s Engine #1 gets more than 10,000 (7.5%) of 136,000 calls
fielded annually by SFFD. With its annual budget of $330 million, this averages out to $2,426 per call –
which makes tax payers’ cost of Engine #1’s homeless response services to about $24 million per year.66
Obviously, a more targeted response to the medical needs of people living on the streets would not only
accrue savings in the current year; those savings would snowball in each subsequent year the person
helped remains outside the public health/welfare systems. But most counties calculate their operating
budgets on a year-by-year basis, which diminishes opportunities for strategic initiatives that could
redirect resulting multi-year savings to more effective use. To the contrary, a proactive department
would lose any savings derived by such creativity at the end of the year.
An exception to this is Sacramento County, where Cottage Housing operates. Its Board of Supervisors
approved a “carry-over incentive policy” to “encourage department heads to pinch pennies” by taking
longer-term cost-effectiveness into account.67 In preliminary discussions with Sacramento County’s
Department of Human Services director, he estimated that direct and indirect cost of all public systems
could be as much as $100,000 per high-need families in the Child Protective Services (CPS) system.68
Evidence that 90% of families reunified at Serna Village did NOT return to the CPS system justifies an
expectation that the savings identified in the Sierra Health study occur not only in the current year, but
are accrued in future years as well.
From these premises, we began to develop the case for the cost-avoidance/savings-reinvestment
initiative. To make these projections most conservative, the chart below shows fewer families leaving
the Serna Village program each year than its annual average during the last four years (2006-2009) of
this study period (30 instead of 35). The chart also reduces the $100,000-per-family/per year cost
estimate by 75%, and increases Serna Village’s recidivism rate to 33% - far higher than the 10% longterm stabilization rate documented in the Sierra Health study). Allowing for an estimated 2% inflation
rate, this model shows a relatively small number of families graduating annually generates a $11 million
surplus over eight-year years after program reinvestment costs are deducted. This constitutes nearly a
nearly 60% surplus on $20 million projected gross savings, but cut these estimates by half again and
more than a million-dollar surplus is generated. (NOTE: A less conservative estimate reducing the
$100,000 annual cost estimate by 50% shows a gross savings of over $41 million over the eight-year
period, with 78% of that total accrued as net savings – over $30 million dollars).
Year 1
Graduates

Year 2
Graduates

Year 3
Graduates

Year 4
Graduates

Year 5
Graduates

Year 6
Graduates

Year 7
Graduates

Year Eight
Graduates

TOTAL

Estimated #
of graduating
CHI families

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Year 7
Year 8
Total

$512,938
$528,326
$544,176
$560,501
$577,316
$594,636
$612,475
$630,849
$4,561,217

$523,197
$538,893
$555,059
$571,711
$588,863
$606,528
$624,724
$4,008,975

$577,652
$577,652

$533,661
$549,671
$566,161
$583,145
$600,640
$618,659
$3,451,936

$544,334
$560,664
$577,484
$594,808
$612,653
$2,889,943

$555,221
$571,877
$589,034
$606,705
$2,322,836

$566,325
$583,315
$600,814
$1,750,454

65

$566,325
$583,315
$1,149,640

NET SAVINGS

239

SAVINGS
REINVESTMENT
IN CHI
PROGRAM

$512,938
$1,051,523
$1,616,729
$2,209,565
$2,831,073
$3,482,330
$4,153,125
$4,855,370
$20,712,653

$1,000,000
$1,030,000
$1,060,000
$1,090,000
$1,120,000
$1,150,000
$1,180,000
$1,210,000
$8,840,000

-$487,062
$21,523
$556,729
$1,119,565
$1,711,073
$2,332,330
$2,973,125
$3,645,370
$11,872,653

Nir, Sara Maslin - “San Francisco Fire Fighters Become Unintended Safety Net for the Homeless” New York Times 8/26/15
$330,000,000 (SFFD annual 2015 budget) ÷ 136,000 (annual incidents/calls in 2015) = $2,426.47 (cost per call - aggregated) x 10,2219
(number of Engine #1 calls in 2015 (7.5% of total calls) = $24,800,955.88 (aggregated share of Engine #1 calls)
67 Lewis, Robert – “Proposal Could Shift Job Duties” - Sacramento Bee (3/28/10)
68
2/22/08 Conversation with Bruce Wagstaff when he was Director of Sacramento County Department of Human Services
66
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The director of Salt Lake City’s homeless services program went through this exercise after reading a
federal report stating each homeless person costs tax payers between $30,000 and $50,000 annually in
hospitalization, incarceration, shelter and other homeless-related costs.69 Homelessness in Utah
reduced by 91% statewide after he moved his state’s spending away from these consequences of the
homeless problem and instead invested in its solution: more low-cost housing.70
Cottage Housing’s embrace of “client governance”, “mutual accountability,” and other evidence-based
best practices confirmed decades of research showing alternative approaches that offer more, better
and faster results at less cost. The core message of this research: “Don’t undo the bad stuff. Build on
the good stuff. That’s all we have.”71
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
“The stone the builders rejected
has become the cornerstone.”
Psalm 118:22

This paradigm shift was accelerated when we became acquainted with the concept of “trauma-informed
care”,72 which involves:
“… meeting people ‘where they are.’ It’s based on relationships where trust and mutual
caring transcend specific settings or contexts … (it) occurs when individuals are
educated, empowered, nurtured, learn to advocate for themselves, and begin to
advocate for others …
What Trauma-Informed Services Aren’t
- Agency-centered/focused
- Break them down to build them up
- Condescending
- Demeaning
- Forced treatment
- No consumer involvement”
- Power struggle
- Punitive
- Quantitative
- Reformative
- Shaming and blaming

What Trauma-Informed Services Are:
- Consumer-driven
- Informative
- Hopeful
- Safe
- Nurturing
- Trust-building
- No power struggles
- No mandates or absolutes
- Collaborations and consensus
- Building self-esteem
- The “whole truth”

“… (This model focuses on) wholeness and wellness … Consumers are the experts on
their experiences. The professional is the expert who guides the consumer using
concepts, theories, and techniques. It is our hope that together they will form a
roadmap for change ...”73

69

U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness – “Ending Chronic Homelessness” (1/19/17)
McEvers, Kelly – “Utah Reduced Chronic Homelessness By 91 Percent; Here's How” – NPR All Things Considered (12/10/15)
71 Felps, Paula – “Rethinking Learned Helplessness” Live Happy (2/06) 16
72 See more details on trauma-informed care starting on page 187
73 SAMHSA’s Resource Center to Promote Acceptance, Dignity and Social Inclusion Associated with Mental Health “Social Inclusion and
Trauma‐Informed Care “ – (9/10/09)
70
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Making this shift at Cottage Housing was itself a stress-inducing experience. Levels of exhilaration and
foreboding arose simultaneously as we let go of deeply ingrained mental constructs, work vocabulary
and the other basic building blocks of traditional day-to-day program operations. But this also began to
alleviate the many frustrations arising from the lack of flexibility and responsiveness of familiar, albeit
dysfunctional, practices. The hard part was of this experience was to embrace the uncertainties which
experimentation generates; the easier part was that so-called ‘new’ ideas turned out to be not so new at
all, and were ripe for the picking.
Rising stress levels that inevitably accompany change become yet another thing to consciously monitor
and continually balance with other competing considerations, lest the entire effort become destabilized.
“This tension is fundamental to this work; everyone who does it struggles with it. How
do you know when you are recreating the system instead of freeing people from it? … In
this context, it is worth drawing some clear distinctions between organized service
systems and the free space of human relationships called community.”74
The first of many Moments of DUH! was triggered by the realization we were in the wrong business.
Our mission was not simply to deliver supportive housing services, but rather to foster community
development in our project sites. The chart below describes how this changed Cottage Housing staff’s
way of seeing and doing our jobs.

SUBTLE-BUT-SIGINFICANT DISTINCTIONS
In a social service system …

In a community development context ...

People are known by what’s wrong: by their
condition or label.

People are known as individuals.

People are incomplete and need to be changed/fixed.

People are as they are, with opportunities to follow
their own dreams.

Relationships are unequal; service workers do things
“for” clients & don’t seek any contribution in return.

Relationships are reciprocal, give and take; and the
diverse gifts of many people are recognized.

People are broken into parts
and separated into groups.
Problems are solved by consulting authorities,
policies, procedures
There is no room to acknowledge mistakes and
uncertainty; information is communicated in
professional jargon that distances individuals from
their actions.

People have the chance to be accepted as whole
persons, and viewed as part of the whole society.
People seek answers from their own experience and
the wisdom of others.
People can make honest efforts and acknowledge
honest mistakes and fears.
There is room for confusion, and mystery, and a
recognition some things are beyond human control.

All problems have a rational solution.

O'Connell, Mary - The Gift of Hospitality pages 30-31

These are the basic tenets of the Asset-Based Community Development (ABCD) movement which was
emerging at the same time we were navigating or program redesign process, and its findings came to
similar conclusions:
74

O'Connell, Mary - The Gift of Hospitality Opening the Doors of Community Life to People with Disabilities - The Community Life Project Center for Urban Affairs and Policy Research - Northwestern University – (2/88) 31
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1) “Working together, we take creative responsibility for our families and our lives …
2) As we invented Our Way, all kinds of new connections/relationships are created …
3) We begin to understand the limits of money … that you can't buy more safety,
health, wisdom or wealth. But together we can create them.
4) We found a new kind of trust emerging. Our neighbors became people we could
count on. And they would count on us …
5) We begin to feel powerful … and that sense of power leads us to hold celebrations,
acclaiming our successes while recognizing our frailties …
…

6) We begin to create a history together. We could say: ‘We found Our Way, and we
would love to share it … because we also can learn from your way.’”75

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world.
Indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.”
Margaret Mead

During Cottage Housing’s transition process, the power of possibility was always riveting our attention
on the importance of serving as role models for the message being conveyed to our projects’ residents.
Applying this and other concepts along the way, we learned some important lessons. Among them:
•

… the difference between helping someone and helping them to help themselves.

•

… the fine line between giving someone care and taking care of them.

•

… don’t ask others to do something we weren’t willing to do ourselves.

•

… even if we knew the answer for someone else’s problem, it still would be our answer one to which they would not be very committed when the going got rough.

•

… our program and its participants’ goal was not self-sufficiency, but self-sustainability.

•

… leadership matters, but only if it is nurtured throughout the organization.

“My goal was to do whatever it took to get my son back from Child Protective Services
and to be a productive member of society. As of today - seven years later – I have done just that.”
Cottage Housing Graduate

75
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
“Go to the people. Live with them. Learn from them. Love them.
Start with what they know. Build with what they have.
With the best leaders, when the work is done, the task accomplished,
the people will say: “We have done this ourselves’.”
Lao Tsu

The quote above from the author of The Tao of Power76 depicts the goals sought by any alternative to
the provider/consumer model for social services delivery. Early in our program redesign process, staff
and residents drafted what turned out to be a definitive list of differences in approach as programs
move from left to right on the chart below.

The Path To…
CO-DEPENDENCE focuses on …

INDEPENDENCE focuses on …

Program

Person

Recipient

Participant

Consumer

Customer

Activity

Interaction

Provider

Facilitator

Rules as source of authority
Doing “for” them

Relationships as source of power
Doing “with” them

Giving answers

Asking questions

Providing direction

Making suggestions

Taking care

Giving care

“Do as I say…”

“Do as I do…”

Top-down

Bottom-up

Telling/Teaching

Progress/Learning

Intellect

Intuition

Participant as “child”

Participant as “adult”

“Expert” model

“Peer” or “Partner” model

Skepticism + Suspicion = Doubt

Confidence + Encouragement = Trust

Big Things

Little Things

Professional/ "Objective"

Personal/”Subjective”

Compliance & Punishment

Choices & Consequences

Disabilities

Abilities

Liabilities

Strengths/Assets

Pathology

Possibilities

Adversary

Ally

Risk

Resilience
8/5/02 Cottage Housing staff meeting notes
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The following chapters describe the interactions, information and inspiration that guided Cottage
Housing staff along our learning path. They share the trial-and-error experiments that molded our
approach. And they summarize outcome data attesting to its effectiveness.

“This is not rocket science. It’s harder than that.
You build a better rocket by applying the laws of science and nature,
physics and chemistry, propulsion and aerodynamics.
Building stronger neighborhoods is trickier.
A neighborhood flies, or fails, by the will and whim of thousands of people, not all of whom live there.
And no two people are alike.
Not in the houses they build, the customs they keep nor the futures they dream for their children.”
John McCarron
former editorial board member, Chicago Tribune
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PART II: The Power of Possibility
“Share your bread with the hungry;
shelter the oppressed and the homeless.
Clothe the naked when you see them,
and do not turn your back on your own."
Isaiah 58:7

While others debated what to do about their cities’ growing homeless problem in the late 1990’s,
community leaders in Midtown Sacramento got to work on its solution. Not far from California’s State
Capitol dome, they created a distinctly bi-partisan approach providing results Democrats always
promised using self-help strategies Republicans long embraced at a price both could afford.
Within three years of opening Cottage Housing’s inaugural supportive housing project, its residents’
dropout rate went from over 66% to less than 6% while its cost-per-person served reduced by 60.7%
from initial expense projections. Upon the addition of its second project site,
- its number of housing units more than doubled (from 60 to 143);
- residential capacity quadrupled (from 40 to 240 bedrooms); and
- the number of adults and children served annually rose almost 900% (65 to over 500)
All this occurred even as residents' graduation average rose almost 300% (from 33% to 86%) and the
average length-of-stay reduced by nearly half (from 23 months to just over 12).
The ongoing debate about the best way to help people in crisis misses an even more pressing question:
how do we make the results produced self-sustainable? This field guide describes how our agency went
about improving results and lowering costs by doing things with rather than for people.

“PROFOUNDLY ALONE”
“Somebody has to do something.
And it’s just incredibly pathetic that it has to be us.”
Jerry Garcia

In 1988, volunteers from an international consulting
firm initiated a study of what was then a quickly
escalating homeless crisis. Its findings remain startling
to this day.
Their report found that people without homes spent
300% more time addressing basic needs than those
with homes – nearly 40-hours per week, all during
workday hours when social service agencies normally
make such amenities available. The study’s first
surprising conclusion: people who are homeless indeed
do have a job - it is called: “being homeless”. 77
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“Bain Study: Homelessness In San Francisco” presented by Dick Boyce at Federal Reserve Bank Luncheon – (4/18/88)
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The study’s second conclusion is equally unnerving. Dispelling numerous homeless stereotypes, it
concluded that the one thing those without homes have in common is that they are “profoundly
alone”.78 This finding is particularly poignant at the intersection of three national trends accelerating
ever since the founding of our country:
(1) Over 50% of rural counties saw their populations further decline between 2009 and 2013;79
(2) Technological advances continue eroding the economy’s largely blue collar base;80 and
(3) Communities were becoming ever more reliant on social groups – ranging from faith-based, civic
and recreational groups to social service agencies – to enable citizens to meet physical,
emotional and social needs they cannot satisfy by individual effort alone.81
Like their members, these social groups themselves face survival challenges as they adapt to their fastchanging environment. Communication,82 coordination,83 cooperation,84 constraint,85 and other means
which ensure their very existence place a premium on speed, precision, and optimization,86 all of which
require some degree of discipline and predictability.87 So the very things that help organizations to
meet their own needs make them less flexible, creative and responsive to those they exist to serve.88
This creates a high probability that those who struggle most to secure basic necessities will have
minimal experience in engaging the agencies created to assist them. And the fewer their impediments,
the more amenable people are to an agency’s operational dictates. This means those who need help the
least are most likely to get it.
Too often over the last several decades, we have been treating symptoms and shooting messengers
rather than focusing of our nation’s continuing debate about homelessness on viable options indicated
by evidence-based best practices. Demonizing homeless people instead is a perfect example of the
aptly named “Fundamental Attribution Error,” which psychologist use to explain our cultural tendency
to justify this disconnect in terms of personal deficiencies rather than situational constraints or
bureaucratic deficiencies.89
All these factors swirled as Cottage Housing Inc. opened its first homeless transitional housing facility in
late 1998. Named for a local bishop renowned as a social justice activist, Quinn Cottages had an
embarrassingly high dropout rate within a year of opening. This was a gated community that had drug
dealing, prostitution and other street-life realities occurring inside its gates. In a growing housing crisis,
up to one-third of this project’s sixty housing units remained vacant because it took so long to repair
damage left by tenants being evicted almost weekly. Remaining residents were no longer houseless, but
their circumstances were so unaltered that the local beat cops called this project The Hobo Huts.
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After a three-year program overhaul,
the number of Quinn Cottages
graduates doubled even as the
number with disabilities did also. Its
success rate remained high even as
residents more quickly moved on to
stable housing - average length-ofstay dropped from nearly 24 months
to just over one year.90 This turnover
allowed the project to accommodate
nearly twice as many people as
initial plans envisioned, cutting initial
per-person cost estimates by half.
In addition to a higher success rate and more resident and staff smiles, a third indication of this project’s
success was its unit “turn-over” rate: it was soon measured in hours instead of months as residents
helped property managers prepare a vacated unit for someone waiting to come in from the streets.
As these changes took hold at Quinn Cottages, our agency’s residents and staff worked with our
agency’s project development and property management partner – Mercy Housing California – and
other community allies to open a second homeless housing project on a closing air force base.91 This
project was Sacramento County’s first and now largest residential program solely dedicated to
reunifying homeless families.
Named for a farm labor organizer
who became a beloved Sacramento
mayor,
Serna
Village’s
initial
graduation rate was twice as high as
Quinn Cottages (see chart at right).
Using our newly revised service
intervention model, this project’s
success rate similarly rose above 90%
with a more difficult-to-serve
population, i.e. families reuniting with
children removed from the custody
by Sacramento County’s Child
Protective Services Department.92
Note that these improved outcomes were not achieved by “creaming the crop”, i.e. targeting those with
the least complex of problems who are easiest-to-serve.93 To the contrary, program data shows Cottage
Housing’s intake process reached those who most needy of its services - the majority facing multiple
obstacles to self-sustainability. Nearly all Serna Village families were single parent, female-headed,
extremely low income households. And almost half of the adults served at Quinn Cottages and Serna
90
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Village experienced mental illness and/or domestic violence; more than two-thirds were coming off
probation or parole; and virtually all had serious addiction issues (see chart below).

A testimonial to these families’ resilience - and to the effectiveness of our program redesign process arose just two years after Serna Village opened. When a newly constructed complex doubled this
project’s residential capacity from 40 to 83 apartments, project residents were to relocate from
temporary accommodations in former military base housing in several phases. As their turn to transfer
arose, most families had stabilized sufficiently to move on to permanent housing and wanted to give
other families the same opportunity they received. This left only 13 households to introduce 70
incoming families to the alternative intervention strategy our residents and staff worked together to
develop. Evidence of their success is found in the project’s graduation rate rising back above 90% after
this transition these new facilities (see 2005 to 2007 in Serna Village graduation chart on previous page).
Cottage Housing’s annual report to
U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) for the last year
in our decade-long program
redesign process shows its tangible
results. The number of residents of
both projects with employment
income rose 170% between arrival
and departure, resulting in a nearly
40% drop in welfare dependence.
And twice as many were eligible for
disability benefits that could have
been paying for housing all along.
In addition to the Sierra Health Foundation’s research study previously mentioned,94 external
confirmation of the success resulting from our agency’s collaboration with Mercy Housing came from
other sources as well:
➢ A nationally renowned evaluation expert cited our agency’s participant-driven
methodology as “a national model for the resiliency movement.”95
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➢ Recognition for Quinn Cottages innovative facility design recognition from U.S. Dept. of
Housing & Urban Development (1998), American Association of Interior Designers and
California Energy Commission (1999), California Department of Housing and Community
Development (2000) and the Coalition for Rural Housing & Planning/Conservation
League Foundation (2004);
➢ Sacramento Public Relations Association awarded its “Best Bang for the Buck” award
(2002) to our advocacy campaign to open Serna Village. This project also earned our
agency the “Business Leader of the Year” award from North Highlands Chamber of
Commerce (2003) and the “Neighborhood Excellence Award” from Bank of America
Foundation (2006). In conjunction with our project partner, Mercy Housing California,
this project also garnered the “Award for Innovation” from National Association of
Housing Finance Agencies (2008).
➢ Leadership awards from Sacramento Metro Chamber and the Center for Fathers and
Families honored Cottage Housing’s contributions to the community (2010).

The REALIZATION of DUH!
“Give me a lever long enough and a fulcrum on which to place it,
and I shall move the world”
Archimedes

Our agency’s positive results anticipated the conclusion of a book published shortly after it decade-long
capacity expansion and program redesign process was completed. SWITCH: How To Change Things
When Change Is Hard observes: “when change works, it tends to follow a specific pattern: people who
change have clear direction, ample motivation, and a supportive environment;” their advice: “stop
ignoring this pattern and start to embrace it.”96
Upon doing so, Cottage Housing staff and residents defined three interconnected operating principles
(participant-driven, solution-oriented, and strength-based) that took us away from traditional social
services intervention methods. These principles resonate with research from the for-profit and nonprofit sectors that leads to a forehead-slapping realization: meaningful, measurable, lasting behavioral
change more likely comes from internal commitment than external coercion. DUH! 97
Look no further than policy manuals of traditional social service agencies for the opposite approach.
These handbooks are as emotionally engaging as furniture assembly directions, which promise desirable
results IF the right part is placed in the correct place in the proper sequence using the suggested tool
and precise technique. Following these directions is rarely as quick or easy as advertised, and they don’t
tell you what to do with all the leftover nuts and bolts.
As described throughout the remainder of this field guide, research literature on state-of-art social
change intervention tells a different story. It repeatedly shows enthusiasm, creativity and adaptive
learning have more influence over the speed, depth and direction of the change process than planning,
budgeting, data collection, and all other operational systems combined. Circumstances rapidly shift
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from person to person, situation to situation, and moment to moment, defying cookbook recipes with
measurement abilities and environmental controls unattainable outside one’s own kitchen.
Instead, these research studies find success results from a subtle blend of science and art. It relies on
the instincts and intuition of employees delegated wide latitude and discretionary judgment within
broad, clearly defined parameters. Managers’ role in these endeavors is largely confined to offering
things like encouragement sincerely and strategically conveyed. These combine to serve as a fulcrum to
leverage results not just unattainable, but also unimaginable within traditional intervention strategies
utilizing the typical top-down, provider/consumer model.

HARD SCIENCE/SOFT SKILLS
“The time is always right
to do what is right”
Martin Luther King Jr.

It became clear(er) only in hindsight how Cottage Housing’s three emerging operating principles were
shaped by three core values with biblical connotations. Research drawn from for-profit and non-profit
sectors contain enough references to matters of faith , hope and love to make somber professionals
blush. But in the end, however, we are told, “these three things abide.”98 As mentioned later in this
field guide, policy manuals of such notoriously intransigent institutions as the Veteran’s Administration
acknowledge these terms’ applicability and use them unapologetically but make them professionally
palatable by substituting parallel words such as trust, optimism and compassion instead.
Regardless of the semantics involved, Cottage Housing’s staff and residents did not find these values as
irrelevant or impractical as traditional intervention models declare. Getting familiar with the welldocumented ‘hard science’ behind these so-called ‘soft skills’ engaged us in the lifeblood of what
otherwise becomes an anemic undertaking. This required becoming comfortable with largely unused
but not foreign terminology often branded as ‘unprofessional’ in the traditional social service paradigm.
Upon doing so, staff and residents discovered they could generate results few thought possible and
neither could accomplish alone. Looking back, it is easier to see the direct correlation and sequential
association between these core values and operating principles as each lays a strong foundation for the
next to create a self-reinforcing structure.

IT ALL STARTS HERE!
Operating Principle #1:
PARTICIPANT-DRIVEN
Core Value #1:
TRUST

Operating Principle #3:
STRENGTH-BASED
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Operating Principle #2:
SOLUTION-ORIENTED

Core Value #3:
COMPASSION
Corinthians 13:13

Core Value #2:
OPTIMISM
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Undoubtedly, project residents’ early insistence on turning our projects into clean-and-sober
communities somewhat reduced the chaotic environment in which this new intervention model was
developed and tested.99 However, with the majority of our project’s residents having some combination
of mental health and substance abuse issues, our experience proves this model’s applicability even
among people with significant functional impairments. Programs without a sobriety requirement will
still find our learning process pertinent to their own effort to harness the power of possibility.

Making the “SWITCH”
“Why do we shrink from change?
What can come into being except by change?”
Marcus Aurelius

Perceptions of social service agencies their clients - and even their employees – as being incapable,
unwilling and unmotivated often undermine their programs’ efforts. The prevalence of these views’ is
reflected in: (a) how often agencies require both the service ‘provider’ and ‘consumer’ to acquiesce to
pre-fabricated routines; and (b) how rarely it works the other way around. The result: impersonal,
somewhat arbitrary, occasionally errant directives that trigger resistance and other so-called ‘problem’
behaviors from these programs’ clients … and sometimes their employees as well.
SWITCH authors explain this by describing three surprising things about change:
(1) “WHAT LOOKS LIKE A PEOPLE PROBLEM IS OFTEN A SITUATIONAL PROBLEM;100
“Fundamental Attribution Error describes a deeply-rooted, systematic tendency to
attribute people’s behavior to the way they are rather than the situation they in.”101
(2) WHAT LOOKS LIKE LAZINESS IS OFTEN EXHAUSTION;
“The big change being suggested saps people’s self-control, so one of the reasons
change is hard is because people wear themselves out in the process.”102
(3) WHAT LOOKS LIKE RESISTANCE IS OFTEN A LACK OF CLARITY.103
“Multiple options, even good ones, can freeze us and make us retreat to default
plans/behaviors; the result - decision paralysis - is deadly for change because status quo
is the de fault mode.”104
SWITCH’s suggestions for correcting these misperceptions differs from to the usual approach. Its
authors encourage all change agents to focus not only on the rational side (The Rider) of the person
instigating the change, but also their environment (The Path) and their emotional side (The Elephant).
“The central challenge of change is to keep the Elephant and its Rider moving forward
on the Path to which they are both committed … If we appeal to their Rider but not their
Elephant, there is understanding without motivation; if we reach their Elephant but not
their Riders, there is passion without direction. Ignore the Path and the other two will
get lost no matter what you do with them.”105
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They believe any successful change process requires properly proportioned (but not equal) attention to
all three of these factors. Within a social service context, this “Path” begins with facilities and
surroundings necessary - but not sufficient - to catalyze the change process. In SWITCH parlance, such
amenities must be accompanied by comparably innovative ways of engaging their hearts (“Elephant”)
and minds (“Rider”) as well.
THE PATH
As Cottage Housing’s name implies, the residential
design for our initial housing project was a small (about
400 sq. ft.) cottage-style configuration, taking a unique
approach to the environment in which the transition
from the streets to self-sustainability was to occur.106
Unlike high-density arrangements typical of most
homeless programs, each Quinn Cottage resident had
their own housing unit. Each includes a bedroom,
bathroom and full kitchen. Their designer, Brent Smith,
compensated for minimal living space by adding a high
cathedral ceiling and skylight intended to create a
brighter, larger sense of space intended – like European
Renaissance churches – to “lift the spirit”.107
Laid out in circular clusters of 4-to-6 units with front
doors facing one another, the site plan sought to foster
closeness and intimacy while enhancing residents’
sense of security, privacy, connectedness and
accountability.
Sidewalks leading to a centrally located pavilion divided
the project’s sixty housing units into quadrants within a
2.4-acre footprint.
This layout created distinct
neighborhoods for which residents accepted communal
responsibilities, and from which elected representatives
served on its Residents Council. This pavilion, designed
by Kevin Donnelley - architect for our Serna Village
project as well - offered a large kitchen and spacious
gathering space for weekly community meetings/meals
and resident celebrations, as well as a computer lab and
private rooms for one-to-one dialogues.
This innovative layout anticipated insights later emerging about effective response to Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder (PTSD).108 Rejecting a longstanding emphasis on “how many?” instead of “how well?”
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the residents of homeless programs were accommodated, Quinn Cottages and Serna Village anticipated
environment-of-care standards issued a decade later by the Veterans Administration:
“The physical environment needs to be designed to promote an individual’s sense of
well-being, optimism, and integration with the surrounding community (as opposed to a
hospital or dormitory-like dwellings).” 109
Such guidelines prioritize quality considerations usually trumped by tight construction budgets and
traditional administrative mindsets. Unlike the threadbare, often cramped accommodations of many
homeless facilities, the design of our agency’s facilities reflected one of the dictates of the Resiliency
Model discussed in the next chapter:
“… the quality of the immediate caregiving environment tells a much more important
story than does any particular program approach.”110
People experiencing homelessness were consulted during the planning process for both of Cottage
Housing’s project sites, setting an early precedent for the participant-driven approach that eventually
becoming our organization’s first operating principle.111 But our agency did not match this initial
creativity in its facilities “path” with an equally innovative approach to engaging project residents’ hearts
and minds - their “Elephant” and “Rider”. Tenants’ revolt shortly after Quinn Cottages opened was an
inevitable and perhaps unavoidable consequence of this shortsightedness, but even this unfortunate
incident had a highly beneficial result in moving our program away from the traditional approach.

SWITCH: How To Change Things When Change Is Hard
The Path, the Rider and the Elephant
“… the central challenge of change is to keep the Elephant and its Rider moving forward on The Path to
which they are both committed … (but) any time the six-ton Elephant disagrees about which direction to go,
it’s the Rider that’s going to lose.” (5-7)
“… our Elephant really, really hates failure - which triggers its ‘flight’ instinct; yet any new quest - even one
that is ultimately successful - is going to encounter difficulties and involve failures along the way.” (42)
“The sense of progress is critical, because the Elephant in us is easily demoralized. It’s easily spooked, easily
derailed and for that reason, it needs reassurance, even for the very first step on the journey.” (129)
“What you are really doing is engineering hope. Hope is precious to a change effort … Once people are on
the path and making progress, it’s important to make their advances visible.” (141)
“… whereas the ‘Rider needs direction, the Elephant needs motivation … that comes from feeling –
knowledge isn’t enough to motivate change. But motivation comes from confidence. The Elephant has to
believe that it’s capable of conquering the change.” (175)

THE RIDER & THE ELEPHANT
When helping traumatized people to regain their forward momentum, there is broad consensus in the
research literature about the power of trust or faith, the necessity of hope or optimism, and the
experience of compassion (dare we say it: love). These are dodged by traditional service models as
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difficult to measure, monitor and manage, but they became central to our program redesign.112 SWITCH
authors emphasis on attention to emotional (‘Elephant’) response of the person making the changes is
completely consistent with emerging brain science, but it is contradictory to the typical reliance on
‘command-and-control’ strategies that instead appeal to their clients’ rational (‘Rider’) side. Even the
term “client” reflects a sanitized and de-personalized response can block us from fully accessing the
enormous-but-messy powers being harnessed by this process.

CULTIVATION OF COMMITMENT
“Everybody thinks of changing humanity
but nobody things of changing himself.”
Leo Tolstoy

Although SWITCH’s insights were unavailable when Cottage Housing began our program redesign
process, other research sources gave similar clues on how to more fully engage project residents’
“Elephant” and “Rider” in proper proportion. Such support was found in several reference books
purchased for every employee and discussed at our staff meetings. One of these, The Solution Focus,
cites “three simple, elegant and radical ideas” for advancing change on its very first page:
1) “Be clear as possible about what is wanted – this is the ‘solution’ on which we focus.
2) Harness what is already in place and use these positive forces to influence the
emerging future in the direction of the solution.
3) Take the direct route to what works by overlooking pitfalls and excursions, such as
delving into problems and what’s not working.”113
Its authors cite anthropologist Gregory Bateson, founder of systems thinking,114 who notes: “change is
happening all the time; our role is to identify useful change and amplify it.”115 Contrary to the
traditional ‘case management’ approach, the emphasis here is not: what is the answer? But rather: how
we cultivate commitment to whatever can be done right now to make things better?116
The synchronistic appearance of another valuable reference book - The Trusted Advisor - provided our
agency’s staff with further guidance on this question. Its authors begin by making several subtle
distinctions within the dynamics of change, the most significant of these: “empowerment is not
something you give me or I give you; we co-construct it between us by the actions each of us takes.”117
In contrast to coercive top-down methods, its authors recommend that we rely on the second of the
dictionary’s two very different definitions for the type of commitment required when choosing between
various options; these are:
1) An agreement or pledge to do something in the future; or
2) The state or an instance of being … emotionally impelled.118
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The Trusted Advisor says most helpers rely upon the first’s definition’s expectation of an outcome at
some later time, but those they are trying to help are usually thinking in sooner terms. Its authors say
change efforts are more likely to be successful with a more immediate focus on momentum-building
activities - which SWITCH authors describe as ‘fuel’ for our ‘Elephant’.119
It took a while, but we eventually came to recognize that the difficulties we confronted after the
opening Quinn Cottages did not constitute a rebellion against staff authority or resistance to our
expertise. Instead, it simply reflected project residents’ insistence on a role in shaping their own - and
their family’s - well-being. Only after engaging them as allies rather than adversaries did staff see that
these residents had the harder job of all. In SWITCH parlance, they were the “Rider” steering their
unruly “Elephant” along an obstacle-strewn “Path”. We sloooowly realized our job was not to tell them
how to do it, but to learn from them how we could help them to hang on and keep going.120
As described further below, this insight eventually prompted our agency’s switch in everything from job
titles to budget allocations. Most significantly, it prompted staff’s move away from the dictatorial
means by which most social service intervention strategies attempt to stimulate behavioral change. This
involved not just a change in methodology, but in mentality as well. We knew this change had occurred
when we stopped cataloguing reasons why something couldn’t be done, and instead started looking
instead at what it would take to make it happen. As policies and practices were reviewed from this new
perspective, we discovered it was time to abandon any procedure when ‘that’s how it’s always been
done’ was the only reason for its existence. And it was surprising how often that was the answer. This
brought us into agreement with Peter Block’s observation about systems not being easily transplanted as agencies so often try to do.
“… social fabric and successful communities elsewhere cannot be imported. What works
somewhere else often ends up as simply another program here, which might be useful
but does not shift the fundamentals that we are after.”121
This observation pushed our increasingly improvised program redesign process toward principles
derived from our own personal preferences and programmatic circumstances when supported by
evidence-based best practices. Doing so taught another lesson contradicted by the traditional means of
bringing about behavioral change: we found it was our attitude and approach - rather than our tactics or
techniques - which made the most difference in interactions with project residents.
Seeing the adverse effects of well-intended efforts
first-hand when Quinn Cottages opened its doors
accelerated our receptiveness to a more effective
approach. About this, the following chapters won’t
provide a recipe to follow as much as a way of
thinking and responding differently to unique
situations recurring daily in homeless housing and
other social service programs.
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LESSONS LEARNED: The Power of Possibility
To improve upon initial program results unacceptable to staff and residents alike, Cottage Housing
began involving them both in deciding how to proceed. We focused on solutions rather than problems.
And we relied on our own capabilities instead of outside resources. From these three operating
principles were forged our program’s core values: a commitment to trust, stay positive and be flexible.
These connected the mind (Rider), heart (Elephant) and environment (Path) that our program’s
participants use to improve their lives. Recognizing resistance to change as a part of the process
prepared us for the challenges involved in implementing an alternative to the traditional social services
paradigm.

TWELVE QUESTIONS FOR FUTHER EXPLORATION
1) How do you engage people for whom “profoundly alone” is a defining characteristic?
2) What was your most recent experience of “Fundamental Attribution Error”?
3) Does knowing it is “inherently reactive” change your approach to problem-solving?
4) How does your program’s need for predictability affect its responsiveness?
5) How does your program avoid “creaming the crop”?
6) What are the benefits (and drawbacks of helping those who need it most?
7) How does external coercion undermine the nurturing of internal commitment?
8) How can your program encourage the cultivation of “soft skills”?
9) What surprised you about the “three surprising things about change”?
10) What is implied by “three simple, elegant, and radical ideas” for advancing change?
11) Why is empowerment something that must be caught rather than taught?
12) Do your program’s participants feel more like they are your allies or adversaries?
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THE EVOLUTION OF COTTAGE HOUSING INC.

When Bishop Francis Quinn held the ribbon cut by Mayor Joe Serna at the opening of a cottage
demonstration model placed across from Sacramento’s City Hall the early 1990’s, they launched a
campaign focused on the only solution to the homeless problem: additional affordable housing.
Opposition arose immediately, most of it of the indirect, passive/aggressive variety. Technological
advancements allowing these units to be factory-built would reducing their cost, but a City Council
member insisted the units be built on site to allay his groundless fear about a cheap trailer park
atmosphere otherwise. He also insisted the lowest-bid contract be awarded to a proposal clearly
below actual costs, delaying the project when the contractor selected went bankrupt. Ignoring the
need for a circular design intended to enhance connection and accountability among the residents,
he also pushed to put the cottages in rows like a normal street. City inspectors advocated for rigid
enforcement of building codes that did not anticipate this type of housing - for example, imposing
parking requirements applicable to market-rate apartments when most residents did not have cars.
As a result, our agency’s founders hoped to fulfill its vision of a thousand cottages, but it took four
years to build the first sixty.
Cottage Housing Inc. (CHI) was formed with the intention of becoming a community housing
development corporation, but we lacked experience and financial capacity to manage large projects.
Rural California Housing Corporation (which soon after merged with Mercy Housing Corporation)
became its housing developer/property manager, with CHI serving as the co-owner and support
services provider at Quinn Cottages. The same relationship was later replicated at Serna Village.
Issues arising after opening Quinn Cottages triggered our agency’s shift in program mentality that
triggered adjustments in service methodology developed with the assistance of Bill Kennedy and his
team at Legal Services of Northern California. For example, instead of a cumbersome intake
procedure where the property manager processed all applicants for housing eligibility and then
referring those qualified for services screening, our new model was based om the idea that people
were applying for a program, of which housing was one of the services offered. Those seeking such
a program as designed by the residents themselves were then screened for tenant eligibility by
Mercy Housing. This and other adaptations lowered program’s costs while tightening its focus on
those who needed help the most.
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PART III: THE SOLUTION – Resiliency
“What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters
compared to what lies within us.”
Ralph Waldo Emerson

Our troubled start-up at Quinn Cottages led to a startling, grudging admission: we were simply getting
back what we had been putting out. Like many programs utilizing a traditional intervention model, we
treated people as if they were unable to meet their own needs and that’s exactly how many acted. Our
award-winning facility design could not compensate for a program strategy which, “(like those in) many
human service professions … still reflected the deficit model they were founded upon.”122
The implicit goal of provider/consumer methodologies is to increase their clients’ capacity to predict,
alleviate, or preferably avoid problems in the future. But becoming problem-free is not just an
unattainable objective for any human activity; it is also ill-advised. This goal inadvertently instills an
adversity to risk that inhibits the learning any progress requires. The result is a disconnect between the
helper’s focus on the first half of the following equation and that to which those supposedly being
helped aspire as expressed in its second half:
problem-free ≠ fully prepared123
Traditional service models add insult to injury when implemented through a conventional hierarchal
structure. A top-down approach imposes not just a provider/consumer, but teacher/student or
parent/child dynamic by treating people as recipients rather than participants. Any non-compliance is
blamed on a consumer’s inappropriate response rather than a provider’s misguided attempt to engage
clients as passive objects rather than instigating subjects of activities intended for their benefit. Clients’
increasing passivity leads to “learned helplessness,”124 creating a self-fulfilling misperception that those
so labeled are hapless/hopeless people needing not only our guidance but also our direction.
Traditional programs respond with stern measures in an increasingly repressive cycle when - not if - such
recipients show resentment toward ‘assistance’ extended in this manner. By doing so, we elicit the very
co-dependence all involved want to avoid.
It’s no coincidence Cottage Housing’s programmatic shift came at a time of growing concern within the
medical and educational professions. Provider/consumer relationships are Increasingly seen as
deterring people from taking responsibility for their physical, emotional and developmental well-being.
Worse, being patronizing can cultivate indifference or even hostility toward whatever goal is being
promoted. After all, “No one likes to be told that they must do anything (even when they do).”125
More to the point: “when one sees oneself as the object of unilateral actions, it takes no particular
wisdom to suggest that one would rather be elsewhere.”126 This sense of alienation was common
among those ill-served by our agency’s initial programming strategy. When project residents with
complex needs failed to meet pre-determined, program-imposed expectations more relevant to
contract objectives than personal needs or capabilities, our initial approach quickly moved toward more
collaborative staff/resident interactions.
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POTENTAL not PATHOLOGY
“Inside of a ring or out, ain’t nothing wrong with going down.
It’s staying down that’s wrong.”
Muhammad Ali

A solid foundation for Cottage Housing’s program revival was provided by our staff’s introduction to the
asset or strength-based Resiliency Model, so named because it continuously remains focused on “the
building of one’s ability to bounce back”127 regardless of the circumstances encountered.
Research emerging from the youth development movement in the Eighties began to contradict an
article of faith among traditional intervention strategists, i.e. that risk factors are an accurate predictor
of negative future outcomes among troubled kids. To the contrary, follow-up studies conducted among
as youths so labeled after they grew into adulthood came to a surprising conclusion:
“… supports and opportunities which buffer the effect of adversity and enable
development to proceed appear to predict positive outcomes in anywhere from 50 to
80 percent of high-risk populations.”128
Most ‘high-risk’ youth succeeded despite such adversities. The difference: “You have what it takes to get
through this!” messages that often did not come from parents themselves and rarely from preprogrammed intervention strategies, but rather from relatives, teachers, coaches, ministers or
friends.129 A focus on those at ‘high-risk’ is not a good predictor of future problems; to the contrary,
success occurs only when we “stop viewing (people) as something to be fixed and controlled.”130 This
need to start “seeing the potential and not the pathology”131 demands “a new approach to relationships,
attitudes and behavior as well as distinctive approaches to evaluation, motivation and discipline.”132
A Sacramento Bee article summarizes the results of applying the Resiliency Model at Cottage Housing:
"(Resiliency) is something everyone has within them,
regardless of whatever horrors they have experienced in
their lives," Bonnie Benard, a national expert in
resiliency, told Serna Village staffers and residents. "It's
up to the rest of us to create the school, the community,
the environment to allow them to succeed." Unlike most
rehabilitation programs, which zero in on people's
problems, she said, resiliency focuses on finding hidden
strengths and assets and using them to evoke change.
The nonprofit Serna Village at McClellan Park and its
companion program, Quinn Cottages, are national
models in the resiliency movement, said Benard, who
holds workshops on the approach throughout the
country. ‘This program works,’ she said.”133
Sacramento Bee 10/29/08
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Rather than engaging people as ‘consumers’, Benard cites resiliency research data showing how
effective organizations treat people as ‘constituents’ afforded meaningful ongoing opportunities to:
1) Build competencies/skills through engaging, challenging and interesting activities;
2) Build a sense of belonging through active participation in groups among peers;
3) Develop a sense of power/respect through problem-solving and decision-making;
4) Find a sense of meaning through activities that incorporate dialogue and reflection
while providing community service and contribution to others.134
Success in these efforts comes not from solutions externally imposed. Rather: “the action is in the
interaction,”135 stimulating an “alchemy of belonging” which has the following properties:
➢ Leadership is in the convening, not in demanding or directing;
➢ Small groups are the unit of transformation, not 1-to-1 or large classroom settings;
➢ Questions are the only things ‘provided’ and are more transformative than answers;
➢ Hospitality- the welcoming of strangers – is not just an action, but an attitude; and
➢ Physical space social interactions are designed to nurture a sense of belonging.136
The Resiliency Model helped Cottage Housing to move away from what SWITCH authors described as a
fixed mindset which “sees abilities as static and not prone to improvement, and therefore averse to
challenge.” Instead, they encourage a growth mindset, which “sees abilities as muscles that can be built
up with practice by stretching them, taking risks and accepting feedback with a focus on the longer view
- an approach that compliments effort rather than skill.”137

RESILIENCY: What We Have Learned
By Bonnie Benard, MSW

“… the most effective, efficient, and even rewarding and joyful approach to problem prevention (or
remediation) is through supporting healthy development.” (2)
“… the innate self-righting tendencies and environmental protective factors that account for the resilience of
(those) facing adversity and challenge are the same supports and opportunities that nurture us all.” (10)
“… (when chances) for participation incorporate opportunities for contribution … (people) no longer see
themselves as simply recipients … but as active contributors to the setting in which they live.” (47)
“… the connection between autonomy and belonging is self-reinforcing: the stronger one’s sense of self, the
more able she or he is able to form healthy connections to other people, with those healthy connections, in
turn, further nurturing their sense of self.” (79)
“Infusing the power to make choices and decisions does not necessarily require any special program. But it
does require letting go of a control orientation, seeing (program’s constituents) as a valuable resource … and
creating a system based on reciprocity and collaboration rather than control and competition.” (81)
“… (Fostering resilience is) not about a program per se … (but rather) … it is about how we do what we do …
Inasmuch as there is an underlying element, it consists of attentiveness and responsiveness.” (95)
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The numerous factors involved in the cultivation of resilience are concisely delineated in an American
Journal of Psychiatry report that provides some hint of this concept’s intricacies.
“Resilience has been alternately defined … as an individual trait or quality, an outcome,
or a process. The concept of resilience may also encompass the ability to negotiate
psychosocial and emotional changes after trauma exposure and in this way increase
recovery possibilities ... factors involved in resilience include:
1) Biological factors (intellectual and physical ability, toughness);
2) Psychological factors (adaptive mechanisms such as humor, hardiness, etc.);
3) Emotional attributes (e.g. hope, life satisfaction, optimism, happiness, trust);
4) Cognitive attributes (e.g. world view or philosophy of life, wisdom, etc.);
5) Spiritual attributes;
6) Attributes of post-traumatic growth;
7) Social attributes (interpersonal skills/relationships, connectedness, and support);
8) Environmental factors such as positive life events and socioeconomic status.”138
All this research affirmed Cottage Housing staff’s growing sense that the change process we were trying
to facilitate is more complex than the traditional “do-as-I-say” model would imply.

NEED SATISFACTION
“We will either find a way, or make one.”
Hannibal

The timely arrival of yet another reference book from the field of education, further accelerated Cottage
Housing’s switch toward the Resiliency Model. In a study of factors affecting any learning/growth
environment, The Quality School identifies low expectations as a major impediment: “As long as our
goal is to ‘get more of them to do enough to get through,’ we will only fall further behind.”139
Bemoaning the detriments of coercive methods, Dr. William Glasser recommends a departure from the
‘stimulus response’ or ‘boss management’ style to which traditional agencies’ staff and clients are
habituated. Citing a premise of Maslow’s Hierarchy (i.e. all behavior is driven by the desire to
sequentially satisfy needs140), Glasser sees the most basic of these is a yearning for safety and love; only
after those needs are fulfilled do our interests ascend to aspirations for power, fun and fulfillment.141
Glasser’s “choice theory” defines “total behavior” as the cumulative result of our efforts to satisfy these
needs, which is accomplished by pursuing our own personal concept of a “quality world,” thereby
avoiding the “seeds of unhappiness” sown otherwise.142 As shown in the following chart, he finds
“perceptual” and “creative” systems emerge to help us make these decisions, allowing us to visualize
completion of tasks we self-define as necessary to bring reality to our dreams.
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CHOICE THEORY
An explanation of human behavior offered to replace external control
psychology with its punishing use of blaming, complaining, criticizing,
nagging, threatening, and punishing/rewarding to control.

Knowledge is Power
Self-Knowledge is Personal Power
What we
already
know
about
people
before we
see them

What we
need to
find out
about
people
when we
see them.

What
people
need to
learn that
we can
teach
them.

Which of
their needs
are being
unmet?

To
understand
their needs
and how to
(and how
not to)
satisfy
them.

The specific
pictures in
their
"Quality
World"

That they
can put
pictures in
their
Quality
World and
take them
out.

All their
behavior is
"Total
Behavior."

What
choices are
they making
now?

That they
can only
control
themselves
and not
anyone
else.

Their
perception
of the real
world is
their reality.

The
information
they are
getting from
the real
world vs.
their Quality
World.

How
changing
their
perceptions
can help
them make
better
choices.

Their
creativity is
always
working.

What their
creativity is
offering
them now.

How to
bring their
creativity
to solve
their
problems.

They are
unhappy
because of
poor
relationships
caused by
the use of
external
control.

Which
relationship
is
troublesome
and why
they are
having
problems
with it.

What
external
control
psychology
is and how
using
Choice
Theory can
improve
their lives.

FIVE BASIC NEEDS
Survival, Love/Belonging, Power, Fun & Freedom
Almost all behavior is chosen; we are driven by our genes to fulfill these five basic
needs. If they go unmet in our various environments, we can feel by degree out-ofcontrol, lonely, frustrated, rebellious, board & depressed and malnourished
respectively.

They have
five needs.

"QUALITY WORLD"
The "Quality World" is a "picture book" of the people, things, and ideas that we
want because we believe they will be need satisfying. When the "picture" we have
in our minds of what we want does not match what we think we are getting from
"reality", the "scales" are tipped and we are motivated to behave in order to
balance them out. In short, we want the "real" world to conform to what we think it
should be; when it does not, we act (behave) to make it so.

The have a
"Quality
World"

TOTAL BEHAVIOR
All behavior is "total Behavior" with four components: Acting, Thinking, Feeling,
Physiology All behavior - no matter how ineffectual it may seem to others or
ourselves upon reflection - is our best attempt to feel good and meet our needs by
making the "real world" confirm to the pictures in our "quality world." We have
direct control of the front tires only - Acting and Thinking. To change our Feelings
and Physiology (back tires), we must move one of the front wheels.

PERCEPTUAL SYSTEM
"Perception is reality!"; that is, how we see things is the way they are. The
difference between our perceived world (what we are getting) and our Quality
World (what we want) is pain or stress and determines how out-of-balance our
scales will be (how we feel). Change your perception and you change your feelings.

CREATIVE SYSTEM
Behavior serves a purpose: To close the gap between what a person wants and
what the person has at a given moment. Like the movements of a tight-rope
walker, our creative system is always offering up behavior/ways to strike a
(moment-by-moment) balance. Even our choice "to misery", to depress", "to anger",
"to reject, scream, yell & break things" is a choice that represents or best shot (given
our history, awareness, examples, experience) to "balance the scales" and make
things right.

SEEDS OF UNHAPPINESS
If we are not sick, poverty-stricken or suffering the ravages of old age, the major
human problems we struggle with - violence, child & spousal abuse, substance
abuse, emotional distress, etc. - are caused by unsatisfying relationships. The
choices we make to control others through criticizing, blaming, bribing/rewarding,
and how we choose to resist, is the cause of this disconnectedness and the misery
that results.

39 Institute web site or from his book: Choice Theory and the New Psychology
This material was copied or paraphrased from either the William Glasser
of Personal Freedom (1998) or from Choice Theory: A Metaphorical Approach by Robert Wubbolding. The “What We Know” idea and format was
developed by Carleen Glasser. This presentation was prepared by James Hasset, a Glasser Institute certified trainer.

During Cottage Housing’s program redesign process, we literally grafted Glasser’s construct (see vertical
axis in the chart below) to the Resiliency Model’s premise that one’s sense of belonging, usefulness and
influence are pre-requisites to acquiring the competence, confidence and creativity they need to be
effective parents, productive employees and – ultimately – happy people (see the horizontal axis).
“It is surprising how often people set out to take the next step up the scale, then find
themselves in an evolutionary spiral taking them three notches up or all the way to the
top … This is partly because success breeds success … also because – having constructed
a detailed picture of the preferred future – they can now readily recognize it and more
easily aim for it as it unfolds.”143

We used this chart in our agency’s “New Employee Orientation” luncheons to trigger lively
conversations around four insights that helped guide our program redesign process:
1) There is a sequential order by which people in crisis become engaged in their own
self-determined path to a more sustainable living situation.
2) A person’s transition from “hopeless” to “hopeful” is neither a one-way street nor a
forever ascending spiral. They can move in either direction through a trial-and-error
process as each new challenge arises. We kept this chart simple for the purpose of
clarity, but a more accurate depiction would show this two-way arrow as squiggly
line rambling in all directions during this experimentation process.
3) This chart depicts complex issues that can prompt negative reactions from program
participants, and the importance of staff not reacting negatively when this occurs;
4) An incident usually interpreted as either ‘personal relapse’ (blame the consumer) or
as ‘program failure’ (blame the provider) may actually be a sign of progress manifesting the momentary struggle and stress that inevitably arise in any learning
process before growth occurs. Rather than focusing on fault and failure on either’s
part, it was important to see such behaviors in this larger context.
Speculation about residents’ intentions or the causes of their conduct are uninformed, highly
subjective judgements at best. Instead, we increasingly became focused on the question behind the
143
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question.144 Doing so illuminates recurring behavior patterns for what they are: program participants’
sometimes errant, often frustrated, usually good-faith attempts to satisfy immediate needs and
increase functional capacity simultaneously under stressful circumstances. With limited skills,
resources or experience, they face challenging experiences that push them to defy ingrained habits,
face fears and heal traumas. This hard work requires that staff avoid responses that Glasser considers
“deadly”, and instead to move toward the kind of “caring” responses that nurture change from within.
EIGHT DEADLIES

EIGHT CARING

efforts to exert EXTERNAL control

efforts to exert INTERNAL influence

Criticizing

Supporting

Blaming

Encouraging

Complaining

Listening

Nagging

Accepting

Threatening

Trusting

Punishing

Respecting

Bribing/Rewarding to control

Negotiating Differences

Resenting

Forgiving
SOURCE: Glasser Institute

Rather than trying to prevent or avoid problems, Glasser and Resiliency Model researchers also agree in
their emphasis on real-world learning experiences which foster developmental capabilities. Such
experiments not only focus on seizing opportunities of the present; they also leave us better prepared to
handle future challenges as they arise. These opportunities refine our strengths in four general areas:

PERSONAL STRENGTHS: What Resilience Looks Like145
SOCIAL COMPETENCE

PROBLEM-SOLVING

AUTONOMY

Responsiveness

Planning

Positive Identity

Communication

Flexibility

Internal Locus of Control
Initiative

Resourcefulness

Adaptive Distancing
Resistance

Critical Thinking
Insight

Self-Awareness
Mindfulness

Empathy
Caring
Compassion
Altruism
Forgiveness

SENSE OF PURPOSE

Goal Direction
Achievement Motivation
Educational Aspirations
Special Interest
Creativity
Imagination
Optimism
Hope
Faith
Spirituality
Sense of Meaning

Humor
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Humor is lowest on the chart above and the least acclaimed
characteristic of somber professionalism, but in fact it “can be
your most powerful technique for shifting people into positive
behavior cycles.”146 Laughter is contagious, as the poet said:
“laugh and the whole world laughs with you.”147
The seriousness of crisis situations requires levity at times if
only to release tension; as the hero in Ken Kesey’s novel
suggests: “You have to be able to laugh, Chief, especially at
things that ain’t too funny;” and “Man, when you lose your
laugh, you lose your footing.”148
This is a lot easier to say than do - as indicated by a circumstance familiar to parents, coaches, teachers
and social service professionals:
“… continued clowning around, for example, is often punished … (even though) humor
remains one of the most protective strengths a person can have in terms of physical and
mental health. The challenge for … caregivers is to find an appropriate channel for what
can be annoying behavior so that this potential asset is not shamed out of existence.”149

The Power of Humor
SOURCE: Deep Strengths by Price Pritchard

“(Humor) reduces hostility, deflects criticism, relieves tension, improves morale, and helps communicate
difficult messages … it activates the right (creative) side of the brain … the therapeutic benefits of humor
also extend into the realm of physical health. Laughter decreases harmful stress hormones and boosts the
immune system. It brings aerobic benefits to the body and even carries analgesic properties, which means
that humor truly is a painkiller.” (110)
“Effective leaders get people laughing two or three times more often than average executives … (they) rank
in the top one-third of bonuses, and are rated ‘excellent’ by 90% of their peers and bosses.” (111)
-“Most of the time humor comes out of friendly banter, amusing observations about the situation, or maybe
from poking a little fun at oneself … Laughter is actually more contagious than yawning, so people will most
likely pitch in and help.” (111-12)

Dr. Brené Brown describes two very different uses of humor and the importance of distinguishing
between them:
“True laughter is not the use of humor as self-deprecation or deflection … it is not the
kind of painful laughter we hid behind. Knowing laughter embodies the relief and
connection we experience when we realize the power of sharing our stories – we’re not
laughing at each other but with each other.” 150
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Dr. Brown notes another focal point largely ignored in traditional social service delivery programs: the
importance of cultivating one’s ability to play.
“(This is a) critical component of Wholehearted Living … (it) shapes our brain, helps us
foster empathy, helps us navigate complex social groups, and is at the core of creativity
and innovation … (it) is as essential to our health and functioning as rest.” 151
Contradicting the traditional model’s sense of professional objectivity, her analysis finds “three other
significant patterns emerged as being essential to resilience …
1) Cultivating hope … a combination of setting goals, having tenacity and perseverance
to pursue them, and believing in one’s own abilities.
2) Practicing critical awareness … is about reality-checking … once we start to see the
big picture.
3) Letting go of numbing and taking the edge off vulnerability, discomfort and pain …
(by) trying to feel the feelings, staying mindful about numbing behaviors, and trying
to lean into the discomfort of hard emotions.” 152
She finds the source of this pattern is neither theological nor theoretical, but rather immensely practical:
“… we need resilience and hope and a spirit that can carry us through the doubt and
fear. We need to believe that we can affect change … (otherwise) feelings of
hopelessness, fear, blame, pain, discomfort, vulnerability and disconnection sabotage
resilience … The heart of spirituality is connection. When we believe in that inextricable
connection, we don’t feel alone.”153

PROTECTIVE FACTORS
“You give 100% in the first half of the game and if that ain’t enough,
in the second half you give what’s left.”
Yogi Berra

Resiliency researchers believe functional capabilities cannot be acquired second-hand, but rather
through situations which “provide the one essential experience that can make a real difference, i.e. the
experience of … undertaking a difficult challenge and carrying it out successfully provides opportunity
for real-life learning.”154 As facilitators, program staff are encouraged to optimize three “protective
factors” which create a safe environment in which people can develop their own resiliency:
1) CARING RELATIONSHIPS: Establish trust/safety by ‘being there’ with listening/patience
conveying unconditional love;
2) POSITIVE EXPECTATION MESSAGES & BELIEFS: Expressing confidence/belief in
participants’ strengths and showing respect through firm guidance that both supports
and challenges them to reframe/refocus on personal resilience as their key to success;
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3) MEANINGFUL OPPORTUNITIES FOR PARTICIPATION & CONTRIBUTION: Offering safe
places where people experience inclusion and peer support for self-determined
activities where they exercise responsibility and derive a sense of accomplishment.155
These broad guidelines show that the same interaction between staff and participants could reflect
none, some, or all of these “protective factors”; staff’s awareness of these features’ importance and
their skills in applying them differentiate efforts truly ‘helpful’ in both the short and long-term from
those less so. Yet this too contradicts another basic premise of traditional social service delivery
systems’ dictates of strict professionalism, which concentrate on controlling staff’s methods and preach
that mentality, mood and motivations are - and should remain - irrelevant to the process.
In reality, all these “protective factors” involve substantial variation from the conventional hierarchy’s
typical top-down, directive-dispensing, provider-controlled interactions with compliant consumers.156
To maximize their presence and influence within our program, Cottage Housing staff worked through
numerous obstacles – some of them structural, some semantic, and some totally subliminal. Among
these impediments is the sheer familiarity of traditional roles. This includes assumptions inherent in
standardized terminology and expectations of the provider’s assertiveness and the consumer’s passivity.
Even when experiencing the benefits of our agency’s new approach, staff and participants alike were
often surprised by how quickly each reverted to habituated roles when new situations or strategies
created circumstances unfamiliar – and therefore uncomfortable - to both.
Another of these obstacles is our culture’s strong inclination to use ‘sticks’ rather than ‘carrots’ to
influence another’s choices, this despite the fact that it is “difficult to find people who say they
personally respond best to negative rather than positive treatment.”157 Social service staff’s largelyunconscious ways of seeing, thinking, speaking, and behaving tend to default toward criticism,
sanctions, and other hallmarks of the traditional model’s response.158 We also tend to rely on financial
gauges and other measurable indicators similarly seen as motivators of personal conduct or drivers of
organizational achievement, yet research shows these to be lagging indicators at best.
“The common preoccupation is with results – with effects – when we should be going
deeper. The secret to improvement lies with causes. We need to focus on the hidden
drivers of performance if we want to muscle up results.” 159
Any effort “going deeper” into the “causes” of improved performance must supplant so-called ‘triedand-true’ techniques which are actually neither. Cottage Housing’s initial orientation of new employees
included a set of handouts on the elements of the Resiliency Model, which we used to introduce
incoming staff to our alternative approach (see next page). They consistently found this model to be
resonant with how they always thought people should be treated in social service programs,
immediately noting how contrary it was to the top-down process by which most programs operate.
The main take-away from these conversations: change has emotional as well as intellectual components
not solely addressed by appeals to logic (i.e. the “Elephant” and the “Rider”, in SWITCH parlance).
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“Toward Participant-Driven Social Services Delivery Strategies: Appling the Resilience Model” seminar presentation by Bonnie Benard, MSW
(6/3/05); also “Fostering Resiliency in Kids: Protective Factors in the Family, School, and Community” by Bonnie Benard, MSW (1991)
156 See Part V for more details on the influences of the conventional hierarchy.
157 Pritchett, Price, Deep Strengths (2008) 29
158 See Part VII for more details about the adverse impacts of guilt/blame-based response
159
Deep Strengths 10
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COTTAGE HOUSING

RESILIENCY
CIRCLE
1/27/10

SOURCE: Bonnie Benard, Nan Henderson and other resiliency researchers cited herein
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RECIPE FOR SUCCESS
“Chance never helps those who do not help themselves.”
Sophocles

Evidence o of this new intervention model’s effectiveness in cultivating program participant’s resilience
is well-described in poem shared at a Quinn Cottages graduation:

STILL I RISE
SOURCE: A Quinn Cottages Alumna

Like Jesus from the dead. Still I rise. I fall down but I get up. Still I rise.
Through child abuse and sexual abuse, still I rise. Through spousal abuse too, still I rise.
Through the loss of my nine-month old Daughter Natasha Lenora Grayson, two months before Christmas, Still I rise!
Joy in the midst of sorrow - Still I rise!
I still had to take care of her older sister and brother, Calvin and Christina - Still I rise!
The next Christmas, I had a new baby girl, Anita Nicole. Still I rise!
Through the loss of my daughter, Christina to CPS at the age of sixteen;
I sent her back home to Virginia to her grandmother - Still I rise!
Today I am still paying for this because my oldest daughter made me a grandmother.
I have three beautiful grandchildren, eight-year old Tishara, four-year-old Tony
and two-year old Antoine - Still I rise!
Through the loss of my job as a driver due to a head-on collision no fault of my own, I lost two jobs. Still I rise!
Due to the loss of my jobs I went into a deep depression
and no longer had an income and became homeless and without hope, still I rise!
Still I rise! I rise! I rise! I rise because greater is He that is in me than he that is in the world!

Further validation of our agency’s search for better ways to advance personal progress is in a survey
asking non-profit and for-profit leaders which of these variables was most responsible for their success:

160

-

Ambition – aspiration level or desire to achieve

-

Can-Do Attitude – a success-minded bias to ‘go for it’ and make things happen

-

Competitive Spirit – playing to win … pushing to improve

-

Confidence – self-assurance; belief in their capacity to perform effectively

-

Creativity & Innovation – coming up with new ideas; implementing fresh approaches

-

Energy Level – metabolism; vitality; the capacity to do the work

-

Hope – faith in the future; favorable outlook regarding things to come

-

Happiness – positive, upbeat mental state; sense of well-being

-

Resilience - ability to take problems in stride; change-adaptive

-

Staying Power – emotional stamina; the psychological strength to persevere” 160

Deep Strengths 8-9
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There was little difference in their response, as both rated resiliency as first (among non-profit leaders)
or second (among for-profit leaders).161 To enhance its presence, Dr. Brené Brown’s research on
personal authenticity encourages leaders to screen prospective employees and develop existing staff’s
capabilities in five areas her research finds common among resilient people:
1) “They are resourceful and have good problem-solving skills;
2) They are likely to seek help;
3) They hold the belief they can do something to manage their feelings and to cope;
4) They have social support available to them; and
5) They are connected with others, such as family and friends." 162

QUANTUM LEAP
“When you are going through hell, keep going.”
Winston Churchill

You2 - A High-Velocity Formula for Multiplying Your Personal Effectiveness in Quantum Leaps was the
first of several Price Pritchett booklets which had enormous influence on the pace and direction of our
agency’s internal transformation. Its short, highly accessible one-or-two-page chapters describe the
“self-imposed trap”163 created by our own narrow perspective, and highlights the ways in which a
problem-oriented focus limits our range of possibilities. A sampling of its chapter titles summarizes the
core of our emerging program strategy:
-

“Ignore conventional approaches”

-

“Think beyond what common sense would allow”

-

“Suspend disbelief”

-

“Focus on ends rather than means”

-

“Rely on unseen forces”

-

“Choose a different set of risks”

-

“Get uncomfortable”

-

“Make your move before you’re ready”

-

“Look inside for the opportunity”164

After we started implementing these suggestions, a participant or staff member would sometimes come
into a meeting to excitedly announce they ‘just took a quantum leap!’ All knew what they were talking
about, and by commending their courage in doing so we were only fueling their confidence for further
forward leaps.

161

Deep Strengths 18
The Gifts of Imperfection 64
163 Prichett, Price - You2 – A High-Velocity Formula for Multiplying your Personal Effectiveness in Quantum Leaps preface
164
You2 – table of contents
162
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You2 - A High-Velocity Formula for Multiplying Personal Effectiveness in Quantum Leaps
By: Price Pritchett

“Your most dependable behaviors can become obstacles to future success … Things that worked for you in the
past lose their serviceability … (and) you reach a point of diminishing return.” (7-9)
“(Sometimes) doing what you do best can be the worst thing you can do. It really doesn’t matter how well you
can do something if it’s the wrong thing to do.” (11)
“Focus on possibilities rather than on limits or obstacles … people typically use only about 10% of their true
potential … if you must doubt something, doubt your limits.” (13-16)
“A quantum leap is a move you are prepared to make. You just haven’t done it yet.” (17)
“If you worry about everything that will be involved in getting from here to there, you are bound to bog down
in the questions about methodology …(but) you’re not supposed to be concerned about what happens in the
middle of the jump … think about where you’re going to land!” (17-22)
“Be prepared for… confusion, anxiety and failure. That’s part of opening yourself up to … exponential
performance gains … Progress often masquerades as trouble.” (25-26)

Another timely guide for our program redesign process came from Leadership and Self-Deception.165
There is no shortage of managerial admonitions to think ‘outside the box’. This book not only gave our
staff permission to explore ideas and techniques beyond their usual repertoire, but also provided a
conceptual framework and terminology for doing so. To summarize its most stimulating observations:
a) whether in or out of it, this ‘box’ is created by our own perceptions and beliefs; and
b) our efforts to get out of this ‘box’ can only get us deeper into it unless approached
carefully, consciously, and in close collaboration with others.

Leadership and Self-Deception: Getting Out of the Box
SOURCE: The Arbinger Institute

“Identify someone with a problem and you’ll be identifying someone who resists the suggestion that he has a
problem. That’s self-deception – the inability to see that one has a problem.” (16)
“Whatever I might be ‘doing’ on the surface … I am being one of two fundamental ways when I am doing it:
either I’m seeing others straightforwardly (and) experience myself as a person among people (or) as a person
among objects. The first way, I’m out of the box; the other way, I’m in the box.” (35-36)
“… this issue of whether we’re in the box or not is at the heart of most of the people problems we see in
organizations.” (62)
“Self-betrayal occurs when … my thoughts and feelings begin to tell me that I’d justified in whatever I am
doing or failing to do.” (66-71).
“I become self-deceived as my perceptions become distorted systematically in my favor … (and thereafter)
begin to see the world in a way that justifies my self-betrayal.” (75-77)
“… (soon) you cannot focus on results because, in the box, you are focused on yourself … we (instead) try to
control others, which provokes the very resistance that we feel the need to control all the more … (so) my box
ends up provoking more of the very thing I set out to change.” (105-106 & 130)
“… our box is penetrated by the humanity of others. We know in that moment what we need to do – we need
to honor them as people. And in the moment, I see them as another person, with needs, hopes, and worries
as real and legitimate as my own – (I’m) out of the box.” (144)
165

“… two things must happen: (1) institute a process in our companies where we help people see how they’re in
of focusing on results that keep us out of
the box much more than we have been: a way of thinking … measuring … reporting … working.” (161)

Arbinger
Leadershipnot
and Self-Deception
– Getting (2)
out institute
of the box (2002)
the boxInstitute
and therefore
focused on results;
a system
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This possibility of “self-deception” introduces what the Central Intelligence Agency calls “blowback” the unintended consequences of well-meaning efforts.166 Lively discussions ensued when Cottage
Housing staff considered how our own efforts might cause the very resistance we bemoan, prompting
recognition of the necessity for humility to guard against any inflated sense of our capacity to influence
the situation. These conversations focused on how to avoid social service agencies’ tendency to
manipulate people, as participants’ and even staff’s ideas and interests often get undermined by ridged
policies, limited resources, simple programmatic convenience, or institutionalized habits. None of this
happens on purpose but it is very purposeful prioritizing the operational needs of the group over the
needs of its members. Seeing how programs sometimes push us to operate “in the box” alerted us to
avoid responding as victims of circumstance, and instead take responsibility for getting “out of the box”.
The opportunities for honesty and openness which resulted from these discussions were nothing short
of liberating. For example: shortly after reading this Leadership book, Cottage Housing’s two AfricanAmerican project managers expressed concern that a certain Caucasian staff member’s behavior
showed indications of racism. They were stunned when their supervisor indicated that he not only
wouldn’t doubt it, but he would be surprised only if it were otherwise since we all were products of a
more-or-less subtly racist culture. This is a fairly obvious statement today given increasingly blatant
indications of discrimination among law enforcement professionals and others now being publicized,
but it remained a largely unacknowledged fact in the mid-2000’s. After these mangers recovered from
the shock of hearing this admission from an American Caucasian for the first time, there was an ‘outside
the box’ discussion about how we all were affected by the prejudicial environment in which we were
raised. We soon agreed that all – not just the employee in question – needed to adjust to this reality.
We avoided an “in-the-box” response that focused on a symptom of societal diseases and condemned
those infected by them. Instead, we instead began exploring ways Cottage Housing staff could remain
conscious of the influence of unhelpful biases of all kinds, and thereby minimize their impact. This
seemed better than deluding ourselves into thinking we could stamp out any hint of racism, which is
impossible in any case and would only have the effect of driving such behavior ‘under the carpet’ within
our agency. The employee in question later left for performance-related reasons, but not before we all
engaged in a broadly-focused, yet reality-based exploration of biases each of us bring to this work.
Another example of “self-deception” is how vociferously some deny their minds play tricks on them.
Research describes how needs and interests filter our perceptions of reality among both individuals and
organizations, altering their position on issues in ways largely self-serving and sometimes destructive for
them or others. When uncertainties arise, “our mind conspires with our primitive instincts, predisposing
us to think in negative directions.”167 There is no fault in our thinking this way, as indeed it is almost
impossible to do otherwise - especially those who have been exposed to trauma. However, problems
arise when denial of reality allows us to act in a completely “self-justifying” manner.168 This resonates
with 12-Step literature’s warning in about a tendency “to hide a bad motive inside a good one (which)
permeates human affairs from top to bottom.”169

166

Risen, James (18 June 2000). "WORD FOR WORD/ABC'S OF COUPS; Oh, What a Fine Plot We Hatched. (And Here's What to Do the Next
Time)". The New York Times.
167 Pritchett, Price, The Unfolding: A Handbook for Living Strong, Being Effective and Knowing Happiness during Uncertain Times - page 10
168 Arbinger Institute Leadership and Self-Deception – Getting out of the box (2002) 94
169
Wilson, Bill – Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions (1981) 94
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It is hardly coincidental that Leadership and Self-Deception‘s description of an escalating control cycle is
so consistent with the Resiliency Model in differentiating between risk and resiliency (see chart below).

Moving from RISK to RESILIENCY
ATTITUDE
blaming

caring

controlling

encouraging

hierarchical

participatory

BEHAVIOR
looks for deficiencies

looks for strengths

"This work is required"

"This work is important"

"You might not be able to do it"

"I know you can do it"

"You are on your own"

"I won't give up on you"

ENVIRONMENT
dirty/dingy

clean/bright

broken

well-maintained

nothing on display

participants' work on display

INTERACTION
fragmented

integrated

non-experimental

experience-based service learning

euro-centric focus

multi-cultural perspective

narrow range of learning styles

broad range of learning styles

behaviorist approach

constructivist approach

status-quo thinking

inquiry-based critical thinking

GROUPING
homogeneous

heterogeneous

competitive

cooperative

large anonymous groupings

small individualistic groupings

EVALUATION
standardized

multiple indicators

few competencies measured

range of competencies measured

focus on "right" answers

focus on fostering self-reflection

MOTIVATION
competitive

collaborative

extrinsic (external) rewards

blend extrinsic and intrinsic (internal) rewards

minimal participant engagement

maximum participant engagement

focus on task/content

connecting interest/talent in real world

DISCIPLINE
authority-determined rules

consensual process sets norms

punitive justice

restorative justice

limited involvement in decision-making

active involvement in decision-making
Bonnie Benard, "Resiliency: What We Have Learned" (2004) 88
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We found there is a remarkable degree of unanimity among research sources regarding:
(a) the dysfunctional tendencies characteristic of the traditional provider/consumer
intervention model, as summarized on the left side of the previous chart; and
(b) the opportunistic environment fostered among program staff and participants alike
when the traits listed on the right side of that chart are nurtured.
Of course, no one deliberately intends the behaviors described on the left side of the RISK to RESILIENCY
chart. To the contrary, managers and staff of traditionally-modeled programs go to great lengths to
avoid these inadvertent effects. However, program participants perceive those left-side tendencies no
matter how well-intended or (we think) well hidden, and the inefficiencies that result leaves less time
and energy for program amenities and performance incentives.
This switch requires that traditional organizational precepts be displaced and not just mechanically
adjusted. Nurture this switch involves the cultivation of not just or resiliency people but also a resilient
organization. Researchers identify five aspects of organizational resiliency which were reflected in what
became our agency’s operating principles and core values:

SOURCE: Building Resiliency in Child Abuse Staff and Volunteers
University of Texas - Institute on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault – page 7
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These five elements shape the “P.I.N. Pyramid” which will “enhance your (agency’s) ability to address
conflict, build consensus, and function in a way that keeps your integrity and sanity intact!” In this
model, P.I.N. represents:
•
•
•

Positions – getting the most out of what’s at stake
Interests – those things that are not always articulated - what is really wanted
Needs – these are the things most fundamental – what the speaker must have170

Elaboration of the P.I.N. model suggests specific purposes addressed and explicit messages utilized at
each level, all of which closely correlate to Maslow’s Hierarchy and the Resiliency Model:
P.I.N. PYRAMID

CRISIS INTERVENTION MODEL

COMMUNICATION SKILL

POSITIONS

Safety and Security –
Create an environment of trust where
people can bring issues forward

I’m glad you told me.
I’m glad we’re talking about this.

Ventilation and Validation –

“Tell me more about that.”

Provide an opportunity for person to

Don’t react or use emotionally charged words.

move beyond explosive position to talk

Let them talk, make sure “it” is clearly identified.

about what is going on

“You’re angry.”

ACTIVE LISTENING 101

“Given your perspective, I see why you're so angry.”

INTERESTS

“Let me see if I understand what happened … “

NEEDS

What would be helpful here?
Set clear boundaries.
Don't promise what can't be delivered.

Planning and Preparation

Set time to re-visit issue.
SOURCE: Building Resiliency in Child Abuse Staff and Volunteers
University of Texas - Institute on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault – page 74

This frame of reference anticipates how hard it is to remain calm and clear when continuous tension and
resulting stress affects every action and reaction. A distinction between two very different ways of
managing anxiety heighten the necessity to differentiate among our responses, as described below:
170

A Gecko's Guide to Building Resiliency in Child Abuse Staff and Volunteers University of Texas - Institute on Domestic Violence and Sexual
Assault (2009) 74
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•

“Over-functioners tend to move quickly to advise, rescue, take over, micromanage,
and get in other people’s business rather than look inward.

•

Under-functioners tend to get less competent under stress. They invite others to
take over … they can get labels as the ‘irresponsible one’ or ‘the problem child’ or
the ‘fragile one’
“… seeing these behaviors as patterned responses to anxiety, rather than truths
about who we are, can help us understand what we can change.”171

Staff’s perception of program participants’ behavior on the spectrum of ‘resistant’ or ‘resilient’ will
depend on their awareness to such distinctions and how these are applied in specific situation.
Ironically, such assessments rely upon additional clues only available from one source: the participant
themselves. But too often staff’s negative response to challenging behaviors cause participants to shut
down rather than open up. The P.I.N. Pyramid and other tools can help root our responses in what is –
literally as well as figuratively – the right side of the RISK to RESILIENCY chart presented on page 49.

From “Damaged” to “Challenged”
“(They) need to think you care
before they care what you think.”
Wes Moore

In an excellent manual – “The Resiliency Workbook” - that accompanies her outstanding workshops,
Nan Henderson, MSW describes an interactive cycle through which resiliency factors are built up and
risk factors are diminished (as shown in the left and right side respectively in the chart below).

© Resiliency In Action & Nan Henderson

171

The Gifts of Imperfection 109, citing Harriet Lerner, The Dance of Connection (2002)
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Henderson quotes Gina O'Connell Higgins’ advice to those involved in resiliency cultivation efforts. It
begins with the remainder that “facilitating resilience is more a matter of orientation than explicit
intervention,” and adds some specific suggestions on how to cultivate resiliency potential in others:
“Hold a broad developmental view of growth and change, realizing that there are always
untapped degrees of freedom to mobilize.
Focus on how human beings self-right, not on their floundering.
Catalogue their capabilities with the exquisite concern we normally reserve for their
weaknesses, i.e., how have their strengths emerged over time and why? Why is this
person not doing worse?
Let them know about their own strong overcoming – any scrap of it – and let them hear
it often.
Do not overlook the phoenix for the ashes.”172
Henderson finds that groups focused on their own resiliency-building share common characteristics.
•

“communicates a resiliency philosophy/attitude;

•

includes all steps of “The Resiliency Wheel” (see chart on previous page);

•

uses forms/paperwork/assessments that reflect resiliency;

•

evaluation of process/Intervention is the norm;

•

attends to personal (or staff) resiliency;

•

reaches out for partners; and

•

challenges cultural/media stereotypes (by promoting the message: ‘Every One Can Be
Resilient’ and teaching others about their personal resiliency).”173

In her writings and lectures, Henderson frequently credits the work of resiliency pioneer Emmy Werner,
Ph.D. in describing four important steps to fostering resiliency:
1. ATTITUDE -- The Resiliency Attitude
‘You matter to me...’
‘I am not going to judge you based on your past...’
‘I believe in your capacity to overcome...’
‘What is right with you is more powerful than anything that is wrong with you....’
2. PERSPECTIVE OF STRENGTHS -- Work from a Strengths Perspective
… Teach people about their strengths: name them, share how they are being used,
suggest how they can be used in the future
3. Create a PROTECTIVE WEB --Use the Resiliency Wheel (as a web around each person,
family, organization, community–or yourself)
4. TAKE TIME -- Persist: Don’t Give Up!
Mind these three: TTT … Things Take Time!’174
172

O'Connell Higgins, Gina - Resilient Adults
Henderson, Nan, MSW - Resiliency Training Program © 2002 © Resiliency In Action & Nan Henderson
174
Henderson, Nan, MSW - Resiliency Training Program © 2002 © Resiliency In Action & Nan Henderson
173
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Henderson also cites Stephen and Sybil Wolin’s surprise “after being seeped in the ‘language of disease
… and mastering the alphabet soup of symptoms and syndromes’, that mental health professionals ‘find
illness and maladjustment’ wherever they go;” they instead advocate a shift in focus from ‘damaged’ to
‘challenged’ among those seeking to be helpful to those in crisis situations.”175
This shift in thinking by Cottage Housing’s staff and participants was most evident in our work together
to develop a passport system for self-tracking progress toward self-defined personal development goals,
as described in the next section. Thereafter, Part IV describes our effort to move further away from the
traditional intervention model by changing our staff’s role from ‘case manager’ to ‘personal
development coach’.

“… (this program) was a wonderful asset to me and my family's journey to stability
because of the consistencies within the program itself.
The classes and groups were always on time,
and I liked being held accountable for weekly progress.”
Cottage Housing Graduate

175

Henderson, Nan, MSW, The Resiliency Workbook: Bouncing Back Stronger, Smarter and with Real Self-esteem (2012) 7-8, citing Wolin,
Stephen and Sybil – The Resilient Self: How Survivors of Troubled Families Rise Above Adversity (1993) 12, 15,20
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PUTTING THEORY INTO PRACTICE:
The Passport to Self-Sufficiency
“Your work is to discover your work
and then - with all your heart - give yourself to it.”
Siddhartha Gautama (aka Buddha)

Our agency’s initial response to early rebellion among the tenants at Quinn Cottages showed an
understandable-but-unhelpful tendency toward defensiveness which often arises when things go badly.
Deescalating this tense situation involved acknowledging a fundamental tenet of operations
management, i.e. “the initial plan is always faulty.”176 Or, as one agency friend from the for-profit sector
observed: “But of course! The plan ALWAYS looks good on paper!”177
The new management team brought in to address this volatile situation made a more-or-less conscious
decision to avoid assessing guilt, a response which would have ignored the farmer’s joke punch-line
about the twin draw-backs of teaching an animal to sing, i.e. it wastes time and only annoys them.178
Instead of doing an autopsy on problems of the past, we invited residents and staff to work together on
forward-facing initiatives - the first being development of a ‘job description’ for project tenants. Given
their history of acrimony, all were surprised to quickly agreed on three areas of residents’ responsibility:
➢ to themselves and their families;
➢ to their neighbors, the project and its facilities; and
➢ to the wider community supportive of the project.
In brainstorming specific expectations within these broad categories, they avoided the typical list of
don’ts which comprise nearly every behavioral conduct code since the Ten Commandments. Instead,
they focused on affirmative obligations applicable to all three areas of responsibility:
a) personal development;
b) health/wellness;
c) voluntary service, either onsite or in the wider community.
Extending this opportunity for input had the result predicted in research
literature. Rather than low-balling performance expectations, those given
the chance to influence the process consistently expressed their aspirations
in much higher terms than the more cynical among us might have expected.
And program staff and residents alike were shocked when Cottage Housing’s
new management team wholly adopted the final draft of this job description
exactly 30-days after this program redesign process began (see copy on the
next page). This document served as our program’s admission and
continuing eligibility criteria for the rest of the decade.
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Ayles, Leonard - What Effective Managers Do…And How They Do It, (1979) 231
1/14/11 conversation with Will Middleton
178
See PART VII for more details on the pitfalls of guilt/blame/shame as a managerial tool.
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DRAFT FOR RESIDENTS’COMMENT
At the Quinn Cottages Residents Council meeting on November 8 th, 2000,
the following suggestions were made in response to the question:
“What are the responsibilities of the residents of Quinn Cottages?”
Residents are asked to submit any comments or additions to this list to a Council representative or to their
support services worker or to the Program Director.

JOB DESCRIPTION: Residents of Quinn Cottages
(1)

Be responsible to/for yourself
build a healthy foundation
set up 2-year transition plans/goals
don’t get loaded no matter what
set your priorities
learn who you are
learn to take directions/suggestions
learn to live in society
learn how to live independently
learn to live one day at a time
get a job, save money and move up in the world, or
go to school & get a skill
get out of debt

(2)

Be responsible within Quinn Community
Help each other
Support one another
Watch your language
Be able to open up/extend yourself
Trust each other
Share experiences
Keep your cottage/yard clean
Voice your concerns
Maintain socially acceptable behavior
Get involved
Get along with each other
Be responsible, period.

(3)

- Clean up after yourself
- Comply with your program
- Do community service hours
- Maintain your own priorities
- Go to meetings
- Be considerate
- Extend a helping hand
- Stay clean
- Show compassion/empathy
- Participate in Quinn events
- Pay rent on time

Be responsible “Beyond the Gates”
Come back ‘clean’
Reach out to other homeless people
Be an example/ “walking billboard”
Don’t be tacky
Remember where you came from
Help with resource solicitations

- Stay focused
- Give away what you’ve got
- Show respect
- Seek $ earning opportunities
- Spread the word/ “ambassador”
- Stay mindful (residents & staff)
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THRIVAL STRATEGY
“He who has a why to live
for can bear almost any how.”
Fredrick Nietzsche

Next, we asked program participants to work with staff to articulate a process timetable for achieving
their own self-defined aspirations regarding personal development. This wide-ranging discussion ended
in the agreement that this could only be determined on a case-by-case basis by the person themselves,
and not by the uniform application of generic routines and generalized criteria being applied by others.
Like the Resiliency Model itself, the tool they
devised to self-track their progress also came from
the youth development field. Several years earlier,
a Boys & Girls Club board president returned from
a trip abroad with an idea: perhaps some sort of
passport could give Club members a practical,
hands-on tool for self-documenting their program
participation.179 Upon hearing about this idea,
Cottage Housing participants and staff worked
together to create a pocket-sized PASSPORT TO
SELF-RELIANCE which residents would use to track
the steps of their journey from the streets to selfsustainability.
As mutual accountability became a clear(er) goal of our agency’s program redesign process, this
PASSPORT provided a means of internalizing and reinforcing it. This tool’s effectiveness is partly
explained by authors Chris Crowley and Henry Lodge in their book Younger Next Year:
“One of the great keys to caring about your own life is to watch it. And to keep track as
if it mattered a lot. Which it does. If you’re going to have a good life, a full life, a life
that you and others care about, it must be the examined life. And that means writing
stuff down. It sounds banal, but it works.”180
The PASSPORT’s content was shaped by the work of a community services task force known as The
Greater Collaborative, located in California’s Gold Country. To create comprehensive outcome measures
applicable across various areas, this coalition’s simple thesis was based on two points:
1) There is a ‘survival’ line; and
2) Everyone knows whether they are above or below this line at any given point.
This group’s purpose statement would also describe Cottage Housing’s program redesign strategy:
“Building up people’s ability to resist negative influences and behavior and improve
their level of functioning is what human service interventions must do. Programs ought
not do for people, but instead help them build their own capacities to grow and seek
higher levels of functioning and fulfillment.” 181
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Thanks to Bill Mullin, aka “TacoBill in Auburn, CA
Crowley, Chris & Lodge, Henry, Younger Next Year: Live Strong, Fit and Sexy – Until You’re 80 and Beyond (2004) 242
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OUTCOMES: Placer County Greater Collaborative – 10/20/98
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The chart below shows how their system rests on the idea of a “stabilization threshold” between Level
2 (Struggling) and 3 (Surviving) of its 5-point rating scale. In a departure from the traditional servicedelivery model, this system’s overarching priority is the “hopes and aspirations” not just program
participants or the needs and interests of the organization and its funders, but the entire community.
Its third unique aspect is a set of broad statements which gave both participants and staff clear criteria
and a common language by which their current status and future progress could be assessed in relation
to six “outcome categories”.
Placer County
Greater Collaborative

Outcome
Categories

HOPES & ASPIRATIONS FOR THE PEOPLE OF PLACER COUNTY
All citizens will be loved & loving, confident, active, involved, powerful, competent,
committed, free, creative, having fun, achieving, volunteering, and constantly growing.
SELFSUFFICIENT

Nurturing
Environment

Making
Creative
Contributions

Flourishing

Proactive
Wellness

Mutuallysupportive
Environment

Productive
Participation

Selfsustaining

Responsible

Basically
Healthy

Secure
Physical
Environment

Satisfactory
Attendance &
Performance

Stable

Law Abiding

HEALTHY

AT HOME

At Peace

Fit & Vital

(4) STRIVING

Secure

(3) SURVIVING

Free
from
Harm

(5) THRIVING

OUT OF
TROUBLE

Contributing

STABILIZATION THRESHOLD
(2) STRUGGLING

(1) SUFFERING

At risk

Crisis
Treatment

Unstable
living
situation

Unsatisfactory
Attendance &
Participation

Dependent

Making
Trouble

Unsafe

Sick Without
Treatment

Homeless

Dropped Out

Destitute

Committing
Crimes

FUNCTIONAL <–––––––––––-> DYSFUNCTIONAL
FULFILLMENT <--–––-> RESILIENCY <-----------> DESPAIR

IN SCHOOL
AT WORK

SAFE

SOURCE: OUTCOMES PAPER: The Greater Collaborative of Placer County - 10/28/98

Traditional social service models presume a causal relationship between the frequency of engagement
in wellness-related activities and how well their clients actually feel, but rarely do these programs
directly correlate these two bits of data. Even less often do we involve those doing this work – program
participants themselves - in assessing the impact of their efforts within these categories in real time.
Our PASSPORT182 was the ultimate extension of Cottage Housing’s participant-driven approach.183
Essentially, it placed each participant’s case file in their own pocket and entrusted them with
responsibility for its utilization, its accuracy, and its security. Helping them more easily see what they
were doing when things were working well as compared with when they weren’t also gave them the
chance to be more clear/conscious about their daily life choices, thereby reinforcing the maxim about it
taking a minimum of twenty-one days to make or break a habit.184

182

For more details about the mechanics of the PASSPORT system see box on next page and Appendix B.
See Part VI for a more extended discussion of participant-driven programming.
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OVERVIEW: Passport to Self-Reliance
“Teachers open the door, but you enter it by yourself.”
Chinese Proverb

Program participants received a new PASSPORT each month. This gave them the chance to review their
answers to broad questions raised in the first few pages, and use the rest of the booklet to track their
progress toward their self-defined monthly tasks/objectives for the following four weeks.
Following Steven Covey’s admonition to “begin with the end in mind,” the first page of the PASSPORT asks
participants to explicitly state their mission not only here on earth but also within the program. Its second
page asks them to specify members of their ‘support team’. Subsequent pages were used on a daily basis to
self-track various ‘stops’ in their self-defined ‘path’ to self-sustainability. There were also pages to document
community service hours in on-site and off-site projects. A ‘bonus points’ section recognized them for
assisting project neighbors, helping with facility upkeep, participating in program planning discussions, etc.
In reality, the things we like to think we do for personal well-being don’t happen nearly as often as we think.
The centerfold page of the PASSPORT was a ‘Just for Today’ section (see below) where participants listed
wellness activities they intended to perform on a daily basis – anything from brushing their teeth and taking
medications to job search activities. They put a check mark when such activities are performed and totaled up
the number of targeted ‘wellness activities’ completed on a given day.
A guiding principle drove facility designer Brent Smith’s vision for Quinn Cottages: participants’ engagement in
wellness-related activities – physical, emotional/spiritual, financial, and educational, etc. – would essentially
be their full-time job while living at the Cottages. To help residents monitor the amount of time/energy
dedicated to those activities, the PASSPORT included an additional line at the bottom of the ‘Just for Today’
page as a ‘timesheet’ participants could use to self-track the number of hours devoted daily to their wellbeing plan. Below the “total” line where participants could add up their daily activities, participants used the
Greater Collaborative’s one-to-five scale to rate ‘overall feeling’ for that day (see scale at upper right). This
helped them to literally see how they tended to feel better when doing things that made them feel good.
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OVERVIEW: Passport to Self-Reliance
continued

The next pages of the PASSPORT include a monthly calendar to assist participants in tracking appointments
and other commitments. The final pages were a place to list emergency contacts and a ‘prevention relapse
card’ with ‘what to do’ and ‘who to call’ plans for handling stressful moments which inevitably arose. To
remain positive and solution-oriented, not until its very last page is there a question about “personal relapse
warning signs/triggers” to prompt a pre-emptive approach to unhelpful or unhealthy behavior.
To encourage utilization of this PASSPORT process, participants and staff worked together to create an
incentive system to reinforce participation and reward progress (see Appendix B). They set a point-value for
each activity weighted in relation to its importance and degree-of-difficulty; ‘bonus’ points were awarded for
community ambassadorship activities, response to last-minute assistance requests, or similar ‘stretch’
experiences. To prevent the process from becoming stale, extra points were randomly allocated to those
who completed a certain section of the PASSPORT; this helped keep the process lively and prevent those who
were particularly active in a certain section from consistently dominating the process.
Tabulation of each month’s points created an instant and highly visual barometer for participants’ level of
engagement in their self-defined development process. Like charts that depict stock market trends, the
PASSPORT ‘s monthly report format offered a quick snap-shot that vividly portrayed whether a participant’s
level of program engagement was ascending or descending. Each month, top point-earners received gift
certificates, household supplies, etc. at a community meeting where their accomplishments were celebrated.
Whenever any question arose about a resident’s current level of program engagement, staff’s first response
was a request to review their PASSORT points for the previous quarter. Those normally well-engaged in the
program who were experiencing unexpected difficulties were invariably handled differently from those
whose declining results reflected a steady disengagement from their participation plan.
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LESSONS LEARNED: Resiliency Model
Research materials drawn from both the for-profit and non-profit fields resonate with the essential
points of the Resiliency Model – which recommends an interactive process which:
✓ engages people as constituents, not recipients;
✓ encourages learn-by-doing, not watching or being told what to do;
✓ supports them in making their own choices, rather than issuing directives.
These sources consistently describe staff’s support role as:
✓ facilitator rather than provider;
✓ catalyst, not decider, director or dictator;
✓ someone who uses a mirror, not a pointer;
✓ a builder of bridges rather walls.
All these traits were evident in the collaboration between staff and participants on Cottage Housing’s
unique participation/progress documentation system: the PASSPORT TO SELF-RELIANCE. Writing down
self-defined goals and self-tracking their forward progress is a way of minimizing distractions of
attention and dissipations of energy which inevitably arise on any arduous journey.
It became clear(er) only toward the end of our agency’s program redesign process that our PASSPORT
was mistitled. We gradually realized the goal of this transition was not ‘self-reliance’, i.e. each person
becoming an island unto themselves; rather, the goal is ‘self- sustainability’, i.e. each responsible for
forward progress made possible because of the support system they assembled.

TWELVE QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER EXPLORATION:
1) What is the difference between “problem-free” and “fully-prepared”?
2) How does a focus on “risk” inhibit “resiliency”?
3) How do the switch from a “fixed” to a “growth” mindset happen?
4) How do you get to the “question behind the question”?
5) Why differentiate between “external” and “internal” sources of control?
6) How do program participants prepare themselves for “wholehearted living”?
7) How do “protective factors” increase resiliency?
8) What’s the problem in the use of “lagging indicators”?
9) How do you know when you are operating inside or outside “the box”?
10) Does the provider/consumer model facilitate or inhibit the cultivation of resilience?
11) Why does Maslow’s Hierarchy and P.I.N. Pyramid propose a sequential approach?
12) How does your agency increase its employees’ and participants’ “shame resilience”?
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PART IV: IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
Coaching the Coaches
“Example is not the main thing in influencing others.
It is the only thing.”
Albert Schweitzer

The complex underpinnings of social service programming make its fundamental premise easy to miss:
“Change occurs when someone does something differently or looks at something
differently. The converse is also useful to remember: if no one does anything differently
or looks at anything differently, there has been no change.”185
If Abraham Maslow, William Glasser and pretty much every other psychologist since Buddha are correct,
such change is motivated by one’s discovery of an improved opportunity to satisfy basic needs. There
was nowhere to go but up in terms of improving the unsuccessful approach initially implemented at
Quinn Cottages, so we knew where to look for suggestions about how to make things better:
“According to the U.S. Department of Labor, the number one reason people quit their
jobs is because they don’t feel appreciated. Another poll … found that 65% of people
say they receive no workplace recognition in a given year. If basically two out of three
people are missing out on this kind of positive attention, you know it represents a
perfect opportunity to improve performance.”186
Adapting our conventional top-down operating structure to encourage input into our agency’s decisionmaking process immediately improved staff’s as well as participants’ sense of importance in the process.
Neither had previously been treated as having good ideas or legitimate concerns, and they weren’t given
the tools needed to do their respective jobs:
1) They weren’t given authority commensurate with their responsibilities;
2) They weren’t provided with latitude/discretion in judgment-call situations; and
3) They had minimal opportunities for input in the planning/decision-making process.
Involving both in discussion about policies/procedures signaled a significant change in their role within
our program’s redesign process, but that didn’t make this transition a smooth one. Initially, the Program
Director and staff at Quinn Cottages were unsettled to see our agency’s incoming management team
jumping the normal chain-of-command by talking directly with still-disgruntled Quinn Cottage residents.
They slowly realized managers were simply conveying the same message to residents that staff received,
i.e. that personal respect and mutual accountability would form the basis for all future interactions.
One of Lily Tomlin’s character observed that the search for signs of intelligent life in the universe is
“a lot trickier than it sounds.”187 The same can be said of creating new two-way input processes. Most
employees welcomed the support provided by an extra set of watchful eyes, listening ears and moving
lips conveying these new standards for staff/participant interaction. However, all felt the pressure of
higher expectations, and those employees unwilling to adapt usually decided to pursue their career
elsewhere.
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LEARNING EDGE
“The art of being wise
is the art of knowing what to overlook.”
William James

Traditional social service intervention strategies strive to minimize reliance on program staff’s
discretionary judgment. Cottage Housing’s movement in the opposite direction were guided by research
indicating there was more than one choice when it came to risk:
“(There is) the risk of doing a wrong thing, and the risk of not doing the right thing.
Most people are paralyzed by the fear of the first kind of risk, often to the extent of
unintentionally committing the second kind, which is more insidious and harmful … To
do a wrong thing is an understandable mistake … But to not do a right thing typically
involves willful ignorance - or arrogance - over an extended period of time, and indicates
a lack of personal courage.”188
As the first step in our effort to set a different tone for employer/employee relations at Cottage
Housing, staff was asked to review and help revise our agency’s personnel policy manual. Its revised
first page made unequivocally clear employees were empowered to take whatever action they deemed
appropriate within two broadly-stated parameters:
1) affirmative obligations expressed by Cottage Housing’s emerging operating
principles (i.e. participant driven, strength-based, and solution-oriented); and
2) behavioral prohibitions defined by legal, ethical and contractual constraints.
Within these boundaries, staff was explicitly told we would rather have them to do something wrong
which they thought was right than to not do something they thought was right for fear it was wrong.
This admonition was qualified by two important caveats:
a) whenever in doubt, consult with a supervisor or a fellow staffer before acting; and
b) be ready later to discuss growth opportunities implied by the experience.
In a service environment with competing and often conflicting priorities, this unambiguous messaging
conveyed a clear expectation that staff creatively adapt to new challenges in a positive, preferably
proactive manner. This was the same standard our program’s participants were held accountable to
under more onerous circumstances. No less could, should or would be expected of our agency’s staff.
Mistakes are inevitable when someone is working at what one of our consultant calls the learning edge the point where learnings of past experience interact with present circumstances to create whatever
capacity we can muster to address the future’s challenges.189 To help staff relax and feel free to
experiment within this moment, our employees were explicitly told the presence of a problem is not ‘the
problem’ – after all, problems were the reason our agency exists. Rather, they were repeatedly
reassured their efforts would be evaluated based not so much on their actions as their reactions. Except
in situations involving illegality or gross misconduct, we made clear in advance that any follow-up
conversations would focus on identifying lessons learned and whatever was our own (rather than any
others’) part in whatever problems arose – just as the 10th Step of every 12-Step Program
188
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recommends.190 However, we also indicated that any evasiveness, defensiveness or resistance exhibited
in those follow-up conversations would be of greater concern than whatever issues that triggered it.
This established a clear-yet-simple basis for employer/employee as well as staff/participant interactions:
do what you think is right as well as you can, and be prepared to learn from the experience. Among
several corollaries emanating of this messaging: a mistake was something from which we had yet to
learn; indeed, if some benefit was gained thereby, it wasn’t a ‘mistake’ but rather a ‘learning
experience’. This set the stage for ‘solution-focused’ being our agency’s second operating principle.191
Rather than forcing staff and participants into the same old routines they both found quite unhelpful,
our revised in approach freed them both to pursue whatever was the best way to achieve aspired
results. Most welcomed the extension of trust and confidence conveyed by these messages, and we
soon recognized most concerns about disingenuous behavior were misdirected projections of our own
insecurities. In any case, it a waste of energy to assess guilt or assign blame in matters which are
enormously difficult and extremely time-consuming to conclusively prove. The cause of negative
behaviors usually reveals itself when foolishly repeated by those mistakenly thinking they got away with
it in the first place. At that point, the perpetrator found themselves with not one, but two, problems:
1) Their glaring lack of progress toward their self-identified goals; and
2) A growing trail of evidence of the very behavior they were denying.
Such confrontations became increasingly
rare as our ‘mutual accountability’
approach curtailed the cops-and-robbers
game common in provider/consumer
relationships.192 As staff learned they
could rely on supervisory support for their
best effort in difficult situations, they
became more comfortable interpreting
broad guidelines in specific situations. In
effect, staff were treated like the adults
and given the same creative discretion
they were expected to extend to
participants making their own life choices.

ROLE MODELING
“To alienate humans from their own decisions-making
is to change them into objects.”
Paulo Freire

Our agency’s search for an alternative to the traditional intervention model was guided by several
simple mantras. One of these: “there is no better teacher than a good example.”193 This first arose
when participants started planning for an annual ‘healthy living’ month, as several staff realized they
needed take up this challenge themselves by quitting smoking before encouraging others to do likewise.
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Similarly: if there were particularly dirty landscaping or warehouse clean-up jobs to be done, staff was
out there doing the work we invited participants help us complete. Soon thereafter, staff came up with
a corollary: don’t ask participants to do anything we were unwilling to do ourselves. The most dramatic
instance of this complete reversal in provider/consumer dynamics arose when staff agreed we would
also utilize the PASSORT to guide our own personal and professional development efforts. Not only was
this role modelling to program participants how to the use of the PASSPORT itself; it also gave staff
support for our own struggles with weight loss, smoking cessation, etc. and provided additional
inspiration to program participants undertaking similar ordeals.
We took further step toward transparency and mutual accountability when our staff agreed that
participants could ask us to see our PASSORT, just as we could ask to see theirs. This seems like - and
indeed was - a big divergence from the anonymity traditional providers claim for themselves even as
they examine intimate details of participants’ personal lives. However, there is nothing easier than
admonishing others to initiate behavioral changes we had may have navigated years earlier, and it is
much harder to do so when we are dealing with similar issues.
Incorporating personal development into staff’s professional duties constituted a major change in the
typical employer/employee relationship, but it just created another reminder of the daunting task we
were expecting participants to undertake daily. Much of the tension and animosity associated with
provider/consumer relationships dissipates when participants saw staff sitting side-by-side with them in
exercise groups, Toastmasters public speaking workshops, etc. Having staff actually practicing what we
preached immediately distinguished our team us from those elsewhere who only do the latter.
A third mantra - we needed to do things for ourselves, but need not do it alone – was exemplified when
a large corporation wanted to paint all sixty housing units at Quinn Cottages in one day as a corporate
team-building exercise. We agreed on the sole condition our residents and staff could work side-by-side
with them. The corporate group was especially relieved since it turned out this big job would not have
gotten done in one day if we had not worked together – a lesson for all involved.
The point of each of these mantras was not to simply say it but to do it. As our youth advocate
observes: “Sometimes kids hear what you say and sometimes they do what you say, but they always see
what you do.”194 By raising the expectation of positive role modeling for all these activities by Cottage
Housing staff, we were applying the same lesson discovered by those who developed the P.I.N. Pyramid
model cited in the previous chapter:
“Building resiliency is a journey, an ongoing process of exploration, learning and practice
… Resiliency coaches learned this journey needed to start with them. It is hard to teach
others how to be resilient until you ‘get it yourself’. Like others who return from a
journey, (they) want to share their experience and encourage others to take the trip.” 195
Not every staff member responded to positively to our inclusion of personal development goals as part
of their work responsibilities, which was impossible to enforce in any case. Most welcomed the
opportunity to attend to their own wellbeing. Those who didn’t where all the more susceptible to the
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first great occupational hazards of the social change profession – burn out,196 whose definition includes
resilience as part of the antidote:
“A state of emotional, mental, and physical exhaustion caused by excessive and
prolonged stress … occurs when you feel overwhelmed and unable to meet constant
demands …. you begin to lose the interest or motivation that led you to take on a
certain role in the first place. (This is) best addressed with a "Three R" Approach:
➢ Recognize – Watch for the warning signs
➢ Reverse – Undo damage by managing stress/seeking support; and
➢ Resilience – Build resistance to stress by caring for your health.”197
To encourage their professional development, our agency’s staff were given paid time off to read many
of the books summarized herein in preparation for staff discussions they took turns facilitating. As one
employee only partially joked: “this is the first job where I ever had homework.” We eventually began
to incentivize staff’s developmental efforts by offering reimbursement for personal fitness (i.e. gym
memberships) and work-related educational expenses (e.g. tuition and textbooks). Staff was also
encouraged to take time during the workday to join participants in on-site skills development workshops
and physical fitness groups. Budgetary constraints can limit such options, but it is penny-wise/poundfoolish not to make these investments in staff’s efficiency and effectiveness whenever possible.
A side benefit arose from inviting staff to interact with participants outside their offices. Many project
residents understandably resist talking about personal issues of a traumatizing nature, especially in any
environment remotely resembling a therapy session. While working together on an outdoor project or
in a skills development workshop, some participants more easily discussed things with staff which might
have never been mentioned in a formal setting.

Among the many limitations of the typical provider/consumer paradigm is its strict role differentiation.
This creates an obstacle to rapport that inhibits the giving and getting of support needed by participants
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facing daunting circumstances. Staff’s sharing of their own personal experience is not encouraged and
often even prohibited in traditional settings, denying both access to one of their most powerful sources
of influence. Cottage Housing alerted staff and participants alike as to the legal and ethical aspects of
confidentiality, and to logistical facets of healthy communication. Both were encouraged to use their
good judgment within clearly-specified boundaries that came down to the following guideline:
when staff’s personal sharing became ‘about you’, it was time to redirect the focus back on the
participant; otherwise, appropriate sharing became another key ingredient in our recipe-for-success.
Making their own personal and professional development part of our employees’ role responsibilities
had the indirect effect of making off-site behavior part of staff’s on-the-job role modeling obligation.
Because participants and staff would often see each other on public transportation, at school, in selfhelp groups out in the community, or in various social situations, positive role modeling remained
important even in off-work hours. No effort was made or even needed to track employee’s offsite
conduct. Those trying to “play nights and work days” (as my Grandma Bangert used to say) were hardpressed to maintain the energy and attention required by our highly engaging program model, and
would be held accountable on a performance-bases basis regardless of its causes.
The main benefit of positive role modeling was that staff efforts to maintain their own personal wellbeing increased the likelihood that their support for participants’ healthy lifestyle decisions would be
rooted in credibility rather than hypocrisy. Increased energy and reduced stress levels resulting from
employees’ increased attention to their own well-being was a happy side benefit; several of them lost
weight, quit smoking, lowered cholesterol and/or diabetes levels, among other positive benefits.
Note: any employee struggling with this aspect of their work assignment was given ample opportunity
to adjust to rising performance expectations before the possibility of job change was raised, but most
moved on to less demanding roles at other agencies before performance issues became a factor.

The Power of Positive Behavior
From: Deep Strengths by Price Pritchard

“Groups with a positive-to-negative interaction ratio of at least 3-to-1 are more productive than
teams with lower ratios. The so-called magic ratio, however, is 5-to-1 … The better we get at
engineering positive exchanges with others, the more we … look forward to a better future.”(30-36)
“Like it or not, each of us is a force in the lives of those around us ... even when we’re not to blame
for other people’s shortcomings, we can produce big improvements in them by maintaining positive
behavior in our half of the relationship.” (45)
“Positive action will trigger a positive response 85 to 87 percent of the time … the predictability shoots even
higher, though, if you begin the cycle in a negative way. The likelihood of a negative reaction jumps to 9095%, almost guaranteeing you the ability to create an unpleasant interaction at your whim.” (75)

The contagious nature of positive performance expectations is indicated by how quickly the concept of
mutual accountability spread throughout our organization. Inspired by our PASSPORT’s success, Cottage
Housing’s board of directors unanimously decided they too should be held no less accountable than
staff or participants for their participation commitments. They devised a point-based tracking system to
self-monitor board members’ individual and collective participation/performance in relation to the
agency’s governance, stewardship and ambassadorship functions (see report template in Appendix C).
An interesting aspect of this decision arose with the question as to whether their personal activity
reports should be shared among fellow board members. There was a no awkwardness in their discussing
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the necessity of transparency; to the contrary, members conveyed their appreciation for common
standards and measurement tools for their participation. They also found this tool fostered more
proactive communication when home or work obligations inevitably took precedence over their
volunteer commitments.
To prioritize their focus in this new direction, board members changed their meeting agenda to make
this performance status report the first discussion item at each meeting. This included a brief personal
check-in so members could anecdotally report on any agency-related involvements since their last board
meeting. Board members’ credibility was enhanced when this new monitoring process showed them
exceeding self-defined time and task objectives in the first year this system was implemented.
Competence and confidence also rose commensurately as members’ engagement level increased.

TRANSFER of POWER
“History is the long and tragic story of the fact
that privileged groups seldom give up their privileges voluntarily.”
Martin Luther King, Jr.

Let us go no further without acknowledging the degree to which
we underestimated how much our agency’s switch from a
provider/consumer to a peer-to-peer or partnership model was
a radical departure from its previous mode-of-operations. We
often reminded each other that each turn in the road had to be
made as slowly and carefully as fast-changing circumstances
would allow. This required a lot of experimentation, patience
and tolerance for what is necessarily a trial-and-error process.
Even though resistance to change has been long been accepted
as one of the universal laws of physics, it remains a second great
occupational hazard of the social services profession. Three
hundred years after Sir Isaac Newton discovered from a falling
apple how every action generates an equal and opposite
reaction,198 yet it is still somehow surprising how widely shared
and deeply ingrained are vested interests of status quo.
The sheer familiarity of previous ways of doing things combines with a natural aversion to the unknown
to create inertia, one of the most powerful forces in nature with innumerable influences on
organizational dynamics. In traditional social service systems, status quo has two major benefits:
1) the ‘provider’ emits directives with only minimal accountability for the results;
2) the ‘consumer’ needs to do little more than show up and appear compliant, facing
only modest repercussions if someone else’s idea doesn’t work.
This resistance most often shows itself implicitly rather than explicitly. Any parent recognizes the more
passive-than-aggressive form of token acquiescence when a teenager avoids a directive without
attracting negative attention to their non-conformity. Lack of commitment to a directive’s success
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makes any doubt about its validity self-fulfilling, with dwindling prospects for its success eroding the
credibility of the advisor as well.
A primary source of this resistance is the traditional model’s positioning of service recipients as
uninformed if not ignorant, unskilled if not incapable, and largely devoid of resources, responsibility and
accountability. These perceptions reinforce the necessity for a provider and rationalize the imposition
of directive, often coercive measures. The term ‘customer’ or ‘client’ is supposed to be a term of
respect, but the authors of The Trusted Advisor describe a reality which undermines chances of the help
offered being of any assistance:
“A common client feeling - however unconscious - is one of ‘you expert/me dummy’.
This sends out psychological echoes many levels deep … (and) may include resentment,
awe, jealousy, identification, competition, desire to be liked, etc. … the biggest barrier is
our own love, as advisors, of all the things which put the client on guard … degrees,
uniforms and other trappings of our professional success.”199
No one ever thinks they are being condescending or judgmental, most
especially when they are. This is a function of the self-deception described
earlier, and a defining characteristic of denial: the less we think something
is happening, the more likely it probably is. In the course of our agency’s
program redesign process, we became acutely aware of the enormous
power derived from the exercise of authority within the traditional model.
This was an attraction to which we were largely unaware, and previously
would have strongly denied it if so accused.
This sense of clout is one of few perks in a job with much stress and
numerous aggravations. For this reason, our agency’s switch to an
approach which sought to minimize assertions of authoritarian power was
perceived by some staff as an employer take-away. Some supervisors also
viewed this change as reducing their ability to enforce compliance in areas of assigned responsibility.
Most recognized that the illusion of control inferred by the traditional model as elusive if not delusional.
They welcomed the expansion of discretionary judgment, enhanced opportunities for creativity, and
heightened rate of success afforded by our alternative approach. And staff found, paradoxically, that
this a loss of ‘control’ was accompanied by a net increase in ‘influence’ within these interactions.
When stressful situations arise, we became aware of an inclination to revert to methods we might
gently call directive but participants correctly perceive as dictatorial. It was tricky to gently guide staff
toward these distinctions without they themselves feeling judged and criticized in the process. In How
Full Is Your Bucket, we received useful guidance for sharpening staff’s awareness of how “even the
briefest interactions affect your relationships, productivity, health and longevity.”200
Even more hidden than our attachment to power is a third occupational hazard of our profession: the
degree to which staff self-identifies as the ones expected to have all the answers. The Socratic
Method201 accelerated our switch toward the power of possibilities and away from problem-oriented
intervention methods that only seem to require so-called experts’ response. In our new program
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design, staff not only didn’t need to know ‘the answer’; they were asked not act like it even if they
thought they did. Our job was to facilitate a dialogue through which our good questions would spur
participants to arrive at their own decisions, which are the ones they are likely to be most committed.
Being so well prepared to do giving answers no longer needed epitomizes the definition of trained
incapacity,202 which “refers to that state of affairs in which one’s abilities function as inadequacies or
blind spots;”203 it results when “actions based on training and skills successfully applied in the past may
result in inappropriate responses under changed conditions.”204 The forward momentum which propels
past solutions toward future problems is predicted in Newton’s first law of motion, which states that
things in motion tend to stay moving in the same direction it was headed and at the same velocity,
vigorously resisting attempts at mid-course correction.205
One of the subtler ways Cottage Housing demonstrated its own awareness that our agency’s staff was
neither the one nor only source of expertise was by moving from being the sole provider of on-site
services. Instead, apportion of our funding was used to subcontract with community partners –
sometimes other non-profit agencies and occasionally our own programs’ alumni or other individuals
with needed expertise. The closest of these allies was Center for Fathers and Families, whose Executive
Director, Rick Jennings - the former Oakland Raider and now Sacramento City Councilman - personally
led many support groups helping our program participants find new ways of doing things.

PROGRESS, NOT PERFECTION
“All of life is an experiment.
The more experiments you make, the better.”
Ralph Waldo Emerson

During Cottage Housing’s program redesign process, staff realized even our decision to move toward a
more collaborative relationship can be an act of parenting or partnership, depending on how it is
approached. We realized even just saying participants would be ‘allowed’ to have a voice in tenant
selection or staff hiring decisions itself implies someone exercising authority ‘over’ someone.
Obviously, we had to use existing language to discuss the changes we were initiating, but we would
occasionally startle ourselves by exhibiting through words or actions out of sheer habit that reflected
exactly the sort of top-down programming we sought to avoid. This is not simply a matter of semantics
or symbolism some dismiss as political correctness run amok. To the contrary, it is indicative of a fourth
occupational hazard of our profession: the power differentiation inherent within institutional settings.
The suggestion from 12-Step programs that we strive for “progress, not perfection”206 reminds us not to
become timid when unavoidably relapsing into traditional modes of thinking, talking or behaving.
Recognizing and rectifying such imprecise responses as they occurred was sometimes awkward, but
preferable to the alternatives.
One method of avoiding the typical approach to employer/employee relations was the manner our
agency spread the power of definition more broadly by involving staff in revising their job descriptions.
These were modified wherever possible to reflect the match between the job’s needs and its
202
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incumbent’s strengths and interests, reflecting yet another program mantra about asking employees to
bring their assets to work and use them daily.207 The degree to which challenging staff to take on new
projects consistent with their strengths and to seek outside training workshops to further cultivate those
capabilities is atypical in conventional employer/employee relationships, as reflected in Gallup Poll data:
“Seven out of ten employees don’t
have the opportunity to focus on
what they do best in the work
environment … (even though)
people who use their unique gifts
every day are six times more likely
to be engaged in their work (and)
three times as likely to report having
an excellent quality of life in
general.” 208
Cottage Housing staff often worked outside
their
prescribed
boundaries
when
colleagues were sick, on vacation or doing
special assignments, making it necessary for
them to know whose territory they would be in when doing so. But role clarity is not the same as the
traditional intervention model’s directive to stay within one’s own job role. Its insistence on role rigidity
creates cracks that some fall through and others exploit to avoid accountability.209
Applicants for vacant employment positions at Cottage Housing were immediately alerted to our
distinctly non-usual work experience from the outset. Finding program participants and other line staff
with the role’s supervisor in the job interview spoke loudly to prospective employees and participants
alike as to whose program it was. It also showed the extent to which teamwork was a job requirement.
Upon being hired, new employees’ first assignment was to elicit other employees’ and participants’ view
as to what made Cottage Housing’s intervention strategy unique. This exercise showed new employees
their job was not to know things, but rather to know how to learn things by asking good questions and
actually listening to the answers. It also immediately got new employees into the habit of seeing the
program’s participants as assets who were a source of solutions and not just a carrier of problems.

COACH, NOT SCOREKEEPER
“There is no recipe for living that fits all cases”
Carl Jung

The do-as-I-say/not-necessarily-as-I-do message is a fifth occupational hazard of the social services
profession that is prevalent within case management systems using the traditional intervention model.
By replacing imperatives and directives with suggested considerations, Cottage Housing’s alternative
approach was consistent with another SWITCH recommendation: “To create and sustain change, you’ve
got to act more like a coach and less like a scorekeeper.”210 But acknowledging that “the choice is with
207
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the performer, not with the coach”211 required extending to our staff and participants not just the
responsibility, but also the right to make split-second judgments and last minute adaptations in any
agreed upon plans.
“To be effective … (staff) need to take the initiative ... (their) job is not just to produce
recommendations, systems, reports, papers or controls. It is to join with others to make
things happen.”212
Engaging staff in redefinition of their job role eventually extended all the way to reconsideration of job
titles, and in this also they were encouraged to seek program participants’ input. Once again, this was
not simply a matter of semantics, since the very words ‘case manager’ accurately and strongly conveys
staff’s dominant role in the traditional provider/consumer model. Recognizing that participants were
not cases and we don’t manage them, our staff started calling themselves Support Service Workers
before eventually settling on Personal Development Coach as an apt description of their true function.
In embracing this metaphor, we were determined not to personify the ‘old school’ sports coach who
relies on intimidating measures to make their point. A more developmental role reflected evidencebased best practices, our own programmatic experience and personal preferences, and changes in the
broader culture as well:
“Coaches in the 21st century act more as facilitators, helping to clarify goals and ways of
achieving them. The coach may act like a sounding board, as a focal point for discussion
or even simply as a colleague showing interest.”213
This switch moved this role in the direction of the “community guide” defined in the Asset-Based
Community Development (ABCD) movement.214
“A community guide is … a person who recognizes the capacities of others, who builds
relationships and trust easily, who regards the community itself as a rich and varied set
of resources. (They) seed the capacity-inventory process, introduce peers to each other
and help the self-help group get started, assemble the initial circles of support.” 215
The role of these “external agents is to support (people) on their journey from clients to citizens”216 by
focusing on three primary tasks:
1) “Discover the (gifts) of the individuals who call a neighborhood or community home.
2) Ask them to share their individual gifts.
3) Encourage them to connect with other individuals who have the same passions to
work collectively for the common good.”217
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Tipping Point: How Little Things Can Make A Big Difference was published at the culmination of Cottage
Housing’s decade-long program development process. In it, Malcolm Gladwell describes how shifts in
community culture and personal behavior result from “social epidemics (which are) heavily dependent
on the involvement of people with a particular and rare set of social gifts.” He identifies three types of
people who must be present to trigger social change in individuals, organizations and communities – all
of which resonate with the coaching function:
“Connectors (are) people with a special gift form bringing the world together … they
don’t see the world the rest of us see. They see possibility, while most of us are busily
choosing whom we would like to know and rejecting the people who don’t look right…
Connectors (are) people with a special gift for bringing the world together.”218
“The word Maven … means one who accumulates knowledge … (but) what sets them
apart is that once they figure out (something), they want to tell you about it too … The
fact that a Maven wants to help, for no other reason than because they like to help,
turns out to be an awfully effective way of getting someone’s attention.” 219
“(And) there is a select group of people - Salesmen - with the skills to persuade us when
we are unconvinced of what we are hearing … (they) have some kind of indefinable trait,
something powerful and contagious and irresistible that goes beyond what comes out of
(their) mouth … take the most optimistic person you know and take it to the hundredth
power … the power of positive thinking will overcome many things.” 220
These characteristics are mirrored in another of our emerging program mantras: it’s not so much about
what we do, but how we do it. In ABCD terms, “building connections successfully is about connectors
using their relationships effectively much more than it is about ideas, concepts, or methods.” 221
These messengers’ unique characteristics of is one reason Gladwell calls this “The Law of the Few.”222
They are necessary to create what he calls “the Tipping Point … the moment of critical mass, the
threshold, the boiling point”.223
But of course, “the content of the message matters too.”224 He defines the second quality a behavioral
change message needs to be successful as its “Stickiness Factor”.
“As often as not, the elements that make them sticky turn out to be small and seemingly
trivial … we want to believe that the key to making an impact on someone lies with the
inherent quality of the idea we present. But … there is a simple way to package
information that … can make it irresistible. You just have to find it”. 225
“The Power of Context” is the third quality Gladwell defines as essential to the successful transmission
of social change initiatives. Change agents must look beyond their own efforts to the wider
environment and support system of those with whom they are working.
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“… (people) are sensitive to the conditions and circumstances of the times and places in
which they occur … if you wanted to bring about a fundamental change in beliefs and
behavior… you need to create a community around them where those new beliefs
would be practiced and expressed and nurtured.”226
Our agency’s embrace of the Resiliency Model
assured that Gladwell’s three points were
incorporated into our interactions with program
participants. The coaching role positioned staff as
partner/ally rather than judge/critic, making us
more approachable when program participants
found themselves “in times of trouble” that the
Beatles used to sing about.227
Staffing assignments continued to designate
primary contact responsibilities for specific
participants, but our increasing focus on teamwork
reduced participants’ sole reliance on any one staff
member.
This was timely as staff had to
increasingly rely on each other to cover one-to-one
or small group sessions when called away for other
responsibilities. The effect of all this was to
connect participants to a supportive community instead of an individual service provider.
The necessity for this sort of adaptive response required a switch in our approach to planning,
preparation and evaluation that was predicted in another book from the for-profit sector described in
the next section.

“I hit the ground running.
I got my license back after twenty years.
I left with a full-time job, a place of my own and three and a half years clean and sober.
I am a productive member of society.”
Cottage Housing Graduate
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PUTTING THEORY INTO PRACTICE:
Rapid Results!
“The man who removes a mountain
begins by carrying away small stones.”
Chinese proverb

Most social service employees lack the time, education, training and supervision needed to conduct a
thorough causal analysis of overlapping problems experienced by people in crisis. Yet this capability
implied in the traditional intervention model, which requires extensive hands-on involvement by a
broadly experienced professional well-trained and amply supported in the following response protocol:
1) Conduct a lengthy intake process to get an extensive inventory of problems faced;
2) Develop a long-term, step-by-step action plan for removing obstacles to success;
3) Help the client acquire all the skills and resources needed to implement this plan;
4) Assure they avoid errors in applying acquired capabilities to identified problems;
and only then
;

5) Determine whether solution addresses the problems identified; if not: return to #1.
Problems with this approach became evident as soon as Quinn Cottages opened its doors. Such
expectations are particularly unrealistic in a field with high turnover among low-paid line-staff staff,
which constitutes a sixth occupational hazard of the social services profession. We discovered that this
approach was the least likely way for participants to internalize a capacity to meet future challenges,
and the most likely way to deter them from seizing opportunities to initiate their own forward progress.
Our agency’s efforts to instigate a more immediate, action-oriented approach is very well-described in
RAPID RESULTS! How 100-Day Projects Build the Capacity for Large Scale Change.228 Like SWITCH, this
book was not published until after Cottage Housing’s program redesign process was completed, but its
prescriptions drawn from experiences in the for-profit sector illuminate the reasoning our alternative
approach emerged, and its predictions explain the improved outcomes resulting from these changes.
Because essential aspects of any change process are unknown at the outset, authors of RAPID RESULTS!
conclude: “the big-fix approach, no matter how well conceived, will tend to stumble and falter.”229 This
is “not because people lack the knowledge of what needs doing”,230 but rather because traditional
methods and conventional structures do not empower them to innovate as realities unfold. Instead,
most managers “instinctively seek out esoteric approaches and miss out on the opportunities right in
front of them.”231 The only thing worse than these lost possibilities is how those involved are “no more
ready to tackle the next project than the previous one.”232
Instead of elaborate long-term plans, RAPID RESULTS! suggests proceeding from the opposite direction:
“The most powerful driver of better performance is better performance itself … the
secret is to turn the ‘begin-with-preparations-and-wait-patiently-for-results’ paradigm
228
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upside down and begin at once with results … short term thrusts can be powerfully
beneficial if they are executed intelligently and if they are designed as stepping-stones
toward major strategic gains.”233
It is no coincidence that “… rapid-cycle results initiatives develop an essential capability: resilience.”234
“(This is) as much about attitudes as it is about process and skills … people respond to
challenge … rapid-result initiatives are mechanisms for challenging people to take
accountability for the results that affect their own well-being.” 235

RAPID RESULTS! How 100-Day Projects Build the Capacity for Large Scale Change
by: Robert H. Schaffer, Ronald N. Ashenas and associates

“Liberate yourself from the layers of management beliefs about what you must do if you want to make
major shifts in performance or direction.” (vii)
“Everyone who advises managers about how to accelerate the pace of change adheres to the same basic
formula: … lay the foundation that will enable the changes to take place – later … (and) be prepared to
spend lots of time and resources gearing up. Don’t dare look for gains tomorrow - or the next day.” (viii)
“(Rapid-cycle projects) eliminate the long lag times and deadly inertia that often impede urgently needed
progress. And they engage people in the learning and discovery needed to make the change stick …
constant change becomes a routine and not a battle.” (x-xi)
“Realities about implementation are all too often left out of the planning … no matter how solid a change
program may be when it is launched, it will be out-of-date while being implemented.” (12)
“When people at the grass roots level are encouraged, trained and empowered to act – and free to make
adjustments along the way – they advance the change process much faster and more effectively.” (13)
“Those seeking performance improvement … almost always instinctively reach for the big-fix rather than
focus on what can be achieved rapidly with existing resources.” (23)
“(Rapid-cycle projects) yield positive payoffs almost immediately … reinforcement of success is a shot of
adrenaline … low-risk, low-investment thrusts into new territory test large-scale strategic directions.” (35-38)
“Participants need to gulp and gasp when they hear the goal – and realize that it cannot be achieved by
doing more of the same but only by experimenting with doing things differently. (40)
“The key is to carve off from the large goal a slice that can be achieved quickly … It is almost impossible to
arouse much zest with a 12 or 18-month process … to achieve results, action needs to start at once.” (41)
“The process is not a free-for-all with everyone doing their own thing. On the contrary … written work plans
are laid out with a relatively clear schedule; tasks are explicitly assigned.” (45)
“It is important that each project be treated as a learning laboratory to provide data on what works. This
learning needs to be an explicit dimension of the project.” (46)
“The most difficult hurdle is to free yourself from the pedantic paradigms … and get going…” (51)
“As more and more rapid-cycle projects succeed, a culture of execution evolves. People become more
willing to tackle goals … and more competent in achieving them.” (68)
“It is the very act of striving for results and achieving them that can serve as the culture-changer of all
culture-changers.” (79)
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RAPID RESULTS! How 100-Day Projects Build the Capacity for Large Scale Change
(continued)

“It is more important to gain quick momentum and embed the methodology than to select exactly the right
projects to work on. Since successive waves were going to be launched one after another, it didn’t matter if
the absolutely best projects were selected in the first round.” (83)
“Change is about learning … institutional changes can reinforce momentum already created, but can rarely
generate it.” (105-108)
“A ‘go-for-it’ feeling begins to develop … As you create your own transformation process, you will
increasingly become master of your fate rather than a victim of your circumstances.” (109-110)
“Any successful integration process requires micro-connections be severed and rewired … they cannot be
planned and mandated in advance … success requires initiatives by people who have the skill, the context,
the authority and the capability to make decisions on their own.” (135)
“Plans must be modified to reflect realities of the changing situation ... it is a continuous action-learning
process, and the greater one’s skill in modifying the plan to reflect reality the greater are the chances for
success ….’change capability’ becomes critical.” (136-137)
“(This) reduces risk of significant error or breakdowns by making sure all systems are tested in microcosm
before full implementation … (they) provide fast feedback on effectiveness of changes made … increases
energy, creativity and motivation people bring the effort and reduce the toll on their lives … tangible results
early in the game - and in line with rosy promises - do much to minimize the effects of pessimism.” (139-141)
“Rapid cycle projects provide flexible, real-time mechanisms for discovering … unanticipated challenges.
Instead of being thrown off-course, use learning from early experiences and channel it back into a revised
master plan.” (139-141)
“Planning is not just about defining objectives and creating plans but also on building mastery in all areas
where progress is necessary to gain influence over the future … (it) begins not with the remote but with the
immediate; results achievement becomes a critical input to the further development of strategy.” (175-176)
“(This) almost always leads to development of stronger leadership skills … (those) who successfully achieved
breakthrough results thereafter have a better grasp of how to make things happen.” (198)
“Since learning is an explicit goal of the process, there was plenty of dialogue that started with the question:
‘what are we learning?’… (Now we) begin new projects not by wondering what might go wrong, but by
assuming they would succeed.” (199)
“Some of the most profound learning for most participants in results-fueled learning occurs almost
incidentally … in the quest to meet their goals, they simply pushed themselves beyond old, self-imposed
barriers. It dawns on them that they could do the same for themselves at any time.” (209-210)
“You don’t need to ask for permission or wait for instructions from the boss, the boss’ boss or the CEO to
raise the bar. You can do it yourself and take personal responsibility for achieving some breakthrough.” (217)
“Nobody should be penalized for not fully achieving the goal, as long as they generate learning about how to
get to the goal in other ways.” (222)
“Recurring tension between line and staff managers needs to be eliminated for an organization to
continuously renew itself and succeed at transformation … (they) need to engage in partnership where both
sides feel accountable for achieving results AND building ongoing capacity for change.” (223-224)
“Transformation is never a straight line; rather it is a process of successive approximation … (it) takes
courage, the willingness to break out of established patterns and deal with people who think that staff
should remain in the background. But when senior executive leaders and their staff gain true alignment
around rapid-results and the simultaneous development of capacity, they create organizations and
institutions that will stand the test of time.” (226)
“Prevailing wisdom is that short-term focus is bad, that it takes away from creating a sustainable effort that
might need to sacrifice immediate gains for long-term good. Yet investors, managers and our most basic
79
nature want immediate gratification … the best way
to develop the capacity for large-scale, long-term
change is to get started with short-term results.” 228)

Like Resiliency Model researchers, authors of RAPID RESULTS! emphasize that “empowering people and
giving them room to roam and learn does not mean leaving them alone in the wilderness … (leaders
should) remain engaged.”236 But unlike traditional intervention models, the starting point for a rapidresults transformation does not involve supervisory micro-management.
“Take a deep breath and publicly accept personal accountability for making something
important happen – no matter what the prevailing wisdom may be about what is
possible, and even if you cannot see a clear path for getting there. This is the essence of
transformational leadership at its most basic level.”237
In this way, “formulation and implementation merge into a fluid process of learning through which
creative strategies evolve.”238 This reveals “the power of using small steps to learn how to take the
larger steps,” 239 resulting in what one company’s CEO described after launching a series of RAPID
RESULTS! initiatives: “I now have a large group of ‘partners in strategy’ who are continually testing more
ideas than I could ever come up with myself.” 240

ZEST FACTORS
“Change is the only constant.”
Heraclitus

The authors of RAPID RESULTS! are quick to address a question that naturally arises:
“If the process is as straightforward as described, and the results are so substantial, why
haven’t more companies tried it? The answer: while it is simple to describe, it is hard
work and even a bit threatening to carry out … (requiring that we) exorcise four selfdefeating myths which otherwise would drive us into the arms of big-fix purveyors:
1) The idea that change is so formidable and resistance so universal that extensive,
costly preparatory activities must always be carried out before change is attempted;
2) The ‘father knows best’ syndrome – because change is so complex, the top levels of
the company need to design and control the process;
3) The big-fix fantasy – ‘to make big change, you have to think big’ – belittles small-scale
efforts as being too trivial; and
4) The notion that the larger the change, the longer it takes to get it moving and the
more unrealistic it is to expect meaningful change to happen quickly.” 241
Such myths are completely contradicted by the realities inherent in an organization’s daily operations.
“(while) it is an article of faith that strategic planning must be the first step in any major
transformation, this is … based on the fantasy that sufficient up-front work will permit
strategic planners to map out the change process in advance. This ignores four major
risks in strategic planning:
236
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1) Implementation shortfall: the risk that steps will not be carried out as planned and
therefore not contribute their expected momentum to the overall change;
2) White space: the risk that … necessary activities will not be anticipated or planned for;
3) Integration failure: the risk that various strands of activity may not come together;
4) Unanticipated shifts: the risk that events will disrupt the plan’s chain of assumptions; 242
RAPID RESULTS! avoids these risks through an alternative strategy yielding immediate benefits:
“a focused effort that can generate zest, that can be achieved quickly … and that yields a
successful result with tangible rewards while simultaneously providing a developmental
breakthrough.” 243
Such “zest” factors don’t try to control the flow of changing circumstances. To the contrary, “the reason
why rapid-cycle projects are virtually 100% successful is because they replicate, in a calm and systematic
way, these very dynamics that arise in crises:
1) A sense of urgency
2) Success is near and clear
3) Personal accountability
4) A new spirit of collaboration
5) Pride of accomplishment
6) Fear of failure
7) New & exciting, like a game
8) Freedom to experiment & ignore red tape
… The challenge is for managers to discover these hidden capabilities … and to harness
them in achieving bottom-line results not just one, but perpetually.” 244
To get staff moving in this direction, “the first job is to agree as rapidly as possible on two points:
1) Where they want to be in a few years; and
2) The most urgent performance improvement/change goals.” 245
Thereafter, a solid foundation for these initiatives is built upon some key concepts:
“The most basic of all is the intimate connection between thought and action … while
the way is often challenging and always unpredictable, firm logic underlies both getting
started and keeping the process moving. Here is the essence of the process:
1) Define a challenging overall goal - or possibly two … goals that cannot be achieved
without significant strategic shifts … aspiration is the starting point for strategy;
242
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2) Within the framework of the overall goal(s), select four to six strategic priorities as
the focus of action … enthusiasm for the new direction must be nurtured (but)
trying to do too much at once can undermine the achievement of results;
3) Assign accountability for progress for each priority; and
4) Launch some rapid-cycle projects to generate progress learning within 100 days.” 246
The defining characteristics of these “rapid-cycle” results include:
1) Accomplish short-term results without ignoring other goals;
2) A stepping-stone to broader gains;
3) Definite beginning and end;
4) Pinpointed accountability;
5) Deliberate experimentation;
6) Planned and disciplined;
7) Learning is built in;
8) And in the end: poised for next phase of progress. 247
This process may be simple, but it certainly is not soft. RAPID RESULTS! encourages managers to focus
on ends and leave decisions on the means to those empowered to meet the objective.
“Effective rapid-results leaders need to learn how to make clear, unwavering demands
for more and better results, both in the short term and over the long haul. The key here
is that your demands are for results – not for activities, involvement, participation,
commitment, attitude adjustment or affection.” 248
These authors specify which tendencies to avoid when making such demands:
7 DEADLY SINS of DEMAND-MAKING:
1) Back away from expectations;
2) Engage in charades;
3) Accept see-saw trades;
4) Set vague or distant goals;
5) Don’t establish consequences;
6) Set too many goals; and
7) Deflect for preparation or studies249
To accomplish their objectives, RAPID RESULTS! prompts organizational leaders to develop strategic
initiatives which foster momentum at each step along the way.
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“… major transformational change efforts should be divided into a series of discrete
staged advances … each focused on a set of agreed-upon overall objectives, and each
with a clear beginning and end … successes during each stage provide the zest and
confidence for moving ahead … thus the number of projects as well as their individual
scope can expand in each successive stage” 250

NOT-SO-LITTLE THINGS
“I try to do the right thing at the right time.
They may just be little things,
but they usually make the difference between winning and losing.”
Kareem Abdul Jabbar

The success of our agency’s PASSPORT system resulted from its emphasis on breaking big tasks down
into smaller, easier-to-accomplish ‘next steps’ which require less resources and create less anxiety.

GETTNG STARTED: Small is Beautiful
Multiple Sources

“…if people face a daunting change and their instinct is to avoid it, we break down the task.” SWITCH (134)
“People are more likely to take small steps than large … One small action can get you moving and then be
followed by further small actions. This creates the possibility of making adjustments as you go, rather than
being irrevocably committed to one big action that turns out may not be helpful.” SOLUTIONS FOCUS (129)
“A small change reduces importance (‘this is no big deal’), reduces demands/stress (‘that’s all that needs to be
done?’) and raises perceived skill levels (‘I can do this!’) … small wins have two traits: (1) they’re meaningful;
and (2) they’re within immediate reach … (they) lead to small victories that trigger a positive spiral of behavior
… little things matter so much because they generate hope that change is possible.” SWITCH (144-147)
“… (We seek) the difference that makes a difference … making a small difference at one point reverberates
through all the feedback mechanisms to make the larger kinds of differences we seek. … By changing as little
as possible, we usually avoid many of the pains of revolutionary turmoil while harnessing existing trends and
resources to drive events forward with perhaps only a few tweaks.” SOLUTIONS FOCUS (16)
“Tweaking the environment is about making the right behavior a little bit easier and the wrong behaviors a
little bit harder. It’s that simple.” SWITCH (183)
“Something shifts on a large scale only after a long period of small steps, organized by small groups patient
enough to learn and experiment and learn again … when we demand more speed and scale, we make a coded
argument against anything important being any different.” COMMUNITY: STRUCTURE OF BELONGING (74)
“When you’re at the beginning, don’t obsess about the middle because it’s going to look different when you
get there. Just look for a strong beginning and strong ending and get moving.” SWITCH (93)
“… this process is more one of identification, selection and allowing nature to take its course ... to see how
little we have to change to get results.” SOLUTIONS FOCUS (208)
“…when you set small, visible goals and people achieve them, they start to get it into their heads that they can
succeed … when you improve a little each day, eventually big things occur … That’s the only way it happens –
and when it happens, it lasts.” SWITCH (144)
“… (this) description of the course of change … closely parallels the way (biological) evolution works. Small
changes – mutations – are happening all the time. The question is which are selected and carried on. In
250 evolution, the selection is at the mercy of the environment. In the solutions-focused approach, by focusing on
RAPID RESULTS! 98
what you want and then seeking to discover it, the selection is intentional.” SOLUTIONS FOCUS (220)
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Smaller, shorter-term objectives offer relevance, realism and some relief from larger, stress-inducing
concerns which can make people in crisis feel overwhelmed. Otherwise, seemingly insurmountable
obstacles trigger a flight-or-flight response251 usually accompanied by avoidance or escapist behaviors.
The sheer scale and complexity of any challenge can induce extensive, often excessive preparatory
planning that sometimes awfulizes the situations until inaction seems to become a logical response.
For all these reasons, researchers encourage smaller, incremental steps toward longer-term goals even
if the admonition to ‘think small’ contradicts the most basic precepts of traditional problem-solving:
“There is a clear asymmetry between the scale of the problem and the scale of the
solution ... big problems are rarely solved with commensurately big solutions; instead,
they are most often solved by a sequence of small solutions that emerge from the switch
from archaeological problem-solving to bright-spot evangelizing.” 252

Differentiating MOTION from MOVEMENT
“Pick battles big enough to matter, small enough to win.”
Jonathan Kozel

Another example of Cottage Housing’s switch from larger to smaller steps emerged as participants
started describing distinct stages or phases of their transition from the streets to self-sustainability.
These milestones enabled them to benchmark progress in relation to others similarly situated. It also
helped newly-arriving residents to more easily see how their path forward shared elements in common
with others while also having unique aspects relevant to their own needs and interests.
PHASE I:

Program Application

PHASE II: Eligibility Screening
PHASE III: Welcome & Orientation
PHASE IV: Transition
PHASE V: Exit
PHASE VI: Alumnus

The first two stages of this system show respect for applicants’ extensive effort prior to gaining access to
our program. Showing incoming residents as starting at Phase III was a way of acknowledging their
achievement and honored the perseverance required to make it into our program.
Within this system, participants set their own timeframe for achieving self-defined goals in each
milestone based on consultations with staff, fellow participants, and other members of their ‘support
team’. Whenever they felt ready for the next stage/phase in their transition process, they were would
bring a supportive fellow-resident to a weekly staff meeting where their petition to advance was
presented. This forward progress was announced and applauded by fellow residents at their project’s
next Community Meal/Meeting.
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The only condition imposed on participants’ self-defined task timeframe was an explicit reminder:
previous residents had moved on to create a vacancy for them to occupy, and there was a long waiting
list of people who were dying to get in – literally in at least one case we knew about.253 Since the goal
for a vast majority of project residents was not to stay in a supportive housing program forever, most
were motivated to give others the same opportunity they had received.
Sometimes a participant’s goals might not be as ambitious as staff might have suggested, but RAPID
RESULTS! explains how this potential drawback was counter-balanced by greater likelihood that:
1) Self-defined goals would more likely be accomplished;
2) Self-instigated effort would be more likely generate sustainable momentum;
3) First-hand learning created chances to make more informed choices next time; and
4) Confidence for more aggressive future goals would be derived from their success.
As staff and participants fine-tuned our transition process, clarity began to emerge as to the success
criteria at each point. Incentives and privileges increased and on-site community service obligations
declined as participants’ outside engagements as school or employment responsibilities rose in
preparation for their move toward permanent housing. Conversely, benefits declined and
responsibilities increased as a consequence of major or repeated violations of lease requirements and
community participation guidelines established by each project site’s Residents Council.
Discussion topics at self-help groups and skills development workshops were chosen to coincide with
issues/challenges arising at each phase of this transition process. For example:
➢ A Phase III Group helped incoming
residents deal with sources of stress as
they move from the streets to shelters
and now into stabilized housing;
➢ A Phase V Group helped departing
participants prepare for the transition
to permanent housing; and
➢ A Phase VI Group was formed to help
alumni dealing with the challenges of
living on their own without the on-site
support available from fellow program
participants and staff while living in our
program.

Ability of newly arriving participants to clearly see alumni status as a distinct stage in the process at
outset helped them focus their attention forward rather than backward. It was easy to underestimate
the value of participants’ most powerful incentive of all: seeing graduates returning to the project sites
as staff, and even members of the agency’s board of directors – one serving as its president.
253

With supportive housing in limited supply, there was at least a 6-to-9 month wait to access our agency’s housing projects – a long time to
wait for the opportunity of a lifetime. One applicant was overjoyed upon receiving the news he was finally accepted into the program after
such a long wait, but died the day before he was to move in to Quinn Cottages.
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Alumni gatherings gave past participants the chance to continue to see themselves success stories even
as they faced ongoing challenges. They also allowed them to remain connected to the supportive
community which made their stabilization possible. These gatherings usually involved around a periodic
dinner, replicating their positive experience at the weekly Community Meeting experience. Alumni also
attended graduation and holiday celebrations, and had a hosting role at the agency’s annual ‘Beacon of
Hope’ fundraising event.254 All of these things may seem – and indeed are - minor in themselves but as
RAPID RESULTS! concludes: those small things make the biggest difference.
2012 COTTAGE HOUSING ALUMNI FEEDBACK SURVEY

How did you find interactions with program staff
to be similar or different from other programs you had been in or heard about?
“Any program can put together a place to live. The staff … helped it feel like home.”
“They don’t just house you.
They help you learn how to help yourself through various groups and activities that they offer.”
“Staff listened to my personal needs …
I automatically felt as if they were my allies because they had been where I was.”
“ The big difference would be the participation from the staff during our groups and community meetings.
They were one of us. As far as one-on-one's, I never felt like they were deciding what I should do in my life,
they helped me to plan out what I needed to do.
“I was nurtured a lot, and criticized very little.“
“They seem to be more easy going and looked forward to helping you reach your goals.”
“Interactions with the staff were incredible. All were great people, easy to talk to, NEVER judgmental… “
“_________ gave me her full attention and guided me in the right direction always.”
“The staff cares and it shows.
I loved the fact that they would step out of their roles and roll up their sleeves and work right alongside us...”
“It felt good to attend staff meetings, again, I felt included and validated.”
“I was involved in the staff meetings. That was unheard of in the programs I used to be in.”
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See pages 146-147 for additional details about special events and celebrations
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LESSONS LEARNED: Implementation Strategy - Coaching for Rapid Results
Encouraging staff to become curious, helpful coaches rather than expert problem-solvers was the best
way to convey our agency’s belief - indeed our expectation – that participants could and would find their
own answers to their questions they faced. The Resiliency Model and RAPID RESULTS! approach
combined to focus our agency on a switch in mentality rather than methodology that is reflected in a
resiliency advocate’s conclusion: “context matters more than content; process more than program.” 255
The manner of application for these tools varies not only from person to person, but also according to
their place in the transition process in a manner that resonates with another SWITCH prediction:
““Helping people feel ‘big’ relative to the challenge creates yet another way to shrink
the change … one way to motivate action is to make people feel as though they are
already closer to the finish line that they might have thought.” 256
Because most incoming residents had experience in other housing or treatment programs operated
through traditional provider/consumer relationships, they expect a problem-focused, top-down
approach. Recalling the anonymous maxim - ‘there is no second chance to make a first impression’ –
Cottage Housing staff sought ways to immediately and repeatedly differentiate our agency’s alternative
intervention strategy to provide reminders of its differences at every stage of the interaction. In doing
so, our efforts encountered a major obstacle: the conventional organizational structure by which the
traditional provider/consumer model is implemented.257 Dealing with its dynamics - as described in the
next section - led to the formulation of operating principles and core values our agency’s program
redesign came to emulate.258

TWELVE QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER EXPLORATION
1) What results from staff not getting latitude to make judgement calls?
2) How does your program avoid playing a game of “Cops and Robbers”?
3) Do your program’s participants think its staff practices what they preach?
4) What is your agency’s strategy for avoiding the six “occupational hazards”?
5) What vested interests perpetuate status quo within your program?
6) What would we see if characteristics of denial were not obscuring our view?
7)
8) What gets in the way of qualitative staff/participant interactions?
9) Would you rather be a coach or a scorekeeper?
10) How do you trigger a “social epidemic” in your program?
11) How do you fertilize and harness “zest factors” within your organization?
12) What are the benefits/drawbacks of demand-making?
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257 See Part V for more information re: impediments of conventional structure by which traditional social service interventions operate.
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See Part VI for more information re: operating principles and core values of Cottage Housing’s revised approach
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PART V: THE OBSTACLE – Conventional Structure
“Only in growth, reform and change,
paradoxically enough,
is true security to be found.”
Anne Morrow Lindbergh

A jarring conclusion emerges from the vast array of knowledge accumulated since Max Weber’s classic
analysis of bureaucratic dynamics over a century ago.
Contradicting claims of rational, fact-based, seemingly objective analysis, it turns out where you stand
on any issue is largely determined by where you sit within the organization - defining not only what you
see but also how you look at it. 259
The likelihood of misconceptions resulting from this distortion of perceptions makes it wise to place
decision-making authority at central points where knowledge and experience coincide. But the
conventional hierarchy instead places this responsibility at the top of the pyramid, where distance and
other factors can slow and skew the decision-making process.
The horrifying depths of resulting foolishness can be measured by place the luxury liner Titanic ended up
exactly one-hundred years to the day this field guide was completed. Buried amidst touching media
coverage of this anniversary commemoration, a Wall Street Journal headline proclaiming “bad
management sank the Titanic” 260 is as pertinent today as a century ago.
•

It reports why the infamous ship was not, in fact, water-tight: to save money, its owner
deleted a steel-reinforced hull from the ship’s design but not its marketing campaign.

•

J. Bruce Ismay also rejected its design’s higher number of lifeboats because he disliked
clutter on its deck, supporting his decision by citing outmoded British Board of Trade
regulations not yet updated to reflect passenger capacity for the largest ship ever built.

•

That fateful night, Ismay held a telegram warning of icebergs even as he overruled the
ship captain on precautions that might prevent a trans-Atlantic speed record on the
ship’s maiden voyage. The owner became notorious for his last assertion of hierarchical
privilege: a seat in one of the last lifeboats to leave – literally - a sinking ship.

The Titanic’s celebrated launch symbolized the second Industrial Revolution's prowess, marking the
dawn of “scientific management systems” 261 and introducing the pyramidal structure which made largescale automation possible. Its sinking serves as "an unwelcome reminder not everything will go as
planned,"262 a doubly regrettable lesson when it was discovered many Titanic lifeboats were released
only half-full because passengers resisted leaving a ship they had been assured could not sink. This
highlights the awkward position all managers share with the Titanic’s captain, who saw only the most
visible but not the largest part of his problem and lacked the discretionary authority to make decisions
which could have saved his life and more than a thousand others’.
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DEFINITION OF INSANITY
“We have created trouble for ourselves in organizations
by confusing control with order.”
Margaret J. Wheatly

Classical hierarchy is the unifying principle upon which nearly all social service delivery systems operate.
The very words ‘chain-of-command’ aptly characterize its control orientation: an agency’s clients are
held accountable by line staff who report to supervisors answerable to managers reporting to executives
responsible to a board of directors, whose decisions about policies and procedures are conveyed using
the same ladder in the reverse direction.
Most insidious of among this structure’s many unintended consequences is its tendency to foster
passivity among program participants and staff alike.
“Hierarchies make some people dependent on others, blame the dependent for their
dependency, and then use that dependency to justify further exercise of authority.” 263
Changes we introduced to rectify problems arising after Quinn Cottages opened did not contradict the
classical hierarchy. Rather, these changes complemented it by better assimilating sources of power and
authority which lay at opposite ends of the traditional organization chart. In doing so, we developed a
better grasp of forces which can either facilitate or inhibit fulfillment of the agency’s mission.
“It is hard to overstate the importance and impact of the formal structure on how
people behave. It is the ‘architectural space’ in which all events occur and therefore
defines, like the walls and light that characterize any room, the constraints of what will
happen in that ‘room’.” 264
The subtle and largely subliminal influences of conventional
structure are so ingrained in our thinking and vocabulary, it
becomes difficult to communicate and coordinate without its
presumptions about rules, bosses, etc.
At Cottage Housing, we could not change how the traditional
intervention model operated without adapting the conventional
structure and process which implements it.
A brief review of the basic functions of any social group, and how
those needs are accommodated, explains why these adjustments
were required.

263 Ackelsberg,
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Dawson, Christopher - Leading Culture Change op cit. 110
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INTENDED RATIONALITY
“Good people do not need laws to tell them to act responsibly,
while bad people will find a way around the laws.”
Plato

Since the beginning of time, social groups evolved in response to geographic, biological and
psychological challenges which create “many problems and tasks for which the individual himself, taken
alone and unaided, is essentially impotent.”265 These challenges motivate individuals to gather, interact
and collaborate with others in order to survive and, hopefully, thrive.
While seemingly spontaneous in nature, the formation of such groups is driven by a purposeful
exchange of inducements and contributions between the organization and its participants.266 These
groups’ individual members will continue to participate as long as their needs are being met, (i.e. the
benefits received are greater than their contributions), and an organization is “solvent” as long as it
receives sufficient member contributions to continue manufacturing the incentives which perpetuate
members’ involvement.267
These dynamics apply regardless of whether the need being met is personal (e.g. social interaction,
physical fitness, spiritual or intellectual development) or societal (e.g. public health, physical safety,
economic advancement, etc.). “After all, organizations only exist to enable individuals to cooperate in
some integrated activity.”268
Largely hidden in this naturally occurring process is the social control inherent in any group.269
“As members of the human race naturally assembled, it became necessary – even in
small and primitive groups - to create some rules to guide the process of living together
… in the process, they created social habits, institutions, classes, purposive groups …
Social organization was both inevitable and indispensable.”270
The resulting configuration of groups has both a structural and functional significance: it must preserve
itself as a vehicle for goal attainment while also enabling individual members to meet their needs.271
This involves coordination between its internal and external operations, i.e. “the things which must be
done to keep an individual as part of the group … (and) the relations it must maintain with other groups
in the institutional environment.”272 This two-fold duty of any group expedites the movement of work
problems and materials in a manner which achieves consensus within the organization and consent
within the community.273
As briefly discussed at the beginning of this field guide, systems and repertoires become primary
determinants of an organization’s survival as it increases in scale and complexity, pushing the
needs/interests of its members to a secondary priority.274 These influences are largely submerged
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because, when operating at optimum level, an organization’s members “identify so thoroughly with the
social order that they can no longer imagine breaking any of its rules.”275 Most deeply imbedded is the
premise on which all such systems rely:
“… a concept of comprehensive rationality according to which individuals and
organizations choose the best alternatives, taking into account consequences,
probabilities, and utilities.”276
Yet this imperative presumes a ‘closed system’ that operates on a set of very specific assumptions:
“… isolated from the influence of external variables … deterministic rather that
probabilistic … one in which a specified change in one of the system’s variables will
produce a particular outcome with certainty.”277
In theory, the existence of such systems implies a well-defined set of clear-cut goals defined by top
management utilizing pre-programmed decision-making processes that rely upon quantitative data.278
But, all this theory depends upon three unrealistic premises:
(1) All alternatives are known;
(2) All consequences of all alternatives are known; and
(3) A unique order exists over the set of all options and all subsets of consequences.279
Defying the reality of changes ongoing inside and outside the organization, the assertion of a closed
system constitutes “a simple extension of the persuasive every day assumption that human beings are
at least intendedly rational.”280 Such a supposition is flawed, however, if only because it demands
“powers of prescience and capabilities of computation we usually attribute to God.”281

POWER vs. AUTHORITY
“The most common way
people give up their power
is by thinking they don’t have any”
Alice Walker

Furthermore, the classical theory of organization asserts one’s possession of power and exertion of
influence within an organization is dictated by their level of authority within the hierarchy. However,
this level of managerial control ignores the degree to which interlocking human relationships and workflow patterns permit – indeed require – a group’s members to innovate and shape his/her environment
in order to adapt to rapidly changing circumstances.282 These ‘informal organizations’ always arise
within formal groups and are, in fact, essential for their operation,283 but conventional organizational
structure addresses only the first of five means by which authority is distributed within a group.
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•

LEGITIMATE POWER: lawfully vested in a role and recognized by others;

•

REWARD POWER: capacity to distribute rewards in pursuit of influence;

•

COERCIVE POWER: ability to impose sanctions or threaten punishment;

•

EXPERT POWER: possessing useful knowledge/ information

•

REFERRENT POWER: influence based on attractive characteristics.284

Researchers identified the result this delegation of power a half century ago: an ‘informal’ structure (see
chart below) whose inverted pyramid shape mirrors the conventional structure’s ‘formal’ hierarchy,
revealing two stark ironies:
a) those with the most authority at the top of in the formal structure have the least amount of
power to get things done on a day-to-day basis; and
b) those at the bottom of the formal chart have a level of influence over a group’s operations both direct and indirect – that is disproportionate to their role status within the structure.285

INFORMAL
Participants
Staff
Managers
Staff
Participants

FORMAL

Managers

This parallel structure conveys a more complete
sense of the distribution of influence within an
organization, depicting the premise of two-way or
mutual accountability. This does not supplant, but
rather supplements the traditional hierarchy by
providing a fuller accounting for various sources of
impact and leverage within the organization. It also
highlights the need to respect and cultivate those at
lower levels of the formal structure whose efforts
can accelerate or undermine mission achievement.

The inherent power of these lower roles makes their actions and demeanor the hardest to monitor and
manage. Toward the end of the Civil War, for example, President Abraham Lincoln was surprised to
discover he had the authority but not the power to end martial law in border states like Missouri, where
his order was ignored by its governor and commanding army general.286 And those who occupy lower
roles are in the best position to observe opportunities for improvement in an organization’s day-to-day
operations; hence the maxim of army life: “if you want to know what’s really going on, ask a private.”287
Executives’ enlightenment results when roles at the bottom of the formal structure (but at the top of
the informal structure) are granted input on decisions affecting their work. As one CEO noted:
"After a bad start, I had begun to see that the workers knew more about the company
and its operation than I or the new managers I'd hired. They were better qualified to
plan production for the next day, the coming week, the month ahead. They had more
immediate knowledge of materials, workload, and production problems. They were
ideally placed to control costs and cut waste.” 288
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Cottage Housing’s founding board and management staff learned this lesson the hard way when
disgruntled residents of Quinn Cottages insisted on programming strategies as innovative as its facilities’
design. ‘Participant-driven’ emerged as one of our three operating principles in part to explicitly
accommodate the realities of this wide dissemination of power throughout agencies like ours.289

RESISTANCE to CHANGE
“Trouble is only opportunity
dressed in work clothes.”
Henry J. Kaiser

Perhaps the biggest discrepancy between the rhetoric and reality of conventional structure is its
inherently reactive nature. In theory, clear delineation of role functions and strong communication
channels expedite information to appropriate authorities for timely and preferably proactive decisionmaking. However, research shows this is simply not how organizations actually operate.
For example: neither individuals nor organizations are likely to innovate when things are going well,
since “they have little to gain and everything to lose from tampering with a heretofore successful
process.”290 And despite continuing technological advances, no organization has the capacity to analyze
and interpret every possible implication of unfolding events. Options are considered sequentially rather
than simultaneously, with information search regarding available options stimulated by failure.291 So an
organization’s analysis process is likely to become all the more deliberative as any matter’s urgency
increases regardless of the nature of the issue or its implications.
“Typically, administrators become aware of the need for an adaptive decision when
some act handled through a series of routine decisions fails to meet expectations … only
when conditions cause deep concern is an innovative decision likely to be initiated.”292
Thus, for structural as well as psychological reasons, “change is part and parcel of the normal
administrative process”293 yet it is inhibited because an organization’s leaders recognize problems only
after repeated stimuli have been generated.294 One reasons for this is the concentration of widely
diverse and often competing functions at the top of the hierarchal pyramid.
“The same individuals in top management who are concerned with operating decisions
are also responsible for administrative and strategic decisions. Since administrative and
operating decisions are more pressing, strategic problems, they suffer from neglect.”295
The result is a circular dilemma: managers behave reactively because they face major problems and they
constantly face major problems because they (and their organizations) behave reactively. “Only those
managers confronted by minor problems and light workloads have the chance to carefully analyze
strategic problems which are novel, complex, open-ended and ambiguous by their very nature.”296 The
unintended result:
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a) Nothing short of imminent crisis draws more than a brief review of its implications;
b) Incremental responses more likely address consequences than causes; and
c) When responsive at all, organizational problem-solving is often sluggish.
This brings new scrutiny to the old saying - “if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it”.297 Although the middle of a
crisis situation never seems like a good time to instigate institutional change, but it is only then that
there is undeniable evidence that previously - often repeatedly - applied solutions did not resolve the
issue. A problem-oriented focus does not serve an organization well, and innovative approaches often
need to be in motion even before their necessity arises.
But constraints on issue analysis are the least of the conventional structure’s problems. More practical
obstacles arise when managers’ fire-fighting preoccupation take time away from the lengthy selling job
required to convince superiors and affected subordinates of the need for change.
“Many lack the energy and ability to do this, and THAT is the major reason why change
is not introduced at an appropriate rate within the organization, NOT the recalcitrance
of subordinates, unions, or habits.”298
The cost of initiating change in a conventional hierarchy further mitigates against timely implementation
of new ideas. Decision-makers’ primarily focus on cost-reduction, operating efficiency and riskavoidance gives them built-in resistance to the unpredictable and thus uncontrollable cost of new ideas,
regardless of their validity.299 Consequently, “an increase in the costs of an alternative (in terms of
money, time, etc.) reduces the likelihood of that option being chosen; a decrease in cost … increases its
likelihood.”300
And although conventional managers insist otherwise, another cost factor which delays timely
operational response is the calculation of its impact on their own role’s prestige.
“Wisely invested yields enhanced reputation for effectiveness. Unsuccessful
investments deplete both the stock of capital and of reputation. Thus, each player must
pick the issues in which s/he can play with high probability of success.”301
Thus, contrary to supposition of a strictly rational basis for decision-making in conventional hierarchies,
the necessity and appropriateness of a proposed change is not the first (and may be the last) factor
determining its selection.
“A plan that cannot secure the behavior it envisions is utopian. A practical plan – one
that can be effective – is based upon the consideration of what people will do and can
be induced to do.”302
This contradicts widely held perceptions of the conventional organizational structure as the best
vehicle for on-time response to operational challenges.
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REVERSAL of CAUSE and EFFECT
“It is best to act with confidence,
no matter how little right you have to it.”
Lillian Hellman

A second discrepancy between the rhetoric and reality of conventional structures is indicated by
research showing that “the notion that lower-level management deals passively as a transmitter of
orders from higher-ups, reporting what goes on below, is just not reality.”303
In fact, it is only after a leader begins to conform to the norms of a group does s/he develop
“idiosyncrasy credits” which permit her/him to lead a group in new directions. This is part of a total
trade agreement in which the leader may influence others in exchange for the willingness to be
influenced by them; in actuality, an executive develops strategies that balance the requests of mid-level
managers.304 This calls into question the presumption of the top-down flow of directives, which is
completely logical since arising circumstances can – and should - influence operational response at least
as much and as often as the other way around and probably more so.
This contradiction within the traditional chain-of-command goes straight to the top of the organization.
Lack of expertise among policy-makers on the corporate board of directors puts the chief executive
officer in an excellent position to control their information-flow and thus mold board members’ views
and sway thereby they are socialized to support their subordinates’ point-of-view.305 This not only
disputes the traditional concept of someone in authority being the ‘decider’, as one U.S. President
recently called himself.306 It also calls into question the very nature of decisions themselves.
William Dill described the core of any stable collective enterprise as a repertoire of goal-oriented
procedures activated by habituated routines; yet, managers are constantly dealing with new, nonstructured situations, non-routine decisions that have distinct characteristics incompatible with closed
systems premised on predictability:
“(These) tend to range widely, making thousands of bits of information potentially
relevant to a crucial situation. Viewed from this perspective, decision-making is
primarily a means of mounting an appropriate response rather than a dramatic
choice.”307
The result lies in stark contrast to the conventional hierarchy’s implicit assumption of a well-run
organization resulting from well-defined policies and tight managerial supervision; to the contrary:
“The successful general manager does not spell out detailed objectives and does not
make forthright policy statements … rather, they give their organization a sense of
direction and are masters of developing opportunities.”308
The myth of a purposeful, decisive, pro-active administrator is further contradicted by another reality:
“a great deal of management may be viewed as an effort to hold down the number of irreversible
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decisions that must be made.”309 This reveals the conventional model’s best kept secret and most
debilitating fallacy: rules or directives do not control behavior, as the parent of any teenager can attest.
In fact, we cannot and should not rely on rules if we are to keep the process moving.
“The vast proportion of activities in organizations goes on without personal directives or
supervision and sometimes in permitted violation of the rules. We tend to pass over
this residue, which constitutes perhaps 80% of organizational behaviors.”310
Thus, contrary to conventional theory, “institutional analysis sees legal and formal changes as recording
and regularizing an evolution that has already been substantially completed informally.”311 In other
words: wise managers do not propose so-called standards-of-conduct until these rules have already
been accepted by a majority of those supposedly being governed.

SUB-OPTIMIZATION
“There is only one corner of the universe you can be certain of improving:
that’s your own self.”
Aldous Huxley

Cottage Housing’s program redesign process was also guided by research showing efforts to exert
decision-making authority within any group are adversely affected by other influences on the
communication and coordination of organizational activity. We encountered one of these factors as our
program expanded from one to two project sites in different parts of town:
“Whenever there is geographic separation, the person at each end of the
communication line finds it difficult to constantly keep in mind the needs for
information at the other end … (consequently) those who decide what information their
bosses shall see rarely see their bosses’ problems.”312
Subunit parochialism imposes a second distortion on the information-flow process upon which effective
organizational decision-making relies. A division of labor emerges to distribute responsibility for various
aspects of organizational subunits, with predictable results:
“… (as these subunits) develop relatively stable propensities concerning operational
priorities, perceptions, issues … we can predict a form of local adaptation: … (their)
observable indices of performance usually show their subunit to be performing well.”313
This tendency was exemplified in David Halberstam’s painful analysis of the Vietnam War, which is
tellingly called “The American War” by those who lived there.314 At the time, this war was widely
perceived as being managed by “the best and the brightest,”315 but it turned out that information being
relayed to policy makers conveyed the opposite message intended by its senders at the front lines. As it
turns out, Pentagon officials might have sooner been alerted to faltering military strategies were it not
for subtle alterations in these messages instigated by subordinates at each intervening point in the
communication chain to more closely conform its contents to their bosses’ pre-conceived notions. This
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incongruity was not uncovered until the Secretary of Defense sent a consultant from Rand Corporation
to conduct an on-site analysis. Daniel Ellsberg’s subsequent report became the infamous “Pentagon
Papers” after its findings were similarly suppressed.316
A third source of distortion in an organization’s information flow is the process of goal displacement that
sociologist Robert Merton called sub-optimization. Reliance on procedures regardless of circumstances
defines the point where an organization becomes a bureaucracy in which “adherence to rules, originally
conceived as means, becomes transferred to an end-in-itself.”317
All these factors contradict the conventional assumption of hierarchical authority based on competence:
“As the organization grows, managers find their time too limited to deal with the
magnitude of problems that have assumed increasing degree of complexity, and will
find one or more of these functions demanding skills or knowledge they lack.”318
Budget restrictions often inhibit non-profit agencies’ competitiveness on benefit packages, pay raises
and other employment perks. This leaves internal promotion as one of the few rewards for loyalty and
longevity of service, making these groups susceptible to The Peter Principle, which applies when
continually promoted employees rise beyond their level of competence.319 This adds a fourth source of
disruption to an already disturbed information flow process leads to an unavoidable conclusion:
“Much of present organization reflects traditional methodology without considering
what form of collective mechanism is really appropriate to our objective.”320

BROAD-BASED PARTICIPATION
“There is tremendous inefficiency in human activity whenever people are pushed
instead of being allowed to move under their own power.”
William Dill

Prioritizing attention to end results rather than causal variables also obscures the degree to which
conventional structure affects an organization’s interpretation of issues, its choice of response, and the
accuracy of its subsequent evaluation of performance.321 Cottage Housing’s effort to “find new ways of
thinking about the system for selecting and implementing action”322 was abetted by researchers’
discovery that a more responsive operational configuration would have several key characteristics:
✓ Assume multiple, changing, acceptable-level goals;
✓ Deal implicitly with problems of internal conflict;
✓ Include search theory and information handling; and
✓ Permit adaptation and change through organizational learning.”323
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In contrast to conventional structures premised on a closed system whose capabilities exist only
hypothetically, a more reality-based operation would function as an open system that adapts itself to
many unknown or uncertain variables. In addition to characteristics cited above, such systems include:
✓ Recognition of the need to satisfy numerous constraints;
✓ Lower levels involved in the goal-setting process; and
✓ Decision-making processes that are satisfying, heuristic, and grounded in disjointed
incrementalism with information-flow comprising qualitative data.”324
While not completely supplanting the conventional hierarchy, an open system compensates for its rigid,
impersonal nature widely perceived as detrimental to employee motivation. “Individuals can only be
motivated when they believe that their efforts can make some difference and won’t be destroyed,
countered or diluted by other people or events.”325 A more positive organizational environment arises
when people are involved in discussions about resources assigned to the task assigned,326 but ultimately
such delegation or de-centralization can be successful only when greater responsibility is matched by
greater autonomy and authority.327 Otherwise, frustration and anxiety results when adults find
themselves in work roles which require them to:
✓ Use few abilities;
✓ Work at tasks of limited duration;
✓ Subordinate themselves to management; and
✓ Limit their behavior to pre-defined norms.328
Certain conditions common in non-profit agencies make resulting role strain more likely; these include:
✓ Insufficient resources;
✓ Commitment to conformity which inhibits spontaneity;
✓ Multiple roles create conflicting obligations in the allocation of time, space, etc.; and
✓ Inconsistencies or contradictions between norms of quality and quantity; technical
excellence and human relations skills; or universalism and particularism329
It seems so obvious: “workers fully involved in a change decision showed less disruption, turnover and
reduced productivity that those who did not.”330 An array of research shows engagement to be useful in
overcoming staff resistance by increasing the accuracy of their perceptions and reducing the likelihood
of ambiguity about proposed changes, thus enhancing their sense of influence within the process.331
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However, “the typical method of instituting
change in a hierarchy is an announcement
tumbling down the line doesn’t work, not because
it’s undemocratic but because it is inefficient.”332
A more effective two-way communication process
does not imply a parity relationship in which all
members have equal control over the decision
outcome. To the contrary, a more participatory
process simply extends opportunity for
meaningful input prior on managerial decisionmaking in matters that do not require immediate
response. Research indicates that groups with
higher member influence achieve greater goal
attainment than those with lower influence,333
but this need to feel influential is satisfied when
staff feels ideas coming from lower levels are
valued by those at higher levels.334 So it’s more
important to know what people are thinking or
feeling than it is to actually do what they say.
Because staff input inevitably alter managerial decisions in ways that would not occur otherwise, staff
gets the actuality as well as appearance of influence. With growing confidence that their input is valued
comes increasing likelihood their ideas would arrive in the form of timely suggestions rather than
hindsight criticisms or complaints. This was the case as Cottage Housing moved deeper into its program
redesign process.

LOGISTICAL DILEMMA
“People of accomplishment rarely sat back and let things happen to them.
They went out and happened to things.”
Leonardo da Vinci

The purpose of all organizational hierarchies is to foster clear processes for expediting movement of
work in a manner which serve its members’ interests while satisfying the organization’s needs. This is
accomplished by establishing clarity regarding communication, performance assessment, and decisionmaking responsibilities.335 However, these processes minimize the degree to which interlocking
relationships and work-flow patterns permit an individual to innovate within their work environment.336
Every organization is challenged to “function well where it can while finding a different structure for
dealing effectively with the tasks and conditions for which it is not suitable”; this involves finding ways
to “institutionalize a set of externally and internally responsive, participatory, problem-solving
structures alongside the conventional line organization that carries out routine tasks.”337
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Effective fulfillment of organizational survival functions
determine any group’s success (see chart at right). These
differentiate “task” functions directly related to the
management and delivery of its product or service (on left
side of chart) from marketing and resource development
functions required for “maintenance” of these task
functions (on the right side).338 Note how all four of these
functions are equally essential to a group’s existence, but
most non-profit and for-profit companies allocate 70% to
85% of their resources to the “program” activities in the
upper left quadrant. Supporting the other three-quarters
of the operation with just one quarter of available
resources puts enormous pressure on the efficiency and
effectiveness of the this structure.

ORGANIZATONAL SURVIVAL FUNCTIONS

RESOURCE
DEVELOP.

MANAGEMENT

MAINTENANCE

TASK

In terms of leaders’ role, the chart at right shows these four
“survival functions” reduce to three overlapping areas of
oversight. “Ambassadorship” covers engagement with
program participants and supporters, service partners,
community allies and media outlets. “Governance” includes
all administrative duties, including documentation of
product/service delivery and financial transactions, risk
management and contract compliance. “Stewardship”
assures use of best practices in all aspects of the operation
to assure optimal utilization of available resources.
By supplementing the hierarchical delineation of authority
with a complementary parallel structure more concentric in
design, the third chart at right more aptly conveys the
oversight role over all these four “survival functions” by an
agency’s board of directors and executive management
team. It also alerts all involved as to the interrelated nature
of these functions even as it focuses their role within one of
them. This is consistent with the latest trends in resource
acquisition strategy, which have moved from “fundraising”
or “development” to “advancement” strategies which
encourage all members of the operation to see relationship
and resource cultivation as part of everyone’s role.

MARKETING

PROGRAM

LEADERSHIP RESPONSIBILITIES

AMBASSADORSHIP

GOVERNANCE

STEWARDSHIP

MAINTENANCE

TASK

CONCENTRIC STRUCTURE

BOARD

Fuller articulation of this concentric structure (see chart on
next page) encompasses program participants and investors
in the spheres of influence being mobilized to achieve an
agency’s mission. This depiction moves attention away
from where someone is in the organization chart, instead
focusing them on the partner cultivation tasks upon which
the success of these ambitious endeavors depends.
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MANAGEMENT
STAFF

TASK

MAINTENANCE

Together, the concentric structure helps the conventional hierarchy accommodate four tasks every
social group confronts in the course of its existence, which neither can accomplish separately:
1) Secure inputs of necessary resources;
2) Secure legitimization both inside and outside the organization;
3) Marshall the necessary skills/capabilities for productive use; and
4) Coordinate internal activities and external relationships.339
Broader involvement in organizational decision-making has its logistical challenges, but research shows
employees thus engaged show less disruption, turnover, and reduced productivity than those who
aren’t.340 Less obvious are the hidden costs of not doing so – in terms of time, money, lost opportunities
and accumulated stress/strain.
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PUTTING THEORY INTO PRACTICE: Dealing with The Titanic Effect
“Just because a man lacks the use of his eyes
doesn’t mean he lacks vision.”
Stevie Wonder

Analysts looking back on the Titanic disaster conclude that today’s organization leaders who fail to adapt
their operation to the unbridled propensities of the conventional operating structure will find
themselves, like the luxury liner’s owner, “falling into one or more of the following pitfalls:
1) “THE BRILLIANT STRATEGY TRAP: Leaders put most of their efforts into researching
and devising an ambitious strategy that will, they hope, vault them ahead of the
competition. They pay a lot of attention to writing it up. They pay little attention to
building the understanding, buy-in and skills that would ensure its execution. As a
result, the strategy never bears fruit.
2) THE EFFICIENT PROCESS AND STRUCTURE TRAP: Leaders give most of their attention
to process reengineering and organization design, thinking: ‘If we can just get
everything lined up in the right order and all sources of waste eliminated, things will
run smoothly.’ They fail to realize an efficient business is not necessarily a successful
business and, moreover, that people are rarely guided by official process maps.
3) THE SOPHISTICATED TECHNOLOGY TRAP: Leaders throw technology at problems in
the mistaken belief it’s the strongest, quickest, most lasting lever for changing how
a business operates. What they don’t see is how technology is actually a weak,
cumbersome and transitory lever unless it’s designed and installed with the explicit
intention of helping people be more effective.”341
Traditionalist managers are concerned that a more collaborative approach will sow seeds of chaos and
divisiveness, but the Titanic’s experience indicates the exact opposite:
“As in organizations that operate on dry land, it was (Titanic) leaders’ ability - or inability
- to drive clarity, unity and agility that made the difference to speed and performance
over the course of the crisis … these three ‘people’ factors correlate most highly with
fast, effective execution of strategic initiatives. When leaders focus on strengthening
these characteristics, strategies accelerate and results improve.
1) CLARITY: People must have a shared understanding of strategy and focus their
efforts on a critical few priorities … that have been translated into concrete and
achievable goals and behaviors;
2) UNITY: Commitment at all levels to the success of the strategy by team members
who are capable and can dedicate sufficient time. A spirit of teamwork and crossboundary collaboration is evident throughout the organization; and
3) AGILITY: People stay open and flexible in the way goals are met, and maintain a bias
for action while correcting course as needed. People capture and communicate
what they learn from initiatives and projects.” 342
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The promises of conventional structure is that it makes the aspirations of the traditional social services
model more attainable. In truth, these are less likely to be realized. The explanation is hiding in plain
sight: a large, well-documented gap between the rhetoric and reality of organizational behavior as
described in the chart below.

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR: Differences between classical theory & practical experience
RHETORIC

REALITY

Structure stabilizes environment

Environment disrupts structure

Problems are recognizable/divisible

Problems are vague & defy categorization

Solutions are value-maximizing

Feasibility guides selection

Consequences are predictable

Cost-benefit analysis is limited

Planning avoids problems

Plans react to problems

Rules dictate behavior

Rules formalize operative behavior

Process minimizes conflict

Process is a source of conflict

Hierarchy facilitates communication

Stratification inhibits information flow

Authority is formally delegated

Power is assumed

Roles define activity/responsibility

Activity outlines role

Goals measure performance

Goals set to show success

Separation of Functions promotes
objective decision-making

Chain-of-Command restricts perception

Effective performance
rewarded by promotion

Promotion may reduce effectiveness

Rank reflects TASK competence

Rank reflects MAINTENANCE skills

Conflict is avoidable

Conflict is inevitable

Procedure programs appropriate response

Procedure restricts options

Classical Model makes organizations more organized

Realities make classical values unobtainable, and
its means compound its problems

Programmatic outcomes that independent observers characterize as simply remarkable were achieved
only after Cottage Housing moved toward the right side of this chart by engaging our agency’s board,
staff, participants and alumni in all aspects of its operation. RAPID RESULT! later explained what turned
out to be Cottage Housing’s recipe-for-success:
“All that is required is the will to get started, to experiment, and to learn along the way
… by making some assumptions:
1) You have the capacity – the hidden reserve – to get more accomplished quickly;
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2) Doing what you have done in the past may not get you there;
3) The best way to change is to get started and have some successes, rather than to
analyze and prepare; and
4) You will learn by doing, and get better and better over time.” 343
All of these points contradict the control-oriented premise of traditional social service methods and the
top/down decision-making process of the conventional hierarchy. Declining budgets and resulting
staffing cuts only make this situation increasingly problematic, but organizational success and resulting
budgetary growth can be even more troublesome. Expansion only accentuates and accelerates the
need to evolve from a smaller ‘mom-and-pop shop’ to a larger corporate entity. This forces change in
previous ways of doing business, lest flexibility and responsiveness decline as this critical juncture.
In a staff brainstorming session during a “Program Summit” meeting at a fast-growing Bay Area
homeless service agency, program supervisors were very quick to characterize the nature of this shift.

SHIFT IN FOCUS RESULTING FROM ORGANIZATIONAL GROWTH:
from problems/crisis

to process systems and strategy

from centralized control

to decentralized accountability

from penalizing failure

to rewarding innovation within parameters

from predictive results

to adaptive response

from disaster prevention

to success optimization

from what's not working

to what is working

from positive prior proof

to trust & verify

from ready/aim/fire

ready/fire/aim (with mid-course corrections)

These supervisors also developed the chart on the following page to distinguish previous ways of
operating from the approach required to prepare their expanding agency to face the challenges ahead:
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NON-PROFIT AGENCY DEMEANOR
Choices/ Changes
Management
Style:
Communication
Mode:
Sources of
Leverage:
Tendency toward
Disclosure:
Point of
Concentration:
Source of
Power:
Operational
Structure:
Forms of
Incentive:
Focus of
Evaluation:
Administrative
Mentality:
Program
Methodology:
Supervisory
Demeanor:
Performance
Aspiration:
Operational
Posture:
Staff
Attitude:
Ultimate
Solution:

PROGRAMS of the PAST

PROGRAMS of the FUTURE

Dictator/Disciplinarian
My way or the Highway

Coach/ Consensus & Collaboration

Top-down

Two-way

Fear as motivator

Confidence as motivator

Secrecy

Transparency/Shared Knowledge

Problem/Crisis-oriented

Focus on possibilities/opportunities

Intimidation

Inspiration

Divided/Compartmental

United front

Punishment/Reward - Carrot/Stick

Learning/Growth

Quantity - (How many did we help?)

Quality - (How well did we help them?)

Stereotyping/One size fits all

Recognizing/Celebrating unique
difference

Divide/Conquer

Team-building

Partiality/Favoritism yet "Objective"

Maturity/Professionalism on "Subjective"
basis

Perfection

Progress

Rigid

Adaptive

Judgmental/critical

Reflective/curious

Focus on their part

Focus on our part
SI agency’s Program Summit Discussion: January- March, 2015
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LESSONS LEARNED: Overcoming Obstacles to Conventional Structure
Cottage Housing made a startling discovery while seeking a more effective response to various logistical
challenges: it turns out that the way we run organizations is not the way they actually operate. Experts
have long known that the efficiency, effectiveness and expedience of essential organizational functions
are inhibited by conventional top/down, command-and-control operating systems.
Several impediments – geographic separation, subunit parochialism, sub-optimization, and The Peter
Principle among them - undermine the operation of agencies that solely rely on the conventional
hierarchy to fulfill their organization’s survival functions. Two-way communication, mutual
accountability and other adaptations in operational structure required to better accommodate these
necessities are the same changes necessary to make traditional social service interventions more
responsive to the needs of their applicants, staff, investors and communities.
Applying this research, Cottage Housing cultivated the capabilities of those at so-called ‘lower’ end of
the conventional organization chart by involving them in all aspects of the operation. By emphasizing
broad guidelines rather than specific directives, or agency was delegating to them the discretion to
improvise and innovate within specified parameters. By empowering staff and participants alike to
become proactive and entrepreneurial, we reduced the inevitable lag-time and diminished
responsiveness that otherwise occurs as growing organizations become increasingly bureaucratic.
While not controllable in any traditional sense, the increased sense of influence among our agency’s
staff and participants generated results exceeding expectations while utilizing less resources than
customarily required. This is the sort of win/win situation to which all human service agencies aspire.

TWELVE QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER EXPLORATION
1) Are you looking at the largest or the most visible part of your agency’s ‘iceberg’?
2) What ways does your agency avoid mimicking the Titanic owner’s approach?
3) How does it look different when assuming a “closed” or “open” system?
4) How/where is “authority” and “power” distributed within your organization?
5) What are the implications of problem-solving being inherently reactive?
6) How do you minimize effects of four impediments of conventional hierarchy?
7) What are the ways your agency can reduce role strain?
8) What challenges arise if 75% of resources go to 25% of agency survival functions?
9) How can your agency avoid the three traps that sank the Titanic?
10) How does your agency close the gap between the hierarchy’s rhetoric and reality?
11) What are the implications of organizational growth on your program’s operations?
12) Is your agency operating “programs of the past” or “programs of the future”?
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PART VI – OPERATING PRINCIPLES & CORE VALUES - The Keys to Success

“For all this, there are no final answers. Yet we know what we must do.
The question is not what programs we should seek to enact.
The question is whether we can find in our own midst and in our own hearts that leadership of humane
purpose that will recognize the terrible truths of our existence.
We must admit the vanity of our false distinctions among men
and learn to find our own advancement in the search for the advancement of all.
We must admit that our own children's future cannot be built on the misfortunes of others …
Our lives on this planet are too short
and the work to be done too great
to let that spirit flourish any longer in our land.
Of course, we cannot vanquish it with a program.
Nor with a resolution.
But we can perhaps remember - even if only for a time that those who live with us are our brothers;
that they share with us the same short moment of life;
that they seek - as we do - nothing but a chance to live out their lives in purpose and happiness, winning
what satisfaction and fulfillment they can.
Surely this bond of common faith, this bond of common goal, can begin to teach us something.
Surely we can learn, at least, to look at those around us as fellow men
and surely we can begin to work a little harder to bind up the wounds among us
and to become in our hearts brothers and countrymen once again.”

Robert F. Kennedy
Cleveland City Club
April 5, 1968
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FINDING THE OO MPH!
“The way out is through the door.
Why is it that no one will use this method?”
Confucius

In the wild swirl of the 2008 presidential campaign, the eventual winner was quoted as saying
“this (stuff) would be pretty interesting if it wasn’t happening to us.”344 Similarly, Cottage Housing’s
redesign process often felt like we were tuning-up a car while driving down the highway. It was not
always pretty, sometimes aggravating, and often frustrating. But it was never boring, always thoughtprovoking and eventually uplifting. And the results – tripling Quinn Cottages graduation rate from thirty
to more than ninety percent – are inarguable.
The turning point in in our agency’s intervention retooling came when staff and participants began
embracing the evidence-based best practices of our field. Combining available research with our own
experience, it became clear(er) in hindsight that three operating principles correlate with an underlying
core values which facilitates the implementation of each:

OPERATING PRINCIPLES

CORE VALUES

Participant-Driven

Trust (or faith)

Solution-Oriented

Optimism (or hope)

Strength-Based

Compassion (or love)

As SWITCH authors note: “most goals lack emotional resonance - they presume motivation but don’t
generate it.”345 Not until intertwined like single strands into rope do principles and values provide what
my sister, Moira Tobin Wickes,346 use to call the oomph! needed for staff to see and treat differently our
program’s participants, who also responded likewise.
Adjustments continue to be made as this and other transitional housing pivot toward the “Housing First”
model.347 However, there is no doubt these six elements made our program more accessible to those
either unwilling or unable to engage through the traditional provider/consumer model. Visiting staff
from a nearby soup kitchen often expressed surprise at who they saw living at Quinn Cottages, saying: “I
thought (she or he) would never come in (off the streets).”348
Because of our fairly dismal service outcomes at Quinn Cottages when it opened, there was no place to
go but up when we started this re-design process and very little risk of making it worse than it already
was. There was some blessing in our desperation, as it made our first task a simple one: improve the
basis for interaction among agency managers and staff and between staff and participants. This urgency
helped us be more open to the imperative for change, but we recommend that other’s programs not
wait that long. (Just another reminder that the following details are not presented as a cookie-cutter
model to be replicated, but rather as exemplifying the ways your own agency too can find its own way).
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OPERATING PRINCIPLE #1: Participant-Driven
CORE VALUE #1: Trust (a.k.a. Faith)
“It is not because things are difficult that we do not dare;
it is because we do not dare that they are difficult.”
Marcus Annaeus Seneca

Most Cottage Housing graduates were amazed they had survived their homeless experience, and saw it
as nothing short of miraculous they were moving back into permanent housing. Many expressed faith
or trust that their success involved some sort of Higher Power, although most described this in spiritual
rather than religious terms. Regardless of its source, all had a stake in their retention of this sense of
accomplishment - and the self-esteem which grows with it - as they pursued other goals.
Among the problems encountered when we opened Quinn Cottages was the one-to-one transactional
intervention process that requires higher staffing levels than our available financial resources could
sustainably support. Aside from its other issues, the traditional provider/consumer model is extremely
labor intensive. Fortified by a clear sense of what didn’t work and encountering along the way
voluminous research about what did, we came to what now seems an obvious decision: start doing
things with rather than for people. Such adaptation began with expanding the range of program
residents’ involvement options readily available but rarely accessed in a variety of residential settings,
regardless of target population or service modality.

PARTICIPANT-DRIVEN PROGRAMMING @ COTTAGE HOUSING INC.
Substantive engagement options at the program level included residents’ involvement in:
- screening interviews with prospective project tenants and applicants for agency employment
- providing input on annual program and staff performance evaluations via anonymous surveys
- making presentations at the beginning of the agency’s monthly board of directors’ meetings
- helping plan, present and evaluate skills development workshops & self-help support groups
- participating in resident grievance reviews and tenant eviction appeals
- serving as official greeter and providing facility tour to all visiting dignitaries to the project site
- organizing holiday celebrations and seasonal festivals
- representing fellow residents at CHI’s monthly All-Staff and weekly program staff meetings
- chairing each project site’s weekly Community Meeting
- assisting with landscaping, unit-turnovers and other facility maintenance chores
- managing revolving loan fund allocations/collections for residents’ school, job or medical costs

Participants can serve as ambassadors to the local neighborhood and government agencies:
- Serving as liaisons to neighborhood clean-up events
- distributing snow cones and water to the homeless on hot summer days
- assisting in the serving line at Loaves & Fishes and other food distribution programs
- representing the agency before government legislative bodies and community advisory boards
- serving as agency spokesperson at special events
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from YOU/THEM to WE/US
“We walk by faith, not by sight.”
2 Corinthians 5:7

Changes in Cottage Housing’s approach were symbolized by the smallest semantic shift in pronoun. At
their earliest point-of-contact with our program, incoming applicants were soon being welcomed by a
program graduate who was hired as the agency’s Intake Coordinator. Thereafter, project residents
attending their initial screening interview told the applicant: “here is what WE do”, rather than” “this is
what YOU will do”. This sense of inclusiveness was reinforced in ways large and small, all of which
shifted expectations toward or emerging culture of mutual accountability.
2012 COTTAGE HOUSING ALUMNI FEEDBACK SURVEY

What was it like to come to the tenant application interview
and find current residents involved in the discussion?
If you ever served on a tenant interview panel, how did it feel to be in this process?
“(It was) an absolutely empowering process that gave me a direct say in who would be in my community.”
“It helped me to have a different respect for the community I lived in.”
“At first, I thought it was unusual, a bit invasive ... (but) going through the interview, it occurred to me that
they were … keeping their community safe and that was refreshing to know that residents had input in the
process. This was like no other interview for housing I ever experienced, and quite frankly will ever experience.
I was humbled.”
“I liked the fact that they were my peers. And I enjoyed participating in a new client’s interview panel;
there was a connection there and I liked making the new candidates feel welcomed and not nervous.”
“Gave me an opportunity to give back. I felt like a role model. I felt productive.”
“We were a little shocked, but relieved to see that the program was participant-ran.”
“Actually, I was comforted to see participants … asking questions who were familiar with my situation.”
“I felt very comfortable knowing that they came from the same place I did.
I also felt a-part-of after I was involved in interviewing someone else.”
“(Ut) put me at ease. I felt like, by being accepted by them, I was being accepted by the community.
I did a lot of interviews (and) really liked having a say in who was going to be my new neighbors.”
“I was initially nervous …but I was soon disarmed by the way the participants asked questions that really
reflected concern for their community. This reaffirmed (it) was the place I needed to be for support and safety
to rebuild my life. Later … I utilized my experience in my community to encourage others.”
“Well first of all I think that it's a great Idea.
Naturally you would want to see and know the person being evaluated to live next door to you.
Secondly, it was a chance to get to know a few of the people who actually lived in that environment.”
“It was a very inviting experience. I felt I was home.”
“It made me feel that my opinion mattered, that I was becoming part of a community.”

As new tenants proceeded through the first phase of their tenancy, it was usually one of the current
residents serving on the project’s Welcoming Committee who stopped by their new home with a basket
of household products and toiletries. They would also show new residents around the facility site and
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explain how participation principles they helped develop were being used to guide the program’s
operation. This is the kind of clear, specific focus during the introductory period that is highly
recommended by advocates of the Asset-Based Community Development (ABCD) process:

THE WELCOMING PROCESS
SOURCE: ABCD Tool Kit: Creating Welcoming Places Workbook
by Bruce Anderson and Dean Paton (2004) pages 2-12

“Although most of us initially thought of ‘welcoming’ as the greeter at the front door … or the initial ‘hello’
a person gets when they join a new group, we began to see the idea includes a range of specific activities,
beginning with the formation of the group’s purpose and continuing until the last member has departed.”
“The potential for misunderstanding and hurt feelings is highest when neither party knows the story of the
other side. … Groups which are successful with ‘first visits’ often have similar activities built into their
routines … which allow for the newcomer and existing group members to begin to know each other ... (and)
someone is designated to follow up with the newcomer on the following day.”
“Potential new members are looking for at least one group member to demonstrate a warm welcome, to
be seen as being valuable to the group in at least one way, and to further gather information about the fit
between his/her needs and the perceived needs of the group. The existing group is trying to determine if
the person is going to fit in, how the person can help them, if the person is going to try and control the
group, and if the person appreciates the hard work the group has accomplished so far.”
“Most organizations both assume they are welcoming and have informal methods to greet newcomers. This
is often a recipe for disaster. Generally, the new person is afforded a handshake, smile, or some other
form of acknowledgment, followed by a simple introduction at the beginning of a meeting. By not using the
first meeting as an opportunity for more involved ‘getting to know’ on both sides, the process of getting
comfortable is extended for everyone.”

Current residents introduced our agency’s PASSPORT process to incoming project tenants as well. This
treated both as not only as responsible but also accountable citizens of their community - some
experiencing this sensation for the first time ever or at least not for a long time. The vast majority
responded accordingly, and those who didn’t were often approached a fellow resident before staff
suggested reconsideration of their action or attitude. Residents’ involvement in the agency’s Hiring
Committee, Peer Review Panels (see Appendix D) and other engagement opportunities not only
fostered participants’ sense of belonging and influence within the program, as the Resiliency Model
recommends. These experiences also provided residents the chance to hone skills and acquire
experiences to put on their resume when seeking employment.
2012 COTTAGE HOUSING ALUMNI FEEDBACK SURVEY

How did it feel to have residents involved in the hiring interviews or performance
evaluations for program staff? If you were on a staff hiring interview, what was it like?
“It helped me to have a respect for the community I lived in.
Most times staff is hired for the education they have and the experience they have …
we also got to look at how their interaction was with the participants
and if they truly had a heart for what we did there.”
“You’re able to find the best possible candidate that will be the best fit for the residents.”
“Having a voice in the process was empowering.”
“Actually pretty cool. If staff were there for us then we are the ones to evaluate that part of the process.”
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Visitors at Cottage Housing’s project sites afforded another opportunity to cultivate the ‘we’ mentality.
Before a project funder or other guests met with program managers, their facility tour usually would be
conducted by a participant rather than staff member. Our view was: if someone who lived on site could
not describe what was happening there, it probably wasn’t. These tours were arranged in advance but
otherwise a participant passing by would often be asked to spontaneously share their views on the
program with the visitor. This showed all involved whose program it was, and how much trust staff had
in residents’ capability to represent it.
The participant-driven nature of our program culture was also reflected at public events. The practice of
placing a program client’s moving story at the end of any ceremonial occasion reflects a last-but-notleast mentality to all present. This aspired emotional climax relegates participants to a symbolic rather
than substantive role, sending a less-than-subliminal message to all attendees as to their token role in
the event -- and perhaps the overall program as well. Cottage Housing made a highly-visible reversal of
this practice, refusing to participate in events or allow use of our facilities for public gatherings unless
participants were the ones welcoming guests to their program, to see their homes and their community,
and to discuss their issues. By the end of our redesign process, our program’s participant-driven nature
advanced to the point where it was project residents instead of agency managers or staff who
represented our agency at government hearings on homeless policy and budget issues. All of these
efforts served to extend participants’ engagement beyond the welcoming stage.

THE ‘COMING BACK’ PROCESS
SOURCE: ABCD Tool Kit: Creating Welcoming Places Workbook
by Bruce Anderson and Dean Paton (2004) pages 16-17

“The goal … is to build on their initial reasons for joining by providing opportunities for each member to
deepen both their relationships with other group members and their interest in the group’s activities …
Coupled with these two tasks is an important third piece: providing acknowledgment for the contributions of
each member, new and old. When all three of these tasks are accomplished … you will have a membership
that has wide participation in activities, stable membership, and high motivation to draw in new members.”
“It is up to the group to provide a necessary structure of routines which remind group members that each
person is valued, wanted, and has a unique contribution that the group values. We have repeatedly seen that
members of a group who do not feel welcome or valued will not reach out and welcome new members.”
“There is one solid and dependable link between individuals and the group … Each member coming through
the door brings a unique set of skills and gifts … (and) any group attempting to accomplish a task needs a
wide range of skills and contributions. If the group can successfully match the gifts of members with the tasks
the organization is working on, both sides will be rewarded…”
“The new member desires: (1) continued involvement in tasks which are meaningful to him/her;
(2) acknowledgment for those contributions; (3) a growing feeling that other members desire his/her
presence; and (4) a deepening of relationships with existing group members. The existing group expects the
member to: (a) demonstrate willingness to take on tasks and follow through to completion; (b) dependable
participation; and (c) an acknowledgment of his/her satisfaction with being a member of the group.”
“… it is common for groups to not have any welcoming activities after that initial first visit. In a brief period of
time, the newcomer is expected to shift from being a stranger to a regular member ... Unfortunately, most
newcomers do not make the shift as quickly as groups expect them to … This gap between the newcomer’s
need for some time to feel comfortable and the existing group’s expectation that the person will ‘fit right in’
is often the cause for the newcomer to begin to feel unwelcome.”
“If the group (lacks) clear agreements about why new members are needed and what will be expected of
them, confusion can result in the new members’ mind about what is expected of them and how they can best
fit in. This may result in the newcomers feeling obligated to do things that they do not really want to do, or
the group feeling dissatisfied with the newcomers’ involvement. Newcomers who feel burdened by
unexpected obligations often find ways to quietly exit113
the group.”

As the Resiliency Model recommends, our new program design didn’t just offer opportunities for
involvement, but also support for skills development in areas of proposed activity. For example, public
speaking experience was promoted at on-site Toastmaster’s Meetings where participants and staff alike
could hone personal presentation skills. To represent everyone’s thinking in those situations, we often
solicited project residents’ opinions before defining our agency’s position on tent cities or other aspects
of the homeless issue that were impacting the wider community. Designating program participants as
our agency’s ambassadors at government hearings had the additional benefit of giving public officials
and community members the chance to see capabilities which justified our confidence in them; two
testimonials describe participants’ effectiveness in this role:
•

A county legislator with whom I previously had no direct contact called after a public
hearing where our participants testified. His message: “I wanted to tell you that
when people living at the Cottages speak, I really understand what’s being said.”349

•

Attending a Quinn Cottages event chaired by its Resident Council president which
started and ended promptly on time, the Executive Director of the local Chamber of
Commerce was overheard saying: “Wow! These people run a tight meeting!”350

It is no coincidence our projects’ residents stopped seeing and calling themselves ‘clients’ after staff
stopped referring to and treating them as such. This change in semantics became systemic when
Sacramento’s County’s Department of Human Assistance staff also began referring to all homeless
people served by its programs as ‘participants’ instead of ‘clients’. Although it is now much more
common to use this appropriate title, many programs remain challenged to treat its participants as such.

LAW OF THE JUNGLE
“For the things we have to learn before we can do them,
we learn by doing them.”
Aristotle

It is another of the universal laws of physics is that all bodies in motion get the most of whatever was
energy is available with the least amount of effort.351 For people in desperation, such propensities are
heightened by a law-of-the-jungle mentality observed by Victor Frankel in World War II concentration
camps, where survival necessities cause a shift from “giver” to “taker.”352
Our projects’ incoming residents did not see themselves as failures after having persevered on the
streets, and rightly so. They knew people who fared less well than themselves, and their comparative
success was epitomized by securing housing within our program. Many were understandably resistant
to any suggestion that they needed help, and were conditioned not to ask for it even when needed and
available.
For those with mental illness, substance abuse or Post-Traumatic Stress Syndrome, this resistance
further complicates already-formidable obstacles to trust cultivation.353 These complications are
compounded for those socialized to the assumptions and expectations of programs operating according
to the traditional provider/consumer model that are described below:
349
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1) Questions about intention and motivation are suppressed in settings where directives
are the main form of conversation and the element of choice is minimized. In those
situations, staff and residents have no doubt about their own sincerity and dedication,
but are skeptical about others’ – as is typical of trust issues in any new relationship.
2) Although cooperation is the preferred means of securing compliance, good faith is not
required when authority is externally imposed, closely held, and strictly enforced. And
it’s good thing provider/consumer-modeled programs don’t rely on trust, because it’s
not fostered by pre-fabricated procedures, required activities, and generic responses to
unique situations.
3) When subtle efforts to influence consumers’ decisions and behavior are unsuccessful,
the traditional social service model is consistent with other faith-based initiatives only in
the most fire-and-brimstone sense. Even if avoiding overt negative reactions, staff
themselves may be unaware their subtle default into subliminal, verbal or substantive
sanctions when a participant doesn’t comply with their directives. These adverse
reactions foster a participants’ aversion any options besides those which either caused
or contributed to their homelessness in the first place.354
4) Many staff using the traditional provider/consumer model presume their helper role
automatically qualifies them not only for trust from the person being helped, but
appreciation and gratitude as well. This is not often – and perhaps more accurately,
often not – the case. This is especially true among people coming from traumatizing
situations, as are many people coming from homelessness. What service providers
often misinterpret as esteem is actually a consumer’s healthy – usually begrudging –
respect for staff’s power to grant or withhold benefits.
To overcome these obstacles, the Resiliency Model shows that trust is never assured and cannot
be assumed - only earned. And it turns out some ways of earning it are better than others.

RELATIONAL TRUST
“We must make the choices that enable us
to fulfill the deepest capabilities of our real selves.”
Thomas Merton

Upon discussing the points raised in The Trusted Advisor at our staff meetings Cottage Housing staff
began to see more cleafly how cultivation of trust is undermined by the traditional provider/consumer
model’s failure to differentiate between two very different types of professionalism:
“(An) attitude of exclusive professionalism reinforces the misleading belief that the
advisor’s job is to solve problems rather than help the client solve problems … inclusive
professionalism means … the unique talents of each party are brought to bear jointly
for the greater good. It means joint responsibility for the effectiveness of the work.”355
Not only did our initial effort at Quinn Cottages fail to distinguish between these two. Worse, we
thought we were practicing the latter while exemplifying the former. A loud AHA! spontaneously
emitted at the staff meeting where we collectively realized our job was NOT to hold program residents
354
355

See Part VII for more information on the resistance generated by shame/blame techniques.
The Trusted Advisor 56-57
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accountable – which was perceived by both sides as a game of Gotcha! in any case. Instead, our role
was to help participants hold themselves - and each other - accountable for the goals, roles and rules
they were helping define. This insight instilled two premises for what soon became our agency’s deeplyheld belief in participant-driven programming:
1)

Participants are capable of making choices which advance their best interests;

2) Staff’s sole job is to support their efforts to do so.
Adoption of the Resiliency Model pushed Cottage Housing staff toward the concept of relational trust,
which involves “high levels of caring, respect, competence and integrity by and among program
participants, staff and administrators.”356 Our learning about what adds or detracts from this sense of
good-faith in staff/participants interactions was guided by The Trusted Advisor’s listing of its basic traits:
CHARACTERISTICS OF TRUST:
1) It grows rather than just appears.
2) It is both rational and irrational.
3) It presumes a two-way relationship.
4) It is intrinsically about perceived risk.
5) It is different for the client than it is for the advisor.
6) It is personal.357
These traits create the foundation for an approach more consistent with tenets of the Resiliency Model:
KEY PRINCIPLES OF TRUST-BUILDING:
1) Go first – make the first investment in the relationship.
2) Show, don’t tell – demonstrate you have something to contribute.
3) Listen for what’s different, not what’s familiar – most of us do the exact opposite.
4) Be sure your advice is sought – sometimes they just want a sympathetic ear.
5) Earn the right to offer advice – there are rules of sequence; don’t rush the process.
6) Keep asking questions – life is easier if people said what they mean, but they hint.
7) Say what you mean – whether bad or good news - but don’t say it meanly.
8) When you need help, ask for it – requests for help evoke positive response.
9) Show interest in the person – ask questions AND remember the answers.
10) Use compliments, not flattery – be specific enough that they are not mere puffery.
11) Show appreciation – nothing destroys trust more than feeling taken for granted.358
Whenever an issue arose during interactions between our staff and participants, such lists gave us
points-of-reference to reflect upon instead of procedural directives to enforce. This brought our
356
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attention toward the middle ground rather than the usual I’m right/they’re wrong dilemma which
frames most conflicts.
“In the practical world, you are searching for usefulness rather than truth, better rather
than right … Each quest is the exploration of the relative.”359

TWO-FOLD CHALLENGE
“The door to hell is locked from the inside.”
Kurt Vonnegut

Some questions became more obvious during our agency’ program redesign process, even as they
became increasingly complex. For example: how do we keep fast-growing programs operating at
consistent levels of quality in numerous interactions involving multiple people in one-to-one contacts
not directly observable? Others questions were less apparent, such as: is it even possible to repeatedly
manufacture trust on an industrial basis?
Choosing to face such questions was, in itself, an exercise in trust development. Some employees
thought our agency devoted inordinate attention to staff development, complaining it distracted them
from pressing paperwork duties. This response in itself was a good reason for taking the time to clarify
priorities and develop whatever work-arounds were required to maintain trust as a primary focus.
But after these discussions, managers had to trust staff to do their best and learn from their experience
in the same way staff were being asked to trust participants to do the same. And, as research on trust
development suggests, it was up to managers to “go first” 360 and let go of any delusion of control if we
expected staff to do likewise.
Here arises a contradiction: since “trust has multiple dimensions,”361 the need for these interactions to
be highly customized requires an emphasis on continuity rather than consistency. This permits
flexibility in response in situations that seem similar but are never exactly the same.
Not everyone relates to mathematical formulas, but many of us found an equation in The Trusted
Advisor to be helpful in quantifying the correlation between the various elements of this process:
“The TRUST RELATIONSHIP ECONOMIC EQUATION: T = C + R + I
S
“Where one’s level of Trustworthiness (T) is determined by four factors:
C = Credibility - content expertise plus presence (words)
R = Reliability - repeated experience of fulfilled promises/expectations (actions)
I = Intimacy - not ‘private’ but ‘personal’ closeness while respecting boundaries (emotions)
S = Self-Orientation - degree of pre-occupation one’s own agenda (motives)
Assigning numeric values from low (1) to high (10) to each of these four factors provides an
indication of the relationship status at any given point.”362
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Applying this formula: if an advisor has an above-average level of technical competence (Credibility = 6)
and has consistently proven themselves to be dependable (Reliability = 8) but has a very limited capacity
for personal engagement (Intimacy = 2) and only a moderate degree of self-obsession (Self-orientation =
4), then the formula would indicate that the degree of trust present in this interaction looks like this:
Trust = 6 +8 + 2 >>> Trust = 16 >>> 4 >>> Relational Trust Level = 4 (out of 10)
4
4
1
In reviewing this formula, we quickly noted how an advisor’s attention within any service interaction is
usually focused on improving factors contained in the numerator of this equation (i.e. their credibility,
reliability and capacity for intimacy as reflected in their words, actions and emotions). Yet the combined
impact of all those influences are divisible by just one factor found in the denominator of the equation
(i.e. their level of “self-orientation). The latter involves the one thing about which most helpers are
largely oblivious, and about which the traditional intervention model is least concerned: their motives.
In classical organizational theory, such things are irrelevant to application of policies and procedures in
provider/consumer relationships, which seek to “depersonalize” these factors. But research shows this
process can be undermined by things about which the helper is often inattentive and perhaps unaware:
•

“Their desire to be right, look intelligent or have the last word;

•

The degree to which their stories reflect on themselves instead of their listener;

•

Their need to fill empty spaces in conversation;

•

Their unwillingness to say ‘I don’t know’.”363

Discussions of these undermining influences led to our team’s increased concentration on the
sequencing involved in what The Trusted Advisor characterizes as the five stages of trust development:
ENGAGE  LISTEN
(be noticed)

(understand)





FRAME
(insight & courage)

ENVISION



(creative collaboration)

COMMIT
(generate enthusiasm) 364

The importance of this sequence is underscored by the “one mistake made more commonly than all
others combined: simply jumping ahead in the trust process to drive for action before completing the
other steps.”365 Our cultural predisposition is to ignore Ralph Waldo Emerson’s emphasis on “the journey
rather than the destination,”366 and rush through (or more likely skip over) Step 1 (engagement) through
Step 4 (envisioning). This will leave us short of the threshold required to operate at Step 5
(commitment). As important as each is, our staff and participants came to understand the outcome at
every step in this process will only be as good as our attention to previous step(s). This gave a hint as to
where to look and what to do when problems arise as events inevitably unfold in unexpected ways.
Given the number of people being served and the complexity of their needs, there is enormous pressure
within any crisis intervention program to get the desired outcome as quickly as possible and, as Malcom
X famously said, “by any means necessary.”367 Our agency’s staff frequently had to remind each other
that the key to trust development lies in accepting what one valued advisor called “a two-fold challenge:
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you have to do the right thing, but you also have to do the thing right.”368 This reminds us to take
responsibility for the effects as well as intentions of our action, and to avoid tendencies to:
a) look at the end rather than beginning of the process when things don’t go well;
b) focus on the intentions rather than effects of our actions; and
c) toward others’ part in solving whatever problems result rather than our own.
Coming to realize that it was not so much about the activity as it is the interaction was another Moment
of DUH! we encountered during or agency’s program redesign process. A self-help group discussion
could be decidedly unhelpful, and a gardening project or dominoes game could be extremely
therapeutic, each depending on the group facilitator’s degree of presence as well as their level of mental
as well as preparation. And these depended less on the staff member’s training and education than on
whether they gave themselves the same self-care they were promoting among those they seek to ‘help’.

MOTIVATIONAL or MANUPLIATIVE?
“I haven’t got the slightest idea how to change people,
but I still keep a long list of prospective candidates just in case I should ever figure it out.”
David Sedaris

The issue of incentivized involvement was continually debated throughout the development of our
participant-driven, trust-based programming. Wide acceptance as an effective, ethical and economical
means of promoting aspired behavioral changes within the workplace, in schools and athletics, at home,
etc. makes its lack of embrace by traditional social service systems is all the more inexplicable.
Many agencies no longer strictly adhere to traditional intervention model recognize the value of
incentives, but resist their adoption. Usually they cite budget shortages that are exasperated by laborintensive control measures needed in the absence of strategic investments which – ironically - require
less policing, fewer staff and less cost. And it is worth noting how those who decry or fail to invest in
rewards for positive performance do not hesitate to impose sanctions which penalize behaviors deemed
as negative, regardless of their cost.
Yet another Moment of DUH! arose for us as evidence and experience accumulated indicating it is
better, easier, and cheaper to praise behavior we wanted to promote rather than punish behavior we are
trying to prevent. The question was: how to motivate progress and nurture trust. In the case of our
PASSPORT, for example, there were lively discussions about whether program participants were doing
activities because they were beneficial or because they wanted to earn points and prizes. There was
also concern was about the likelihood of relapse and recidivism when rewards were lost after
participants left the program. In the end, we decided to commit to the positive reinforcement approach
with a single caveat only somewhat humorously expressed: if it works, it’s motivational; if you get
caught at it, it’s manipulative. But The Trusted Advisor argues that even this joke misses the point.
“Those are needlessly loaded words … If you already care about the client, then practice
the behaviors that exhibit caring. If you are only going through the motions, then you
will be found out and will fail … Without true feeling, tactics lose their power.”369
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We soon discovered what SWITCH authors later predicted: the physics of change works in favor of the
switch being promulgated due to the influence of cognitive dissonance, which is defined as follows:
“Because people don’t like to act one way and think in another, it will be increasingly
difficult for them to dislike the way they are acting … Although inertia may be a
formidable opponent in the early goings of your switch, at some point it will shift from
resisting change to supporting it. Small changes can snowball big change.”370
This makes the challenge of operating a truly participant-driven, trust-based program fairly simple, but
not easy. Our task is to make sure participant’s own positive choices are being recognized and
reinforced, and not those imposed by program staff who supposedly know better. This points to the
necessity for clarity about incentives being a means rather than an end-in-itself. In our general culture
(and among those with the disease of addiction in particular), the attractions of immediate gratification
have powerful effects on brain chemistry. The fact that such enticement come from sources as varied as
healthy exercise and eating chocolate shows these choices ought not be left to inclinations-of-themoment. Supporting those trying to establish positive habits by recognizing their efforts with tangible
rewards – even things like applause – can make the difference between them moving forward or
backward. Simply put: focus attention on progress itself, and not just its incentives.
There are numerous facets of the incentives question, but underlying most of them is an important
distinction. As their names imply, short-term benefits are real but temporary. Long-term gains are less
immediate but more lasting. Staff’s role in this was to help participants’ stay focused on the latter by
securing permanent housing, stabilized income, reunification with children, etc. Their PASSPORT
activities and associated rewards created milestones marking progress on their path toward those goals.
Doing so taught us what SWITCH authors predicted: “reinforcement is the key to getting past the first
step of a long journey, and getting on to the second, third and hundredth steps.”371
One pitfall of any incentive system is it can get stale, predictive and tokenistic. To avoid this, Cottage
Housing would shift rewards to different sections of our PASSPORT system, and by introducing
spontaneous positive reinforcement gestures that helped keep the process fresh and lively. The latter
also accentuated the ‘you must be present to win’ message that traditionally modeled programs too
often expressed implicitly rather than explicitly, or else in punitive rather than positive terms. Our
strategies for accomplishing this included:
➢ Distributing raffle tickets offering the chance to win a prize to those who attend;
➢ Hiding a $10 gift card under a chair or elsewhere at a self-help group (but waiting until
the end of the session so only those who stayed the whole time could see who won);
➢ Raffling off prizes among those participants who met their self-defined monthly goals;
➢ Providing all participants in good programmatic standing with access to a small
warehouse where household furnishings, clothing and canned goods were distributed;
➢ Giving those who met self-defined progress goals first access to tickets to movie,
cultural and sporting events donated to the agency;
➢ Extending access to donated bicycles which participants in good standing could use to
ride to school or work or exercise on the nearby bike trail.
370
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Negative consequences were not withheld when participants’ choices contradicted their commitments
to program rules and lease terms that they and their predecessors helped define. By moving our
intervention strategy away from enabling co-dependent behaviors, we mirrored an Alanon concept
which recommends that we “allow others the dignity of making their own decisions and experiencing
the consequences of their decisions and choices.”372 But such negative responses are the last rather
than first resort in a participant-driven program founded upon trust development, and our dramatic
drop in tenant evictions shows they were rarely needed if this and other operating principles/core
values become firmly embedded in the program.

BEST CARROTS
“The last freedom: to choose one’s attitude in a given set of circumstances;
to choose one’s own way.”
Viktor Frankl

A truly participant-driven program cultivates trust on two levels:
1) People develop trust in themselves; and
2) They trust those whose support they can rely upon during their change process.
At Cottage Housing, the second half of this proposition was advanced by selecting virtually all employees
from among the graduates of ours or another support services program. The fact our program was
operated by and for its participants made it more likely – but not guaranteed - to remain relevant and
responsive to the needs being addressed. This hiring practice also created the greatest of all possible
incentives for the majority of participants with limited education and work experience: they could see
people like themselves gainfully employed in one of the few fields where a spotty employment record or
prior criminal record can be an asset. Such highly visual evidence that hard work – literally - pays off
prompted many participants to go back to school for classes in the human services and/or chemical
dependency fields. Our agency’s hiring practice had an additional benefit of creating a growing pool of
prospective employees with first-hand experience with the concept of mutual accountability, a
competitive advantage in a profession where few job applicants are familiar with the Resiliency Model.
In addition to the PASSPORT, other programming strategies gratified participants’ intellectual, emotional
and physical needs by providing highly visual means of helping participants define, quantify and
celebrate forward progress toward their own self-defined goals. These tools included:
- A “wellness wheel” which helped participants assess their status in seven areas of wellbeing – family, financial, physical, social, career, mental and spiritual.373
- Certificates of completion gave participants of self-help group and skills development
workshop tangible evidence of their forward progress in skills acquisition, job readiness,
and other self-determined personal development objectives;
- A lifeline chart helped participants lay out the key events in their life, creating a visual
depiction of how past efforts affect present circumstances and future options.
- Aspiration collages created from words/pictures cut out of magazine give participants a
pictorial reminder of their plan for a better future to post on their wall.
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The last of these is cited in research on the ABCD movement374 as an enjoyable activity which is
inspirational for the person doing it and informative to others supporting their efforts.
“(Collages are) a terrific way to get people’s attention and to depict what life is like for
those who are marginalized, disadvantaged and isolated. They can include headlines from
newspapers, statements from people, photos … Making photo-essays is a fun way for
(people) to get to know each other and work cooperatively.” 375
Emphasis on participants’ self-development fostered another Moment of DUH! as we learned to
concentrate attention on carrots rather than sticks often relied upon to secure desired behavioral
change. Our agency’s deployment of all such tools was consistent with research showing the ultimate
“solution is to gradually become free of societal rewards and learn how to substitute for them rewards
that are under one's own powers.”376 In the case of our agency’s PASSPORT, newly-arriving residents
often focused on earning the prizes and status associated with being the top point-earner for the
month. By the time incentives lost their allure as means-to-an-end, they had been replaced by items of
greater intrinsic values such as stabilized housing, earnings from employment, and school-based
learning or on-the-job training became ends-in-themselves.

SUSPENDING DISBELIEF
“Forget mistakes. Forget failure. Forget everything
except what you are going to do now, and do it.”
Will Durant

Being treated elsewhere as if they had few capabilities and no influence, our projects’ incoming
residents found it hard to “suspend disbelief"377 about their prospects for achieving economic and
residential stability. And they found it even harder to let go of their own skepticism about of our staff’s
willingness to support them in making their own decisions about their future.
Their expectation to be treated as consumers or recipients rather than participants made it important
for our staff to avoid even the appearance of a provider or parental approach. As a result, incoming
residents would sometimes wait for someone to start telling them what to do. It was usually one of the
community’s resident elders rather than program employees who took the new resident aside to say
this wasn’t how a participant-driven process actually worked.
Once we realized their greatest benefit came from the learning process used than the results achieved,
incoming tenants saw our staff experienced another Moment of DUH! as we began to focus on the
quality rather than the quantity of effort being expended. A newly arriving staff or residents expected a
putative response to errors or transgressions similar to those they committed in other programs, but
gradually came to see that minor missteps in the direction of progress were usually treated as such.
Perhaps our biggest Moment of DUH! occurred when we saw we should simply stop doing what was not
working anyway. Doing so made opportunities to promote a more participant-driven, trust-based
approach glaringly and sometimes embarrassingly obvious. Available research on resiliency, trustbuilding and other useful concepts showed s how to remove self-imposed impediments to progress:
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“Transformational power exists not in programmatic approaches per se, but at the
deeper level of relationships, beliefs and expectations, and willingness to share
power.”378
It is the last of those points – shared power - which traditional program managers find most challenging.
During a conversation with the Executive Director of a relatively small, and therefore theoretically more
flexible homeless services program in the Sacramento Valley, I asked its Executive Director if she had
considered involving its current participants in applicant screening or employee hiring interviews.
Her response: “No … we wouldn’t want them to have that much power.”379
Rather than seeing its strategic benefits, traditionalists misinterpret participant involvement or anything
smacking of power-sharing as reflecting a lack of faith in staff’s expertise. To the contrary, alternatives
to the provider/consumer model place greater reliance on staff’s discretion, tactfulness and deft, and
thus reflects their leader’s confidence in them. Such resistance often masks underlying fear that a more
collaborative approach inhibits the agency’s capacity to deliver upon funders’ contracted service
outcomes, but three realities makes such deliverables more unlikely otherwise:
1) It is, in fact, the participant who produces these outcomes, not the staff;
2) Collaboration makes it more – not less - likely aspired results will be achieved; and
3) Interactive strategies help clarify what it is staff can/cannot be held accountable.
Traditionalists also criticize a more collaborative approach for undermining their authority, thereby
inviting operational chaos. This confuses the distinction between the power to influence (which should
be broadly disseminated within an organization) and the authority to decide (which should be formally,
specifically and narrowly delegated). More importantly, collaborative models shift attention away from
abstract, open-ended contemplations about “what should be done?” when available resources and
other realities narrow the range of options to the only things that really matter:
a) What can be done?
b) Who should make the decision? and
c) How can they be most supported in assessing and implementing their choices?
For our agency’s new managers responding to the revolt among initial Quinn Cottages residents seeking
two-way communication and mutual accountability, it less a matter of choosing sides as it was to find a
new paradigm which incorporated both. Resiliency research and other studies380 encourage approaches
that “encourage (participants) to help create the rules governing their behavior more readily engaged
their trust and buy-in.”381 Movement in this direction is affirmed in Peter Block’s Community: The
Structure of Belonging, which cites three “guiding insights in community transformation:
1) “People will be accountable and committed to what they have a hand in creating;
2) Peer-to-peer interaction is where most learning takes place; and
3) How we bring people together matters more than … the content of what we present.”382
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Block believes that a key factor I this process is the experience of belonging, for which the dictionary has
three levels of meaning:
1) “To be related to and a part of something. It is membership, the experience of being at
home in the broadest sense of the phrase;
2) To be an owner -- as in ‘something belongs to me’. To belong to a community is to act
as one of its creators and co-owners;
3) To fulfill a sense of longing to find our deeper purpose in all we do.”383
Note how these definitions, like Maslow’s hierarchy-of-needs, unfold in sequential order: the first
depicts the lowest level of aspiration and the second begins to stimulate the personal investment
needed for the aspiration described at the third level of belonging.
Block’s research coincides with the findings of the Resiliency Model, Asset-Based Community
Development (ABCD), and other tools our program came to rely upon to guide its redesign process.
They are also consistent with the conclusions by the authors of SWITCH, RAPID RESULTS! and other
research sources which became available after our process was completed.

COMMUNITY: The Structure of Belonging
By: Peter Block

“To improve common measures of community health … we need to create a community where each citizen
has the experience of being connected to those around them and knows that their safety and success are
dependent on the success of all others.” (5)
“In community building, we choose the people and conversation that produce accountability to build
relatedness, structure belonging and move action forward … The essence of creating an alternative future
comes from citizen-to-citizen engagement that focuses at each step on the well-being of the whole.” (11)
“Most sustainable improvements in community occur when citizens discover their own power to act.” (14)
“Transformation hinges on changing the structure of how we engage each other … (it) does not occur by
focusing on changing individuals or being smart about political processes … (this constitutes) a dramatic shift
from much of our conventional thinking which, by the way, is not working that well.” (24-25)
“Emergent strategies focus on conditions more than behaviors or predictable goals … (because) the very act
of predicting (an outcome) may be the obstacle to achieving it .” (27)
“Nothing guarantees that a person will see a new possibility, but we can create the conditions where the
choice is more likely.” (60)
“The transformation we seek occurs when these two conditions are created: when we produce deeper
relatedness across boundaries; and when we create new conversations that focus on the gifts and
capacities of others… (these allow us) to focus on our connectedness rather than on our differences.” (61)
“The antithesis of being a citizen (is) the choice to be a consumer or client … consumers give away their
power. They believe that their own needs can be best satisfied by the actions of others … consumers allow
others to define their needs. The provider-consumer transaction is the breeding ground for entitlement,
and it is unfriendly to our definition of citizen and the power inherent in that definition.” (63-64)
“Being powerful means that my experience …(is) mine to create … In every case, it puts choice into our own
hands instead of having us wait for the transformation of others to give us the future we desire.” (66)
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COMMUNITY: The Structure of Belonging
By: Peter Block
(continued)

“Shifting our beliefs about who is in charge and where power resides … inverts our thinking about what is
cause and what is effect. In each case, choice and destiny replace accident and fate. No small thing.” (65-70)
“The cost of constantly reacting to the choices of others is increased cynicism and helplessness (that cause
us to) resort to the use of force … gatherings are designed to sell, change, persuade and influence others, as
if their change will help us reach our goals. These (talks) do not produce power, they consume it.” (71)
“How we structure the assembly of peers and leaders is as critical as the future we come together to
address … (we must) structure these conversations so diversity of thinking and dissent are given space,
commitments are made without barter, and the gifts of each person … are acknowledged and valued.” (93)
“Small group structure allows every voice to be heard. It is in groups for 3 to 12 that intimacy is created.
This intimate conversation makes the process personal. It provides the structure where people overcome
isolation and where the experience of belonging is created.” (95)
“The request for advice is how we surrender our sovereignty … Advice, recommendations and obvious
actions are exactly what increase the likelihood that tomorrow will be just like yesterday.” (109)
“The distinction here is between invitation and more typical ways of achieving persuasion. The belief in
mandate triggers talk about how to change other people and how to get those people on board, how do we
make showing up a requirement, all of which a simply our desire to control others. What is distinct about
an invitation is that it can be refused at no cost.” (114)
“(Traditional approaches) dehumanize those they are committed to serve by naming them cases. Human
services also relate to citizens through diagnostic categories. (They) are only interested in their needs and
deficiencies. If a family or person has no pressing needs and deficiencies … (they) have no interest...” (169)

The value of belonging cannot be overstated, since “isolation kills,” as the leader of a National
Geographic expedition exploring life expectancy around the globe bluntly concludes.384 His research
team identified social engagement as one of the nine keys to living longer, and warns of an ominous
trend in this regard: “fifteen years ago, the average American had three good friends, but now the
average is 1.5.”385 This resonates with the increasing prevalence homelessness during this same
timeframe, for which being “profoundly alone” was defined as a common characteristic.386 To alleviate
this dilemma, the second page of our agency’s PASSPORT asked participants to specifically identify who
was on their support team, and staff gently encouraged them to keep working to expand that group.

INFLUENCE, NOT CONTROL
“I can’t say I was ever lost,
but I was bewildered once for three days.”
Daniel Boone

Oddly, the relentless pace of change imposed on Cottage Housing’s rapidly-expanding program was a
blessing-in-disguise. The swirl of political, financial and operational pressures dispelled any illusion staff
was ‘in charge’ of any aspect of the situation. It also reinforced a point-of-view that Peter Block
identified as essential to any effort to achieve shared goals:
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“There is no power in wanting or predicting; the power is in deciding … what is so difficult
to communicate is that ownership is more important than results.”387
Counter-intuitive though it seems, the ABCD Movement finds this sense of ownership is exemplified as
much by how a group handles the departure of its members as does its welcome of them.

THE ‘GOING AWAY’ PROCESS
SOURCE: ABCD Tool Kit: Creating Welcoming Places Workbook
by Bruce Anderson and Dean Paton (2004) pages 16-17

“The importance of being welcoming at the end is critical to both remaining members and the person
leaving the group. If the person leaving is not satisfied with the exiting process, it is possible he/she will
remember the experience with the group in a negative light and share that with other community members
… (And) if the group is not satisfied with the ending process, current members will become uneasy and avoid
their own exiting process, increasing the odds they too will not relate positive stories about the group.”
There are four essential ingredients to a complete ending for a group member:
1) The group must acknowledge they are a group and unify themselves. This first step is important,
acknowledging that the group, in addition to individual members, is saying goodbye to the person.
2) The group acknowledges what it has received from the person, including the honoring of
contributions to both relationships and tasks.
3) The exiting member is given the opportunity to declare what he/she has received from the group.
4) The group establishes either a physical or procedural point in the ending process that signifies the
‘ending of the ending’: the point at which the person has left the group. This last step is critical,
because it gives permission to the exiting member, remaining individuals, and the group as a whole
to reform and reshape in a way that acknowledges the change that has occurred.”
Just as life is a blending of opposite experiences for all humans, endings provide a way for individuals and
groups to capture the experience of being fully alive. Because endings often bring out emotion … there is a
tendency for groups to have ‘dribble endings’ where there is no direct and clear process for a member to
leave. Both sides feel unsatisfied, and the result is a decreased commitment from current group members.
After all, if it doesn’t matter whether or not a member leaves, why should it matter if a member stays?
It is common for group members to acknowledge the task contributions of the exiting member, and avoid
acknowledgment of the relational and/or emotional contribution. For group members who have a deep
emotional attachment to the group’s purpose and/or other members, this may seem like a shallow parting.
For those departing because of some form of disagreement or ill-will between members, it is particularly
important to acknowledge their contributions, acknowledge the discord, and be certain the exiting member
and the group do not sum up this experience only in the light of this conflicted situation…
Tasks … include: (a) a unification and gathering of the group to witness the exiting process; (b) the group
stating and honoring the person’s contributions to relationships and tasks (c) the individual responding by
acknowledging what they have received from the group during his/her membership; and (d) a defining
moment which signifies the ending is completed and the person is no longer a member of the group.”
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If the actual goal is client
engagement research from
the for-profit world (see
chart at right) shows how
service-based relationships
barely scratch the surface.
Needs or relationship
based interventions help
solve previous problems,
but won’t prepare clients
address next one.
A trust-based focus offers
the strongest leverage for
instigating change at the
deepest level, albeit with a
less guaranteed result.

Types of
Relationship:

Focus is
on:

Energy Spent
on:

Client
Receives:

Indicators
of Success

Service-Based

Answers
Expertise
Input

Explaining

Information

Timeliness,
High
Quality

Needs-Based

Problems

Problem-solving

Solutions

Problems
solved

Relationshipbased

Client as
recipient

Providing
insights

Ideas

Repeat
business

Trust-based

Client as
individual

Understanding
the person

Safe haven
for hard
issues

Varied

SOURCE: The Trusted Advisor – page 10

DON’T SHOULD ON YOURSELF (or others)
“If you would aim to hit the mark, aim a little above it;
every arrow that flies feels the attraction of earth.”
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

The cornerstones of a better approach were suggested in the timely arrival of Miguel Ruiz’s popular
book, whose The Four Agreements were widely discussed by as our staff and participants.
1) Be impeccable with your words;
2) Don’t take anything personally;
3) Don’t make assumptions; and
4) Always do your best388
Too often these are the exception-rather-than-rule in every-day life, and honored even less often in the
end-justifies-the-means environment of most social service programs. As our staff and participants
honestly discussed these four proposed “agreements”, we came to admit that traditional programming
made it common for us to:
• say things we don’t mean and/or mean things we don’t say;
• express intentions or even make commitments we do not fulfill;
• make promises or threats which never come to fruition; and
• react with hurt feelings to the words and action/inaction of another.
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The tumult of the programmatic moment allows little time to fully consider the consequences of such
conduct. How often we instead, and usually quite unconsciously, make assumptions, infer motives, and
render judgments which rationalize withholding information or other resources in critical situations.
This simple acknowledgement of the plainly obvious allowed us all to see how these four “agreements”
could foster more reality-based, real-time expectations, and thus avoid situations where we ‘should’ on
ourselves or someone else.
“One thing you need to be vigilant about: should-ing … the by-product of our cultural
obsession with being well-rounded and the prevailing corporate demand that we
capitalize on our so-called areas of opportunity … This is a powerful and persuasive
voice, but you must not listen to it.”389
Further advancing Cottage Housing staff’s learning in this direction was another book which
serendipitously came to our attention. The Art of Possibility390 describes a Boston music conservatory
director’s realization that the greatest obstacle to his accomplished students’ success was performance
anxiety - their fear of doing it wrong got in the way of doing it right. To alleviate students’ strain, the
maestro invited his students to give themselves a final course grade at the beginning of the semester,
and describe what they did to achieve it. This created a self-fulfilling prophesy which enabled students
to see the “end in mind” that Stephen Covey suggests as our beginning point,391 and thereby improving
their ability to steer themselves toward their own goals. This story enhanced our appreciation of the
courage and tenacity required for the ambitious endeavor Cottage Housing’s program participants were
undertaking, and the respect their efforts deserved.

BEGINNERS MIND
“To succeed in life, you need two things:
ignorance and confidence.”
Mark Twain

The delicate and sometimes elusive nature of this new way of thinking and behaving brought attention
to the formidable challenge of getting staff to let go of their expectation of operating from an expert
mind set – the idea that we have “a pretty sure idea in advance of what is going to work.”392 We are
being asked to replace this perspective with what the Buddhists call “a beginner’s mind, alert to what is
happening and aiming to avoid prejudging what is important.”393 A Zen story observes how our effort to
move a cart should focus on it rather than the horse.394 SWITCH authors point out that we do the
opposite when striving to change the behavior of other people:
“Our first instinct is to teach them something rather than having them learn by doing it;
we appeal to their Rider when we should be speaking to their Elephant.” 395
Adoption of a “beginner’s mind” allows program staff and participants alike to bring a fresh perspective
to each interaction, unencumbered by any previous baggage. This prevents us from becoming inhibited
by rigid formulas which, by definition, do not precisely fit the situation at hand. And this mindset
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focuses everyone’s attention on the only thing which really matters: the immediate next steps when
most people (and often their helpers) are tempted to focus on what went wrong in the previous ones.

A BEGINNER’S MIND
SOURCE: The Solution Focus by Paul Jackson and Mark McKergow

“You need very little theory, most of which can be summed up by describing it as ‘the theory of no theory’ …
(this) allows solutions and techniques to be invented afresh each time, according to what is actually
happening.” (7)
“An effective solutions-focused approach is all about setting aside preconceptions … The approach is simple,
but not simplistic.” (17)
“(In) trying to find what works, there are often clues right in front of us – if only we can find them.” (55)
“People who want to change know what to do. They need practical action, not academic analysis.” (75)
“One useful idea … is ‘not knowing’. If we know beforehand what is important in solving a particular kind of
problem, we are already risking missing some vital elements of what makes this case different … build your
ideas from scratch each time – partly to ensure that you are responding to this case rather than last week’s
and partly because the solutions this time will be different and will stem from what you discover.” (119-120)
“Beginning anew each time keeps your focus sharp, and shows the people you are working with that you are
interested in their views … because you know it is their viewing and their doing that will make the significant
difference. This approach entails clear-minded discipline and persistence.” (104)
“The discipline of treating each case different is closely allied to the requirement for an improvisational
performer to be ‘here and now’. Alternatives to ‘now’ are the past, which you are remembering how
something used to be or are making judgments abased on expectations that you brought into the situation;
or the future, in which the mind is leaping ahead to the next question, next meeting, or another branch
labeled ‘wishful thinking’.” (118)

The only greater staff pitfall than being a know-it-all is being a do-it-all. This highlights a propensity
toward co-dependence, which is defined as caring to a degree not actually helpful to the person
helped.396 Maintaining a beginner’s mind is necessary to remain clear about how best to respond to
circumstances quickly changing from moment to moment and person to person. This highlighted yet
another Moment of DUH! that arose as we became aware of a not-so-obvious aspect of the work we
had undertaken: i.e. it’s a marathon, not a sprint.
Traditional employers expect hard work all the time from staff whose quantity and quality of effort
often fluctuates. Cottage Housing instead explicitly asked staff to make a positive, productive
contributions on a consistent basis but, to do, so we also delegated to them the authority to set healthy
boundaries and recognize personal limits around their own time and energies. New employees were
even more surprised when specifically asked them to speak up when they thought a directive was
counter-productive – a responsibility they were expected to extend to participants as well.
This resonates with one of several reasons for Japan’s industrial miracles in the 1980’s: instead of simply
following procedures regardless of real-life situations unfolding at the moment, employees on the
factory assembly line of Toyota and other successful companies were delegated real-time operational
decision-making – empowered to stop the production line if necessary to catch defective work.397 This
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sentiment was exemplified in another mantra used at Cottage Housing: don’t let the unavoidable
necessities of paper-work take priority over people-work. A variety of adjustments were offered to
support this mandate in the face of enormous data gathering requirements imposed by funding sources:
•

It is routine now, but new back then to design a computerized data transfer to carry
over biographic information from the initial application to program intake documents.
Repetitious questions gave participants the sense previous answers were not heard or
registered. Many agencies still do not take advantage of available technologies to avoid
redundant activities as demeaning to staff and dehumanizing to program participants.

•

Spreading the intake information-gathering process across a 30-day orientation period
allowed initial staff/participant interactions to focus on incoming residents’ prospects
and not just their problems.398

•

Staff reviewed intake questionnaires with new participants during the initial meeting,
and asked them to return with their responses at the next meeting. This telegraphed
staff’s view that even newly-arriving tenants were seen as capable of managing such
responsibilities. It also reinforced another important message, i.e. it is THEIR life and
THEIR responsibility to come up with THEIR answers.

•

Since facility space was at a minimum and many participants were busy at school or jobs
during the day, staff hours were spread into day and evening shifts. Having two shifts
allowed for office sharing, which freed other offices for use as small private meeting
rooms. Moving these interactions out of staff offices reduced interruptions by ringing
phones and other distractions; it also reduced the likelihood of staff being disturbed
when catching up on paperwork in their offices.

Without abandoning data reporting obligations essential to program evaluation and ongoing funding,
these adjustments expressed managerial support for qualitative staff/participant interactions - another
contradiction with traditional methodologies that primarily emphasize quantitative performance
measures. We made it a staff member’s responsibility to alert their supervisor when they fell behind on
documentation duties, and assignments were juggled to give them the chance to catch up. If this
became a recurring issue, it was an opportunity to see if it reflected problems with the data collection
process itself. Only thereafter would enhanced time-management strategies be explored, and the
necessity of record-keeping reviewed. If the issue persistent, only then would concern arise whether
employee capabilities and agency needs were well-matched.

CONTROL MASTERY THEORY
“See how foolish it is for you to endeavor to improve your conditions
by altering your environment while leaving your mind unchanged.”
Emmet Fox

The importance of a clear state-of-mind is evidenced by research showing that perception is critical to
healing even in such devastating illnesses as Parkinson’s disease. More than medicines, equipment,
facilities, or any other factor, it has been repeatedly shown that “a supportive patient/practitioner
relationship was key in creating belief in a successful outcome.”399
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Unbeknownst to us, our agency’s alternative intervention strategy emerged just as new developments
in the field of psychotherapy independently validated the advisability of reversing the traditional
provider/consumer paradigm. These researchers describe the role of psychotherapy patients as the
“master” of their destiny who not only has the right, but also the responsibility, to “test” their
therapist’s willingness to be coached on how they can best help their patients improve wellbeing.

CONTROL MASTERY THEORY
SOURCE: excerpted from San Francisco Psychotherapy Research website (www.sfprg.org)
citing research by Joe Weiss (1976) and George Silberschatz, et.al. (1990).

Control Mastery is a cognitive-relational theory of psychotherapy first developed by Joseph Weiss, M.D., and
later tested empirically by Weiss and Harold Sampson, Ph.D., and other members of the San Francisco
Psychotherapy Research Group (SFPRG). “Control” refers to the assumption, later tested and shown to have
validity, that the patient in therapy “exerts considerable control over his unconscious mental life,” and that
the patient works in psychotherapy to “make conscious the mental contents that he has warded off so that
he can put them under conscious control” and actively work to solve his problems. “Mastery” refers to the
patient’s inherent “wish to master traumatic experiences that have inhibited his development”.
Control Mastery Theory (CMT) presents psychopathology in humanistic, non-judgmental language, placing
adaptation and attachment as two central organizing principles in the development of the individual.
Fundamental to the theory is the principle that people have an inherent wish to overcome their problems
and to develop into healthy, productive adults ... These problems result from maladaptive ideas that
significantly constrict one’s ability to function successfully in the world. Such pathogenic beliefs (beliefs that
generate suffering) are the basis of most psychopathology. They arise from traumatic experiences … (which)
give rise to unconscious convictions about how one must behave to avoid the danger of re-traumatization.
Pathogenic beliefs are explanations, however irrational, about how one’s actions caused the trauma to occur.
CMT embraces the idea that patients consciously and unconsciously regulate their own treatment, utilizing
therapy and other tools to disempower crippling pathogenic beliefs. Patients are made miserable by these
beliefs and are highly motivated to disconfirm them. Patients think unconsciously about their problems,
making plans for disconfirming these beliefs. Symptoms such as compulsions or inhibitions can now be
understood as efforts to avoid dangers foretold by the pathogenic beliefs.
CMT embraces the idea that patients consciously and unconsciously regulate their own treatment, utilizing
therapy and other tools to disempower crippling pathogenic beliefs. Patients are made miserable by these
beliefs and are highly motivated to disconfirm them. One way that patients work to disconfirm their
pathogenic beliefs is by testing them in relation to the therapist. This is a way for patients to reevaluate the
reality upon which the dangers predicted by the pathogenic beliefs are based. In testing, a patient acts in
accordance with his pathogenic belief as a way of ascertaining whether conditions of safety are sufficient
enough for making their beliefs conscious.
Patients test according to unconscious plans which give them a general direction in therapy. These plans are
ways of achieving therapeutic goals by mastering the effects of trauma through overcoming the internal
obstructions that interfere with the pursuit of goals. The plan is a formulation based on prior experiences of
safety and danger that determines which beliefs to test first and which to defer testing until later. It is not a
fixed plan, rather a tentative, flexible strategy for achieving one’s goals that gets modified as the therapy
progresses. The therapist deals with any type of patient in a case specific, customizing their approach to each
individual’s circumstance. In CMT’s view, the patient is highly motivated to disconfirm crippling beliefs in
order to recover the capacity to pursue life goals. This theoretical orientation is applicable to all types of
treatments and patients.

As further discussed in the next section, there is no better way to cultivate the kind of trust required for
productive collaboration than by asking good questions.
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PUTTING THEORY INTO PRACTICE: Asking Good Questions
“I cannot teach anybody anything.
I can only make them think.”
Socrates

Nothing advanced Cottage Housing’s efforts toward participant-driven programming further and faster
than when we shifted staff’s expectation from having all the answers to having the right questions – a
technique still being perfected since its initial launch nearly three thousand years ago.
Getting our staff to detach from their authoritative role was particularly difficult. Most had been clients
and/or staff at other programs operating through the more directive manner typical of the
provider/consumer model. Those with an academic background in this field found it even harder to
make this adjustment, so many seeming to come out of those setting believing a social services job has
three basic components:
1) Tell clients what to do;
2) Make sure they do it; and
3) Impose penalties if they fail to do so.
The disastrous top/down programming attempted in the initial launch of Quinn Cottages opened us all
to consideration of The Trusted Advisor’s strong suggestion:
“It is better to turn assertions into questions … (but this) process requires a great deal of
patience. It is normal … to feel an almost overwhelming temptation to scream out, ‘But
the answer is clear: you should do B! Listen to me!’ This might be entirely correct
intellectually, but a complete failure in advice-giving. ”400
Cottage Housing slowly embraced the Socratic Method,401 whose emphasis on having discussions rather
than giving directions underscores the importance of encouraging people to find their own answer
rather than someone else’s. To help staff cultivate the patience required for their application of this
method, one of our staff brought in an ice-breaker game that we made a recurring agenda item at
monthly Team Time meetings. Players had to respond to any question with a new question, with those
succumbing to the temptation to answer it dropping out of the contest. It taught several lessons:
•

It made us more conscious of the strong urge to show off one’s knowledge and
expertise and cut-to-the-chase rather than exploring what lays behind the question;

•

It gave us the chance to practice redirecting any question back to what the asker sees
as their options and which of those they think is best; and

•

It gave us an opportunity to become accustomed to the intervening awkward silence
between question and answer without rushing to fill in the conversational void.

The Question Game helped repattern moved staff’s behavior away from the muscle memory402 shaped
by previous exposure to more traditional intervention methods. Focusing on questions instead of
400
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directives, staff became better listeners and participants started to feel better heard. And both became
more accustomed to participants themselves having both the right and responsibility to define solutions
most relevant to their personal circumstances. After utilizing this process for several years, some staff
put together a “cheat sheet” to help de-program themselves from the more directive answer-giving
focus of traditional programming.

The Cheat Sheet
(generated for The Question Game by Cottage Housing staff in March 2007)

Open ended Questions
• Can you tell me more?
• How is that working for you?
• What have you tried?
• What are your options?
• What would you like to achieve?
• What does support look like?
• How can I support you?
• How do you feel about that?
• Why is that important to you?
• Why is that true for you?
• What are your choices?
• What are some things you need from me?
• What are some things you need or want?
• What have you tried already?
• How have you asked for support?
• What support have you asked for already?
Questions for specific stages in the Vision and Strategy Process:
Vision Questions:
• Where do you want to be in 6 months/one year/two years?
• What do you want to be true?
• Where do you see yourself?
Current Reality Questions:
• What’s true for you today?
• How do you see your life today?
• What steps have you tried already?
Strategy Questions:
• What kind of work would make you happy?
• What process/steps can you take?
• What is the time frame? When will you start? When will you finish?
• Who can and will support you?
Remember to balance stating your own thoughts with asking questions:
• Let me tell you what I’m thinking….
• Let me tell you my reaction to what you are saying…
• I feel concerned because…..
• I want to challenge you on your thinking (or on your actions)
• I think __________________. What’s your reaction to that?
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APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY
“You can tell whether a man is clever by his answers.
You can tell whether a man is wise by his questions.”
Naguib Mahfouz

Cottage Housing’s commitment to question-asking as a trust-building strategy was heightened by a
synchronistic encounter with research on “appreciative inquiry”, which is defined as:
“The co-evolutionary search for the best in people, their organizations and the relevant
world around them ... it involves a systematic discovery of what gives ‘life’ … the art of
asking questions strengthens the capacity to apprehend, anticipate, and heighten
positive potential. It is usually presented with four distinct, practical phases:
➢ DISCOVERY: appreciate ‘what is’
➢ DREAM: imagine ‘what might be’
➢ DESIGN: determine ‘what should be’
➢ DESTINY: create ‘what will be’”403
Following the proverb “it’s not what you say, but how you say it,”404 staff came to see some questions as
better than others. This adheres to resiliency evaluation researcher Bonnie Benard’s suggestion:
"Instead of … asking: 'What are you doing?' We need to ask: 'How are you doing?”405 Eventually, we
realized one’s tone could quickly turn a question into something else; for example, inquiries such as:
‘you are not really going to do such a thing, are you?’ are really directives-in-disguise.
Shifting staff’s role from providing participants with answers to asking them questions simply
acknowledges what both already knew. Inquiry makes clear that ownership of the answer AND
responsibility for its implementation with participants, which in is where it always resides whether the
traditional intervention practitioners admit it or not. What often goes unsaid but not unnoticed is that
participants always have the choice of saying “no”, although that option is often exercised in ways more
covert than overt lest they lose needed program benefits. This is a perfect example of the differentiation
discussed in Part V,406 as staff has the authority to issue all sorts of directives but lacks the power to fully
enforce them without at least some degree of participant acquiesce.
This shift toward the Socratic Method has an additional strategic value: the very act of asking a question
subtly conveys staff’s confidence participants knew the answer. Continually seeking out opportunities
to convey the Resiliency Model‘s “I think you can do it!” mantra is critical to participant-driven
programming, reversing the opposite message conveyed by traditional provider/consumer dynamics.
Many would-be helpers are surprised and sometime even insulted by the implication that their success
depends on their expectations of the person they seek to help, yet research consistently shows learners
of all kinds tend to internalize the beliefs others have about their ability. People tend to "rise or fall to
the level of expectation ... (W)hen those you respect think you can, YOU think you can."407

403
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These self-fulfilling prophecies more likely occur among students from stigmatized social groups,408
which leads advisors of all kinds to receive the same advice:
"Routinely convey attitudes, beliefs, expectations, and attributions ... which imply (those
you’re helping) share your own enthusiasm for learning. To the extent that you treat
(them) as if they already are eager learners, they will be more likely to be."409
But this is not the same as coddling people, since “for most people, learning comes from being pushed
out of their comfort zone.”410 Because of the generic approach fostered by traditional methods, “our
current ceiling (for learners) is really much closer to where the FLOOR ought to be."411 This is
particularly tricky given the subtle and often subliminal manner by which expectations are conveyed,
which is just another good reason to stay out of the content (i.e. answer-giving) and instead focusing on
the process (i.e. question asking).

CONVEYING EXPECTATIONS
SOURCE: Deep Strengths by Price Pritchett

“Most people presume their feelings are communicated mainly by the things they say, but most of the time
our emotions are expressed through non-verbal cues … you can make a conscious effort to conceal or
suppress how you feel, but seldom will you pull this off successfully.” (86)
“The key ingredient in positive expectations is the emotional tone you express toward the other person.
Merely being demanding doesn’t work. But if you create a positive connection, you can hold someone to a
higher standard … First, your positive stand makes the other person more willing to try. Second, high
expectations send a positive message implying that the person has the ability to deliver … This inspires hope,
builds confidence and brings more potential into play. Your high expectations fuel greater effort and nurture a
can-do spirit. Research proves that expectations create a self-fulfilling prophecy.” (91-92)
“Whether we intend it or not, we communicate our expectations via subtle cues in our behavior. People pick
up on these cues, often subconsciously, and adjust their behavior to match them. The effect may be positive
or negative, beneficial or detrimental, but our expectations have a habit of coming true.” (94)

Discernable YIKES! arose as we discovered the inadvertent insult conveyed by the low expectations
shaped by the traditional model, which generates the very participant resistance it bemoans. An even
louder groan was emitted as we too slowly realized the obvious (except to us!) implication: even if our
staff knew what a participant should do, the answer would still be ours. They would not be committed to
it when the going got hard, as it inevitably does when change brings us face-to-face with the unknown.
It would be nice to report Cottage Housing’s move toward the Resiliency Model was welcomed and
embraced by program staff and residents alike. But despite its drawbacks, the provider/consumer
relationship gives both sides of that equation all the comforts that the tyranny of the familiar provides.
•

Staff gets the benefit of predictability in exercising proscribed authority. This
compensates for the many insecurities resulting from the uncertainties of their work,
but weakens their ability to secure compliance with directives except by punitive action.

408
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•

Participants enjoy considerable latitude regarding how their duties were fulfilled as long
as they met minimal requirements, with few consequences for failure as long as they
maintain at least the appearance of good-faith attempts to fulfill directives received.

Cottage Housing’s staff and participants correctly perceived our shift toward mutual accountability as a
loss of the relative autonomy that familiarity provided to their respective roles. Adjustment was
required on both their parts, but the greater clarity regarding our respective responsibilities that
resulted allowed staff to concentrate on getting at the right questions and enabled participants to come
up with - and actually own – their own answers.

RIGHT QUESTIONS
SOURCE: COMMUNITY: The Structure of Belonging by Peter Block

“The question: ‘What we can create together?’ is at the intersection of possibility and accountability.
Possibility without accountability is wishful thinking. Accountability without possibility creates despair.” (48)
“Questions create space for something new to emerge. Answers, especially those responding to our need
for quick results, are satisfying but shut down the discussion and the future shuts down with them.” (103)
“What makes us impatient with questions and hungry for answers is that we confuse exploring a question
with talk that has no meaning ... Questions that trigger argument, analysis, explanation, and defense have
little power … they support a future that can be negotiated, mandated, engineered, and controlled into
existence ... The hidden agenda in these questions is to maintain dominance and be right … they imply that
the one asking knows, and other people are a problem to be solved.” (103-105)
“Questions that are designed to change other people are … a response to a wish to create a predictable
future … The only way to make tomorrow predictable is to make it just like today. In fact, what distinguishes
the future is its unpredictability and mystery.” (103-105)
“Powerful questions are those that, in the answering, evoke a choice for accountability and commitment …
(they) cause you to become an actor as soon as you answer them … They express the reality that change, like
life, is difficult and unpredictable. They open up the conversation – in contrast to questions that are answers
in disguise that narrow and control the dialogue and thereby the future.” (103-106)
“By answering these kinds of questions, we become more accountable, more committed, more vulnerable;
and when we voice our answers to one another, we grow more intimate and connected.” (106-107)
“Once we have a question, there is a way of setting-up the conversation that makes a big difference:
1) Name the ownership distinction between planning/preparing and wanting/predicting;
2) Welcome for unpopular answers – better to make it “their” experience than a “good” one;
3) Avoid advice and replace it with curiosity; and

4) Precisely name the question.” (107-109)
The Socratic Method offers many advantages, but being instinctive is not among them. Only as staff
became familiar with it did we see its benefits greater and its drawbacks smaller than those afforded by
the more familiar answer-giving approach; among these:
“Questions give you a small moment of influence. They let you direct others’ thoughts
by focusing their attention … through a mental frame of your choosing. Positive guiding
questions seduce people to look at life through a favorable lens.” 412
412
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There was inevitable push-backs as staff and participants moved into what we came to describe as our
‘dis-comfort zone’, since “a great question has three qualities:
1) “It is ambiguous, requiring each person to bring their own meaning to it;
2) It is personal, creating the space for passion, commitment and connection; and
3) It evokes anxiety, an escape from which steals our aliveness”413
Inquiry has unsettling effect on both parties to a conversation. Even when accepted as necessary and
recognized as appropriate, questions which are disconcerting and therefore stressful are resisted in
ways more often passive than aggressive. Ice-breakers like the Question Game help prevent our staff
from jumping to conclusions - a habit that requires consistently conscious effort to break, especially in
tense situations rising regularly in programs serving traumatized people in crisis situations.

THE ART OF ASKING QUESTIONS
SOURCE: BASIC FIELD GUIDE TO THE POSITIVE DEVIANCE APPROACH
Tufts University Friedman School of Nutrition and Science Policy - September, 2010 - pages 12-13

“For the most thoughtful and revealing responses, use open ended questions that ask what, how, why, why
now? Here are some examples of what you might ask or say … to facilitate or refocus discussions:
To spur continued reflection and thinking within the group you might ask;
• To answer your question, let me ask a question.
• Can I ask you a question about your question?
• I have a question for you.
To generate more interactive discussion among the group:
• Who has any idea about this?
• How would anyone here answer this question?
To involve more stakeholders, ask:
• Whose problem is it?
• Who else should be involved? How might we involve them?
To uncover or identify positive deviant (PD) individuals or groups:
• Are there any groups of individuals who have overcome (or prevented) the problem?
Turn the question back to the group (use the somersault question):
• So if I understand correctly, nobody here is [or has achieved] X?
• So, there are no people in your communities who have overcome this problem?
Once the group realizes that PDs actually exist in their own community, then follow up with questions:
• How can we learn from them? When is a good time to meet with them?
To discover PD behaviors and strategies, ask probing questions:
• You said that you did X; how were you able to do that?
• Most other people have had problems with X and Y; how have you been able to overcome them?
• Many people have explained to us how difficult it is to do X because of … I was wondering what you do
to overcome these barriers or challenges encountered by others in your community?
• How are you able to overcome these common challenges and barriers? Can you show us how?
• What do you do when X problem happens or you are faced by the challenge of Y?
• Encourage participants to repeat what they’ve heard or understood to get more specificity: “So, if I
understand correctly, you do X only during the day and you do not do Y at all ?
• Do you know other individuals like you?
413

To help define or target actions to be taken:
Block, Peter, ibid. page 106
• What are our next steps? Who is going to do what? What will it take to accomplish this?
To ask permission to make a suggestion:
137
• Would it be possible for ... ? Would it make sense if ... ?”

And so the moral of this story is: “Not sure how to start? Just ask some questions.”414
“Strategic questioning is extremely useful to overcome obstacles. It helps shift the focus
onto possibilities and openings rather than blockages and barriers. It is a way of letting
people find their own answers to the issues that are important to them.”415

KEY FEATURES OF STRATEGIC QUESTIONING
SOURCE: Strategic Questioning by Fran Pevy (1997)

➢

“It creates knowledge by synthesizing new information from that already known.

➢

It awakens the suppressed possibilities of change embedded in each person, in each
institution, and in each society.

➢

It is empowering - ownership … stays with the person answering the question.

➢

It releases the blocks to change and new ideas.

➢

It facilitates people’s own responses to change.

➢

It generates energy to make changes happen.

➢ It creates answers that may not be immediately known but may emerge over time.
The authors of The Solutions Focus add another consideration: while all questions have the benefit of
launching a conversation in real time about real things, a certain type of question is even better suited
to this purpose – and traditional social service programs tend to focus on the wrong type:
“Solution-focused questions lead to a story of possibility, (whereas) problem-focused
questions lead to this ‘small’ difficulty turning into a much larger and less tractable issue
about character…”416
How such possibilities get realized is the subject of two recent reports, both concluding that engaging a
community’s residents in an inquiry process before solutions are proposed constitutes not just the best,
but also the only real way to resolve their most pressing concerns.
•

A report by the National Task Force on Community Leadership417 describes how political
leaders, agency administrators and academic experts widely-but-mistakenly perceive
themselves as the primary catalysts of social change. Their efforts stumble when imposed
from the “grass-tops” level using push/pull techniques that have the worst possible effect
on any new initiative: narrowing its impact while increasing the time and money it requires.
Instead, this report finds any change proposal strengthened by its connection to those who
will live with it, are most affected by it, and must ultimately support it. These front-end
investments are quickly recouped by a shorter learning curve and closer cooperation
between residents and institutions as trust replaces skepticism in their ongoing interactions.
The report’s conclusion: local philanthropists should use their charitable investments as
leverage to forge wider and earlier citizen inclusion in civic initiatives.

414
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•

One philanthropy applied that conclusion to the problems of those living on the Northern
California coast who navigated the collapse of the timber industry. When agitated local
residents rejected economic development strategies imported from elsewhere, a Kettering
Foundation study tells how rebuked local leaders did not simply revise their proposals but
instead changed their entire strategy.
This report attributes their success to a willingness to recognize and respect the “dynamics
of difference.” It credits the community for rejecting bargain/barter tactics and goalong/get-along messages implicit in traditional consensus-building efforts. And, in a lesson
as applicable now at the national as well as local level, they instead place responsibility “in
the hands of community members willing to work with those with whom they disagreed
without demonizing them.”
This study’s concluded that “inventive communities make their road by walking it.” This
does not constitute “… an anti-outsider or anti-expert approach …”, but it does challenge “…
the culture-laden belief, often unconscious but seldom questioned, that possession of
greater material wealth or professional expertise is necessarily accompanied by superior
skills to make things better.” 418

Like these others’ efforts, Cottage Housing’s own experience in participant-driven programming based
on trust-building led to second operating principle’s emergence in our alternative intervention strategy,
and it fostered the cultivation of a second core value in our operations as described in the next section.

418
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LESSONS LEARNED: Trust-Based Participant Engagement
Hierarchy is essential for purposes of clarity in the delegation of organizational decision-making, but
limitations of the top-down conventional structure must be accompanied by bottom-up processes that
fully engage staff and so-called “recipients” of program services. Differentiating between the ‘power to
influence’ and the ‘authority to decide’ reflects the reality that no one fully ‘controls’ the outcome; all
stakeholders with vested interest in a result must somehow be afforded a valued role in the process.
Keeping staff in their capacity as question-askers rather than answer-givers maximizes participants’
opportunities to find their own answers and learn/grow from the experience. In this, it is essential to
“avoid ’why’ questions and those that only have a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ answer.”419
Trust is the essential ingredient in participant-driven program interactions, and the many obstacles to
its cultivation must be recognized, acknowledged and addressed before optimal results can be
expected. Strategies for motivating and incentivizing progress require careful delineation. Creating
“we” rather than “them/us” relationships begins with: (a) how people are welcomed; (b) whether they
are engaged as partners; (c) how their departure is celebrated; and (d) if they are invited welcomed
back as allies in our effort to help others similarly realize their possibilities.
The secret to success in trust-based, participant-driven programming is: “people don’t sabotage what
they helped create.”420 Mobilizing all the tools available for this purpose, Cottage Housing not only
established a more attainable objective for our overall operation. We also created a source of selfpropelling momentum otherwise easily dissipated, optimizing its results while minimizing its cost.

12 QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER EXPLORATION
1) How do you know when you are doing things ‘with’ instead of ‘for’ people?
2) Would its participants say your program is more ‘we’ or ‘them/us’?
3) In what ways does your agency encourage/discourage participant involvement?
4) What’s so important about maintaining a beginner’s mind? Why is it so hard?
5) How does your agency address the Top 10 ways of gaining/losing participant’s trust?
6) How would others rate your quotient in the Trust Relationship Economic Equation?
7) At which point(s) in 5 Stages of Trust Development process do you have impatience?
8) What do you (and your program) offer when it matters most: carrots or sticks?
9) What is your most recent experience of cognitive dissonance?
10) Which of your perceptions require that you suspend your own disbelief?
11) Which level does your program usually occupy in the three definitions of belonging?
12) What are the obstacles to keeping your expectations high?

Shifting Focus op cit 76, citing Peavey, Fran, 1997, ‘Strategic questioning: an approach to creating personal and social change: a web resource’,
edited by Vivian Hutchinson http://www.jobsletter.org.nz/vivian/stratq97.htm
420
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OPERATING PRINCIPLE #2: Solution-Oriented
CORE VALUE #2: Optimism (aka Hope)
“Tribulation produces perseverance;
and perseverance, character;
and character, hope.”
Romans 5: 1-5

While working together on the development of our PASSPORT system, Cottage Housing’s staff and
participants discovered there were only two pertinent questions regardless of whatever issue arises:
a) Was everyone going to acknowledge or deny/avoid/ignore their part in the situation?
b) If they took responsibility for the issue, what actions was they willing to undertake to
rectify it, and what resources would they need to secure for their efforts to succeed?
Upon facing those questions, we began to see how the traditional intervention model hinders more than
helps. Our difficulties encountered while opening Quinn Cottages provided a first-hand lesson in how a
concentrating on problems doesn’t necessarily bring us to solutions; in fact, it often leads in the
opposite direction despite the good intentions of all involved.
Timely arrival of another private sector reference book alerted staff and participants to the underlying
realities of the problem-solving process. Its first pages summarize how The Solutions Focus takes
positions which directly contradict the traditional view. Among these:
a) Change is not rare – is happens all the time; our job is to identify/amplify useful change;
b) There is no one ‘right’ way of looking at things; other views may fit the facts just as well;
c) No ‘problem’ is happening all the time, so the most direct route (to the solution) lies in
identifying what happens when it’s not happening;
d) Clues to the solution are right in front of you: you just need to recognize them;
e) Small changes in the right direction can be amplified to great effect; and
f)

It is important to stay solutions focused, not solutions forced.421

Cottage Housing’s attraction to a more solution-oriented approach was stimulated by this book’s jawdropping assertion: “analysis of the problem rarely helps in finding the solution. What it does do is make
you an expert in the problem.”422 This prompted yet another DUH! moment upon realizing that, in using
the traditional provider/consumer model within a conventional organizational structure, we were trying
to ‘help’ people today to prepare themselves for tomorrow’s challenges using yesterday’s service
methods and terminology.
Authors of The Solutions Focus suggest we do otherwise, and for good reason: the necessity to remain
“resilient” being prominent among them.

421
422
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THE SOLUTIONS FOCUS
by Paul Z. Jackson & Mark McKergow

“You can change other people’s behavior, but you usually need to start by changing your own.” (28)
“Rather than being inherently designable, these interactions are of a complex, interweaving and self-referential
nature, which means that their net effect is impossible to predict.” (40)
“As change agents, we (must be) wary of attributing causality to any one particular aspect … the causes of a
problem interweave, (so) attempting to identify ‘the’ cause is then an exercise in futility… (and because)
apparent causes can be persuasive, they may stop us from seeking other answers.” (43-48)
“A resourceful attitude helps you remain constructive and resilient so that you can keep others constructive
and resilient in their search for solutions.” (57)
“One of the biggest temptations toward going astray is to hunt for the cause of the problem in the past …
memories are flawed … perceptions are selective.” (70-74)
“How we define the problem has a big impact on how we try to define the solution …. (thinking we know) the
cause may predispose you to looking for the solution in areas which may not be the most fertile.” (75)
“Part of a good explanation is that it is accepted by those who want one; another aspect is that the explanation
should allow some way forward.” (85)
“When you are working with other people, accept and use their words as much as possible. They know what
they mean.” (97)
“(the emphasis here) is on improving performance and getting better results, lacking any hint of the remedial
that has historically accompanied seemingly similar services such as counseling or therapy.” (159)
“Start by seeking common ground, the part everyone can agree upon.” (181)
“This does not mean refusing to discuss problems, but instead redirecting any ‘problem’ discussion to discover
what the performer wants to do, learn about their commitment and passion, and perhaps unearth initial
evidence of skills and resources they are already using.” (198)

ANALYSIS PARALYSIS
“Take the long way. It’s shorter.”
Norwegian Proverb

Among the dirty not-so-secrets of social service programming is: agencies inevitably make participants
fit into its process rather than the other way around. This is largely unconscious and certainly
unintended, but is also virtually inevitable as operational efficiencies impinge on program
responsiveness. Restrictions imposed by funder requirements, eligibility rules, staffing levels, etc., rivet
attention on obstacles to progress and avoidance of risks. Minimize these tendencies through solutionfocused activity “makes more sense than seeking to understand by analysis or force a solution by
working against the grain.”423
The idea of “working with what is already there”424 makes the personal transformation process simpler
and more straightforward for the participant, and it provides a clear guidance to anyone offering
coaching support to their efforts. A resourceful attitude - “everything is a useful gift” - keeps the helper
and those being helped to “remain constructive and resilient.”425 SWITCH authors cite an additional
benefit of highlighting any examples – however small - where the solutions are already underway:
423
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“Seeing the recommended change as already happening avoids a common knee-jerk
response to imported solutions and avoids analysis paralysis ... new choices create
uncertainty. Change begins at the level of individual decisions and behaviors, but that’s
a hard place to start because that’s where the friction is.”426
Concepts like “friction” serve as another reminder the laws of physics are called ‘universal’ because
they are as applicable in social dynamics as in outer and inner space. As the renowned community
organizer Saul Alinsky noted: “All change means movement, movement means friction, and friction
means heat.”427 Cottage Housing staff directly experienced these rising temperatures when participants
reacted adversely to difficult choices. Focusing on what they were already doing well and commending
them for doing it was a direct - albeit counter-intuitive - route to overcoming this resistance:
“Research proves that it pays to ‘catch people doing something right’. People who
receive regular recognition and praise become more productive ... (which) enhances
their engagement with colleagues and reduces accidents on the job ... (they) relay that
same feeling to others, generating higher loyalty and satisfaction scores from customers
… (this) builds job commitment and reduces costly staff turnover.” 428

WORKING WITH WHAT’S WORKING
Multiple Sources

“It’s human nature for our attention to gravitate toward needs and wants ... Instead of being thankful for all
that’s going well, our minds focus on what’s missing or what we wish was better still.” Hard Optimism (98)
“The alternative to working with what’s there is to concentrate on what isn’t there, for example deficits, a
shortcoming, weaknesses, lack of cooperation from others … spending time on these aspects is not usually a
helpful way to start, nor is it necessarily a precursor to change.” The Solutions Focus (56)
“We examine the difference between times when the problem happens and other times – particularly times
when the solution happens …” The Solutions Focus (79)
“Asking ‘When does success happen already?’ generates a different kind of conversation from ‘Where do we
go wrong?’” The Solutions Focus (6)
“Discovering what works and doing more of it is generally a positive, enjoyable and empowering activity for
all concerned … by cultivating what is already happening as the seeds of change, you nurture growth
through small initiating events. “The Trusted Advisor (6)
“Identifying useful parts of what is already there, we are closer to construction a solution …. Trying to invent
new items takes longer and results in a more precarious edifice.” The Solutions Focus (26)
“Our search for what there is that is useful can be forensic, in contrast to methods that quickly get into
worrying about what is not there or what ‘ought’ to be there.” The Trusted Advisor (11)
“Focus(ing) on the solution and the first signs of it appearing … can shortcut hours of fruitless delving into
the problem.” The Trusted Advisor (25)
“Stay at the surface – work with what you find. There is plenty to work with. If other elements are
important, they will appear in due course … yet it is surprisingly difficult to stay simple, ask simple questions,
remain focused and keep noticing what’s working.” The Trusted Advisor (53-54)
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WORKING WITH WHAT’S WORKING
continued

“While conventional coaching may start from what you are doing wrong … a solutions-focused coach begins
with what’s working well… understanding why things are how they are does little to help you decide what to
do next … It’s not that there is anything inherently wrong with exploring problems; it’s just that doing so is not
the quickest route to a solution.” The Solutions Focus (162)
“The more immediate change gets us going. Personal inertia is broken and we enjoy the new feeling of
impetus.” The Trusted Advisor (109)
“Life always gives us a choice. We can focus on what’s wrong or what’s right. Whichever one we feed our
attention to will grow. The one we ignore will wither, weaken and sometimes die.” Hard Optimism (94)
“(If) any problem is the result of continued misapplication of the wrong attempted solution, (then the) job is to
… stop doing that and do something else. Once (we) have found what works, (we) simply need to do more of
it.” The Trusted Advisor (223)

POSITIVE DEVIANCE
“Even a stopped clock is right twice a day.”
Marie von Ebner-Eschenbach

Not until late in our redesign process did we learn that “what’s working” is called “positive deviance.”
“In every community or organization, there are a few individuals or groups whose
uncommon but successful behaviors and strategies have enabled them to find better
solutions to problems than their neighbors ... (this) enables a community or group to
amplify uncommon behaviors or strategies discovered by community members among
the least likely to succeed (positive deviants), and develop some activities or initiatives
based on these findings and measure outcomes. “429

BASIC FIELD GUIDE TO THE POSITIVE DEVIANCE APPROACH
Tufts University Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy, (9/10)

Guiding Principles of the Positive Deviance (PD) Approach:
• The community owns the entire process.
• All individuals or groups who are part of the problem are also part of the solution and hence the PD
process involves all parties who affect the problem. “Don’t do anything about me without me.”
• The community discovers existing uncommon, successful behaviors and strategies (PD inquiry).
• The community designs ways to amplify successful behaviors/strategies and unleashes innovation.
• Community members see ‘someone just like me’ can get results, even in worst-case scenarios.
• PD emphasizes practice instead of knowledge—the ‘how’ instead of the ‘what’ or ‘why’. The PD
Mantra is: ‘You are more likely to act your way into a new way of thinking than to think your way into
a new way of acting.’ The PD process expands existing networks and creates new ones.
• The community creates its own benchmarks and monitors progress.
• PD process facilitation is based on deep respect for a community’s members and culture, focuses on
interactive engagement, and capacity to let the community lead.

429

Tufts University Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy, Basic Field Guide to the Positive Deviance Approach (9/10) 2
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Positive Deviance (PD)’s mantra - “don’t do anything about me without me” – balances personal
consideration and individual responsibility, perfectly articulating the essence of a trust-based,
participant-driven intervention model. By combining meaningful interaction with high expectations, the
PD approach achieves a key objective of all social service efforts, traditional or otherwise: to maximize
benefits/services provided through the most efficient utilization of available resources.

BASIC FIELD GUIDE TO THE POSITIVE DEVIANCE APPROACH
Tufts University Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy, (9/10)

Minimum Specifications to classify a project as a ‘Positive Deviance’ project:
Ten criteria for promoting community ownership and sustained behavioral and social change:
1. All stakeholders/ a diverse group of community members are involved in the five steps:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Define problem causes, challenges & constraints, common practices & desired outcomes;
Determine the presence of positive deviant individuals or groups in the community;
Discover uncommon but successful practices and strategies through inquiry and observation;
Design activities to allow community members to practice the discovered behaviors;
Monitor and evaluate the initiative that further fuels change by documenting and sharing
improvements as they occur, and help the community discern its effectiveness.

2. The community carries out the five iterative steps outlined above.
3. The facilitator(s) do not make the discovery of findings nor do they control the process.
4. The PD inquiry is carried out by community members and vetted by community members.
5. The inquiry findings are explicit and behavior based (not value-based, or dependent on the individual
traits of positive deviants). The findings should not focus so much on WHAT the positive deviant
practices are, but about HOW behavior enables them to overcome or prevent the problem.
6. The plan of action is developed by the community and based on each of the inquiry findings.
7. The initiative is practice-oriented, multi-channeled and multi-targeted, using resources & network.
8. The community develops its own monitoring/evaluation plan, creating their own tools for doing so.
9. Feedback loops keep the community informed and enable members to participate and innovate.
10. The community members are able to explain how they have been able to solve the problem and
provide specific examples of behavior change directly linked to the PD inquiry-informed initiative.

The PD approach starts at the opposite end of the traditional social service model’s starting point,
focusing on:
•

what people do have instead of what they don’t;

•

what they can do rather than what they can’t’; and

•

who and what they do know rather than who they don’t.

PD’s guiding principles likewise contradict long-accepted definitions of authority and professionalism,
and are counter-intuitive to some of our most basic beliefs about organizational structure and process.
Yet PD might also be also be called the traditional approach since its principles are completely consistent
with longstanding criteria for good parenting, coaching, teaching, ministry and counseling.
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By focusing only on next steps, current options and present opportunities, PD’s approach is less
exhaustive (and exhausting); the learning/skill acquisition which results is more immediate; and its
outcomes generate momentum for follow-up action. In all of this, PD is completely consistent with the
RAPID RESULTS! approach.
BASIC FIELD GUIDE TO THE POSITIVE DEVIANCE APPROACH
Tufts University Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy, (9/10)

Tips for Positive Deviance Facilitators:
• Tap the expertise in the group. (To repeat: the people in the community are the experts.)
• Ensure the participants talk more than you do. Encourage them to share stories and information.
• Refrain from making suggestions or giving advice (unless repeatedly asked).
• Ask open-ended questions (e.g. what, how, what if?) Avoid questions that elicit yes or no answers.
• Don’t try to exercise control; let the group guide the conversation.
• Invite participants to tell stories/share experiences about the issue at hand. Tap into emotions.
• Make the process personal and fun.
• Share relevant personal experience with participants to develop trust & make them feel comfortable.
• Let silence speak! Pause 20 seconds after asking a question - long enough to sing ‘happy birthday!’
• Stay with the questions. Don’t press for quick fixes. Insights often come when one least expects.
• Support a climate where speaking the truth is OK, even when doing so may make the facilitator or a
participant look foolish, confused, or unprepared.
• Believe that there will be enough time. “Go fast by going slow.”
• Commit to learn, to be influenced, to be personally changed by the experience.

During the final edit of this field guide in the fall of 2016, the following case example (see next page) was
added to describe a perfect example of an effective application of PD approach. That very week, the
Family Independence Initiative’s founder and CEO posted a blog making exactly the same observation:
“In most groupings of people, there are positive deviants that succeed even if they
start under the same circumstances as their peers. These ordinary examples are what
brings about sustained change in communities. So rather than a new theory of change,
the social services and philanthropic sector needs to find these grassroots solutions
and then support the other families that want to follow the same path.”430

430

Miller, Maurice Lim – “What Works? Putting Families In The Driver’s Seat” – 8/7/16 - http://www.fii.org/blog
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A POSITIVE DEVIANCE CASE-IN-POINT: The Family Independence Initiative
SOURCE: excerpts from 2014 federal grant application submitted by Sierra Health Foundation

Based in Oakland, CA, The Family Independence Initiative (FII)’s unique poverty intervention model is now
spreading around the nation. It uses a solution-focused approach to overcome many of the obstacles facing
families hard to reach - and even harder to serve - as a result of previous traumatic experience, bureaucratic
obstacles, communication barriers, racial or cultural insensitivities, and educational or functional limitations.
It is only seemingly paradoxical that FII’s model helps these families better access existing resources and more
easily make social connections while simultaneously reducing their dependence on ongoing supports.
In FII’s view, these families’ efforts are being inhibited by social policies and program practices founded on the
erroneous assumption that low-income people are either helpless victims or lazy moochers. Operating from
the premise that people with low-incomes require extensive hand-holding and remedial assistance, these
programs employ case managers or social workers charged with directing their clients in every sense of the
word – fostering a passivity that impedes personal growth, economic advancement and social mobility.
FII condemns these support systems for taking a problem-oriented that responds to people’s needs rather
than a solution-focused response that nurtures their creativity and developmental capabilities.
These
programs provide services needed to help families address their problems, but not the support they need not
only for self-sustainability but also for advancement of their interests and aspirations. In the end, these
families are left with the same limited connections, choices and capital as when they started.
While safety net support is critical for those in crisis, FII finds that most programs targeting poverty
inadvertently prevent families from setting their own priorities, owning their own goals, and implementing
their own solutions. Instead, the FII model turns the paradigm of ‘helping the poor’ on its head by involving
low-income families in helping each other to get out of poverty. FII thinks low-income families are as smart,
resourceful, and ambitious as everyone else, and perhaps even more so given their daunting challenges.
FII also sees their communities as full of ingenuity, wisdom, creativity, and willingness to collaborate. Like all
other entrepreneurs, they need access to resources that would allow them to fully leverage their assets.
Rather than offering social workers, services, or direction, FII creates small groupings of families and provides
them with a discussion facilitator and a small revolving loan fund. That’s all. These families make their own
decisions about how they can support each other’s efforts to improve their lives, and they allocate monies
from a revolving loan fund that are repaid as they progress in their own self-sustainability plan. This approach
rewards enterprise, recognizes leadership, encourages innovation, expands social connections, promotes a
sense of communality, and respects member feedback.
FII ‘s families self-track quantifiable results across a spectrum of key quality of life indicators. Instead of paying
staff to collect and track data, participating families are compensated for inputting and assessing participation
data, which increases technology skills while helping families focus on what is most important to them. On a
monthly basis, participants document their performance in six areas: health/wellness, income/savings,
education/skills, housing/environment, networking/helping others, and resourcefulness/leadership. FII uses
this data in a three-pronged strategy to remove systemic barriers and catalyze potential:
(1) incubate tools and resources that help unlock family-driven social mobility;
(2) demonstrate the power of families by highlighting their capacity for self-determination; and
(3) communicate learning to inspire others to support family-driven solution development.
For his creative innovation, FII’s founding Executive Director, Maurice Lim Miller, earned what is referred to in
our field as a “genius” prize from the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation.
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BRIGHT SPOTS & DESTINATION POSTCARDS
“The beginning is the most important part of the work”
Plato

Those living without homes, like all people, foster connection and commitment within informal affinity
groupings in even the most adverse circumstances. By adding a solution-oriented focus to our
participant-driven approach, Cottage Housing sought to merely replicating the sense of autonomy they
previously experienced when setting their own rules within mutually-supportive relationships among
those similarly situated. This reinforces one of the dimensions of core self-evaluation - a process in
which we all are engaged on an ongoing basis that cultivates personal capability in four areas:
1) Locus of control - one’s feeling they could impact events affecting them;431
2) Emotional stability - one’s ability to handle unpleasant emotions;432
3) Self-efficacy - one’s ability to handle challenging situations;433 and
4) Self-worth - one’s overall perception of their value.434
Making the switch from a problem-oriented to a solution-focused approach took our agency from the
first to the second of two very different models of decision-making:
1) the Consequences Model, which “weighs costs/benefits that maximize satisfaction”;
or
2) the Identity Model, which “asks the questions: Who am I? What kind of situation is
this? What would someone like me do in this situation?”435
Oddly, the Consequences Model remains the implicit assumption on which decision-making is based in
most traditional social service agencies even though no one can define and prioritize various
permutations of all possible costs and benefits in any situation ... let along all of them. Cottage
Housing’s shift to the Identity Model was aided and abetted by yet another fortuitous encounter with a
helpful research book - Heartmath Solution, whose authors provide another Moment of DUH! with
their observation that positive results are more likely to emerge from inputs that are internally
generated than externally imposed.
“Self-development comes from the increased awareness of where you are right now
and learning what is needed in order to grow. And self-expression is how you perform,
what you do about it.”436
Finding this and other research resources repeatedly affirming not only our own personal preferences
but also our professional experiences, Cottage Housing staff became increasingly aware of how “each

431Judge,

T. A.; Locke, E. A.; Durham, C. C. "The dispositional causes of job satisfaction: A core evaluations approach". Research in Organizational
Behavior (1997) 151–188.
432 Judge, T. A.; Locke, E. A.; Durham, C. C.; Kluger, A. N. "Dispositional effects on job and life satisfaction: The role of core evaluations". Journal
of Applied Psychology (1998) 17–34.
433 Bandura, A. "Self-efficacy mechanism in human agency". American Psychologist (1982) 122–147
434
Harter, S"Causes, correlates, and the functional role of global self-worth: A life-span perspective". In Sternberg, R. J.; Kolligan, J., Jr.
Competence Considered (1990) 67–97
435 Switch 153
436 Childre, Doc & Martin, Howard - The Heartmath Solution (2000) 130 citing J. Cathcart - The Acorn Principle
(1998) 179
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interaction gives us a chance to shine a light on what’s right.”437 Such illumination has the same effect
as Positive Defiance in creating bright spots, which are defined as:
“Existing examples of successful efforts worth emulating … (they) solve one of the
fundamental mysteries of change: what, exactly, needs to be done differently? …
Contrary to problem-oriented search activity, bright spots are found by asking: ‘what’s
working and how can we do more of it?’ The mission then is to clone it.”438
As mentioned earlier, the most vibrant of these “bright spot” opportunities were participant graduation
ceremonies at Quinn Cottages and Serna Village. These and other program gatherings to helped to
reduce participants’ natural resistance to change by creating what SWITCH authors’ call a “destination
postcard - a vivid picture from the near-term future that shows what could be possible.”439
The goal of all these efforts is to “make good behavior contagious”440 by never missing an opportunity to
“celebrate the first step … (when) you spot movement, reinforce it.”441 This is accomplished by
“choosing appropriate ways of celebrating the new actions that are helping people stay on track to their
desired future.” 442
To apply these suggestions, Cottage Housing continually searched for new methods of recognizing those
who secured a job, completed a school or job training program, got a driver’s license, brought their child
back from foster care, etc. And in addition to Thanksgiving and Christmas celebrations, participants and
staff worked together to honor Mother’s Day, Father’s Day, Veteran’s Day and other occasions that
highlighted participants’ positive impacts on their own and others’ lives.
Cottage Housing’s staff and participants also organized community talent shows and other events where
project residents could share their creative talents – singing, poetry, etc. These “bright spot” activities
gave participants the chance to show off in a safe, encouraging atmosphere where they could relax,
have fun, and thereby reduce accumulated stress. These moments gave staff and participants the
chance to share sides of themselves rarely seen in routine interactions, making it more likely for them to
better communicate when (not if) issues later arose.
All this goes against traditional social programs’ tendency to under-value playfulness as a strategy for
alleviating the sense of isolation pervasive among homeless people and others in crisis situations.
Dr. Brené Brown cites studies in biology, psychology and neurology which conclude one’s ability to play
“is as essential to our health and functioning as rest … (it) shapes our brain, helps us foster empathy,
helps us navigate complex social groups, and is at the core of creativity and innovation.” 443
“Laughter, song, and dance create emotional and spiritual connection; they remind us of
the one thing that truly matters when we are searching for comfort, celebration,
inspiration or healing: We are not alone.” 444
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2012 COTTAGE HOUSING ALUMNI FEEDBACK SURVEY

What was your view on special events that were held on site?
How were these similar or different than at other programs you had been in?
“These events were special and I still participate to this day. I worked at (another local) program and ours were
unique because they were participant-driven and planned. Once again: empowering.”
“My family and I were provided with a Christmas of celebration,
giving to my child what I otherwise would not have had.”
“I thought these events were so great. I had no healthy friends or support group at the time
and it was a nice way to get out and do something with my daughter.”
“I liked the celebrations and especially liked the graduation.
Me and my children felt special during the graduation.”
“Graduation is always inspiring. It shows others that the program works.”
“… with the residents planning the events, it was different and meant more.”
“… (it was) SPECIAL cause I had nowhere to go usually and it always made me feel better knowing someone
was cooking for those who were still around on holidays.”
“I was very pleased with these events and graduations … made me feel I accomplished something in life.”
“The special events were just that! Special!
They were so much fun and really made me feel a part of something bigger than myself.”
“…I have never seen this at any program, at least not consistently.”
“You know? That's always a good thing. Being appreciated for one's accomplishments.
Being recognized is very important for anyone's self-esteem. There's nothing like it, being proud.
“Many programs don’t have a graduation ceremony.”
“I really enjoyed all events that (Cottage Housing) has given; it was always with a bang.”

We also organized contests with prizes for participants
who wrote the best letter used in our periodic updates to
program supporters, and a drawing contest chose the
holiday card sent to agency donors (see sample at right).
Critical as housing and other needed services are, the
ability to retain these resources once secured requires a
sense of connectedness absent among those whose
personal safety net has frayed. Because participants in
traumatizing circumstances often find themselves “in
ambiguous situations (where they) look to others for cues
about how to interpret events,” these celebrations gave
Cottage Housing a chance to regularly engage in what
SWITCH authors later called “rallying the heard.”445 These
experiences – large or small – helped program participants
see themselves as others saw them: someone with talent.
445

SWITCH, 226
Cottage Housing’s 2010 Holiday Card
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HOPE HELPS
“Happiness does not depend on outward things,
but on the way we perceive them”
Leo Tolstoy

For some, the very idea of celebrating incremental victories is somewhat counterintuitive.
“After all, how many sales managers are inclined to dance a jig when they hear their
reps are 40% of the way to their quota? But this encouragement is critical because it
demystifies the journey … it’s like climbing a tall ladder and focusing on the next step
rather than gawking at the top.” 446
In our agency’s search for a more constructive basis for staff/participant interactions, we found the
challenges involved in remaining optimistic to be a topic thoroughly explored in research literature.
“Most of us make the mistake of counting on hope to ‘just happen’. (People) don’t
consider it a mental discipline which must be practiced … Basically, hope is an act of
mental focus … (it) comes when you manage your attention toward:
➢ What you can rather than cannot do;
➢ What you do control rather than what you don’t;
➢ How to best engage your strengths and resources;
➢ The positive aspects of your life, i.e. what’s working; and
➢ Possibilities rather than limits.”447
Researchers find “two of the most powerful techniques for managing attention toward optimism are:
➢ Gratitude – feeling a true sense of appreciation for the good things happening … which
lifts our levels of happiness and hope; and
➢

Forgiveness – learning lessons even as we release feelings of anger, resentment or
revenge … enabling us to make peace with the situation and move on with your life.” 448

But even discussing these key factors triggers a tendency to start by describing what’s wrong. After all:
“The negative is stronger than the positive in terms of attracting attention, (but this) can
lead to a focus on problems rather than solutions.”449
With our program’s outcomes rapidly improving as we moved away from the traditional approach,
Cottage Housing staff began seizing every opportunity to harness the enormous power of positivity,
whose very definition includes the concept of resilience as a key element:
“(Optimism is) an emotional force which points the imagination toward positive things.
It energizes and mobilizes us, serving as a catalyst for action … we think in terms of

446
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possibilities, answers and solutions, instead of limits, losses and fears … Hope gives us
resilience – bounce – the ability to recover from the punches life throws at us.”450
However, these same reference sources caution that we can influence only the last of the “five key
factors determining how positive-minded you’ll be:
• “Three are historical in nature: your genetic code, upbringing and life experiences.
• The other two major shaping forces are: what’s happening now in the world around
you and what’s going on in your mind.”451
This prompted closer examination of how our own views are expressed. Unsurprisingly, “high level
executives use positive words four times more often than negative words,”452 yet traditional definitions
of dispassionate professionalism tend to minimize - if not dismiss - the impact of such intangibles as
optimism or hope despite an abundance of research to the contrary.

HOW HOPE HELPS
Multiple Sources

“Positive emotions tend to broaden and build our repertoire of thoughts and actions .” SWITCH (121-122)
“(These) emotions … did more than reduce stress; they actually enhanced people’s ability to clearly perceive
the world around them.” HEARTMATH SOLUTIONS (13-14)
“(Research shows that), compared to people with a neutral or negative outlook, optimists do a better job:
➢
➢
➢
➢

Processing negative information and assessing/managing risks;
Perceiving key aspects of tasks/circumstances and digesting information thoroughly/flexibly;
Knowing when to persevere versus when to be an ‘enlightened quitter’; and
Fostering creativity and being open to new ideas.” HARD OPTIMISM (10)

“The benefits of working with possibilities include a sense of hope and motivation that this invariably
engenders. The alternative – working from certainty of the future and precise knowledge of how unhelpful
the past has been – offers a direct route to stuck-ness and accusation.” SOLUTIONS FOCUS (71)
“Positive emotions (make us) want to get involved, learn new things, tackle new experiences … To solve
bigger, more ambiguous problems, we need to cultivate open minds, creativity and hope.” SWITCH (121-122)
“Everybody gets a shot at opportunities, and optimism improves our odds of taking advantage of these
situations.” HARD OPTIMISM (32)
“Optimistic thinking lead to higher pay and better (job) evaluations … Optimists are more helpful, flexible,
creative, empathetic and respectful toward customers … and that optimism contributes to good health,
healing and longevity.” HARD OPTIMISM (3-4)
“The more you understand (hope) … the more power you’ll have to shape your perceptions, reduce your
stress, increase coherence and creativity, and become the master of your own reality…The key is to be
hopeful on purpose … Hope is a muscle that needs regular exercise.” HARD OPTIMISM (62-72)
“Positive emotions such as happiness, appreciation, compassion, care and love not only change the pattern
of activity in the nervous system … Experiencing care and compassion has been shown to boost levels of
IgA, an important secretory antibody that’s the immune system’s first line of defense … making us more
resistant to infection and disease.” HEARTMATH (15)
450
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HOW HOPE HELPS
continued

“(Positive emotions) improve coping and produce well-being … (they) are not trivial luxuries, but instead
may be critical necessities for optimal functioning. They:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Protect us from, and can undo the effects of, negative emotions;
Fuel resilience and can transform people;
Broaden our thinking, encouraging us to discover new lines of thought or action;
Build durable … resources that can function as ‘reserves’ during trying times;
Produce optimal functioning in organizations and individuals; and
Improve overall performance of a group” HOW FULL IS YOUR BUCKET (61-62)

“… when adversity hits, our innate response is to focus sharply on the dangers, difficulties and downside.
Nothing wrong with that, per se. The question is: How long should we let it continue? As soon as the initial
shock wears off, we need to give equal time to the upside … this reframing doesn’t come naturally … It
requires conscious effort – mental discipline – plus open-mindedness to the idea that good things hide in
strange places … This re-faming counters our tendency to overestimate problems and underestimate our
ability to handle them successfully.” HARD OPTIMISM (61-63)
“Experience shows that hope is a great motivator. Expectations and hope are vital in lighting a forward path
… our feelings and attitudes can make a difference to how matters turn out … optimism and pessimism do
play pragmatic – though not entirely logical – roles …” SOLUTIONS FOCUS (70-71)
“… all human systems grow in the direction of what people study; therefore we should search for the true,
the good, the better and the possible in human systems.” SOLUTIONS FOCUS (204)
“…. an attitude of positive expectancy energizes us and calls out our potential … The positive-minded person
interprets events from the angle of hope, finding benefits and creating solutions the pessimist overlooks.”
HARD OPTIMISM (10)

“…in this world, the optimists have it, not because they are right but because they are positive. Even when
wrong, they are positive and that is the way of achievement, correction, improvement and success.
Educated, eyes-open optimism pays; pessimism can only offer the empty consolation of being right.” HARD
OPTIMISM (53)

“Events don’t write our future … it’s our response - not the events - that determine both our future and our
satisfaction in the present with the future we expect.” HARD OPTIMISM (76)
“Feeling loved and cared for, and caring for others … plays a greater role in increasing longevity than
physical factors such as age, blood pressure, cholesterol, or smoking … in the aftermath of heart attack, the
greatest predictors of recovery aren’t physiological factors like arterial blockage, but emotional factors such
as job satisfaction and ‘overall happiness.’” ” HEARTMATH (52-53)
“… positive re-appraisal is a key trait in the ‘survivor personality.’ People who practice this technique have a
way of emerging from difficulties stronger, happier and better off than before … positive reappraisal
increases the odds that you’ll get something good for your emotional money.” HARD OPTIMISM (64)

A pioneer in the Positive Psychology movement, Martin Seligman, Ph.D., cites cutting-edge neuroscience
research which indicate the existence of the hope circuit. This research’s conclusion:
“Alleviating catastrophe can’t fix people. Instead, it is important to work on building
expectations of control and mastery, that is, building the hope circuit. This relates to
building prospection, where people are guided by their internal representations of
possible future states … rather looking back at the past.”453
453
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NON-NEGATIVE THINKING
“Never despair.”
Horace

Once alerted to the importance of optimism, we were startled by subtle-but-significant distinctions
which pushed us toward the middle ground between what only seems like two opposite choices.
“Optimism and pessimism are often viewed as two different ends of the same
spectrum, but researchers have discovered that they are quite separate things …
positive thinking has its advantages but non-negative thinking has greater benefits.”454
If anyone is still wondering how corrosive judgmental thinking and critical language can be, consider
this: just not doing it is even more beneficial than the powerful effects of a more positive approach. It is
so hard having to do something new - even something straightforward as staying optimistic. But
research indicates that all we really need to do is not do something which doesn’t work anyway.
BENEFITS OF NON-NEGATIVE THINKING
SOURCE: HARD OPTIMISM by Price Pritchard

“The real muscle of ‘hard optimism’ doesn’t come from merely repeating positive statements to ourselves.
Instead, it comes when we change how we deal with our negative thoughts and feelings … The secret is to
manage the way we explain situations to ourselves – especially when we experience failure, difficulties,
uncertainty, or loss, but also when we encounter opportunity or success.” (11)
“You talk to yourself more than anyone else in the world … (so) you’re responsible for allowing toxic self-talk
to occupy your mind.” (39)
“Dwelling on the negative simply contributes to its power. Pessimism can only survive on a diet of negative
thinking. Stop feeding your mind these kinds of thoughts, and life immediately brightens.” (42)
“Only 30% of negative thinking is consciously perceived; 70% goes undetected … (it) is a problem, because
the best way to deal with pessimism is though prevention rather than cure ... easier to protect against it in
the early stages than overcome it successfully later.” (46-50)
“Path to Non-Negative Thinking:
➢
➢
➢

Center your attention on possibilities – imagine hypothetical solutions
Focus on potential benefits hiding inside the problem
Resist the temptation to share negativity with others – yours or theirs
➢ Avoid worst-case scenarios” (50-51)
“How you construe a situation literally helps create the reality. And the way you frame problems heavily
influences how effective you are in dealing with them …Things turn out the best for people who make the
best of the way things turn out.” (64-65)
“Be honest about this: a fundamental but overlooked aspect of ‘reality’ is, in fact, what we think and feel
and hope inside. That is a power born of ourselves, and it’s very real in its influence on our lives.” (86-87)
“Realistic thinking sounds so safe, so practical-minded and sensible … (but) let’s also note that optimists too
… can be objective in analysis and deal straight ahead with the unvarnished facts of the situation. Positive
thinkers don’t have to be Pollyannas … realism focuses too much on ‘what is’ at the expense of considering
‘what could be’. It respects the head while ignoring the heart.” (85-86)
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BENEFITS OF NON-NEGATIVE THINKING
From: HARD OPTIMISM
Continued

“Begin to behave a certain way, and your overall experience moves toward alignment with your visible actions.
We become what we pretend to be.” (130)
“Which of these is easiest to change: how you feel, how you think or how you behave? … it makes sense to start
with the one that’s most natural for you to consciously control. Turns out to be how you behave. And that also
just happens to be the one that produces the most rapid turnaround in the other two.” (132)
“Unless we consciously choose to be positive, we’ll find ourselves practicing pessimism from time to time. That’s
training ourselves in the wrong direction … our world favors optimists. So work at it. Practice being positive and
other people will reward you for the effort. But even if there is nobody else around, optimism is self-reinforcing
– it immediately makes you feel better and improves performance.” (134)

HARD OPTIMISM
“The first and last thing you have to do in the world
is last in it, and not get smashed by it.”
Ernest Hemmingway

With the benefits of a hopeful - or at least a non-negative - outlook so well-documented, it is notable
how seldom it is relied upon in social service programs where and when it is needed most. This is even
more surprising given the consequences of the absence of hope:
”(These) become achingly clear when we start feeling the ravages of hopelessness …
(and) lose confidence. Our willpower starts to slip. We quit stretching, lower our sights,
and start calculating fallback positions … our creative thinking shifts away from
innovative angles we might play and instead gets wasted on rich imaginings of things
bleak, dark and difficult.”455
Price Pritchett called his small-but-insightful book Hard Optimism because there is nothing easy about it.
It difficult to sustain, he finds, in part because the primordial or reptilian portion of the human brain is
programmed to give people “a highly predictable reaction to uncertainty: our first scan is for danger.”456
To underscore how deeply these visceral reactions are entrenched, Pritchett cites playwright John
Dryden’s observation: “Self-defense is Nature’s oldest law”.457
Our biological and psychological pre-disposition to a problem-focused perspective is indicated by “a
recent Gallup Poll finding if a child came home with a report card with two As, a C and one F, nearly 80%
of American parents would focus on the F.”458 This fixation on the negative creates a mindset “based on
clear definition, prediction, and measurement that prevents anything fundamental from changing …
problem-solving makes things better, but it cannot change the nature of things.”459
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Among the reasons the negative approach doesn’t produce substantial change is the one most ignored:
“Repression is not the way to virtue. When people restrain themselves out of fear, their
lives are by necessity diminished. Only through freely chosen discipline can life be
enjoyed and still kept within the bounds of reason.”460

DRAWBACKS OF THE NEGATIVE MINDSET
Multiple Sources

“Focusing on obstacles interferes with your ability to spot opportunities.” HARD OPTIMISM ( 10)
“Problems are easy to spot; progress, much harder.” SWITCH (252)
“While negative emotions are useful in helping minimize pain, avoid risks and confront problems, they are
unhelpful in situations that require creativity, flexibility and ingenuity.” SWITCH (121-122)
“The negative mindset saps your energy, as well as the energy of people around you. It weakens your
confidence. It hurts your creativity and problem-solving skills … Finally, pessimism drains the joy out of life,
leaving you emotionally spent and less effective in dealing with others.” HARD OPTIMISM (10)
“The problem with pessimistic expectations … is that they have the power to alter the future; negative
expectations shape outcomes in a negative way. How? … A brain that doesn’t expect good results lacks a
signal telling it: ‘take notice-wrong answer!’ when bad things happen. Those brains will fail to learn from
their mistakes and are less likely to improve over time. Expectations become self-fulfilling … which
ultimately affects what happens in the future.” (“The Optimism Bias” by Tali Sharot: TIME MAGAZINE 6/6/11)
“The primary disadvantage of negative thinking: it orients us toward what we don’t want while obscuring
the good that is within our reach.” HARD OPTIMISM (48)
“‘Learned hopelessness’ is what happens when people give up hope that their efforts can make a positive
difference. This condition is marked by passivity, ’giving in’ to unpleasant conditions and even despair.
Taken to its extreme, hopelessness carries a person into dangerous depression.” HARD OPTIMISM (74-75)
“Working from certainty of the future and precise knowledge of how unhelpful the past has been – offers a
direct route to stuck-ness and accusation.” SOLUTIONS FOCUS (71)
“Negative emotions can lead to chronic elevation of cortisol levels, which damages brain cells while
decreasing levels of the DHEA hormone (which) reduce depression, anxiety, memory loss, and
cardiovascular disease … (and increase) feelings of well-being, energy and vitality.” HEARTMATH (203)
“With unrelenting adrenaline and cortisol arousal, our performance increasingly falls short of the intended
mark. Things start to go dramatically downhill … this constant stream of incoherent thoughts and emotions
drain our strength like an emotional virus while it reinforces a damaging neural habit in our brains, making
it easier for us to feel miserable the next time.” HEARTMATH (56)
“By managing our attention, we can shape our experiences. Here’s the flip side: Failure to manage our
attention leaves us emotionally vulnerable to the ups and downs of everyday living.” HARD OPTIMISM (95)

The heightened necessity for staff in non-traditional service models to manage their response to
stressful situations made this capability an area for close attention in our agency’s employment
screening process. This made us listen more closely for a prospective employee’s capacity to separate
personal reactions from work behavior, a skill is especially needed when program participants who are
facing difficult choices sometimes act out. Staff’s negative reactions in these situations not only inhibits
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a solution-oriented focus for the resident involved, but also has adverse ripple effects among other
participants observing this reaction.
Failure to maintain a positive (or at least non-negative) focus only reinforces already low expectations
many participants have developed regarding their possibilities, which is not a good thing given the
importance of optimism to any successful change process. Worse, negative demeanor among staff can
inadvertently re-trigger the traumas that cause or contribute to participant’s desperation - and their
need for supportive housing services - in the first place.461
.

MINDSET, not METHODOLOGY
“Attitudes are more important than facts”
Dr. Karl Menninger

If experts are correct that entropy - which they define a sense of disorder, randomness and associated
energy waste - constitutes “the normal state of consciousness”, then only “those who learn to control
inner experience will be able to determine the quality of their lives.” 462
“There is very little difference in people. But that little difference makes a big difference.
The little difference is attitude. The big difference is whether it is positive or
negative.”463
This difference is even more noteworthy given how easily self-perceptions distorts our perspective. For
example: more than 75% of people in the United States consider themselves optimists even though
optimism and pessimism are evenly distributed across the population, so “a lot of people are reading
themselves wrong.”464 As misperceptions increase, stress starts planting the seeds of pessimism as
concern, complaining, criticizing or catastrophizing begin “taking up mental shelf space we need to save
for optimism.”465
We ought not see optimism/pessimism as an either/or proposition, but rather as extreme ends of a
continuum. And because optimists approach bad and good situations in exactly opposite ways, as do
pessimists, then where we are within this spectrum at any given moment really matters.

KEY ASPECTS OF THE OPTIMIST'S MINDSET
see bad events as …
transient

KEY ASPECTS OF THE PESSIMIST'S MINDSET

good events as …

see bad events as …

good events as …
temporary/random event

lasting, not fleeting

permanent

external causal factors

internal causal factors

personally self-generated

externally caused

specific to current situation

pervasive impact

pervasive/perpetual impact

limited/temporary impact
Hard Optimism, page 30-42

A clear basis for side-by-side comparison of these two approaches helped our agency’s staff
differentiate ‘new’ behaviors to be promoted from ‘old’ ones to be discarded.
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PROBLEM FOCUS

SOLUTIONS FOCUS

What's wrong

What's wanted

What needs fixing

What's working

Blame

Progress

Control

Influence

Causes in the past

"Counters" in the past

Expert knows best

Collaboration

Deficits & weaknesses

Resources & strengths

Complications

Simplicity

Definitions

Actions
The Trusted Advisor, p. 3

Most social service professionals strive toward the right side of chart above, but it is remarkable how
quickly we move to the left side in tense, uncertain circumstances when it matters most. Considering
the high stakes involved in making the correct response in those situations, we found it was helpful to
have evidence-based best practices guide our response:
“Making positive changes with a solution focus is simple … but it is not always easy:
1) Don’t fix what isn’t broken;
2) Find what works and do more if it; and
3) Stop doing what doesn’t work, and do something else.”466
By emphasizing how think rather than what to think, we focused our staff training on analyzing available
options instead of anticipating a dizzying array of infeasible or unlikely possibilities. In these situations,
we encouraged to use “the fundamental criteria for successful solution-focused actions:
✓ Small
✓ Actions that can be taken tomorrow
✓ Seen as starting something, not stopping something
✓ Specific and clearly defined
✓ Done by the ‘customer’ for change, not others”467

THE FUNCTIONALITY OF FALURE
“Success is going from failure to failure
without losing enthusiasm.”
Winston Churchill

Another reason negativity undermines optimism is the nature of the change cycle itself, in which the
anxiety we associate with adversities makes it difficult to notice forward progress when it is occurring.

466
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“… (change involves) foggy periods characterized by a U-shaped curve with a peak of
positive emotion labeled ‘hope’ at the beginning and a second peak of positive emotion
labeled ‘confidence’ at the end; in between is a negative emotional valley labeled
‘insight’. This curve tells us not to trust the initial flush of good feelings at the beginning
or not to be too daunted hardship, toil and frustration that follow. Strangely enough,
this seemingly-chilling expectation generates optimism because people will persevere
only if they perceive falling down as learning rather than failing.” 468
THE CHANGE PROCESS
HOPE

CONFIDENCE
INSIGHT

Even under so-called ordinary circumstances, one’s openness to these learning opportunities can be
inhibited by fear-triggered tendencies toward fight-or-flight when facing the unknown.469 Those who
spend a lot of time in the latter portion of the trial-and-error process tend to focus on blame/shame or
fault-finding when things inevitably unfold in unexpected ways.470
There is no better example of the (mis)perceptions resulting from the traditional provider/consumer
approach than a knee-jerk negative response when participants seemingly fail to meet its staff’s
expectations. Nothing more dampens to the cultivation of optimism, which is especially ironic since
such a view is simply inaccurate given: “everything can look like failure in the middle.”471
“You can’t bake a cake without getting the kitchen messy. Halfway through surgery it
looks like there’s been a murder in the operating room. If you send a rocket to the
moon, about ninety percent of the time it is off course – it ‘fails’ its way to the moon by
continually making mistakes and correcting them.”472
The issue is not whether a negative, problemfocused response is justified in certain
situations, since it well might be. Rather, the
question is whether it is helpful.
It is not if our purpose is to strategically
support participants’ movement toward
solutions and nurture the optimism they need
to keep moving in that direction.
To better differentiate Cottage Housing’s emerging program redesign from more traditional approaches,
we found it necessary to minimize any evidence of their negative emphasis in compliance enforcement.
Toward that end, our staff began to talk only somewhat jokingly about avoiding use of the F-words.
These included not only the coarsest of curse words, but also involved removing words like ‘failure’,
468
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‘fault’ or ‘fear from our attitude as well as our vocabulary. We replaced these with different set of Fwords such as ‘fair’, ‘firm’, ‘focused’, even ‘fun’. And while not ‘friends,’ we became explicit about the
necessity to be ‘friendly’ in our staff’s interactions with program participants.
Enormous energies were unleashed when efforts previously wasted trying to secure compliance were
redirected toward celebrating solutions wherever and whenever it occurred. This created everexpanding opportunities to embed several precepts of the Resiliency Model even more deeply as staff
and participants alike began to realize:
1) ‘Failures’ caused by ‘stretch’ efforts involving healthy risk-taking wouldn’t be punished;
2)

Even experiences previously-deemed as ‘negative’ could yield positive results; and

3) Diligent investments in forward progress would be recognized and rewarded.
These insights revealed to our staff one of those cosmic ironies that became yet another Moment of
DUH! – i.e. that people often begin to tell you what they want by first telling you what they don’t want.
Too often, staff interpret participants’ expressions of concern, complaint, or generalized consternation
as criticisms, which can trigger defensive staff responses so often expressed in an offensive manner.
However, research shows such seemingly negative behaviors indicate someone attained enough
optimism to feel safe in expressing their opinions.
“If someone starts to resist … that’s a sign you have not found the best way to cooperate
with them … resistance is a useful gift, another angle you might be able to utilize.” 473

DEALING WITH RESISTANCE & DISSENT
SOURCE: COMMUNITY: The Structure Of Belonging by Peter Block

“(There is a) distinction is between a possibility - which lives in the future - and problem solving - which
makes improvements on the past … the leadership task is to postpone problem solving and stay focused on
possibility until it is spoken with resonance and passion.” (125)
“In the patriarchal world, dissent is considered disloyalty … This is a corruption of hospitality and friendship
… (we must welcome) not only strangers, but also strange ideas and beliefs they bring with them.” (130-131)
“Leaders do not have to respond to each person’s doubts … When people have doubts and we attempt to
answer them, we are colluding with their reluctance to be accountable for their own future. All we have to
do with the doubts of others is get interested in them.” (131)
“Listening … replaces defending ourselves … understanding at a deeper level than is being expressed is the
action that creates a restorative community.” (132)
“It is when we fully understand what people do not want that choice becomes possible … the moment
people experience the fact that they can dissent, or, in softer terms, express doubts, and not lose their
place in the circle, they begin to join in as full-fledged citizens.” (133)
“Dissent is a form of caring, not one of resistance … doubts are well-founded and have no easy answer, so
all we can do is appreciate that the doubt was made public.” (136)
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This research resonates with a basic premise in the world of music: harmony is not unison. Even
complaints from a so-called troublemaker warrant a solution-oriented response regardless of how their
concerns were conveyed. This is especially true in difficult-to-handle situations most likely to generate a
negative reaction, since any staff response will be seen not only by the one complaining but also other
participants watching closely to see if our agency’s commitment to its solution-focused approach is
more than skin deep. Other employees were also watching to see if the agency’s management tolerated
staff back-sliding and perhaps even perpetuated it with their own punitive managerial response as well.
Intellectually, we knew any concerns expressed reflected subjective feelings as much as objective facts,
but Cottage Housing staff had to work hard to de-program ourselves from the natural emotional
response when disparagement or condemnation might otherwise put us on the defensive. It helped
when we started to recognize these as expressions of frustration that reflect the underlying fear
generally prevalent when dealing with the unknown, and extremely pervasive in survival situations.
Counter-intuitive as it may seem at the time, resistance can be interpreted as a sign of progress to be
welcomed rather than a rebellion to be resisted. This concentrated our staff’s response on the only thing
we could influence: our own (rather than others’) behavior.

SIMPLE but not EASY
“Everything should be made as simple as possible,
but no simpler.”
Albert Einstein

Moving our program toward more strategic intervention principles and practices was not a case of
things working out better at some later point. To the contrary, as 12-Step programs predicts, we began
to “see results before we were half-way through.”474 This simultaneously raised confidence and
commitment levels among staff and participants alike as we embraced the “S.I.M.P.L.E.” approach
suggested by evidence-based best practices:

Solutions not problems
Focusing on solutions avoids wasting energy on anything but what matters most.

In between – the action is in the interaction
Answers among those involved rather than isolated or belonging to only one party.

Make use of what’s there
The search for what is there that is useful can be forensic, in contrast with methods
that quickly get to worrying about what is not there or what ‘ought’ to be there.

Possibilities – past, present and future
We mine for resources that will take us toward the solution.

Language – simply said
Their language contains the words already defined by the person who needs them.

Every case is different.
Start afresh every time and each solution that emerges is best for that situation.475
474
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Rather than a thick procedures manual seeking to dictate staff’s response to every possible situation,
Cottage Housing’s emerging focus on a few operational principles and core values had the opposite
effect by simplifying what is an arduous task in any case.
Self-help literature abounds with references to the “upside of adversity”.476 The fact an average
millionaire goes bankrupt at least 3.5 times477 demonstrates that life’s potholes and pitfalls are not
necessarily insurmountable obstacles. As my daughter Frankie says: “The bumps on the road are part
of the journey.” The primary goal of any such ‘travel’ is to achieve progress which the traveler
themselves self-define as positive and purposeful, and not just the tour guide or its financier. In our
case, staff’s challenge lay in how to stimulate not just motion but actual movement in that direction.
This underscores the importance of not defining these situations in terms of success-or-failure scenarios
if only for one important reason:
“… even in failure there is success and these flashes of success can illuminate the
roadmap for action and spark the hope that change is possible.”478
There was no area where an optimistic, solution-oriented approach faced greater challenges than when
addressing people whose homelessness circumstance is complicated by overlapping mental illness and
substance abuse. The fact that Cottage Housing programs improved their graduation rate while
increasing the percentage of residents with this dual diagnosis and various other disabilities as well is a
testament to the utility of these and other operating principles and core values.
“Today I am preparing for marriage in a healthy relationship,
raising an 8-year old daughter providing her with a wonderful, happy life,
fully employed as a civil servant, and a good standing citizen.
I have a good relationship with my family and friends,
and live a life of gratitude on most days.
Life is good.”
Cottage Housing Graduate
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PUTTING THEORY INTO PRACTICE:
Dual Diagnosis, Housing First and Harm Reduction
“Failure is the foundation of success,
and the means by which it is achieved.”
Lao-tzu

Contrary to public misperceptions, all homeless people are not nuts and drunks. Of the 633,782
homeless Americans in 2012, almost half (293,403) were in families; almost one-quarter are children,
and about one-third are 24 or younger.479
Among adults who experience homelessness, many have some overlapping combination of substance
abuse (+60%) and mental health (20%-to-25%) issues,480 compared with 13.9%481 and 5%482 respectively
in the general population. Significantly, Stanford University Medical School research found these
problems more often a consequence than cause of homelessness.483
The nature of addiction should make it unsurprising that those facing dual diagnosis experience relapse.
Yet, like many other social service programs of its time, Cottage Housing’s initial response reflected a bipolar - if not downright schizophrenic – response to these problems. Project residents’ alcohol or drug
use was largely ignored as long as it did not, as the old adage goes, “scare the horses.”484 Once the issue
was impossible to ignore, the next level of response is an ironic reflection of the black/white, all-ornothing mentality characteristic of addiction itself: the traditional model’s typical combination of shock
and dismay is accompanied by an preoccupation with proving guilt and imposing punishment.
To quell the chaos created by this simplistic approach to a complex problem, residents rebelling after
Quinn Cottages’ opened too it upon themselves to insist on the safer environment a clean-and-sober
community might provide. To the surprise of our agency’s board and staff alike, they made resident
drug-testing as one of the conditions for resolving their complaints. But the new “three-strikes-andyou’re-out” policy created to enforce compliance inadvertently conveyed a totally unhelpful message,
i.e. the absence of immediate consequences meant the first two relapses were free! It was only later
when program graduates joined the staff that we realized how this loophole put enormous pressure on
those striving to break the addiction cycle, pushing all involved to find some middle ground between a
liaise-faire and rigid response to dual diagnosis.
Only after exploring these issues with participants did we learn what researchers already knew, i.e. that
zero tolerance policies do not achieve the benefits supposedly associated with them.485 Worse, punitive
approaches are contrary with the “progress, not perfection” mantra of 12-Step recovery programs.486
Expectations for immediate and continual progress are incompatible with the stark reality that shortfalls
inevitably occur in any behavioral change initiative and especially in the addiction recovery process.
479
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Worst of all, neglecting to see learning and growth as positive outcomes sows the seeds of frustration
among all involved.
“Teams which fail often fixated on ‘get it right the first time’. Because no one “shines”
on a challenging task in the first few tries, this sets a team up for failure; teams focused
on learning - not assuming mastery would come quickly and instead anticipate
challenges - were more likely to get it right”.487
Leases used in every residential program include ‘house rules’ which preclude project tenants from
disrupting other residents’ “quiet enjoyment” of the premises.488 Our staff and participants worked
together within that simple, clear, and very basic guideline to develop a customized response to those
facing intertwining substance abuse and mental illness issues. These adaptations brought our efforts
into compliance with emerging mandate for a Housing First approach, which encouraged programs to
allow resident to retain their housing while addressing problems arising from these issues. In this model:
“Housing is not contingent on compliance with services – instead, participants must
comply with a standard lease agreement and are provided with the services and
supports that are necessary to help them do so successfully.”489
Field testing our agency’s alternative intervention strategy with a population with significant functional
impairments proves its applicability in a wide variety of supportive housing settings. Legal evictions
dropping from nearly once a week to barely once a year attests to its effectiveness.

FIRM but FLEXIBLE
“There are no secrets to success.
It is the result of preparation, hard work and learning from failure.”
General Colin L. Powell

Among many considerations driving the realignment of our agency’s response to dual diagnosis was
recognition of how the traditional intervention model’s affinity to rule-making is undermined by two
unspoken facts in all social systems:
1) Not all rule-breakers get caught; and
2) Not all those who do get caught experience same consequences.
Rule enforcers view their tolerance for exceptions as benevolent humanitarianism, but program
participants correctly perceive a hypocritical double standard by when some prohibited behaviors are
varyingly punished or tacitly ignored. Although flexibility has its benefits, this appearance of preferential
treatment is one reason the traditional model has difficulty achieving aspired outcomes.
In cases of substance abuse relapse, the only responsive solution is to help participants re-focus on the
solution: regaining their personal well-being. Instead of ignoring or punishing an initial addiction
relapse, our agency’s new approach was to simply asked participants whether their recent choices were
consistent with their previous commitments. If not, they were asked how they would take responsibility
for the consequences of their action. As we slowly shifted away from a top-down punitive response,
only a few participants opted not to seize their chance(s) to get back on track in terms of their lease
487
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commitments regarding respect for others’ “quiet enjoyment” of the premises. In the dwindling
number of cases where participant chose otherwise, it was usually for two reasons:
a) no longer wanted/needed the support a supportive housing program offers,
indicating they had succeeded in preparing themselves to move elsewhere; or
b) they needed a more intensive therapeutic environment than our program could
provide, indicating they needed help in relocating to a different program.
We became increasingly careful not to attribute fault in either of those circumstances, as both
constituted opportunities to support participants’ efforts to secure housing arrangement elsewhere that
were more suitable to their needs. Since this was the founding purpose of our program, there was no
need to discontinue those efforts just because it didn’t turn out the way we or the participant expected.
This programmatic response fell into three categories consistent with the Housing First model:
a) PROMPT REMEDIATION: Various options were available for less serious violations of
lease terms or other programmatic commitments which fall under “house rules.”
Applying the amends process commonly used in 12-Step programs,490 this usually
involved some form of participant’s private acknowledgement of the problem and
acceptance of responsibility for its effects on themselves and their neighbors.
Sometimes this involved a commitment to enhance their self-defined Personal
Development Plan to reduce prospects of future recurrence of prohibited conduct.
b) ENHANCED INTERVENTION: The range of response options narrowed when there
were repeated – but not gross – violations of program participation standards jointly
developed by residents and staff participants. Depending on the circumstances,
such amends might involve a participant’s more public apology at the project site’s
weekly Community Meeting; it often included a request for neighbors’ support for
their efforts to more closely adhere to their self-defined participation goals.
c) IMMEDIATE EXPULSION: This option was activated only when a participants’
behavior (regardless of whether substance abuse related) constituted a gross
violation of the few absolute tenant lease prohibitions involving abusive behavior
toward their neighbors, property damage or theft. The actual eviction could not
take effect for several weeks or months if legal proceedings were required, but
putting this process into motion immediately made the tenant and others aware
that such behaviors were intolerable. Sometimes the mere exercise of this option
engendered more conciliatory tenant response than their initial reaction indicated,
which often cleared a path forward that allowed their continued tenancy.
These options were largely determined by the participant’s own reaction to the situation. Resentment,
resistance and denial in the face of clear evidence of serious lease violation could result in their
welcome to the community being withdrawn as early as the first instance of such conduct. However,
residents had the right to appeal their eviction but the presence of fellow residents on the previously
described Peer Review Panel diminished their prospects of evading communal accountability.
To be clear: it was not easy to replace a rigid, one-size-fits-all model with a more customized response to
individual circumstances. But the initial response at Quinn Cottages was less than prompt and easy to
490
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evade, involving onerous detection and documentation requirements resulting in all but the most
egregious violations of program rules being ignored. This created the exact opposite of the desired
effect by inadvertently minimizing any sense of accountability. Our revised response to addictionrelated issues was more about latitude than lenience. Instead of loosening and lowering program
standards, a firm-but-flexible set of mutual understandings and shared expectations was jointly
developed through staff and participant input, providing both with clearer guidance for handling dual
diagnosis issues as they arose:
➢ Staff was empowered to use their intelligence and good judgment rather than
blindly apply standardized rules to atypical situations, but they had to be present
and pay close attention.

➢

Participants could proceed without fear of recrimination if their good-faith efforts
fell short of aspirations as they conducted what Mahatma Gandhi called
“experiments with the truth”.491

HARM REDUCTION
“Even if you are on the right track,
you will get run over if you just sit there.”
Will Rogers

Cottage Housing’s emerging program redesign was rooted in the principle of harm reduction, which is
the emerging evidence-based best practice for intervention in dual diagnosis situations.
“A strong commitment to public health and human rights … complements approaches
that seek to prevent or reduce the overall level of drug consumption (but recognizes
that) many people who use drugs are unable or unwilling to stop using drugs at any
given time (or) are unable or unwilling to get treatment … (the goal is to) minimize risks
from continuing to use drugs, and of harming themselves or others.” 492
Applying these principles in our unfolding program redesign had several unanticipated results that had
the happy coincidence of reinforcing core messages of the Resiliency Model and other program tools:
1) Instead of seeing these issues in terms of personal fault or programmatic failure, the
harm reduction model suggests we approach these situations as another opportunity
for conversation on the real and very daunting challenges involved. By focusing on the
next step rather than the previous one, we took the drama and trauma away from what
might otherwise be a learning/growth opportunity.
2) A more flexible response moved our program away from the prosecutor/defendant
mentality that pervades traditional provider/consumer relations, unwittingly fostering
one of the delusions of an addict mentality, i.e. if you don’t get caught, it didn’t happen.
3) Most residents who went awry chose to stay and recommit themselves to the program
when staff avoided their personal humiliation, and instead offered solution-focused
reminders about their opportunities and capabilities to build upon their previous
progress. Those few who didn’t usually left as peaceably and respectfully as they were

491
492

Gandhi, Mohandas K. – My Experiments with the Truth (1948)
International Harm Reduction Association website (2/11/16) http://www.ihra.net/what-is-harm-reduction
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treated, but the program environment changed dramatically when we stopped
structuring the entire program around them – creating yet another Moment of DUH!
4) A more person-to-person interaction between staff and participants fostered openness
and honesty, gradually removing the code-of-silence or non-cooperative response
common among those living in society’s extremities.493 This resulted in development of
what our residents and staff started to call telling communities, a stark contrast to the
‘don’t ask/don’t tell’ policies as prevalent as they were unsuccessful in applications
within the U.S. military494 and elsewhere.
5) Another DUH! moment arose when we realized participants were more likely to
acknowledge problems when they saw corrective action and amends - not assessment of
guilt and punishment - as our primary interest. Alleged loosening of strict requirements
triggers managerial fears about loss-of-control, but these are based on the false
assumption that they have control in the first place. Paradoxically, staff’s capacity to
positively influence any situation increased by the degree we stopped trying to control it.
Harm reduction models foster the same outcome to which all other supportive housing best practices
strive: i.e. striking the right balance between peer support with mutual accountability. There are
exceptional situations for those whose disabilities require a more intensive therapeutic residential
program but, in general, such practices prompted sooner, faster, more proactive response before
repeated relapse creates adverse ripple effects on themselves, their family, and their neighbors.

MAJOR TENETS OF HARM REDUCTION
SOURCE: Program “Summit” Meeting notes from S.I. - a No. CA homeless service agency (2/13/15)

493
494

o

Recognize/reduce adverse impact of unhealthy behavior on person/family/community

o

Approach any “problem as an opportunity for discussion & not a cause for punishment

o

Staff’s role: help people to:
(a) review their options;
(b) create opportunities to make new/different choices; and
(c) deal with the results of whatever decisions THEY make
▪ NOTE: We sometimes function as early messenger for those consequences

o

Requires clear understanding/acceptance of:
▪ Healthy boundaries fairly/consistently upheld regarding acceptable/intolerable behavior
▪ Mutual accountability by staff and participants for clear communication, close collaboration

o

Reality: we don’t/won’t know most of the story and don’t necessarily need to
▪ Need only to help participant define their direction and take next step(s) forward

Letizia Paoli, Mafia Brotherhoods: Organized Crime, Italian Style (2003) 109.
Department of Defense Directive 1304.26
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LESSONS LEARNED: Solution-Oriented Optimism
Relying on negative means of achieving positive ends is confusing, contradictory, and draining for all
involved. While not ignoring behavioral transgressions, our staff learned to avoid fixating on problems.
The challenge is to continually interpret arising incidents as opportunities to redirect participants’
attention toward self-defined personal goals with value and meaning to them (i.e. family reunification,
employment, permanent housing, etc.) and to regain forward momentum toward these aspirations.
As this perspective became the rule rather than the exception, there was a
growing sense of belonging and influence among participants and staff,
adding zest to what can otherwise be a dreary or daunting experience in
more traditional program environments.
Another Moment of DUH! arose when our staff realized the most
important thing about our response was not its consistency but rather its
continuity. Reactions to individual’s circumstance could, should and, in any
case, would not always be the same. But each response must reflect
fidelity to an approach designed through staff/participant collaboration;
otherwise credibility is eroded and confidence in the process is lost.
A solution-oriented approach linked by conscious efforts to increase a sense of hopefulness draws out
our best efforts, and thereby maximizes the likelihood of positive results.
“Optimism plays a surprisingly potent role in giving people a measurable advantage in
diverse realms of life ... for example, a college freshman’s level of hope was a more
accurate predictor of their college grades than their SAT scores or high school GPA.”495

TWELVE QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER EXPLORATION:
1) Why is problem-solving more common than solution-focused behavior?
2) Is your program more rooted in the Consequences Model or the Identity Model?
3) What more can your program do to make good behavior contagious?
4) Are your program’s staff and participants having fun? If not, why not?
5) Do you know who your positive deviants are? How to you nurture that deviance?
6) In what ways do you “should” on yourself? Does your program “should” on you?
7) What are key elements of your “Quality World”? How do you help others find theirs?
8) In what ways does your program not practice what it preaches?
9) Which F-Words does your program employ?
10) If your program were a musical production, would its listeners hear harmony or unison?
11) How do you keep standards high while expecting imperfection?
12) How do you differentiate latitude from lenience?
495

Hard Optimism 70 quoting C. Snyder, C. Wiklund, & J. Cleavens, “Hope and Success in College, a paper presented at the annual meeting of
the American Psychological Association (1999)
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SERIAL CASTING: A Solution-Focused Case-in-Point
Sometimes our own vocation’s challenges are easier to see when faced by those working in another field. The
work by my sister - Moira Tobin Wickes – to bring an outside-the-box, solution-focused approach to the
problems faced by a half-million children and adults with cerebral palsy is a case-in-point.
Eight thousand infants and nearly fifteen-hundred preschoolers are newly diagnosed each year in the United
States; three-quarters of these are affected by the disease’s spastic variety, as tight leg muscles inhibit their
mobility, safety and freedom. Up until the 1990’s, the only treatment for this condition was expensive,
painful, repetitive surgical interventions as these children grew up.
As the mother of five growing boys, Moira had a clear sense of how financially costly and emotionally
burdensome this was for the child and their family involved. Seeing at these children’s bodies as assets
rather than liabilities, she knew there had to be a way of involving them and their families in their own
healing rather than relying on outside experts to provide short-term solutions to long-term problems.
Instead, Moira worked with Mary Weck and other colleagues at Chicago’s Children’s Memorial Hospital to
adapt a solution proven effective in other uses. They started using serial casting to “reshape limbs by slowly
straightening bones and loosening ligaments without surgery.” Over a ten-year period, they achieved a 90%
success rate in dramatically improving mobility of 600 kids with what might have been a crippling condition.
But Moira found that curing adverse effects of childhood disease was the easy part of her job. More
daunting was her constant battle with resistant insurance carriers, recalcitrant hospital administrators and
skeptical orthopedic surgeons, each having their own reasons to resist this change in treatment protocol.
Moira’s team was literally relegated to the cellar even though her low-tech/low-cost intervention strategy
created one of the few units at the hospital actually turning a profit.
Imagine the indignity of having your child being ridiculed by their peers while you receive sidelong glances
from other parents. Now imagine being sent to a hospital’s dingy bowels just to the help your child needs to
walk, run and play with those very same kids. Look up ‘adding insult to injury’ in the dictionary and you
won’t find a better definition.
But instead of going to hell, these parents found themselves in a place where miracles happened. “The
simplest way to say it” wrote CBS correspondent Carol Marin in a 4/16/03 editorial in the Chicago Tribune,
“is that Moira healed children. And along the way she healed parents too.” One such child, Connor Chadwick,
was five years old when first referred to Moira’s program; he was running on the cross-country team by the
time he was a freshman in high school.
When hospital administrators eventually saw the light of those shiny financial reports, her clinic was finally
moved to sunny, spacious offices. Possibilities seemed limitless as conference speaking engagements
invitations arrived in response to the release of the “Medical Pioneers” program co-produced by PBS and the
BBC. In the last line of that documentary, its narrator says: “Moira hopes to develop serial casting programs
at other hospitals.”
But she didn’t. Shortly after the documentary was broadcast, Moira was diagnosed with aggressive, nonHodgkin’s lymphoma. During my last visit at her hospital bedside, she was on the phone literally tearing her
hair out as she concurrently fought the effects of radiation and her clinic’s latest political battles. She didn’t
have the strength for both, died four months later. She left her husband John and five sons – the youngest
who was 3 years old at the time and shares my first name.
Two days later, nearly 2,000 people gathered with barely 24-hours’ notice on a cold day in the windy city.
Dozens of young people walking up the stairs of Holy Name Cathedral who might not have otherwise. Our
brother, Mike the plumber, later wrote that the standing-room-only crowd was much larger than at a
previous cardinal’s recent funeral but he acknowledged the unfair comparison: “I thought Moira was much
prettier, perhaps had better people skills and, lastly but not leastly, worked more miracles here on earth.”
Her last battle was won by her large extended family and many friends, as the hospital eventually agreed the
hundreds of kids being served yearly would come to the Moira Tobin Wickes Orthotics Program.

 http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2003-04-16/news/0304160135_1_casts-saws-first-director
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mCKp-aq5
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3rd PRINCIPLE: Strength-Based
3rd CORE VALUE: Compassion/ Love
“Do what you can,
with what you have,
where you are.”
Teddy Roosevelt

One question repeatedly arose during the design of Cottage Housing’s PASSPORT process: to what end?
The acquisition of permanent housing, stable employment and family connections are valued goals, but
most participants previously had all or most of those and were unable to retain them. Our staff’s
ongoing discussions repeatedly returned to a broader imperative: to help people to regain the resiliency
with which they can live self-sustainably. The immediacy of their threats to survival requires avoiding a
long-term remedial approach for which available financial resources are insufficient in any case. The
only accessible option happened to be the most workable: helping them to tap into strengths/skills they
already had.
Making best use of one’s existing capabilities requires knowing what they are. Timely arrival of three
companion books – Now Go Discover Your Strengths, Go Put Your Strengths To Work and How Full Is
Your Bucket? – gave staff and participants the chance to complete an on-line STRENGTH-FINDER test
identifing their “Top-Five” personal strengths from a 35-trait list.496 With most of our agency’s staff
stigmatized by experiences with poverty, incarceration, substance abuse, mental illness, etc., we found
this to be a novel experience; as one staffer exclaimed: “Five strengths? I was glad to hear I had one!”

GO PUT YOUR STRENGTHS TO WORK
By: Marcus Buckingham

“While there are a good many levers for encouraging people and driving behavior … the master lever is
getting each person to play to their strengths … (but) you don’t focus on their strengths to make them
happier. You do it to make them better performers.” (9)
“Ditch the typical ‘pull’ approach and replace it with ‘push’ discipline ... take responsibility for identifying
your own strengths and weaknesses – no one can do this better than you – then take a stand for them.” (17)
“(You have) two choices: either resign yourself to a life in which your strengths are largely irrelevant or
learn how to make them relevant … master the art of talking about your strengths without bragging and
your weaknesses without whining.” (23-27)
“The Greeks called it eudemonia, which translates as the feeling of ‘giving your best where you have the
best to give, and reaping the rewards of this excellence’ – or more simply, the feeling of flourishing.” (28)
“The simplest and most useful definition of a strength is: those activities that make you feel strong. The flip
side is also true: ‘An activity that makes you feel weak’ is the best definition of a weakness … But the person
best qualified to identify them – indeed the only person qualified to identify them – is you.” (85-88)
“Conventional wisdom is correct to say that you tend to get good at things you practice… (but) … your
appetites determine which activities you yearn to practice and which ones you don’t. You are drawn in by
some activities and repelled by others, and those you are drawn to you practice more and get better at, so
you practice more and so your performance improves further.” (86)

496

Buckingham, Malcom, Now go discover your strengths (2001); Go put your strengths to work (2006) and Rath, Tom - How Full Is Your
Bucket?
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My wife Karen observed that looking at “what if?” rather than “what is?” ignores the very capabilities
we rely upon to face challenges and will likely use to implement whatever future decisions they make.
The traditional model’s fixation in this regard starts with the typical social service intake process. It
begins by cataloguing participants’ disabilities instead of abilities. Then it gathers more data about
these problems, and then works up a list of all the things they don’t have and implements a plan to go
get them. Only thereafter starts exploring possibilities. This builds a case for seeking progress later
rather than sooner, lowering expectation at the outset in contradiction to best practice research.
The shift in Cottage Housing’s initial participant interaction from ‘intake’ to ‘welcome’ was more than
just a semantical, as it transformed this first contact from an interview to a conversation. The atypical
nature of our new line-of-inquiry is reflected in its suggested script developed through participant/staff
collaboration (see below). By the end of our program redesign process, new participants were given a
program introduction packet to take home and fill out. This allowed data needed by program funders to
be collected over the first few weeks instead of distracting attention from our primary purpose at this
key point.

INITIAL WELCOME/ORIENTATION CONVERSATION
Complete one form for each adult program participant.
Name: ______________________________________ Apartment #: ___________

1) What is your greatest accomplishment?
2) What are you good at?
3) What strengths have been formed by your life experience?
4) How have you made a positive impact in someone else’s life?
5) What makes you most happy?
6) What would your friends say are your best traits?
7) What are three of your most important values?
8) What motivates you?
9) What would you consider your purpose for being here on earth?
10) What would you like to accomplish before you die?
11) Who is your role model? Who do you look up to?
12) Who are you a role model for? Who looks up to you?
13) What do you have to offer others?
14) What does support look/feel like for you?
15) What is your motto?
16) What will be the greatest lesson you have learned in life?
17) What will be the legacy you will leave behind after you leave this earth?
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THE (NOT SO) WELL-ROUNDED PERSON
“The talent for being happy lies in appreciating and liking what you have,
instead of what you don’t.”
Woody Allen

Rather than focusing on building up capabilities, traditional approaches to social service programming,
parenting and teaching focus on improving areas of weakness. Marcus Buckingham cites “three myths
(to) explain why so many of us are drawn to learning those things we lack:
MYTH #1:
TRUTH:

As you grow, your personality changes.
As you grow, you become more of who you already are.

”… (The goal should not be) to somehow conjure new forces from within you;
instead, the goal should be to free up and focus the forces already there.”497
MYTH #2:
TRUTH:

You will grow the most in your areas of greatest weakness.
You will grow most in your areas of greatest strength.

“Find your natural advantages, and then seek out unoccupied niches where you can
capitalize on them and you are more likely to thrive, whether in a group of huntergatherers or a team of co-workers. Specialization is nature’s strategy for winning.”498
MYTH #3:
TRUTH:

A good team member does whatever it takes to help the team.
A good team member only volunteers their strengths.

“True teamwork occurs only when a complimentary set of strengths comes together
in a coordinated whole … A great team member is not well-rounded. The great
team is well-rounded, precisely because each team member is not.”499
Avoiding these three myths is the first of six sequential steps toward a more strength-based approach:

SEQUENTIAL STEPS TOWARD STRENGTH
STEP 1

BUST THE MYTHS
So what's stopping you?

STEP 2

GET CLEAR
Do you know your strengths?

STEP 3

FREE YOUR STRENGTHS
How to make the most of your best?

STEP 4

STOP YOUR WEAKNESSES
How to cut out what drains you?

STEP 5

SPEAK UP
How to put a strong team by your side?

STEP 6

BUILD STRONG HABITS
How can you make this last forever?
Go Put Your Strengths To Work, page 29

Go Put Your Strengths To Work 43-48
Go Put Your Strengths To Work 60
499 Go Put Your Strengths To Work 64-69
497
498
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Cottage Housing’s program redesign already had taken Step #1 (shown in the previous chart) when we
committed to the Resiliency Model’s asset or strength-based approach. Step #2 was launched by
encouraging staff and participants to utilize the capabilities identified in their STRENGTHS-FINDER
test.500 Steps #3 through #6 were undertaken as we explicitly encouraged staff and participants to
acknowledge their limitations and form collaborative partnerships with those having complementary
strengths so that personal and programmatic goals were more likely to be achieved.

ASSET or STRENGTH-BASED APPROACH
Multiple Sources

“Casting a critical eye on our weaknesses and working hard to manage them, while sometimes necessary, will
only help us prevent failure. It will not help us reach excellence … you reach excellence only by
understanding and cultivating your strengths.” HARD OPTIMISM (110)
“While skills help you perform, they do not help you excel … without underlying talent, a skill is a survival
technique but not a path to glory ... the point here is not that you should always forgo weakness fixing (but
rather) see it for what it is: damage control, not development.” NOW GO DISCOVER YOUR STRENGTHS (47)
“Community is built by focusing on people’s gifts rather than their deficiencies … the act of labeling itself is
what diminishes the capacity of people to fulfill their potential.” COMMUNITY: THE STRUCTURE OF BELONGING (13)
“Playing to signature strengths gives us the greatest room for growth … our best chance for high performance
… and best odds for personal gratification … Instead of drifting outside the strike zone to shore up
shortcomings, keep polishing your strengths that already shine...” HARD OPTIMISM (108-109)
“Most organizations, with their heavy emphasis on weakness fixing, ignore how deadening it can be … this
kind of training will inevitably produce the opposite reaction from the one intended. Instead of creating in
them lasting improvement, it will grind them down.” NOW GO DISCOVER YOUR STRENGTHS (60)
“The acid test of a strength? The ability is a strength only if you can fathom yourself doing it repeatedly,
happily, and successfully.” NOW GO DISCOVER YOUR STRENGTHS (26)
“For the purposes of building your strengths, there are two distinct kinds of knowledge. You need both and,
fortunately, both can be acquired. First you need factual knowledge, which is content. … The second kind of
knowledge you need is experiential, which isn’t taught in classrooms or found in manuals … Every
environment offers chances to learn … it is your responsibility to keep alert for these opportunities and
incorporate them into your performance.” HOW FULL IS YOUR BUCKET? (41-43)
“Positive reinforcement about our strengths can buffer us against getting overwhelmed with the negative.
And understanding what we do best allows us not only to survive, but grow, in the face of adversity.” HOW
FULL IS YOUR BUCKET? (76-77)

“Being in ‘the zone’ or ‘flow’ is that magical groove where our best strengths are called forth and tightly
focused on the challenges facing us right now … Flow is a live act. It occurs only in real time. So you must
rivet your attention on the present … don’t let your thoughts drift toward concerns about the past. Don’t
worry about the future. Remain super-focused on what is, not on what was or what might be … to achieve
this … slowly repeat to yourself these words: ‘here … now … this.” HARD OPTIMISM (120-121)
“Look inside yourself, try to identify your strongest threads, reinforce them with practice and learning, and
then either find or carve out a role that draws on these strengths every day. When you do, you will be more
productive, more fulfilled and more successful” NOW GO DISCOVER YOUR STRENGTHS (21)

500

https://www.gallupstrengthscenter.com/Purchase/en-US/Product?Path=Clifton%20StrengthsFinder
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The typical divide between a program’s staff and participants began to close and tensions began to
dissipate at Cottage Housing once we began to communicate in this territory largely uncharted within
social service circles. Available research providing “signs” regarding which behaviors to start and stop
were particularly helpful in fine-tuning our agency’s strength-based approach (see charts below).

FOUR SIGNS OF A STRENGTH
S
I
G
N

FOUR SIGNS OF A WEAKNESS

SUCCESS: how effective you feel in an activity
INSTINCT: find yourself drawn to it repeatedly
GROWTH: you feel challenged but in a good way
Need: sense of fulfillment, satisfaction, renewal

S
I
G
N

SUCCESS: repeated effort yield poor results
INSTINCT: can't get excited about this
GROWTH : unengaging, can't-wait-till-it's-over
Need: unfulfilling, not satisfying

Go Put Your Strengths To Work (76-84)

Go Put Your Strengths To Work (156-162)

FOUR WAYS TO STOP WEAKNESSES

FOUR WAYS TO FREE YOUR STRENGTHS
F
R
E
E

Focus: how/where this strength helps you
REARRANGE: find opportunities to use strength
EDUCATE: learn skills/techniques to build strength
EXPAND: build roles around these strengths
Go Put Your Strengths To Work (135-140)

S

Stop doing the activity and see if anyone notices

T

Team with someone strengthened by the very

O

Offer a strength and steer toward it and away

P

Perceive your weakness from a different

activity that weakens you

from the weakness

perspective
Go Put Your Strengths To Work (175)

As these experts predicted, our agency’s instigation of a strength-based approach concurrently
increased motivation while decreasing resistance to the difficult, usually painful experiences associated
with personal and professional change. Staff’s cultivation of our own strengths not only improved the
efficiency and effectiveness of this work; it also role modeled the same effort we were advocating
among participants.

LEARNING STYLE
“We learn more by looking for the answer to a question and not finding it
than we do from learning the answer itself.”
Lloyd Alexander

Efforts to develop a strength-based approach as our agency’s second operating principle quickly raised a
larger challenge as Cottage Housing’s redesign process confronted another Moment of DUH! - different
people acquire and process data differently. This was a particularly tricky issue among the many staff
and participants who came through the foster care system or other similarly traumatizing
circumstances. A Casey Family Programs study found over two-thirds of children in foster care had
attended three or more different elementary schools and one-third had attended five or more;501

501

Pecora, P.J., Williams, J., Kessler, R.C., Downs, A.C., O’Brien, K., Hiripi, E., & Morello, S. - Assessingthe effects of foster care: Early results from
the Casey National Alumni Study Casey Family Programs (2003).
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among other things, this affects not only one’s level of educational attainment but also the continuity of
their developmental process in formative adolescent years.502
As we strived to adapt Cottage Housing’s information-dissemination process to participants’ preferred
means of knowledge acquisition, we fortuitously encountered another self-assessment tool which
identified an individual’s learning style. This test showed most staff and participants were not on the
lower right side of the continuum characterized by “reflective observation” and “abstract
conceptualization” by which the vast majority of traditional education programs package their
presentations (see chart below). To the contrary, most were on the upper left quadrant of this
continuum, indicating they benefit most from learn-by-doing activities which promote “active
experimentation” and “concrete experience”. Seeing the juxtaposition of the “perception” and
“processing” continuums alerted us to a major disconnect between how traditional programs
conceptualize the learning’ experience and how their staff and participants actually learn.

Discovering that a one-size-fits-all approach to knowledge acquisition reduces chances of content
reception and retention forced us to change how we offered personal development opportunities to
program participants. With as many as fifty skills workshops, self-help support groups, and physical
fitness activities at each project site every week, we were challenged to find facilitators willing and able
to adapt their approach to include multiple learning styles within each session. But even this difficulty
502 Roman,

Nan P., Wolfe, Phyllis “Web of Failure: The Relationship Between Foster Care and Homelessness” (1995) 8
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had the beneficial by-product of increasing opportunities for project residents themselves to lead
discussions on whatever topic was being discussed. This gave us another chance encourage participants
to come up with their own answers rather than having those be provided to them, and it gave these
peer facilitators another experience and reference as they built up their resume for job-search efforts.
Workshop presenters had to make further adjustment when we realized some participants would not
attend the entire workshop series if they got a job, started a school or training program, had to handle
medical issues or family responsibilities. This prompted more of a ‘done-in-a-day’ focus within each
session, whereby every learning experience was packaged as an autonomous end-in-itself whose
benefits were not premised on attendance at other sessions. This reinforced the Rapid Results!
suggestion to focus on near-term benefits applicable immediately rather than at some future point.

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
“It’s got to come from the heart if you want it to work”
Kathy Mattea

In addition to personal strengths and learning styles, the opportunity to explore a third area of selfassessment arose when a doctoral candidate approached our agency looking for research subjects
interested in testing their emotional intelligence, which is defined as:
“… the ability to recognize and interpret emotions in ourselves and in others, and to act
on that interpretation rather than be blindly driven by pure emotions themselves.”503
Our staff’s interest in testing our Emotional IQ was elevated by concurrently reading about The
Heartmath Solution, 504 which defines “the ABC’s of emotional intelligence as:
-

self-awareness - seeing the links between our thoughts, feelings and reactions;

-

knowing whether our thoughts or feelings are ruling a decision;

-

seeing the consequences of alternative choices; and

-

applying these insights to choices.

… the question is: how can we bring intelligence to our emotions – and civility to our streets and
caring to our communal life.”505
According to Heartmath‘s authors, emotional intelligence “shapes the quality of our intrapersonal and
interpersonal relationships … in five domains:
-

knowing one’s emotions;

-

managing one’s emotions;

-

motivating one’s self;

-

recognizing emotions in others;

-

and handling relationships.”506

503

The Trusted Advisor 137
Doc Childre & Howard Martin, The Heartmath Solution (2000)
505 The Heartmath Solution citing Goleman (1995) 47
506
The Heartmath Solution 12, citing Mayer, J. & Salovey, P. – “Emotional Intelligence” – Applied & Preventive Psychology (1995) 197-208
504
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As our staff and participants applied the results of this “emotional intelligence” self-assessment in our
work together, its implications became more clear: if we rely solely upon the rational or intellectual
aspects of our intelligence, as quantitative emphasis of traditional service methodologies do almost
exclusively, we doom our lives and organizations to a very narrow range of pre-programmed responses.
This prompted discussion about how any strength-based intervention strategy must not only tolerate but actually promote - experimentation, innovation and limit-testing. If learning and growth are the
objectives of the personal development cycle, then the cultivation of patience, tolerance and other socalled soft skills is at least as important as technical proficiencies. And perhaps more so, as indicated by
the subtitle of a book by a pioneer in this field, Daniel Goleman - Emotional Intelligence - Why it can
matter more than IQ,507 which alerts us to how attention to this area makes it more likely participants not
only get but also keep a house, job, etc.

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
SOURCE: The Healthmath Solution

“Intelligence is far more than mere intellect … the human system has many types of independent intelligences,
including logical-mathematical, spatial, musical, bodily/kinesthetic, intrapersonal (dealing with self-knowledge)
and interpersonal (dealing with knowledge of others).” (11)
“Success in life is based more on our ability to manage our emotions than on our intellectual capabilities and
lack of success is more often than not due to our mismanagement of emotions … (but) the good news about
emotional intelligence is that, unlike IQ, it can be developed and increased throughout life.” (12)
“We easily fall prey to reactive emotions such as insecurity, anger, fear, blame, and other energy-draining
reactions and behaviors. It’s this lack of emotional management that brings incivility to our homes and
streets and a lack of caring to our interactions with others – not to mention illness and accelerated aging.“ (13)
“The human ‘emotional system’ isn’t confined to the brain but is instead distributed in a network that
extends throughout the body. The heart is a central player in this network.” (32)
“When we manage our emotions long enough to stop and shift our attention to the quieter messages of the
heart, we gain a wider perspective on any situation, saving ourselves from hurt, frustration and pain.” (43)
“Our core heart feelings are cut off when judgments and blame dominate, and then we can no longer feel
the nurturing textures of life. When we’re out of touch with appreciation, care, and love, life becomes dry
and stressful and the mind functions mechanically, without intuition or clarity.” (93)
“The word ‘emotion’ literally means ‘energy in motion’, derived from the Latin verb meaning ‘to move’ …
what we think of as emotion is the experience of energy moving through our bodies.” (137)
“Most of us are doing the best we can… (but) … emotional management has to be carefully cultivated, and
unfortunately there aren’t many instruction manuals. For the most part, people learn through a trial-anderror process – the school of hard knocks … (developing the skill to) self-regulate our moods, control our
impulses, delay gratification, persist despite frustration and motivate ourselves.” (144-145)
“Managing emotions is an inside job… it’s important to learn techniques to make attitude adjustments.” (209)

507

Goleman, D. - Emotional Intelligence (1995)
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GOOD DOERS, NOT DO-GOODERS
“What one has, one ought to use;
and whatever one does, then should do with all their might.”
Cicero

Becoming strength-based in both the intellectual and emotional realms requires a personal commitment
to compassion. This concept is given lip service by traditionally modeled programs but not in practice as
the practical realities of rule enforcement take precedence over other considerations. Look no further
than the dearth of staff training on how to maintain mindfulness is the constant stress of crisis
intervention environments programs to see how little attention it receives, even though the word “love”
is in the very definition resiliency:
“… an inborn developmental wisdom that naturally motivates individuals to meet their
human needs for love, belonging, respect, identity, mastery, challenge and meaning.”508
Maintaining a sustainable level of constructive compassion is perhaps the greatest challenge facing
helping/healing professionals. This is how to prevent good doers from becoming do-gooders. In
studying this challenge, we found a key factor in our response to any situation is similar to any
restaurant’s: it’s all about location/location/location. The importance of maintaining the clarity of a
“beginner’s mind”509 is underscored by researchers who tell us our perceptions and reactions are greatly
affected by the proximity of the brain’s processing functions to the central nervous system.
“For decades, it was thought that all information from the senses went first to the
cerebral cortex, where it was mentally analyzed, and then to the amygdala for
emotional assessment. Only recently have neuroscientists discovered a brain circuit
that lets our perceptions go directly through to the amygdala without passing through
the rational decision-making cortex.”510
This explains the band Pink Floyd’s song lyric: “there’s someone in my head, and it’s not me.”511
“Emotional reactions show up in brain activity before we even have time to
think. We evaluate everything emotionally as we perceive it. We think about it
afterwards.”512
And even crazier: the processing of our perceptions is not just going on in our mind.
“In recent years, neuroscientists found the heart has its own independent nervous
system – a complex system referred to as ‘the brain of the heart’. The heart’s intrinsic
brain and nervous system relay information back to the brain’s cranium, creating a twoway communication system … our heartbeats aren’t just the mechanical throbs of a
diligent pump, but an intelligent language that significantly influences how we perceive
and react to the world."513
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510 The HeartMath Solution 140 citing J. LeDoux, The Emotional Brain: They Mysterious Underpinnings of Emotional Life (1996) and J. LeDoux,
“Emotional memory systems in the brain” Behavioral Brain Research (1993) 69-79
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513 The HeartMath Solution p 10-11 citing Lacey, J. &Lacey, B. – “Some autonomic-central nervous system interrelationships” in Black, P. –
Physiological Correlations of Emotion (1970) 205-227
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Many of the tools we used to cultivate participants’ wellbeing came from the technical/intellectual side
of the administrative toolbox. In Switch parlance, these engage the rational “Rider” but not the larger,
more influential emotional “Elephant”.514 HeartMath’s authors identify more options for accessing and
influencing the decision-making process than the traditional intervention model encompasses:
“The heart communicates with the brain and the rest of the body in three ways for
which there is solid scientific evidence:
-

neurologically (through the transmission of nerve impulses);

-

biochemically (through hormones and neurotransmitters);

-

biophysically (through pressure waves);

… (and) growing scientific evidence suggests a fourth way:
-

energetically (through electromagnetic field interactions)

… Through these biological communication systems, the heart has a significant influence
on the function of our brains and all our bodily systems.”515
By focusing on constructive compassion – love by another name - as our agency’s third core value,
Cottage Housing was explicitly acknowledging how hearts as well as minds were equally determinative
influences in our success. To maximize staff’s clarity and effectiveness, agencies should counter strong
tendencies within our cultural and educational systems toward task-oriented left-brain activity by giving
comparable attention to the emotional/intuitive aspects associated with our right brain and heart.

THE HEARTMATH SOLUTION
By: Doc Childre & Howard Martin

“As the brain begins to develop, it grows from the bottom up. Starting from the most primitive part of the
brain (the brainstem), the emotional centers (the amygdala and the hippocampus) begin to emerge … the
‘thinking’ brain then grows out of the emotional regions. That speaks volumes about the relationship of
thought to feeling.” (9)
“Learning how to decipher the messages we receive from our heart … (that) we gain the keen perception
needed to effectively manage our emotions in the midst of life’s situations and challenges.” (13)
“Our internal power - in other words, the amount of physical, mental and emotional energy we have – is a
determining factor in the quality of our lives. Internal power translates into vitality and resiliency … By
learning how to better observe our thoughts and feelings, our mental and emotional energy expenditures,
we can identify where we’re losing or gaining internal power.” (18-19)
“At the survival level, maintaining a sense of order and stability is essential. But when we’re trying to find
new solutions to problems, or trying to develop new attitudes, behaviors or perspectives, it can be a
liability.” (26)
“The heart shows us the inherent core values in our lives and brings us closer to the sense of true security
and belonging that we all crave. Heart intelligence is often accompanied by a solid, secure and balanced
feeling … When we’re engaged with our hearts, the mind slows down and our thoughts become more
rational and focused.” (27)
“(In addition to its vital cardio-vascular role), the heart is a major conduit through which spirit enters the
human system. The qualities of spirit – love, compassion, care, appreciation, tolerance, and patience – all
create increased coherence and order in the heart rhythm patterns. Anger, frustration, anxiety, fear, worry,
514 Switch 5-8, citing The Happiness Hypothesis (2006) by University of Virginia psychologist Jonathan Haidt
and hostility all create incoherence and disorder in heart rhythms. As people shift into to more coherent
515
Childre
& Martin,
ibid.,perspective
28-29
heart rhythms
… their
becomes more beneficent and aware of the whole.” (261)
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All this is consistent with the thousands of conversations Dr. Brené Brown conducted during her
research on authenticity, in which she found “(These) stories had more in common than just resilience;
all of these stories were about spirit.”516 Perhaps it is inevitable that any reference to the values of faith,
hope and love acquire seemingly religious overtones, but Dr. Brown emphatically distinguishes the
mindset to be established among those cultivating resilience in themselves:
“By spirituality, I am not talking about religion or theology, but rather about a shared
and deeply-held belief that … we are all inextricably connected to each other by a power
greater than all of us, and that our connection to this power and to one another is
grounded in love and compassion. Practicing spirituality brings a sense of perspective,
meaning and purpose to our lives. Without exception, spirituality … emerged as a
component of resilience.” 517
All of this completely contradicts traditional notions of cool professionalism which depict care as a noun
(i.e. something you get or give) rather than a verb (i.e. something you do). But as Cottage Housing staff
became as attentive to issues of over-care as we are of under-care, we encountered concerns as old as
civilization itself regarding ways of helping which simply aren’t helpful.

GIVING CARE vs. TAKING CARE
“If you can keep your head when those around you are losing theirs
and blaming it on you …“
Rudyard Kipling

The first major obstacle to a strength-based approach grounded in constructive compassion is the
traditional model’s minimal attention to service providers’ potential for adverse impact on the
interaction. And there is good reason for ignoring this possibility:
“Most of us are unaware of how much we personally shape other people’s emotions
and behavior. To be truthful about it, we don’t really like the idea that misbehavior,
meanness or poor performance on the part of others could be happening because of us.
That would put us in the inconvenient position of needing to change ourselves.”518
Physics uses the Heisenberg Principle to describe the undeniable impact all the way down to the
molecular level of the mere act of observation has on whatever is being observed.519 This influence was
noticed by Christiaan Huygens, a seventeenth century European inventor who noticed the pendulums of
his clocks were synchronizing to each other after being started at different times. When he changed
their pattern, he made a shocking discovery:
“Every time he misaligned their swing, the pendulums found their way back in sync.
Although (he) couldn’t completely solve the mystery, later scientists did: the largest
pendulum – the one with the strongest rhythm – was pulling the other pendulums into
sync with it. This phenomenon, termed entrainment, has been found to be prevalent
throughout nature.”520
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So just as various proactive strategies can socialize people toward positive behavioral change, this
concept explains how actions less strategically directed can have an equal, opposite effect:
“Our propensities toward judgments, projections, over-care, unmanaged emotions and
inflexible mindsets have created a consciousness climate that’s entraining people into a
state of incoherence … (but) as more individuals learn to maintain their poise and
balance and refrain from adding to the incoherence around them, they help to
counterbalance the frequency of stress. This makes it easier for still others to surf the
waves of change instead of being beaten down by them.” 521
We only belatedly realized our agency’s entire decade-long program redesign process was actually
seeking ways to help “those who work with others in emotionally challenging situations to stay balanced
in order to sustain their effectiveness.”522 This spurred our staff’s effort to find the middle ground
between the callousness fostered by bureaucratic indifference and the co-dependence resulting
whenever we try to take care of someone rather than giving care to them.
In this, we were guided by HEARTMATH authors’ stark warning: “a host of problems result when we
allow our care to become draining, including lower immune response, imbalanced hormone levels, and
poor decision-making.”523 In their view, these are the result of recognizable tendencies:
“If our caring intentions don’t feel as if they’re both adding to our energy bank account
and affecting others in an uplifting way, then there’s a good chance we’re in over-care …
problems get solved as we attain clarity and coherence, not as we worry. In fact, overcare can actually make things worse: smothering … tends to repulse instead of attract.
Nobody likes to be nagged and worried over for too long.” 524
Problems created by over-care places emphasis on the well-being of the helper rather than the helped.
Concern about hurt helpers goes back to Greek mythology where, according to legend, the centaur
Chiron dropped one of Hercules's arrows on himself,525 thereby creating what became an incurable
wound.526 This ironic parable was later explored by Carl Jung, the Swiss psychiatrist renowned as the
founder of analytical psychology, who concluded: “wounding by one's own arrow means, first of all, the
state of introversion”527 where one’s own “psychic disturbances can be extremely infectious.”528
The question is not whether one’s personal issues affect their efforts to help another. They do. The
issue is: how do we minimize the effects of the ‘wounded healer’ syndrome? Jung suggests: “half of
every treatment … consists in the doctor's examining himself,”529 but even this can be done the
unhealthy ways:
“(There is) a tendency to divert our caring and attention to ourselves. And the root
reason is self-centered fear - fear of losing what we have or not getting what we want.
Emotions and desires we must learn to control include:
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➢ Wanting (needing?) to take credit for an idea;
➢ Wanting to fill in blank airtime with content;
➢ Feeding our own insecurities by needing to get our own credentials out there;
➢ Wanting to put a cap on the problem so we can solve it later, without the pressure;
➢ Wanting to hedge our answers, in case we are wrong; and/or
➢ Wanting (too soon) to relate our own version of the client’s story or problem.”530
Cottage Housing’s focus on its staff own personal and professional development is consistent with bestpractice research that promotes efforts that maximize a helper’s likelihood of positive influence while
minimizing these negative propensities.
“Supporting the ‘health of the helpers’ enhances their ability to live and model
resilience strengths …. Instead of burning out or developing compassion fatigue,
caregivers with a resilient attitude … may instead be protected by feelings of selfefficacy, optimism and hope.”531
Time and again, our staff faced problems arising from the traditional provider/consumer model’s
reluctance to depend on its own employees’ own internal capabilities and good judgment. Its staff
often feel stymied by a lack of latitude that would allow them to customize their approach to situations
with many similarities but never exactly the same. This rigidity makes it difficult - impossible actually to get service ‘dosage’ exactly right, but instead makes it ever more likely to result in insufficient or
excessive rather than the exactly appropriate response to new, fast-changing circumstances.532
Even worse than inadvertently discouraging those in recipient roles from relying on their own strengths
and intuition, the traditional provider/consumer model instead admonishes them to do whatever they
are told and penalizes them for failing to do so. This fosters a shallow depth of engagement which
diminishes participants’ level of commitment, and correspondingly reduces their effort’s prospects of
success. The resulting “wiggle room makes it easy to rationalize failure”,533 thus allowing both staff and
participant to avoid responsibility for the less-than-optimal outcomes that inevitably result.
The traditional service model attempts to rectify this situation by imposing a pre-programmed range of
options, expecting compliant staff members to follow a strict ready/aim/fire protocol. Such
regimentation is undermined by unpredictable circumstances - a daily reality of crisis intervention
programs. The necessity for timely mid-course adjustments call for facilitative rather than dictatorial
skills in situations that reuqire a more adaptive ready/fire/aim response.534
“… because the parameters aren’t well understood and the future is fuzzy in most
situations, the sequence is a less rational/more intuitive see-feel-change approach.”535
Failing to anticipate and prepare participants and staff alike for these ambiguities, traditional
provider/consumer models instead focus on WHAT to do. This leaves insufficient attention to WHY
530
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things were being done and HOW to harness the strengths of those involved. This reverses the
admonition captured Simon Sinek’s book title: START WITH WHY: How Great Leaders Inspire Everyone
to Take Action.536 Given the finite limits on our capacity to influence participants’ circumstances and
the many forces that could adversely affect the outcome, Cottage Housing found it necessary to focus
more on the quality of our caring rather than the sheer quantity of our efforts.
For this reason, Dr. Brown sees compassion as involving the acquisition of skills rarely included in
academic courses or non-profit staff training curricula. She believes that such curricula would assist staff
in “learning to relax and allow ourselves to move gently toward what scares us.”537 Because “it is
impossible to practice compassion from a place of resentment,”538 ignoring the need to cultivate such
capabilities explains the reactive, judgmental atmosphere typical of many social service agencies. Dr.
Brown urges us to recognize every point of interaction as opportunities for influence that materialize
only if we are fully prepared and properly positioned to apply a strength-based approach.
“When we are looking for compassion, we need someone who is deeply rooted, able to
bend, and, most of all, we need someone who embraces us for our strengths and
struggles. When we are looking for compassion, it’s about connecting with the right
person at the right time about the right issue.” 539

FOUNDATION OF RESPECT
“90% of the world’s woe
comes from people not knowing … their abilities, their frailties, and even their real virtues.
Most of us go …through life as complete strangers to ourselves.”
Sidney Harris

In addition to the “wounded healer” syndrome, a second obstacle to the strength-based approach
grounded in constructive compassion is what social scientists call “the naturalistic fallacy – the
confusion of is with ought.”540 Our brain and culture’s propensities toward the negative or half-empty
side of the glass ignores the power of possibilities unleashed when we mobilize capabilities on the halffull side.541 The most important of these capabilities is the one most under-attended, which is:
“… citizens’ willingness to own up to their contribution, to be humble, to choose
accountability, and to have faith in their own capacity to make authentic promises to
create an alternative future.”542
These skills underscore the importance of finding ways to convey the mechanics of a strength-based
approach, which is advanced by the evolution of language – or inhibited by lack thereof.
“The language of human weakness is … so widespread that most non-experts probably
use it pretty accurately; by contrast, the language of human strength is sparse …
rudimentary at best.”543
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And there is for good reason for this lack of vocabulary:
“In a recent speech to his colleagues, the president of the American Psychological
Association reported that he found over 40,000 studies on depression but only 40 on
the subject of joy, happiness or fulfillment.”544
In “the study of what is right with people,”545 the “Positive Psychology” movement is refining a fuller
vocabulary for a strength-based alternative to the dominant cultural paradigm. In fact, the best
approaches to parenting, teaching, coaching, mentoring and counseling have long concentrated on
building people up rather than tearing them down. Such approaches have been around so long, they
might more aptly be considered the traditional approach. However, the use of existing abilities to
handle unfamiliar situations is not the first response of most social service programs, partly because an
uplifting approach involves complexities of its own.
“(First, we must) distinguish between the stories that give meaning to our lives and help
us find our voice from those that limit our possibilities. Stories that are useful and
fulfilling are the ones that are metaphors, signposts, parables and inspiration for the
fullest expression of our humanity … Limiting stories are personal versions of the past
that place us as victims of events or even fate … as if they were true.”546
Complexities involved in nurturing among those with traumatizing experiences refocuses attention on
the importance of even the slightest tendency toward the dictatorial. “Personal styles vary, but you will
not go far wrong if your style includes a foundation of respect.”547
“(Here) we come to terms with the paradoxical nature of human affairs. Ambiguity and
anxiety are a natural condition of being human. The painful choices people make in their
lives are an affirming aspect of their humanity. These choices are not the sign of a
problem or weakness or the world gone wrong. It is out of the subjectivity and
complexity of life that transformation emerges.”548
How well humans navigate these challenges is determined by
what the Japanese call ikigai – which they define as the
extent to which we believe our life is worth living; a
longitudinal study found individuals who don’t have it die
sooner than counterparts who hold this belief.549 This
report’s findings are “not just statistically significant; they are
also substantively significant”550 in that this provides a tool
for assessing factors “related to life-satisfaction, self-esteem,
morale, happiness as well as evaluation towards meaning of
one's life.”551 This capability is largely absent among those
who’ve lost their resiliency – their “ability to bounce back.”552
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To help us examine these questions, another fortuitous encounter provided Cottage Housing staff the
opportunity to work with a consultant who helps Silicon Valley executives clarify their personal vision.
We found this particular method consistent with our emerging alternative approach in that it did NOT
begin with a “current reality” assessment. Instead, this process followed Stephen Covey’s suggestion to
“begin with the end in mind”553 by approaching the question in a well-ordered sequence:
1) DEFINE THE FUTURE VISION: Exact conditions a particular point in time – not a “wish
list”, but a balanced set of compelling goals stated as fact;
2) DEFINE CURRENT REALITY: Honest description of what exists today – inventory of
current strengths/weaknesses;
3) DEFINE STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS: Delineate specific steps, progress milestones,
and support resources required to achieve the overall vision - not just each area of
initiative.
We adapted this into a VISIONQUEST process (see Appendix E) which staff and participants used to link
their own personal statement of purpose toward which their strengths would be applied. On a broader
basis, this process was also used to engage a group of more than thirty current participants, alumni and
staff in a retreat setting where we developed a program vision statement to complement our agency’s
mission statement. Our agency’s board of directors also utilized this same discussion format to
articulate its oversight role for our agency’s operations.
The goal of this process was not to develop a long-term, multi-task action plan for each individual goal.
Rather, it offered a tool for doing what Rapid Results! suggests: identify top priorities and define a few
actions which advance all of them in the near term.
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PUTTING THEORY INTO PRACTICE: Trauma-Informed Care
“It is an ironic habit of human beings to run faster when we have lost our way.”
Rollo May

A third and perhaps most imposing obstacle to strength-based compassion is our own body’s
psychological and physiological response to stressful circumstances. The extent to which our mind and
body affect our perceptions, interpretations and reactions to these situations, as well as vice versa, is
reflected in Thoreau’s observation: “what is called resignation is confirmed desperation.”554
Researchers describe the adverse effects of anxiety - making us feel sore, sick, slow, forgetful, and obese
when we need to be at or fittest. “It’s a vicious circle: stress destroys coherence, and incoherence
causes stress.” 555

STRESS MANAGEMENT
SOURCE: The HEARTMATH Solution

“(Everyone needs) to achieve greater levels of coherence in an age of increasing chaos, complexity and
incoherence. It’s no longer enough to be smart. We need a new kind of intelligence that’s quicker, more
reliable and more flexible than the linear, step-by-step intelligence we’re accustomed to using.” (51)
“The body and mind responds to any pressure that disrupts their normal balance. It occurs when our
perception of events doesn’t meet our expectations and we don’t manage our reaction to the
disappointment. Stress – that unmanaged reaction – expresses itself as resistance, tension, strain or
frustration, throwing off our physiological and psychological equilibrium and keeping us out of sync. If our
equilibrium is disturbed for long, stress becomes disabling.” (55)
“When we’re under chronic stress and our bodies produce high levels of cortisol over long periods of time,
the brain’s internal thermostat resets and directs the body to maintain a higher level of cortisol production,
thinking that this is normal. (This has) been shown to impair immune function, reduce glucose utilization,
increase bone loss and promote osteoporosis, reduce muscle mass, inhibit skin growth and regeneration,
increase fat accumulation (especially around the waist and hips) impair memory and learning, and destroy
brain cells … (stress) affects our vision, listening ability, reaction time, mental clarity, feeling states, and
sensitivity. Not only is our overall functioning impaired by incoherence, but that state robs us of any sense of
real satisfaction.” (55)
“Unmanaged reactions to stress were more predictive of death from cancer and heart disease than cigarette
smoking.” (75)
“The problem (of stress) had been reduced to two basic causes: problems of perception and problems of
communication. While we can’t necessarily change events in life, we can broaden our perception of them.
That’s the secret to managing and reducing stress … By paying attention to our perceptions and reactions …
we can eliminate the chronic stress that seeps through our bodies like a slow poison.” (61)
“Lack of self-management causes a continuous and damaging stress buildup in your system. Much misery –
emotional and physical – results when the mind bounces back and forth with anxious thoughts … To disperse
the stress that accumulates as a result of all this cogitating, the mind rarely sees itself as the cause of stress,
looking elsewhere for stimulating diversions and mindless tasks until there is a crash.” (62)
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TRAUMA-INFORMED CARE
“Always bear in mind that your own resolution to success
is more important than any other one thing.”
Abraham Lincoln

There are physical and emotional impacts on people who become homeless and find themselves hungry,
cold/wet, sleep deprived, physically unsafe, mentally depressed, economically desperate, and spiritually
unmoored. These are all worsened by the debilitating effects of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) making compassion all the more critical as part of an agency’s response strategy.
“(PTSD) results from experiencing or witnessing a traumatic event in which one's own
life or the life of another person is threatened … symptoms indicative of PTSD include:
•

re-experiencing the traumatic event

•

avoidance of reminders of the traumatic experience and numbing of emotions; and

•

increased physiological arousal (e.g., insomnia, irritability, exaggerated startle response)

… Given a higher propensity for low income people – especially women – to sustain
highly traumatic experiences involving violence and victimization, there is a growing
body of clinical and empirical literature documenting the often-profound psychological
disturbances as well as physical illness seen in many trauma survivors.”556
The consequences of this state of
incessant vulnerability is highlighted by
the San Francisco study cited at the
beginning of this field guide, which
identified homelessness as a possible
“new complication” arising from a “chain
of events” disturbing to even the hardiest
individual.557 Since most American adults
experience family break-up, job loss,
medical problem or some other
“catastrophe,” it is only remarkable so
few end up in such extreme desperation.
Less surprising is a larger subsequent
study which found more than one quarter
of homeless adults - nearly one-fifth of
men and more than one-third of women met criteria for a diagnosis of PTSD;
nearly 75% of them acquired PTSD before
they first became homeless.558
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PTSD is commonly associated with extreme situations such as war or rape, but children in foster care are
twice as likely as military veterans to experience PTSD symptoms559 - a significant statistic considering
that 70% of children of homeless families living in programs like Serna Village project spent time in
foster care or other aspects of the Child Protective Services (CPS) system.
Because “it is how people respond to stress that determines whether they will profit from misfortune or
be miserable,”560 what’s needed are customized strategies which minimize – or at least don’t aggravate such reactions. But these are largely absent in traditional provider/consumer approaches which rely on
predictable routines which inhibit individualized response to crisis situations.
“(Because) many PTSD sufferers are anxious about and can avoid engaging in treatment
…. (staff must) recognize the challenges this presents and respond appropriately …
treating PTSD sufferers with respect, trust and understanding … (and responding only)
when the sufferer considers it safe to proceed.”561
Appropriate response to these circumstances requires what researchers call a “trauma-informed”
approach, which reinforce the tenets of the Resiliency Model and best practices.
“Services should be delivered in a way that avoids inadvertent re-traumatization and
facilitates consumer participation in treatment … (services) should be delivered within
the context of a relational approach based upon the empowerment of the survivor and
the creation of new connections … characterized by belief in persuasion rather than
coercion, ideas rather than force, and mutuality rather than authoritarian control.”562
As Cottage Housing’s staff became aware with the benefits of more trauma-informed approach,
available research pointed us toward a more helpful response:
“Contemporary approaches to early intervention following trauma exposure emphasize
the importance of ‘normalization’ of acute stress reactions … survivors who show
distressing symptoms or disturbed behavior are helped to understand their reactions
are ‘normal responses to the abnormal events’ … individuals experiencing acute stress
reactions often interpret their reactions as ‘personal weakness’ or ‘going crazy’, which
increases their demoralizations and distress.”563
However, this “normalization is undermined if survivors who are not feeling disruptive distress show a
derogatory or punitive attitude to others who are.”564 Our agency’s alternative intervention strategy
didn’t just encompass how our staff treated participants. It also needed to include how project
residents treated each other; otherwise, residents’ negative actions or attitudes toward each other
could also aggravate PTSD symptoms that toxify the program environment as quickly as any staff
member’s behavior.
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“PRACTICE GUIDELINE FOR TREATMENT OF PATIENTS
WITH ACUTE STRESS DISORDER & POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER”
The American Journal of Psychiatry (2004)

“Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is associated with a range of functional impairments in various areas
of daily life. In addition to interventions that may be needed to address such impairments, related goals are
to foster resilience and assist (people) in adaptively coping with trauma-related stresses and … encourage
persons who are acutely traumatized to first rely on their inherent strengths, their existing support networks,
and their own judgment may reduce the need for further intervention.”
“Services must) be delivered in the setting that is least restrictive … (and) include consideration of the
patient’s personal safety, ability to adequately care for him or herself, ability to provide reliable feedback …
and willingness to participate in treatment.”
“Evaluation and treatment should always be conducted with sensitivity and in a safe environment that
facilitates the development of trust.”
“Recognizing that treatment itself may be perceived as threatening or overly intrusive … (the person with
PTSD) will decide how deeply to explore the difficult events and feelings … Many other components of the
treatment require trust relationship(s) as well as particular attention to the therapeutic alliance.”
“(People) with chronic PTSD may be easily discouraged and unduly pessimistic about their chances of
recovery … (those) appear to have achieved a stable and positive … response … may exhibit sudden relapse
when new events reactivate traumatic concerns and fears about the safety...”
“Studies show that optimism can buffer the effects of life stress and enable some individuals to mobilize
protective factors … efforts to improve psychosocial functioning and resilience may help to minimize
symptoms, and enhance recovery and alleviate remission.”
“(However), the side effects or requirements of PTSD treatment may lead to non-adherence.”
“If team members work collaboratively … with the (participant) … there is a better chance of helping
distinguish safe from dangerous and potentially re-traumatizing situations, develop self-monitoring skills and
coping strategies for anxiety states … avoid abusive relationships, minimize alcohol and other drug misuse,
and control impulsive, aggressive, or self-destructive behaviors.”

PTSD researchers advocate affirming its sufferers’ perception that “it may be very hard to take that first
step to help yourself.”565 Rather than relying on any single or combination of ‘providers,’ they
encourage a web of relationships which support those experiencing PTSD issues in making their own
plans and managing their own expectations; other suggestions to those experiencing PTSD include:
•

Set realistic goals … Break up large tasks into small ones,566 set some priorities, and
do what you can as best you can.

•

Try to spend time with other people and confide in a trusted friend or relative. Tell
others about things that may trigger symptoms.

•

Expect symptoms to improve gradually, not immediately.

•

Identify and seek out comforting situations, places, and people. 567
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Yet another reason for reducing program participants’ dependence on any single service ‘provider’ is the
manner in which PTSD’s affects not only on its victims but those who serve them as well.
“Secondary traumatic stress (STS) is becoming viewed as an occupational hazard of
providing direct services to traumatized populations … many social workers are likely to
experience at least some symptoms of STS, and a significant minority may meet the
diagnostic criteria for PTSD.”568
Before launching a more enlightened response, the U.S. Department of Defense lost decades, millions of
dollars in legal fees, and enormous credibility first by ignoring and then denying PTSD’s impacts on tens
of thousands of American soldiers who served in Vietnam. The Veteran’s Administration now advises
homeless programs and others that deal with trauma survivors to take a tact which mirrors Cottage
Housing’s first two core values - trust and optimism:
“… a priority needs to be placed on promoting a sense of hope and belief in recovery.”569
Tendencies of the traditional provider/consumer intervention model undermine the culture of patience,
tolerance and collaboration required to avoid aggravating existing PTSD symptoms. Its emphasis on
uniform enforcement and strict compliance with externally imposed policies inadvertently heightens
symptoms of PTSD. Our agency’s alternative approach came to embrace the most personal, least
“professional” aspect of this challenge that is well-described by Dr. Brené Brown:
“After collecting thousands of stories, I am willing to call this a fact: … We are
biologically, cognitively, physically and spiritually wired to love, to be loved, and to
belong. When those needs are not met, we don’t function as we were meant to. We
break. We fall apart. We numb. We ache. We hurt others. We get sick. There are
certainly other causes of illness … but the absence of love and belonging will always lead
to suffering.” 570
Harking back to the idea of coaches as co-collaborators, Dr. Brown cites the comment of an American
Buddhist nun, Pema Chödrön, on the importance of seeing “compassion is not a relationship between
the healer and the wounded. It’s a relationship of equals.”571 They both see compassion as something
we first must give to ourselves before we can role model it to others. “The heart of compassion is really
acceptance. The better we are at accepting ourselves and others, the more compassionate we
become.”572 This as important precisely because our first and most frequent reaction to helping
situations is often so unhelpful:
“I don’t believe compassion is our default response … our first response to pain – ours
or someone else’s – is to self-protect. We protect ourselves by looking for someone or
something to blame. Or sometimes we shield ourselves by turning to judgement or by
immediately going into fix-it mode.”573
It’s no coincidence that numerous research sources indicate the remedy for PTSD starts with conscious
cultivation of compassion within ourselves, which involves three elements:
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1) “Self-kindness: Being warm and understanding toward ourselves when we suffer,
fail or feel inadequate, rather than ignoring our pain or flagellating ourselves with
self-criticism;
2) Common humanity: … recognizes that suffering and feelings of personal inadequacy
are part of the shared human experience; and
3) Mindfulness: Taking a balanced approach to negative emotions so that feelings are
neither suppressed nor exaggerated. 574
Upon applying these ideas at Cottage Housing, we discovered that the biggest obstacle to compassion is
not the needs of the participant but rather those of the staff member providing it. The plain fact is: if we
don’t do the work necessary to discover our strengths, acknowledge our limitations, forgive our
imperfections, and reach out to ask for help when needed, we are unlikely to be effective in helping
others do likewise and instead are likely to compound PTSD symptoms – theirs as well as and ours.
In addition, a strength-based approach requires our willingness to “assume that individuals are basically
capable of doing what they want to do, of functioning normally and productively.”575 Seeing others as
innately capable of living their own lives – a task no one can be prevented or saved from – puts our own
life in quite a different context. And it shapes our work role in very specific terms “characterized by
belief in persuasion rather than coercion, ideas rather than force, and mutuality rather than
authoritarian control.”576

Asset-Based Community Development (ABCD)
“When you’re up to your ass in alligators,
it’s easy to forget the initial objective was to drain the swamp.”
William Moore

When launching a change process at the interpersonal and organizational levels simultaneously, it is
helpful to recall the founding purpose of any social service intervention strategy, which is:
“… to empower people to take more control over their lives … (and) build confidence,
capacity and sustainable networks in communities and restore their physical, economic
and social structures.”577
This challenge extends beyond the reclamation of individuals to include nurture of a supportive
environment which allows disenfranchised citizens’ efforts to regain resilience and, thereby, selfsustainability. It is clear many were helped during our country’s ‘War on Poverty’, for example, but the
fundamental dynamics remain unchanged - making it inevitable others will fall into the same problems.
“Decades of well-intentioned institutional efforts … have achieved remarkably little for
marginalized communities. Despite the billions spent … inequalities continue to
increase, and socially excluded groups remain utterly dependent on public money.”578
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While Cottage Housing was redesigning its personal intervention strategy, a parallel concept aimed at
Asset-Based Community Development (hereafter ABCD) began to drive domestic and international
initiatives. As its name implies, this approach “starts with what is present in the community … not with
what is absent, or with what is problematic, or with what the community needs.” Two distinguishing
features of this strategy were incorporated into Cottage Housing’s alternative intervention model:
1) “(ABCD) is by necessity internally focused … (it) concentrates first of all upon the
agenda building and problem-solving capacities of local residents … simply to stress
the primacy of local definition, investment, creativity, hope and control.
2) “If a community development process is to be asset-based and internally focused,
then it will be in very important ways relationship driven. Thus, one of the central
challenges for asset-based community developers is to constantly build and rebuild
(these) relationships.”579
These mutually reinforcing ideas allow the ABCD Movement to evade obstacles to progress encountered
by traditional approaches that fail to grasp a core belief upon which the Resiliency Model is also based:
“It is obvious that (people) will work harder and do things - even odd things like adding
fractions – for people they love and trust."580
ABCD’s pioneers - John McKnight and John Kretzmann - urge community groups to utilize its “placebased framework”581 to create a mindset which exemplifies a strength-based approach.
“(ABCD embraces) the principle that every single person has capacities. The quality of
an individual life depends in part on the extent to which these capacities are used … (it)
requires us to look afresh at marginalized communities and see opportunities rather
than problems.”582
These researchers believe the ABCD movement is fueled by “three universal and abundant powers:
(1) “The giving of gifts: the gifts of the people … are boundless. Our movement calls
forth those gifts.
(2) The power of association: … we join our gifts together and they become amplified,
magnified, productive and celebrated.
(3) Hospitality: We welcome strangers because we value their gifts and need to share
our own … There are no strangers here. Just friends we haven’t met.
… We are the people who know what we need. What we need surrounds us. What we
need is each other. And when, we act together, we will find Our Way.”583
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The ABCD Movement does deny or ignore the issues people and communities cannot resolve by their
own efforts alone. But its leaders believe that any “outside resources will be much more effectively
used if the local community itself is fully mobilized,”584 and thereby create potential to accomplish things
not otherwise possible. Cottage Housing’s programmatic success accelerated after we started to define
our business model in terms of community development instead of the narrower confines of a social
services construct. Specific differences in the two approaches align with a strength-based approach.

IN A SOCIAL SERVICE MODEL:

IN A COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT MODEL:

People are known by what’s wrong:
by their condition or label.

People are known as individuals.

People are incomplete & need to be changed or “fixed.”

People are as they are, with opportunities to follow
their own dreams.

Relationships are unequal; service workers do things “for”
clients & don’t look for any contribution in return.

Relationships are reciprocal, give and take; and the
diverse gifts of many people are recognized.

People are broken into parts & separated into groups.

People have the chance to be accepted as whole
persons, and viewed as part of the whole society.

Problems solved by consulting authorities, policies,
procedures

People seek answers from their own experience and
the wisdom of others.

There is no room to acknowledge mistakes and
uncertainty; information is communicated in professional
jargon that distances individuals from their actions.

People can make honest efforts and acknowledge
honest mistakes and fears.

All problems have a rational solution.

There is room for confusion, and mystery, and a
recognition that some things are beyond human
control.
O'Connell, Mary - The Gift of Hospitality (30-31)

As co-founders of The ABCD Institute at Northwestern University, McKnight and Kretzman encourage
public and private sector investors alike to support only those groups which facilitate citizens’
involvement in identifying and sharing their gifts “through the three acts of ABCD: discovering, asking,
and connecting.”585 This is a very different philosophical orientation from efforts that typically rely on
professionals, outside resources and imposed directives:
“It is the knowledge, skills, resources, values and commitment of residents which lie at
the heart of the process … and these constitute the first set of assets to be tapped.
What all community groups discover through using a capacity inventory process is that
every community resident possesses an extensive array of individual capacities.”586

TURNING THE CURVE
“This isn’t about more money for programs,
but stepping back and thinking about the purpose of our work together
and beginning a disciplined process of making things better.”
Mark Friedman

Of course, something as broadly-focused as the ABCD Movement is only one part of a social change
process. Even its co-founder acknowledges the need for a multi-pronged plan if we are to “improve
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projects, strengthen economies and promote social equality … in ways that activate growth from the
inside out,”587 and they cite four other aspects that are integral to a comprehensive approach:
#1) RESULTS-BASED ACCOUNTABILITY (RBA): Mark Friedman, director of the Fiscal Policy Studies
Institute, recommends a clear-eyed method of documenting the impact of social change initiatives. Like
the ABCD Movement and Resiliency Model, the RBA methodology relies upon the Socratic Method to
clarify the key issues being addressed.
“RBA introduces the concept of ‘turning the curve’ to drive long-term action by
focusing on improving a quality-of-life indicator over time, and not setting arbitrary
numerical goals … These performance measures answer these three questions:
- How much did we do?
- How well did we do it?
- Is anyone better off?”588
If you think this sounds simplistic, Friedman agrees completely. He cites this as the first of five criteria “simple, common sense, plain language, minimum paper and useful”– by which any effective
performance measurement system should be evaluated. 589
It is only when all five of these
considerations are addressed can we “be honest with ourselves about whether or not we are making
progress.”590 But he too believes this approach encompasses only one piece in a larger puzzle.
“(RBA) recognizes that creating measurable change requires a variety of strategies
beyond the delivery of services. Strategies must include resident action, media
engagement, and public policy work to create sustainable long-term change.” 591
#2: PARTICIPATORY RURAL APPRAISAL (PRA): This strategy materialized when the World Bank saw its
international efforts undermined by deficit-focused, institution-driven approaches to problems in
underdeveloped countries. As its name implies, this concept was initially utilized among those living in
the countryside but has since been applied in urban areas as well.
“(PRA encompasses) a growing family of participatory approaches and methods that
emphasize local knowledge and enable local people to make their own appraisal,
analysis, and plans … The main tenet of PRA … (is that) the greater the number of citizen
fingerprints that can be found on a project, the greater likelihood that project will be
meaningful and sustainable.”592
#3) SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOODS APPROACH (SLA): Another model launched within the context of
international development is finding domestic adaptation after technological mechanization disrupted a
long-held correlation between employment and increased self-sustainability. As SLA makes clear: work
is only viable if it provides living wages AND a livable neighborhood.
“A livelihood is sustainable when it can cope with and recover from stresses and shocks
and maintain or enhance its capabilities and assets both now and in the future, while
587
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not undermining the natural resource base … It is a means of living or of supporting life
and meeting individual and community needs.”593
This raises the criteria for success, since agencies that help people find employment may meet their
programmatic goal but not their community’s need if those jobs do not meet SLA standards.
#4) RIGHTS-BASED APPROACH (RBA): First articulated by the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees to guide international intervention efforts during forced migrations, RBA is rightly seen by
many critics as an overlooked aspect of any comprehensive social service intervention strategy.
“… (RBA provides) a conceptual framework for the process of human development
based on international human rights standards … The underpinning principles include:
-

express linkage to rights

-

accountability

-

empowerment

-

participation

-

non-discrimination and attention to vulnerable groups

… RBA also gives preference to strategies for empowerment over charitable responses.
It focuses on the beneficiaries as the owners of rights and the directors of development,
and emphasizes the human person as the center of the development process …”594
This fourth approach is the last and surely least honored by crisis-oriented programs that are
thus less effective than they might be otherwise in helping people address their basic needs.

(UN)COMMON SENSE
“No matter how hard they try,
our very best institutions cannot do many things that only we can do.”
John McKnight

The recommended structural form for combining these four complementary concepts within the ABCD
framework is citizen associations - which Alexis de Tocqueville found during his 1835 tour of America as
a “… tool for building both community and democracy.”595 The ABCD movement finds this an ideal
template for cultivating a strength-based approach to social problems.
“Voluntary organizations at the center of every community … are small-scale, face-toface groups whose members do the work. They can be very small or quite large,
informal or formal. They function as activators of residents, as amplifiers of the talents,
resources, and skills of individual community members.”596
To maximize these benefits of association, ABCD recommends one particular type of organization:
“Self-help groups are the fastest growing form of associational life in America … The
self-help tool converts people who have needs into people who have resources and who
593
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give help. … Clearly the effort to move from dependency and clienthood to
interdependence and productivity can be aided immeasurably by a committed group of
peers.”597
In addition to obstacles introduced by deficit-based professionalized service interventions, advocates of
ABCD are also concerned about their adverse tendencies as these operations expand:
“As these institutions emerged from the associational nest, they took on distinctive
forms that were in contra-distinction to their associational progenitors:
1) Their scale was large enough and their purposes technical enough that their
members could not create effective outcomes. Managers were necessary for the
institution to function and technical skills beyond citizen capacities dominated;
2) The institutions’ participants became employees rather than members and their
work was rewarded with pay.
3) The powers of problem definition and problem solving were placed in the hands of
managers, executives, planners, technicians, and professionals.
4) Paid workers became producers of solutions defined by managers.”598
The implications of each step in their evolution from associations to not-for-profit corporations are
subtle, but ABC sees their cumulative effect as moving the locus-of-control from insiders to outsiders
when it comes to community decision-making about goals, methods and resources.

ASSOCIATIONS

NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORPORATIONS

tend to be informal and horizontal

usually formal and hierarchical

activated by consent of participants

legally controlled by a few

participants motivated by diverse incentives

employees given paid incentives

rely on experience and knowledge of member citizens

use the special knowledge of professionals/experts
“The Four-Legged Stool” by John McKnight (2013) pages 2-3

ABCD’s concern is that these tendencies have the potential to produce the exact opposite effect of
strength-based, solution-oriented, participant-driven invention strategies.
“Those who decry the loss of associational power and function should first look at the
displacement effects of not-for-profit institutions … This is especially paradoxical when
we hear from the leaders of not-for-profit institutions that their principal problems are
the lack of effective communities and citizens.

597
598

-

The medical community says the principal health problems are caused by negative
community environments.

-

The educational institutions report that their leading problems are the result of
family and community deficiencies …
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-

And the leaders of cultural institutions decry the prevalence of vulgar popular
culture that diminishes the institutions.

… these institutional leaders rarely seem to recognize that their powerful hegemony is a
major cause of the community weakness … Our not-for-profit service institutions have
great difficulty developing programs that recognize the unique characteristics and needs
of each person. Indeed, their strength is in their ability to mass produce because they
are modeled after commercial systems of mass production …. the expert has no other
way. His or her only tool is a hammer.”599
Ironically, successful not-for-profit agencies’ growth increases these adverse tendencies’ likelihood.
Expansion both in terms of size and complexity fuels their increasingly bureaucratic nature, as reflected
in their “inclination to follow rigid or complex procedures (which) impedes effective action”.600
Another potentially adverse by-product of these agencies’ operational expansion is their selective
distribution of benefits derived from their success. Their tendency to “ration power for the few at the
top” means that “most institutional participants in hierarchies are necessarily losers in the reach for
power.”601 As such groups “become top-down and authoritarian, it becomes difficult to maintain the
fluid and dynamic structure of the organization.”602
Grass-roots strategies are often criticized for their seeming lack of sophistication and technological
advancement, but ABCD researchers argue that theirs is the only truly traditional approach that has
repeatedly proven its effectiveness over time. Nearly 250 years ago, so-called backwoodsmen American
Colonialists triumphed over the world’s greatest superpower of its time using their unique strengths, i.e.
locality knowledge and the adaptation of tactics and weapons customized to their environment. At
great human and financial expense, our nation later re-learned this lesson in Vietnam … or perhaps not
yet, as America’s supposedly superior military capabilities once again flounder against seemingly less
formidable but much more foreboding adversaries in Middle Eastern countries.
For engagements of a more social nature, the ABCD Movement finds a less professionalized grass-roots
approach better suited than other intervention models for delivery of sustainable results at lower cost.
“Associations of citizens provide the other way, filling the vast space where institutional
solutions cannot reach … The critical difference is that the knowledge base of citizens is
personal experience and common sense. This knowledge usually leads to distinctive
problem definitions and solutions. And it is these solutions that provide a valuable
counterbalance or alternative to the narrow world of technical answers.”603
Advocates of the traditional provider/consumer model make the same appeal to common sense,
arguing a top/down paradigm offers a crisper, cleaner approach to social problems like homelessness.
But this is a misapplication of the Law of Parsimony or Ockham’s Razor, named after the 14th century
scientist who helped launch The Enlightenment period; his observation: “of two competing theories, the
simpler explanation of an entity is to be preferred.”604 But others before and since have asserted the
caveat that the best explanation is the simplest one which includes all circumstances involved. For
599
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instance, Sir Isaac Newton clarifies that a situations’ explanation should be “both true and sufficient to
explain their appearances."605
Traditional models focus on the most measurable but not the most meaningful results, and rely on
coercive methods which reduce their effectiveness and reduce their efficiency over time and thereby
diminishing the model’s replicability. Lacking familiarity, alternative models are neither the quickest nor
easiest organizational response to the complexities of crisis intervention situations. But they do
represent the simplest option available to addresses them most fully and effectively.
the simple st explan

PROCESS OF MARGINALIZATION
“How can you know what you need
if you don’t know what you have?”
John McKnight

The ABCD Movement laments how the well-being of low income people is directly threatened by “some
combination of the four strongest and most universally cited barriers:
-

good health, including access to insurance and services;

-

adequate child care;

-

effective and affordable transportation; and

-

opportunity to save and accumulate financial assets.”606

Too often, these obstacles create situations where some find themselves “profoundly alone” – a
condition cited earlier as a defining characteristic of those living on the streets.607 ABCD researchers
emphasize two aspects of this isolation:
Private – lack of personal, intimate relationships; and
-

Public - lack of casual, day-to-day contacts.608
ABCD proponents have nothing but blistering condemnation for the manner in which need-based,
deficit-focused approaches inevitably but inadvertently perpetuate this state of isolation.
“The process of marginalization begins early, often with a diagnosis … Once a person is
labeled … they are surrounded with professional services to help, protect, or fix them.
Although well-meaning, these services and the professionals who provide them build
walls that disconnect the labeled people from community life. Sometimes, those walls
are physical … In other cases, (they) are walls of perception, but no less real … Still other
walls are walls of mobility … (these walls) never allow them to … bring the gifts they
have into the center of community life. And community suffers as a result.”609
Other factors exasperate this separation between the problems of people living on low income and the
solutions to which they aspire, each containing their own ironies:
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-

“The social service system is full of rules that break relationships. That’s one reason
people become isolated in the first place.”610

-

“The language of social service is the language of categories and professionals. That
language distances people from each other.”611

-

The cumulative result “perpetuates the mindset of learned helplessness,”612 which
becomes self-fulfilling and thereby self-perpetuating.

“… (so) if there are labeled people in your community who are isolated by the walls built
by those labels, what needs to happen? Those who are marginalized need to be
reconnected. Sounds simple, but of course it is not.”613
ABCD’s advocates argue that it is separation rather than deficiency that perpetuates the myriad of
challenges faced by marginalized people. Although effective in individual instances, traditional social
service interventions are unlikely to provide more than a temporary respite unless supplemented by
engagement strategies which assure the self-sustainability of their solutions.
“Breaking down isolation … requires nurturing already existing connections, especially
with family. That isn’t easy. Often families have lost confidence, have felt rejected,
devalued, powerless.”614
The conventional top-down approach of most non-profit
agencies further diminishes personal initiative, without
which no social problem is alleviated. As agencies
increasingly struggle to produce outcomes they are
funded to deliver, this loss of momentum stimulates ever
stronger efforts to externally impose decisions regarding
the best outcome available. These twin consequences
synergize each other into self-reinforcing double helix in
which “despair will build on despair if there is no trigger
to bring about a change of direction.”615
The catalyst ABCD researchers identify as necessary to reverse this trajectory is the same that Cottage
Housing found to be one of its essential core values:
“The aim … is to change these downward negative spirals into ones that are upward and
positive with a continual building of hope. The key to growth in the upward spiral is
when the community owns:
a) the aims and objectives of the interventions and strategies;
b) the development of solutions and their implementations; and
c) the process and its monitoring.”616
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As noted earlier, organizational development is subject to the same laws of physics as all other
phenomena in the universe – among these is the reality that there are no completely self-propelling
energy sources. Over four last decades, resource conservation strategies have gradually moved into the
mainstream, promoting more efficient use of available assets by concentrating on “The Three R’s:
reduce, reuse and recycle.”617 One of the ways alternative social intervention models maximize their
prospects of success is by avoiding waste of vital assets and minimizing adverse impacts on a program’s
participants, staff and the community. Although not fully self-perpetuating, such strategies move any
agency in a much more self-sustainable direction.
“Engaging people in the community development process will build energy and
momentum, which will in turn feed back into the communities … Developing the skills
and determination of others will ensure that there is a continual supply of energy.”618

FITTING, NOT FIXING
“We succeed in enterprises which demand the positive qualities we possess,
but we excel in those which can also make use of our defects.”
Alexis de Tocqueville

ABCD’s strategy for breaking down walls of isolation is founded upon “two major determinants of our
local safety:
-

“One is how many neighbors we know by name.

-

How often we are present and associate in the public outside our houses.”619

Moving the process in the opposite direction of one-to-one provider/consumer interactions, “this
undertaking is not about ‘helping’ the disconnected. Instead, it is about building strong communities.”620
“This work is also not about ‘fixing’ people so they fit into society. You need to come at
the question from another side: finding the place, or the way, that people do fit …
Human relationships can’t be programmed. They are sustained by something deeper
than surface characteristics.”621
A before/after snapshot of our Quinn Cottages site would have captured the difference made by our
revised program design. Initially, its residents were rarely seen outside their residential units unless
they were headed in or out of the gate. As our interactions among each other changed, one of
participants’ first suggestions was to install several picnic tables in the interior courtyard at Quinn
Cottages. The warmth and friendliness of the place changed more by this one inexpensive
enhancement than all others combined.
In this, ABCD’s approach resonates with Dr. Brené Brown’s finding that “our innate need for connection
makes the consequences of disconnection all that much more real and dangerous.”622 The need to
avoid such consequences required that we move beyond narrow role definitions characteristic of the
provider/consumer paradigm that create artificial distinctions:
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“We need to consider letting go of the myth of self-sufficiency … somehow we’ve come
to equate success with not needing anyone. Many of us are willing to extend a helping
hand, but we’re very reluctant to reach out for help when we need it ourselves. It’s as if
we have divided the world into ‘those who offer help’ and ‘those who need help’. The
truth is that we are both.”623
In Community: The Structure Of Belonging, Peter Block takes this a giant step further by bluntly
suggesting: “we need to tell people not to be helpful. Trying to be helpful and give advice are really ways
to control others. Advice is a conversation stopper.” 624 Believing that “real transformation occurs only
through choice,”625 Block observes:
“The patriarchal fear that without restraints, incentives, and the use of acceptable force,
nothing will get done … may be true, but the limitation of this stance is that tomorrow
may be a little better but the future will be very much like the past.” 626
Organizations which successfully support low income families in reasserting self-sustainability are taking
this guidance literally. At the Family Independence Initiative (FII) program described earlier,627 its
Executive Director warns those hired as group facilitators for his agency’s peer support circles that they
will be fired if they become too helpful. Like any ABCD or other strength-based approach, FII’s focus is
to directly connect community residents to each other instead of paid professionals. This group expects
peer group participants to rely on each other, and his program treats them as the ones who are best
positioned and most qualified to make decisions about the allocation of resources invested in their selfsustainability. This is consistent with one ABCD researcher’s findings:
“This process is important not just because it multiplies the possibilities for the isolated
person: it also keeps bringing the dis-abled person into situations that are not about
disability. The social service system, after all, focuses exclusively on the disability — and
that’s what makes it isolating.”628
Such alternative models necessitate a clear(er) understanding of how a culture of accountability is – and
is not - nurtured within a learning organization. These topics are addressed in the final two sections of
this field guide.
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LESSONS LEARNED: Strength-Based Compassion
“Our remedies oft
in ourselves do lie.”
William Shakespeare

Difficulties caused by ineffective intervention methods become increasingly costly in every sense of the
word. The resulting temptation to intensify our focus on familiar problem-oriented responses only
heightens frustration and hopelessness for all involved. These two forces combine to diminish any
initiative’s likelihood of success even as they dissipate attention and other resources from approaches
more likely to produce change at the personal, organizational and communal levels.
In times of adversity, every human service agency is challenged to replace pre-scripted, top-down
responses with alternative approaches that emphasize on learning from self-selected choices. An
American Journal of Psychiatry report recommends a PTSD intervention strategies that incorporates
many key aspects of what became Cottage Housing’s operating principles and core values:
1) make participants responsible for determining their pace of progress;
2) accept non-adherence as a possible side-effect of treatment;
3) accentuate a focus on resilience as something which can be gotten but not given.629
Asset-Based Community Development (ABCD) strategies arrive at the same conclusions as the
Resiliency Model, strengthening and solidifying its application.

TWELVE QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER EXPLORATION:
1) What are the implications of the myths that draw us toward what we lack?
2) How do learning styles affect the planning of skills development workshops?
3) Why does emotional intelligence matter more than IQ?
4) What’s the difference between a good doer and a do-gooder?
5) How can you tell when you are providing “over-care” or “under-care”?
6) How can your program better harness the forces of entrainment to its advantage?
7) Define personal and organizational implications of a “wounded healer” phenomena.
8) What is the operational difference between ready-aim-fire and ready-fire-aim?
9) How does the “naturalistic fallacy” influence your programming?
10) How can your program heighten its application of trauma-informed care?
11) What are the implications of secondary PTSD?
12) Where is your agency in the social services/community development continuum?
629

“Practice Guideline for Treatment of Patients with Acute Stress Disorder & Posttraumatic Stress Disorder” The American Journal of
Psychiatry (2004)
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PART VII: Establishing a Culture of Accountability
"When you have eliminated the impossible,
whatever remains, however improbable, must be the truth."
Sherlock Holmes

Cottage Housing’s effort to develop an alternative homeless intervention strategy mirrors the
experience of numerous organizations similarly seeking an intermediate option between two extremes:
a) the high level of formalization of traditional provider/consumer service-delivery
systems operating within conventional top-down hierarchy; and
b) more loosely structured grass-roots groups which tend to have fewer resources, a
narrower scope of activities, and less widespread impact.
A variety of middle-ground choices became more apparent once we let go ways of seeing, thinking and
acting so deeply ingrained that we are largely unaware of their presence and influence. One of these
choices is the Results-Based Accountability (RBA) strategy mentioned in the previous section. The title
of Mark Friedman’s book on this subject - Trying Hard is Not Good Enough - is a direct rebuke to the
palms up, shoulder-shrugging ‘we did the best we could’ response so often deployed when social
change efforts fall short.
In order to “produce measurable improvements for customers and communities,” as his book’s subtitle
proposes, Friedman suggests that we distinguish program management from community leadership
responsibility.630 In answer to the question: “How is it possible to have all these successful programs
while conditions get worse?", he says it is because we combine two very different concepts that “have
been badly confused over the last 50 years or more:
-

“In population accountability, a group of partners takes on responsibility for the
well-being of a population in a geographic area.

-

In performance accountability, a manager or group of managers takes responsibility
for the performance of a program, agency or system.”631

He notes that “fixing the formal system of government and non-profit services is not the same thing as
improving the quality of life for children and families.”632 The tools used to track their effectiveness
should not be the same either.
“Almost any planning method can be used to raise money and build a recreation center.
However, the methods don’t work so well if the task is turning around teen pregnancy,
juvenile crime, environmental decline or poverty.”633
Non-profit corporations will remain a fact of life, if only to serve as a fiscal intermediary to assure the
tax-deductibility of charitable donations. They need to do nothing to function in that role. But if they
are going to improve their results not just incrementally but substantially, Friedman sides with ABCD
researchers who question how these agencies will go about doing things differently.
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“Will it be through evolution, revolution, step changes, a quantum leap or all of these?
What is certain is that it is needed NOW, before millions more lives are damaged and
destroyed in a downward spiral of despair. There needs to be innovation and creativity,
thinking outside the box and learning from everything … successes, the failures, and the
just interesting.”634
It was fitting the last resource book consulted during Cottage Housing’s program redesign process
pertained to the achievement of outcomes – the “end in mind” Stephen Covey suggests as the
beginning point for any new initiative.635 The Oz Principle: Getting Results through Individual and
Organizational Accountability advocates seeking the simpler answers that come from internal
capabilities rather than external techniques.
“Success springs not from some new-fangled fad, paradigm, process, or program,
but from the willingness of an organization's people to embrace full
accountability for the results they seek.”636
The Oz Principle decries how often our traditional conceptualization of an issue and typical manner of
response leads us in the opposite direction of its resolution. For example:
“Most people view (accountability) as something that happens to them when
performance wanes, problems develop, or results fail to materialize … many think it
only crops up when something goes wrong or when someone else wants to
pinpoint the cause of the problem, all for the sake of pinning blame and pointing
the finger.” 637
To the contrary, The Oz Principle finds that this “negative view of accountability … can do little to
motivate people toward results.”638 Instead, its authors believe that we should “abandon the pastoriented, blame-centered who-done-it definition”639 characterized by a “fear-inducing approach to
accountability”.640
To support their argument, they cite the work of a management consultant famous for helping develop
the foundation for Japan’s technological innovations. For decades, W. Edwards Deming called
attention to a pervasive fallacy about fear of failure causing people to succeed. “To the contrary … such
an assumption only causes people to prepare their explanations of history before the fact.”641 Samples
of these familiar “explanations” are rooted on problem-oriented analysis instead of solution-focused
response (see the box below).
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20 TRIED & TESTED EXCUSES
SOURCE: The Oz Principle (page 45)

1)

"That's the way we've always done it."

2)

"It's not my job."

3)

"I didn't know you needed it right away."

4)

"It wasn't my fault that it's late."

5)

"That's not my department."

6)

"No one told me what to do."

7)

"I'm waiting for approval."

8)

"Someone should have told me not to do it."

9)

"Don't blame me. It was the boss's idea."

10) "I didn't know."
11)

"I forgot."

12)

“If you had told me it was important, I would have done it."

13) "I'm too busy to do it."
14) "Someone told me to do the wrong thing."
15) "I thought I told you."
16) "Why didn't you ask me?''
17) "My people dropped the ball."
18) "No one invited me to the meeting - I didn't get the memo."
19) “Nobody followed-up with me; it can’t be that important”
20) "I told someone else to take care of this."

The Oz Principle’s authors join other researchers in suggesting that a clarification of semantical terms “can do
more to achieve outstanding results than all the finger pointing and blaming in the world.”642 Likening it
to driving down the highway while only looking at the rear-view mirror, they believe “you will never
overcome a hurtful past until you develop a present and future-oriented view of your own
accountability for getting more out of life.”643 Their new definition to accountability prompts a
switch in that direction, and fosters a different paradigm for achieving it:
"ACCOUNTABILITY: A personal choice to rise above one's circumstances and
demonstrate the ownership necessary for achieving desired results … (This)
perspective embraces both current and future efforts rather than reactive and
historical explanations.”644
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The cost of a failing to commit to what these researchers call Above-The-Line accountability are
reflected by a Roper survey which found that only 18% of employees polled viewed their careers as
“personally and financially rewarding.” Reversing these findings, this means:
“82% of those surveyed are stuck Below-The-Line, victimized by their circumstances
and could, in fact, make their jobs more personally and financially rewarding if they
would only accept accountability for that result.645
These authors suggest four key components
of any serious approach to accountability:
• “SEE IT:
Recognize/acknowledge the full
reality of a situation...
• OWN IT:
Accept responsibility for the
experiences you create for
yourself and others ...
• SOLVE IT:
Change reality by finding and
implementing
solutions
to
problems that you may not have
thought of before … avoiding the
trap of falling back Below-TheLine when obstacles arise.
• DO IT:
Muster the commitment and
courage to follow through with
the solutions you have identified,
even if those solutions involve a
lot of risk.”646
As with the Resiliency Model and other best practice approaches encountered by Cottage Housing, this
new definition of accountability utilizes the Socratic Method to frame an issue by penetrating questions:
“The Solve It attitude and behavior stem from continually asking the question:
"What else can I do?" By constantly and rigorously asking this question, you
avoid slipping back down into the victim cycle whenever certain events occur that
would otherwise seem to block the road to results.”647
Such questions prompt a fundamental shift away from us/them antagonisms and toward a more
collaborative, two-way communication process based on the following premise:
“… (T)he organizational game is a team sport where everyone shoulders his or her
individual responsibility, where everyone contributes to the final score, and where
645
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joint accountability governs play … (it) works best when people share ownership for
circumstances and results... (and) realize that problems extend beyond functional
lines, requiring solutions which necessitate wide-scale involvement.”648
The Oz Principle’s ultimate conclusion explains improvements in participants’ graduation rate at
Cottage Housing, and at the for-profit companies where its authors were consulted:
“When people make a direct connection between their job and the organization's
desired results, they breathe purpose and vision into their lives and become highly
motivated”649
To support this conclusion, The Oz Principle’s authors cite Stephen Covey’s delineation of three distinct
aspects of a “maturity continuum” which accurately describes the phases of our agency’s evolution
throughout its decade-long program redesign period:
➢ “Dependence = the paradigm of you (i.e. you take care of me; you come through
for me; you didn't come through; I blame you for the results).
➢ Independence = the paradigm of I (i.e. I can do it; I am responsible; I am selfreliant; I can choose).
➢ Interdependence = the paradigm of we (i.e. we can do it; we can cooperate; we
can combine our talents and abilities and create something greater together).
“… the most powerful working environments apply the principles of
interdependence and joint accountability, where people don't fear accountability
but teach and coach each other in order to win whatever game they're playing.”650
In describing this challenge, The Oz Principle’s authors emphasize an obvious but often overlooked
point: "change of any kind is a struggle with fear, anger, and uncertainty, a war against old habits, hidebound thinking, and entrenched interests.” And they underscore a plain fact: “no company can change
any faster than it can change the hearts and minds of its people."651
Our agency’s alternative intervention model emerged from operating principles and core values
consistent with these authors’ conclusion as to what a more robust approach to accountability
produces:
“… new ways to empower workers to take risks. Such organizations have learned what
it means to create a sense of urgency … regardless of the existing structure or past
traditions.”652
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DELICATE BALANCE
“It does not matter how slowly you go,
as long as you do not stop.”
Confucius

Understandably, employees’ fears about adverse consequences arise when bold initiatives into the
unknown fall short of expectations. The Oz Principle explains why and how program supervisors at
Cottage Housing had to maintain a delicate touch as these “new ways” to work were introduced.
“(Staff) must help people feel empowered by the concept of accountability, not
trapped by it … Too heavy a hand tends to make people feel excluded from the
process ('I'm right, you're wrong’), while a firm, delicate touch helps people feel
included in the process (‘We've got a problem, let's figure out how to solve It’).”653
It’s no surprise that good communication is a recurring theme running through all approaches to
increasing Above-The-Line behavior, or that its absence heads a list of “today's top ten most threatening
unresolved organizational issues:
1) “Poor Communication
2) People Development
3) Empowerment
4) Misalignment
5) Entitlement
6) Work and Personal Life Imbalance
7) Poor Performance
8) Senior Management Development
9) Cross-functional Strife
10) Programitis”654
The Oz Principle’s authors find that all these issues disappear when openness and transparency become
priorities within an organization. These traits are brought forward when its managers are:
✓ “welcoming a diversity of opinions, suggestions, and perspectives;
✓ utilizing an open decision-making process to determine your course of action;
✓ communicating the aligned message clearly to the rest of the organization;
✓ promoting the decision as a collective effort; and
✓ coaching away any misalignments.”655
This is not a one-and-done project, and it is not simply a matter of telling people to ‘be accountable!’
and expecting them to comply, no matter how much the authoritarians among us claim otherwise. To
653
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the contrary, “it takes a tremendous investment of time and courage to make accountability an integral
part of an organization.”656 A key aspect of this endeavor involves supervisors’ capacity to recognize
differences between people operating Below-The-Line from those Above-The-Line, and to help those in
the right side of the chart below to embrace changes which enable them join those working from the
left to the right column.

DIFFERENCES IN APPROACH TO ACCOUNTABILITY
SOURCE: The Oz Principle (page 172)

People who are Below-The-Line

People who are Above-the-Line

report only when asked to do so

report regularly and thoroughly

justify or explain their activities

analyze activities to find ways to better results

run and hide when it's time to report

stand and deliver when it's time to report

blame others for lack of results

own their circumstances

defensive response to suggestions

welcome feedback

To move from left to right side of the chart above, supervisor’s feedback must consistently and
constructively convey both the necessity and inevitability of change; they must also clearly articulate the
consequences of neglecting to do so without threat or blame. The Oz Principle instead reports how
managers frequently look elsewhere for the answers:
“Too many organizations look for the wizard's magic in the latest (technique) when, in
fact, results will only come through a unified sense of accountability for results
throughout the organization.”657
Doing otherwise requires a reorientation of operating systems to make sure a productive workplace
environment was supported by a sustainable organizational culture.
“If the culture in any way ... accepts Below-The-Line conduct, that behavior will continue
unabated … (instead, we must) align performance appraisal and promotion practices …
with rewards for Above-the-Line behavior. Even more importantly … (we must) strive to
recognize all the day-to-day steps people take to move and stay Above the Line.”658

(UN)CUSTOMARY APPROACH
“We don’t receive wisdom;
we can only discover it ourselves after a journey that no one can take for us or spare us.”
Marcel Proust

The Oz Principle cautions against “blame game” behaviors which arise whenever Below-the-Line
employees “consciously or unconsciously avoid accountability for individual or collective results.”
This occurs during “what one analyst calls ‘an incremental descent into poor judgement … (when) mindnumbing complexity and unrealistic performance goals all mixed until the violation of standards
became the standard.”659 But these authors agree with other references previously cited that explain
why people remain attached to the traditional approached to accountability.
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“Doing something differently about your situation often requires doing things you
dislike doing, such as taking a risk you’ve been avoiding of confronting an issue or
person you've been ducking ... Achieving a breakthrough usually requires a break
with past actions and attitudes … (and) a willingness to see things as they really are
and not as they appear from the tenuous safety of a Below-the-Line attitude.”660
Staff’s ability to “do something differently” is critical when a program is dealing with people coming
from dire circumstances involving humiliations which generate large dosages of remorse and shame. In
her ground-breaking research on that subject, Dr. Brené Brown encourages us to recognize subtle
distinctions between these two seemingly similar terms:
“Shame is about who we are, and guilt is about our behaviors … Guilt is as powerful as
shame, but its effect is often positive while shame is often destructive … shame
corrodes the part of us that believes we can change and do better.” 661
Such distinctions are important because the variety of ways people deal with shame make it easy to
misconstrue their reactions to it that fall into three categories that can look similar but are not the same.
1) “Some move away by withdrawing, hiding, silencing ourselves, and keeping secrets.
2) Some of us move toward by seeking to appease and please.
3) Some of us move against by trying to gain power over others, by being aggressive,
and by using shame to fight shame
Most of us use all three - at different times with different folks for different reasons.”662
Since “shame is more likely to lead to destructive and hurtful behaviors than it is to lead to a
solution”,663 clearly there are some short-term advantages to ignoring “the dangers of using shame as a
management tool …
“(After all,) setting boundaries and holding people accountable is a lot more work than
shaming and blaming. But it’s also much more effective … The key is to separate people
from their behavior – to address what they’re doing, not who they are.”664
To strengthen what she calls “shame resilience”, Dr. Brown believes that “the first thing we need to
understand … is: the less we talk about shame, the more of it we have.” She finds four traits that
“men and women with high levels of shame resilience share:
1) NAME IT: They understand shame and recognize what … triggers shame for them.
2) TALK ABOUT IT: They practice critical awareness by reality-checking the messages
and expectations which tell us that being imperfect means being inadequate.
3) TELL YOUR OWN STORY: They reach to and share their stories with people they trust.
4) TELL THE STORY: They use the word shame, they talk about how they’re feeling, and
they ask for what they need.” 665
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All four of these traits bring us back to the importance of good communication, and Dr. Brown suggests
using the Socratic Method666 to “kick-start your shame resilience and story-claiming … Figuring out
answers (to these questions) can change your life:
a) Who do you become when you’re backed into that shame corner?
b) How do you protect yourself?
c) Who do you call to work through the mean-nasties, cry-n-hides or people-pleasing?
d) What’s a courageous thing you can do for yourself when feeling hurt or small?” 667
The Oz Principle says leaders who don’t consistently focus on these questions tend to “use accountability
as a hammer, nailing people when they fall Below-the-Line. Hammering will only propel people back
into the victim cycle.”668

CUSTOMARY APPROACH TO ACCOUNTABILITY: Supervisor’s Version
SOURCE: The Oz Principle - pages 170-171

➢

“Wait for their people to do the right thing.

➢

Avoid unpleasant confrontation that might possibly result from an unacceptable report.

➢

Allow skeletons to remain in the closet, rather than dragging them out and squarely facing
troublesome issues that have gotten in the way of results…

➢

Tolerate excuses as true representations of reality … in the hope that the problem will simply fix
itself over time.

➢

Let their other responsibilities consume all their time.

➢

Fail to convince people of the importance of reporting on progress.

➢

Insufficiently clarify their expectations or inadequately explain the purpose of accounting.

➢

Do not set a specific reporting timetable or schedule.

➢

Fail to use accounting sessions to coach individuals toward desired outcomes.

➢

Do not understand that holding people accountable need not be a negative, hand-wringing, knucklecrunching, head-bashing, life-threatening experience for those involved.

Managers and supervisors fall into this “customary definition of accountability”669 by engaging in
wishful thinking that employees should simply act professionally and do their jobs.
“In an ideal world, it wouldn't be necessary for leaders to coach accountability
because everyone would acknowledge his accountability in every situation.
However, since this is not an ideal world and, since everyone is fallible, leaders
must make coaching a daily habit.”670
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The numerous drawbacks to this “customary approach” to performance accountability are not always
obvious, their effects are nevertheless debilitating:

DRAWBACKS OF THE CUSTOMARY APPROACH TO ACCOUNTABILITY
SOURCE: The Oz Principle (pages 41-49)

➢

Rather than focusing on … what you can do now to get better results, the customary definition
impels people to account for what they have done in the past. This after-the-fact view of
accountability prevents a before-it's-too-late approach.

➢

The customary view of accountability fails to recognize that people can gain more from a proactive
posture than from a reactive one.

➢

By defining accountability in this way, people perpetuate a powerless, reactive view of it, one
obsessed with the past and blissfully ignorant of the future. Consumed with dotting the i's and
crossing the t's of their elaborate explanations for why they're not responsible, people today are
robbing themselves of the power of accountability … (that is) the key to a successful future.

➢

All too often the who-done-it game excludes any intention of rectifying the situation. Instead, in an
effort to avoid the career limiting consequences of failure, those who play the game seek only to
make sure the spotlight shifts to someone else while they themselves dive for the shelter of excuses,
explanations, justifications, and disassociations.

➢

The old definition of accountability leads people to assign individual responsibility without
acknowledging the shared accountability that so often characterizes organizational behavior and
modern life. Not surprisingly, whenever the blame game singles out an individual as the one
responsible for poor results, everyone else heaves a sigh of relief now that they're off the hook.

There is always some attraction to the “the false security and imagined safety of the victim cycle, where
it's always someone else's fault that you're not getting results.”671 But The Oz Principle’s authors make a
prediction about such supervisors which highlights perhaps the greatest pitfall of the traditional model:
its seeming initial success.
“(They) may enjoy some short-term gains, but in the long run their behavior will
only destroy the trust, cooperation, and focus needed to maximize results. Such a
mode of leadership will ultimately give people permission to fall into a deliberate
cover-your-tail mode.”672
Going against this “customary approach” involves some degree of risk, but failing to do so “poses an
even greater risk: the risk of never obtaining the results you most earnestly seek.”673 Such an effort is
essential to organizational success, but it is not for the faint-hearted.
“(It) requires diligence, perseverance, and vigilance … Fear of the risk of failing can
so debilitate many … (but) only by accepting the risk can you penetrate the walls
and break down all the barriers to success.”674
Everyone finds themselves susceptible to the victim cycle from time to time, The Oz Principle concedes,
but “whenever you do so, you can’t get back on track until you first acknowledge that you are incurring
671
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a high cost”675 of such behavior. In these situations, “each person needs to demonstrate 110%
ownership of the situation, no matter how small their contribution to the problem.”676 This requires
that we guard against tendencies in our society’s culture and in brain physiology that combine to
produce a predictable result:
“Most people quite naturally focus on the facts which make them feel victimized or
taken advantage of while screening out the accountable facts that support their own
role in creating their circumstances.”677
Finding the most common reason people struggle to see and face reality, they instead embrace the
victim cycle, albeit unwittingly and perhaps even unknowingly, “because they choose to ignore or
accept changes in the external environment.”678
“All too often, such people blame their lack of happiness on perplexing
circumstances that seem totally beyond their control. Rather than own their
circumstances … they choose to view themselves as incapable of modifying their
situations through their own actions, resigning themselves to being acted upon by
influences and forces rather than the other way around.”679
This shifts our attention beyond the not-so-simple issue of accountability to an even more complex
matter: how to establish an organizational culture which consistently nurtures commitment to
sustainable outcomes by all involved.

RULES OF THUMB
“The key point is this:
don’t mistake what you think you should be with who you actually are.”
Christopher Dawson

Creating a supportive operational environment for Cottage Housing’s alternative approach demanded
that we confront many of the organizational orthodoxies described in Leading Culture Change: What
Every CEO Needs To Know. Christopher Dawson believes “the reality of dealing with today’s fastchanging environment means that few companies will have continuous alignment between strategy,
initiatives, and culture,”680 and he says this situation is rectified by focusing on the last of these three.
“Organizational culture is the medium within, and the engine through which, value will
be created or destroyed … (and it is) the accelerator or the barrier to the execution of
that strategy – depending on how well aligned it is.”681
Our experience is reflected in his description of what companies encount when they strive “to shape
their cultures to become something better and thereby create value:
•

Difficulty … culture can and does change. Like any change of comfortable patterns, it
is difficult and requires good reason – but there is no question it is possible.
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•

Evolution not revolution … culture changes over time and can be hard to see.

•

Leadership … recognize the need for change, and then act strategically ...

•

From here to there … a clear picture of the destination ...

•

Authenticity … not the words of the leaders but their actions day in and day out.”682

Dawson lists several fallacies that cause some leaders to become “uninterested and uninformed about
(organizational culture’s) enormous power for value creation:
a) “Irrelevant’ view: (Culture) is fluffy and subjective – it’s unimportant, just ignore it.
b) Fatalist view: Its fixed DNA – live with it.
c) Complexity view: It can be influenced briefly and locally – it is too complex and
random to really “shape” – it’s a living organism.
d) Mechanistic view: It’s solely the result of human resource levers – compensation,
benefits and performance reviews.
e) Personal influence view: It’s purely a reflection of leadership personality of the
founder or original leader; other influences are cosmetic.
“These are partial truths which, if given credence, create a self-fulfilling prophecy that
greatly reduces a leader’s ability to shape culture in the service of value creation.”683
To avoid these fallacies, Dawson suggests breaking down the complex task of changing organizational
culture into “four sequential phases” resonant with findings we gathered from other research sources:
1) “SET-UP: Realizing the need for shift in culture, making the case for the initiative and
establishing those initial structures that will be required to develop a new culture…
2) LAUNCH: Identifying the Shadow Cultures and integrating these into the Vision
Culture … is at the heart of any culture change …
3) PROPAGATING THE WAVE: Identify … best practices for change acceleration and
communication: a methodology for minimizing the natural resistance that we all
have to any change … key human capital and capability tools … (and) ways to model
executive authenticity.
4) CELEBRATING SUCCESS: … how, when and where to call out progress in the cultural
change?”684
Because organizational leaders tend to “err on the side of under-estimating the importance and
feasibility of shaping culture,”685 Dawson suggests a “Red-Yellow-Green construct as a benchmark tool”
for assessing the relative urgency of culture change proposals:
•

“CONDITION GREEN: good alignment between business strategy and cultural reality;

•

CONDITION YELLOW: clear misalignment between strategy and culture, though not
arising to a level of urgent survival;
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•

CONDITION RED: culture must truly change or the company will not survive.”686

He believes “the reason the Ideal Culture is always out of sync with the Actual Culture is because the
organization can never see itself with complete clarity – as an outsider would.”687 Among the benefits of
a more inclusive work environment is the manner in which it incorporates a wider variety of views from
which organizations get a sense of itself. To further enhance this assessment capacity, Dawson suggests
“four basic approaches to measuring culture” that can be found in our agency’s redesigned program:
1) “Statistically valid and reliable tools
2) Checklists and informal tools
3) Qualitative interviewing
4) Large-group dialogue”688
Dawson’s rule of thumb for determining which of these options leaders should choose is the opposite of
the normal tendency to narrow operational focus in crisis situations. He suggests: “the more dramatic
the distance between the current and proposed) culture, the more involvement in the ratification process
there should be.”689 And he proposes several premises for guiding the change process initiated as the
result of this assessment:
a) “Organizations and individuals … are naturally resistive to change, insofar as their
‘instinct’ is to maintain stable homeostasis.
b) When leadership realizes … that change must occur, there is a body of tools …that
can dramatically accelerate and facilitate both the pace and quality of change.
c) (There are) dedicated structures and distinct roles to be played in any such change.
d) Training and education (is) primarily aimed at building skill for (those who must)
carry the actual content messages of the Vision Culture across the enterprise.” 690

CHANGE MANAGEMENT
“Don’t compromise yourself.
You are all you’ve got.”
Janis Joplin

Like other reference sources described elsewhere in this field guide, Leading Culture Change also
comments on “the incredible force that resists alteration in ‘the way we do things’.”691 He describes how
the emerging field of change management anticipated the resulting sense of impending loss:
“It all started with a simple idea borrowed from the medical field. In 1969, Elizabeth
Kubler-Ross published her now famous ‘five stages of grief’ (denial, anger, bargaining,
depression, and acceptance) … translated into the managerial setting, … (these) can be
simply stated in these logical propositions:
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1) Loss produces a predictable cycle of emotional reaction.
2) Well-applied tools, methods and techniques can accelerate this predictable cycle.
3) The cost of not applying these tools is very high.
“… the central premise … is that management cannot ‘force’ change into an
organization but instead should use these tools … as ways to influence the change …
‘ordering’ the change – especially culture change – is a silly waste of time that can
actually create further resistance that if nothing were done at all. ” 692
To avoid this “silly waste of time”, Dawson concurs with other researchers about the urgency of
effective communication when normal curiosities arise. “The longer these natural questions go
unanswered, the higher the probability of distortion, anxiety, and ultimately resistance.”693 He also
agrees on the importance of incentives in establishing the long-term sustainability of the changes being
instigated.
“There is no quicker way to neutralize progress in a culture change than for those who
have embraced the need culture to go unrewarded … people are motivated by many
more things than money … The point is this: the Vision Culture must translate into
unique formal and informal rewards.”694
To create a fair basis for allocating these rewards, Dawson recommends the “Balanced Scorecard
Model”695 as the best of many tools available for determining the relative level of merit staff earn
through their contributions. But he also warns of “the ‘Jerry McGuire’ phenomenon – ‘X’ and ‘Y’
generation leaders and employees who are happy to exchange financial performance and cut-throat
competitive politics for less money and stress.”696 They seek other forms of recognition and appreciation
as part of the overall compensation package if positive performance in the direction indicated by the
change management plan is to be sustainable.
To assess the effectiveness of those who facilitate an agency’s changes process, Dawson recommends a
simple, straight-forward metric of the type Mark Friedman’s RBA approach would heartily endorse:
“One of several key success metrics for any change effort is the number of targets who
are persuaded to become sponsors or agents (for the change proposed) … the number
of targets who remain at any point in the culture change is an excellent …’reverse’
success measure.”697
Leading Culture Change concludes with the sobering reminder: while fairly simple and straightforward,
the culture change process is neither easy nor quick. “The proverbial ‘bottom line’ is that culture change
is a two-to-three-year process.”698 And it is as expensive in both human and financial terms as it is
extensive in its organizational implications, economical only in comparison to costlier alternatives – as
Dawson’s reference to IBM’s Global CEO Study indicates:
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“Nearly 60 percent of projects fail to meet objectives, (so) a significant expense is
incurred in terms of wasted money, lost opportunity and lack of focus … Tangible tasks
like changing IT systems or addressing technology barriers may be expected to present
difficulties … (but) the main obstacles (the study) identified were changing mindsets and
attitudes, corporate culture and underestimating project complexity. Project
professionals – who typically request more time, more people, and more money –
reported these soft challenges are actually more problematic than shortage of resources
… The top four success factors (determining) the fate of change projects:
1) Top management sponsorship;
2) Employee involvement;
3) Honest and timely communication; and
4) A corporate culture that motivates and promotes change.” 699 (emphasis added)
All of these tactics were employed during Cottage Housing’s program redesign process, generating
forward momentum that helped overcome various sources of resistance which inevitably arose. While
it would have been helpful to have the benefit of Leading Culture Change’s guidance during our
transition process, it is helpful to shed light on its intricacies in hindsight.
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THEORY INTO PRACTICE: Forging a Culture of Accountability
“Knowing what one wants
is the first step toward getting it.”
Mae West

The difficulties involved in consistently operating Above-the-Line are reflected in the title of The Oz
Principle, which focuses on traits sought by the intrepid adventurers in Frank Baum’s famous novel.700
Dorothy, The Scarecrow, Tin Woodsman and Cowardly Lion believed they needed a wizard to get
capabilities eventually found within themselves after daunting circumstances forced them to:
✓ “… muster the courage to see and acknowledge reality;
✓ find the heart to own your circumstances, no matter how difficult that may be;
✓ obtain the wisdom to solve any problem or overcome any obstacle;
✓ exercise the means to make things happen, allowing you to get results you want.”701
At Cottage Housing, we were able to start moving in this direction to the extent that we started doing
the things “which indicate accountable attitudes and behavior:
• “Invite candid feedback from everyone about your own performance.
• Never want anyone, including yourself, to hide the truth from you.
• Readily acknowledge reality, including all its problems and challenges.
• Don't waste time or energy on things you cannot control or influence.
• Commit yourself 100% to what you are doing; if your commitment wanes, rekindle it.
• Own your circumstances and your results, even when they seem less than desirable.
• Recognize when dropping Below-The-Line and act to avoid traps of the victim cycle.
• Delight in the daily opportunity to make things happen.
• Ask: "What else can I do to rise above my circumstances and get the results I want?"702
When these efforts indicate the necessity for organizational change, The Oz Principle prescribes a very
specific response from Above-the-Line leaders that is consistent with the role-modeling mandate of the
Resiliency Model:
“Don't bemoan that fact, but immediately … begin coaching people out of the victim
cycle … encourage them, teach them, give them feedback, admonish them, love them,
and lead them, but don't try to coerce them.”703
Stewardship of the change process “demands a decided, yet delicate, touch….”, and the Socratic
Method pervades the “ways in which you can apply the right touch in your organization:
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• Constantly ask yourself: ‘What else can I do?’ to achieve the result you desire.
• Always urge your people to ask the same question: ‘What else can I do?’
• Invite feedback on whether you are operating Above-The-Line on a particular issue.
• Provide honest, yet encouraging, feedback to others when they drop Below-The-Line.
• Actively observe activities and offer coaching, rather than wait for others to report on
their progress on any given project or assignment. Never delay reporting progress to
your own superiors.
• Focus on things you and others can control and do rather than on the uncontrollables.
• Acknowledge when you fall Below-The-Line. Don’t be defensive to … feedback.”704
These coaching interactions must look backward as well as forward in a process The Oz Principle’s
authors call “accounting for progress.”
“While we have emphasized proactive coaching … an after-the-fact accounting can
provide a person with an opportunity to measure progress toward results, learn from
previous experience, establish a sense of accomplishment, and determine what else
(they) can do to get the desired results.”705
In reaching our own similar conclusion regarding the use of a coaching analogy, Cottage Housing was
embracing The Oz Principle’s suggestions for guiding an organization toward Above-the-Line behavior:
1) “Listen - Remain alert for instances of victim behavior… Listen empathetically to
what they have to say.
2) “Acknowledge … (Show) that you understand (their) feelings and know yourself how
hard it is to overcome them …
3) “Ask … gently edge the discussion toward the accountable version of the story.
Continually pose the question: "What else can you do to achieve the result you
desire or overcome the circumstance that plagues you?"
4) Coach … share an incident when you yourself (similarly) got stuck ... Emphasize that
it's only natural to fall Below-The-Line on occasion, but staying there never yields
results … Walk through the See It, Own It, Solve It, and Do It steps. Then adapt each
… to this particular situation.
5) “Commit - Dedicate yourself to helping a person create an Above-The-Line action
plan … Provide honest, caring feedback about progress, and express congratulations
for every improvement.706
These strategies consistently nurture Above-the-Line interactions between program participants and
staff, discouraging going Below-the-Line or at least making it uncomfortable to stay there very long. To
further promote such efforts, The Oz Principle suggests six “culture-creating devices” for fostering
sustainable progress in this direction:
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1) “USE TRIGGER WORDS: … (they) serve as behavioral cues for those who become
familiar with the concepts of … See It, Own It, Solve It, and Do It.
2) TELL INSPIRING STORIES: … use storytelling to clarify what it means to get and stay
Above-The-Line and to praise those who have done it.
3) MANAGE BY WALKING AROUND: … seize opportunities for coaching people AboveThe-Line.
4) USE THE FRAMEWORK: … emphasize the need for people to include accountability
in all their thoughts and actions.
5) CREATE ROLE MODELS: … set an example for others in your organization and praise
those who do likewise. Find and celebrate role models at every level ...
6) CREATE ABOVE-THE-LINE EXPERIENCES: … Such experiences especially benefit
people who anticipate Below-The-Line responses …”707
To tighten their focus within this process, Leading Culture Change encourages an organization’s leaders
to clearly distinguishing between “four dimensions of cultural capability.” These include:
1) “MISSION: strategic direction and intent, goals and objectives, vision
2) CONSISTENCY: coordination and integration, agreement, core values
3) INVOLVEMENT: capability development, team orientation, empowerment
4) ADAPTABILITY: creating change, customer focus, organizational learning”708

Articulating a Vision
“Luck is what happens
when preparation meets opportunity”

Seneca
Dawson emphasizes the importance of having not only a clear mission for the organization, but also an
explicit vision which explains to those inside and outside the company exactly how and why this mission
is being carried out. Developing this vision involves “the delicate balance between involvement and
direction”,709 and implicit in both is shared beliefs which unite those engaged in this activity.
One Northern California homeless housing organization created a “credo” which expressed these beliefs
from the staff’s point-of-view (see initial draft on next page). When combined with the “core elements”
of their agency’s intervention strategy the agency’s program managers and supervisors drafted during
“Program Summit” (see following page), this statement provided the basis for a firm sense of direction
and a clear(er) criteria for decision-making regarding most issues. Implicit in all of this is the imperative
that the group itself functions as a “learning” organization, the essential characteristics of which are
described in the next, and final, section of this field guide.
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STAFF CREDO for XXX Agency
(initial draft)

We believe in our ability to make a difference,
in the ingenuity, dedication and professionalism of our co-workers,
in the importance of high quality services, facilities and relationships,
and in the effectiveness of a solution-focused approach.
We believe the best way to end homelessness in _____ County
is by providing access to safe, decent, affordable housing and supportive services to those who need them.
We accomplish this by doing things with - not for - those who are helping themselves,
and each other,
to make the transition from the streets to self-sustainability.
We believe that by using a values-based, data-driven decision-making process,
and by sharing the learning gained from our experience,
we increase our community’s awareness of the causes and consequences of homelessness
and nurture support for strategies which sooner bring about its elimination.
We make (agency name) a cherished community asset
and a great place to work.
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CORE ELEMENTS of PARTICIPANT-DRIVEN RESPONSE to HOMELESSNESS
(XXX agency)

Participant-Driven
Asset

SolutionFocused

or

StrengthBased

Housing
First

Harm
Reduction

PROGRAM
PHILOSOPHY
Rapid
Re-Housing

Core Elements
of a
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Supportive Housing
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SERVICE
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Positive
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Accountability
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Collaborative
Partnerships

TraumaInformed
Care
Socratic
Method/
Appreciative
Inquiry

LESSONS LEARNED: Establishing a Culture of Accountability
Accountability does NOT mean making people do what you say or blaming them when they don’t.
It’s not just something to do when performance wanes or somebody does something wrong.
A four-step sequenced response -- See it. Own it. Solve It. Do It. – avoids the victim cycle and us/them
antagonisms which fuel the majority of organizational conflicts. These are further alleviated by honesty
and transparency; they are diminished by shame and blame.
Culture is the vehicle through which ongoing learning and continuous change advances an organization’s
mission and strategic plan in a self-sustainable direction. Articulating the agency’s vision and defining
the operating principles and core values by which its mission is achieved constitute the cornerstones on
which its future success is built.
Engaging all levels of the organization in the discussions that lead to these decisions requires divergence
from the traditional provider/consumer model and the conventional top/down structure by which it
operates.

TWELVE QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER EXPLORATION
1) Why distinguish between population and performance accountability?
2) How can you tell when you are operating above or below the line?
3) Where is your agency on the “maturity continuum”?
4) How many of the Top Ten Unresolved Organizational Issues apply to your agency?
5) What are the consequences of the victim cycle?
6) How do you avoid taking the customary approach to accountability?
7) Which of the five fallacies about organizational culture affect your program?
8) How does your agency adjust for The Jerry McGuire Phenomena?
9) If your program did an “accounting for progress”, what would be the findings?
10) Which of the four dimensions of cultural capability are strongest in your agency?
11) How do you (and your program) rate on the Victim Cycle Self-Examination?
12) What is you “credo”? And your agency’s?
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2012 COTAGE HOUSING ALUMNI FEEDBACK SURVEY

What is the single most unique or unusual aspect of the Cottage Housing program?
“For me it was the sense of unity … The mutual respect between staff and participants.”
“The safe and supportive atmosphere I was allowed to have to build my foundation for a better life.
Without
safety and support people will not be able to thrive. This is what has always made (it) different.”
“Participant driven programming, or the ability to have input in your personal recovery process.”
“Cottage Housing had faith and trust in me to give me a 2-bedroom apt to use to as a stepping stone.
That’s exactly what I used it for. Coming up on 8 years clean and sober …”
“I really felt as if my home was my own. I had never felt so good because of this autonomy.
I also felt extremely safe. It prepared me for many responsibilities in life after the program.”
“I was allowed to progress at my pace.
At times this took some convincing but (staff) always heard me and … my care was individualized. “
“… being given enough rope to hang yourself. sink or swim.
this was a time to prove to yourself what's important … you could sit on your rump, or take care of business.
some choose to sit. I flew.”
“You either take advantage of the resources or you don’t.”
"’Community Involvement’ says it all. We were considered participants in all aspects.”
“…this program really lets participants have a hands-on approach to what is going on.”
“Having a say in where we go and what we do really made us feel good.”
“I felt that I was really a part of everything…”.
“That level of transparency is very rare, in my opinion.”
“Wow! if I were invited... that meant that it was a choice.”
“… the entire program, from start to finish.”
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PART VIII: The Learning Organization
“The team that becomes great didn’t start off great –
it learned how to produce extraordinary results.”
Peter Senge

Regardless of the type of social services a non-profit organization provides, its functional requirements
and shared aspirations are one and the same:
1) The group’s members must work well together;
2) They must learn and adjust to changing circumstances; and
3) Their results must be well-received by those served and well supported by wider
community.
This learning involves more than the “adaptive learning” that is necessary for survival; It also requires
“generative learning that enhances our capacity to create,”710 which includes “three critical dimensions:
a) There is the need to think insightfully about complex issues;
b) There is a need for innovative, coordinated action;
c)

There is the role of team members on other teams ... through inculcating the
practices and skills of team learning more broadly.”711

Peter Senge and Chris Argyris are among the earliest research pioneers to recognize that any
organizational culture which internalizes this “adaptive capability” produces “a phenomenon we have
come to call ‘alignment’ – when a group of people function as a whole ...
•

the fundamental characteristic of an unaligned team is wasted energy.

•

when a team becomes more aligned, a commonality of direction emerges, and individuals’
energies harmonize.”712

Their research find this “adaptive capability” strengthening as a group comes to identify itself as a
learning organization that is “continually expanding its capacity to create its future … where people are
continually discovering how they can create their reality. And how they can change it.”713 According to
Senge, “what fundamentally will distinguish learning organizations from traditional authoritarian
‘controlling organizations’ will be the mastery of certain disciplines.”714 These include:
1) Systems Thinking – “The systems perspective tells us that we must look beyond individual
mistakes or bad luck to understand important problems. We must look beyond
personalities and events ... to the underlying structures which shape individual actions and
create the conditions where types of events become more likely.”715
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2) Personal Mastery – “Organizations learn only through individuals who learn … (they
have) the discipline of continually clarifying and deepening our personal vision, of
focusing our energies, of developing patience, and of seeing reality objectively.”716
3) Mental Models – “(These) determine not only how we make sense of the world, but
how we take action … although people do not behave congruently with their
espoused theories (what they want), they do behave congruently with their
theories-in-use (their mental models).”717
4) Shared Vision – “There is a genuine need for people to feel part of an ennobling
mission, but stating a mission or purpose in words is not enough … People need
visions to make the purpose more concrete and tangible.”718
5) Team Learning – “(This involves) the capacity of team members to suspend
assumptions and enter into a genuine ‘thinking together’ … the discipline of
dialogue also involves learning how to recognize the patterns of interaction that
undermine learning.”719
Considering how often these key components are ignored or minimally supported in so many
organizations, Senge believes “it is no accident that most organizations learn poorly …
“… the way they are designed and managed, the way people’s jobs are defined, the way
we have all been taught to think and interact … create fundamental learning disabilities
… the first step in curing them is to begin to identify (and avoid) them:
a) I am my position – We are trained to be loyal to our jobs … (but) when people focus
only on their role, they have little sense of responsibility for the results produced …
(and) when results are disappointing, it will be very difficult to know why.
b) The Enemy is Out There - There is a propensity to find someone or something
outside ourselves to blame when something goes wrong.
c) The Illusion of Taking Charge – Too often, proactiveness is reactiveness in disguise.
True proactiveness comes from seeing how we contribute to our own problems. It
is a product of our way of thinking, not our emotional state.
d) The fixation on events – Such explanations may be true, but they distract us from
seeing the longer-term patterns of change that lie behind events and from
understanding the causes of those patterns.
e) The parable of the boiled frog – Learning to see gradual progress requires slowing
down our frenetic pace and paying attention to the subtle as well as the dramatic.
f)

The delusion of learning from experience – We each have a ‘learning horizon’ …
within which we assess our effectiveness … analysis of the most important problems
in a company – complex issues that cross functional lines – becomes a perilous or
non-existent exercise.
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g) The myth of the management team – Schools train us never to admit that we do not
know the answer, and most corporations reinforce that lesson by rewarding people
who excel in advocating their views, not inquiring into complex issues … the
consequence is what Argyris called ‘skilled incompetence’ – teams full of people
who are incredibly proficient at keeping themselves from learning.”720
Senge notes how these “fundamental learning disabilities” combine to undermine what he identifies as
the “fifth discipline” – systems thinking, whose absence explains a number of predictable consequences
regarding the manner in which traditional systems operate.

LAWS OF THE FIFTH DISCIPLINE
SOURCE: The Fifth Discipline by Peter Senge – [page 67)

1) “Today’s ‘problems’ come from yesterday’s ‘solutions’ which shifted the issue from
one part of the system to another.
2) The harder you push, the harder the system pushes back - ‘compensating feedback’
offset the benefits of well-intentioned interventions …
3) Behavior grows better before it gets worse - there are always many ways to make
things looks good in the short run ...
4) The easy way out usually leads back in - we all find comfort in applying familiar
solutions to problems … what we call the ‘we need a bigger hammer’ syndrome.
5) The cure can be worse than the disease - the easy or familiar solution is not only
ineffective; sometimes it is addictive and dangerous.
6) Faster is slower - all natural systems have intrinsically optimal rates of growth …
When growth becomes excessive … the system will compensate by slowing down …
7) Cause and effect are not closely related in time and space – there is a mismatch
between the nature of reality … and our predominant way of thinking about that
reality.
8) Small changes produce big results but (they) are often the least obvious … lasting,
improvements … are not ‘close in time and space’ to obvious problem symptoms.
9) You CAN have your cake and eat it too, but not all at once - many apparent dilemmas
… appear as ridged ‘either/or’ choices because we think of what is possible at a fixed
point in time … real leverage lies in seeing how both can improve over time.
10) Dividing an elephant in half does not produce two smaller elephants - the
interactions to be examined are those most important to the issue at hand,
regardless of the parochial organizational boundaries … the way organizations are
designed keeps people from seeing important interactions.
11) There is no one to blame - You and someone else are part of the same system.
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Re-defining “Leadership”
“It is not likely that we can change just bits and pieces
and shift the whole.”
Roger Saillant

These researchers and others find the very nature of traditional methods and the mental models on
which they are based “are very often systematically flawed. They miss critical feedback relationships,
misjudge time delays, and often focus on variables that are visible or salient, not necessarily high
leverage.”721 Yet their pervasiveness makes us oblivious to their presence and influence.
“Because we don’t see the structures underlying our actions, we focus on symptoms
where the stress is greatest … such efforts only make matters better in the short run, at
best, and often worse in the long run.”722
We may not be fully aware their intertwining causes, but the devastating impacts of “pyramidal
structure and managerial controls” are painfully familiar to all involved:
•

“Constant interdepartmental warfare, where win-lose competition creates polarized
stances tend to get resolved by the superior making the decisions, thereby creating
dependence on them.

•

A tendency toward conformity, mistrust, and lack of risk-taking among the peers
results in focusing upon individual survival, requiring the seeking out of scarce
rewards, identifying one’s self with the successful venture – be the hero – and being
careful to avoid being identified with a failure and thereby becoming a bum.

•

All these adaptive behaviors tend to induce low interpersonal competence and can
lead the organization … to become rigid, sticky, less innovative, resulting in less
than effective decisions with even less internal commitment to decisions.”723

This explains why “the instinct in struggling organizations … is to more strongly defend their traditional
ways of doing things rather than to question them – let alone develop the capacity to change those
ways.”724 Chris Argyris describes how most organizations view information as a good idea until it
becomes threatening, which is the point when their members display a remarkably consistent response:
“(They) hide the clash, yet play the political games that they have learned to ‘cover
themselves.’ They will, in effect, violate the formal technical requirement and conceal
the fact that they are fighting them. If so, they will create a situation where the
executives on top and the staff in charge of management information systems will not
know about the games, the camouflage for the games, or the camouflage of the
camouflage.” 725
Argyris predicts that characteristics of information determine whether error or learning will occur within
the group that is processing it, and he describes the tendencies resulting from these characteristics:
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ERROR OCCURS

LEARNING OCCURS

information is vague -------------------------- concrete
information is unclear -------------------------- clear
information is inconsistent -------------------------- consistent
information is incongruent -------------------------- congruent
information is scattered -------------------------- available
…when individuals (programmed in the traditional hierarchy) strive to solve difficult
and threatening problems for which available information nears the left side of these
continua, they will create conditions of undiscussability, self-fulfilling prophecies, selfsealing processes, and escalating error … these conditions tend to create win-lose
groups and inter-group dynamics with competitiveness dominating over cooperation,
mistrust overcoming trust, and unquestioned obedience replaced by informed
dissent.”726
Because such tendencies extend to the top of the organization, Senge argues for a new vision of
leadership of the type that emerged at ours and other agencies striving to avoid these insidious effects.
“At its heart, the traditional view of leadership is based on assumptions of people’s
powerlessness, their lack of personal vision, and inability to master the forces of
change, deficits which can be remedied only by a few great leaders. The new vision of
leadership in learning organizations centers on subtler and more important tasks ...
leaders are designers, teachers and stewards.”727
Senge believes this redefinition of leadership requires “a shift in orientation and intention that arises
from three ‘thresholds’ or openings through which those instigating profound change must pass:
1) Opening our minds … to what is in front of us but … we were unable to see;
2) Opening of the heart turns on our readiness to be vulnerable;
3) Let intentions and goals be molded by forces larger that our own individual wills.”728
In the end, these researchers find best way to develop a learning organization follows the path
suggested by the Resiliency Model: “The core leadership strategy is simple: be a model.”729 Otherwise
these are not only manipulative, but “by their nature, coercive systems.”730

Fostering Enrollment
“90% of the time,
what passes for commitment is compliance.”
Peter Senge

All these research findings lead to two inescapable conclusions:
1) “Although strategic planning is billed as a way of becoming more future oriented,
most managers – when pressed – will admit that their strategic plans reveal more
726
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about today’s problems than tomorrow’ opportunities … The starting point of next
year’ strategy is almost always this year’s strategy.”731
2) “There is a world of difference between ‘selling’ and ‘enrolling’. ‘Selling’ means
getting someone to do something that she might not do if she were in full
possession of all the facts. ‘Enrolling’, by contrast, literally means ‘placing one’s
name on the roll’ … (it) implies free choice while ‘being sold’ often does not.”732
“… The hardest lesson for many manager to face is that, ultimately, there is really
nothing you can do to get another person to enroll or commit … efforts to force it will,
at best, foster compliance.”733
Senge believes this learning occurs at two different levels that constantly interact with each other.
“At one level, all learning is judged by what the learner can to, the results he or she
produces … on a deeper level, learning is about developing the capacity to reliably
produce a certain quality of results.”734

In exploring both levels, Chris Argyris differentiates two types of organizational learning:
•

“Single-loop learning is appropriate for the routine, repetitive issue – it helps get the
everyday job done.

•

Double loop learning is more relevant for the complex, non-programmable issues – is
assures that there will be another day in the future of the organization.”735
“… most organizational activities are single-loop; … (but while) such actions are the
most numerous, they are not necessarily the most powerful. Double-loop actions
control the long-range effectiveness and, hence, the ultimate destiny of the system.” 736
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Argyris has several suggestions for helping groups increase their focus on double-loop learning:
a) “Help individuals become aware of their (traditional) theories-in-use and automatic
reasoning processes that help lead to counterproductive skilled responses;
b) Help them see how they can create and/or maintain features of the new learning
system which, in turn, feedback to strengthen (traditional) theories-in-use;
c) Help them learn a new theory of action in such a way that they could use is in an online manner under zero stress;
d) Introduce new actions into the organization and help others to learn them also.”737

To broaden an organization’s focus on both aspects of its learning process, Argyris recommends that
“two implicit assumptions … should be explicit:
1) Intervention should begin at the highest levels of the organization … the key
criterion is that the individuals have enough power and autonomy to assure
themselves and others that they are now kidding themselves and others when they
strive to learn new theories-in-use and create new learning systems.
2) Organizational double-loop learning must begin at the individual level and then
spread to the organizational level.” 738
The first of these points is ironic in its consistency with one aspect of traditional organizational response
to managerial challenges, i.e. start from the top. However, its second point contradicts the conventional
structure’s attempt to create predictable processes and compliant people.
“(Instead), they must work relentlessly to … build an organization where it is safe for
people to create visions, where inquiry and commitment to the truth are the norms, and
where challenging the status quo is expected – especially when the status quo includes
obscuring aspects of current reality that people seek to avoid. (This is done by):
-

developing a more systemic worldview;
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-

learning how to reflect on tacit assumptions;

-

expressing one’s vision and listen to others vision;

-

foster joint inquiry into different people’s views of current reality.” 739

Although we did not encounter The Oz Principle until the end of or decade-long program
redesign process, and Leading Culture Change was not published until after it was completed,
both well describe what worked and why it all worked so well at Cottage Housing.
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THEORY INTO PRACTICE: Cultivating Learning
“For radical new ideas and practices to take root within an organization
there must be fertile soil.”
Peter Senge

A focus on organizational learning mirrors a broader shift occurring within the wider culture.
“Just as the philosophy of the physical sciences dominated the Industrial Age, the
philosophy of the biological sciences is beginning to dominate the Knowledge Age. This
philosophy views knowledge, people and organizations as living systems … (that involves
a shift from):
1) focusing on the parts to focusing on the whole;
2) focusing on categorization to focusing on integration;
3) from focusing on individuals to focusing on interactions; and
4) from focusing on systems outside the observer to focusing on systems that include
the observer.”740
Such shifts involve the development of organizational skills in two broad categories:
•

“Skills of reflection involve slowing down our own thinking processes so we can become
more aware of how we form our mental models and ways they influence our actions;
and

•

Inquiry skills involve how we operate in face-to-face interactions with others, especially
in dealing with complex and conflictual issues.”741

These capacities underscore the necessity to recognize “two distinctive ways that teams converse:
•

“In dialogue, there is the free and creative exploration of complex and subtle issues,
a deep ‘listening’ to one another and suspending one’s own point of view.

•

In discussion, by contrast, different views are presented and defended and there is
a search for the best view to support the decision that must be made at the time.

Dialogue and discussion are potentially complimentary, but most teams lack the ability
to distinguish between the two and to move consciously between them.”742
This highlights two very different types of agreement we often combine under the guise of consensus:
•

a ‘focusing down’ type that seeks the common denominator in multiple individual
views … builds from the ‘content’ of our individual views … the ‘common ground’ on
which we all can agree;
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•

an ‘opening up’ type that seeks a picture larger than any one person’s point of view
… if I can ‘look out’ through your view and you through mine, we will see something
we might not have seen alone.”743

Such requirements illuminate basic prerequisites of true dialogue that have enormous implications for
how organizational interactions are designed and managed:
1) “All participants must suspend their ‘assumptions’; this does not mean …
suppressing or avoiding their expression. Rather it means being aware of our
assumptions and holding them up for examination;
2) All participants must regard each other as colleagues; hierarchy is antithetical to
dialogue … treating each other as colleagues acknowledges the mutual risk and
establishes the sense of safety in facing the risk;
3) There must be a ‘facilitator’ who holds the context of the dialogue … (who) always
walks a careful line between being knowledgeable and helpful in the process at
hand, yet not taking on the ‘expert’ or ‘doctor’ mantle that would shift attention
away from members of the team, and their own ideas and responsibility.
The artistry in dialogue lies in experiencing the flow of meaning and seeing the one thing
that needs to be said now.”744
This brings us back to the recurring sequence of the “five disciplines” which Senge identified as key to
fostering the culture of a learning organization, and the familiar U-shaped curve (see page 159) by which
all transformational change occurs.
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None of these concepts were clear to those involved in Cottage Housing’s evolution from a
provider/consumer model to a participant-driven, solution-oriented, strength-based program.
However, we could sense from the outset that this transition process was more about mentality than
methodology – a fact confirmed by Senge’s research.
“At the heart of a learning organization is a shift of mind – from seeing ourselves as
separate from the world to connected to the world, from seeing problems as caused by
someone or something ‘out there’ to seeing how our own action can create the
problems we experience.”745
However, he is also quick to point out that “these beliefs are not easy for control-oriented managers,
and that is why there remains a gap between the ‘talk’ and the ‘walk’ regarding developing people.” 746
As Senge predicted, problems which immediately arose after the opening of Cottage Housing’s state-ofart facilities were not about the policies or procedures.
“At the end of the day, it is the people who are the drivers of any organizational
transformation. Trust and focusing on how people in the organization relate to one
another form the basis of our theory of success. As the quality of relationships
strengthens, the quality of thinking improves.”747
And, as mentioned throughout this field guide, Cottage Housing’s effort to become a learning
organizaiton was not only undermined by our limitations in perception and experience, but also by the
language by which they are communicate:
“Perhaps the single greatest liability of management teams is that they confront these
complex, dynamic realities with a language designed for simple, static problems. Reality
is composed of multiple, simultaneous, inter-dependent cause-effect-cause
relationships. From this reality, normal verbal language extracts simple, linear causeeffect chains. This accounts for a great deal of why managers are so drawn to ‘low
leverage interventions.’ … Because we see the world in simple, obvious terms, we come
to believe in simple, obvious solutions … this situation is unlikely to improve until teams
share a new language for describing complexity.”748

Learning Impediments
“The status quo members see the forward-looking group
as alarmists and fuzzy thinkers.”
Chris Argyris

The reality is that “real learning processes are defined by trying something new and making many
mistakes.” To facilitate this process, researchers often recommend what is described as skunk works –
“small groups that quietly pursue new ideas out of the organizational mainstream.”749
“One of the most promising strategies for inducing cooperation and integration of effort
on crucial business problems is the development of project teams and the matrix
organization … composed of people representing all the relevant managerial functions
745
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… (who are) given equally responsibility and power to solve the problem. The members
are expected to work as a cohesive unit. Once the problem has been solved, the team is
given a new assignment or is disbanded.”750
There is not one single “best” way of managing such a process, as some approaches and leadership
styles are more effective than others depending on the personalities involved, the circumstances
involved and the other issues being addressed at the time. Decision structures and leadership styles
therefore must be flexibly adapted to each situation, with its leaders skilled enough to switch between
traditional and alternative models as circumstances require.
“The old form (of traditionally-managed organizations) will be more effective for the
routine, non-innovative activity that requires little, if any, internal commitment by the
participants. However, as the decisions become less routine, more innovative and
require more commitment, the newer forms such as the matrix organization will be
more effective. In addition, … (the future executive) will need to become more skillful in
several different kinds of leadership style, each of which is consistent with a particular
form. For example, an authoritarian style is more consistent with the traditional
structure; a participative style … that develops risk-taking and trust (fits) with the matrix
organization.”751
It is important to identify and minimize as many impediments to organizational effectiveness as possible
for the simple reason that the change process itself – as the laws of physics predict - generates so much
resistance. Senge credits Chris Argyris’ insight that operational resistance manifests itself through
defensive routines – “habitual ways of interacting that protect us and others from threat or
embarrassment, but also prevent us from learning.”752 This resistance particularly strong when applying
the first of the five disciplines recommended by Senge’s research:
“Systems thinking is especially prone to evoking defensiveness because of its central
message: that our actions create our reality. Thus, a team may resist seeing important
problems more systemically. To do so would imply that the problem arises from our
own policies and strategies – that is, from us – rather than from forces outside our
control.”753
The laws of physics are also applicable in another of the five disciplines applicable to organizational
learning. Senge describes how “the inertia of deeply entrenched mental models can overwhelm even
the best system insights…
“Because we remain unaware of our mental models, the models remain unexamined.
Because they are unexamined, the models remain unchanged. As the world changes,
the gap widens between our mental models and reality, leading to increasingly
counterproductive actions.”754
Perhaps the most well-disguised of these defensive routines is the frequent assertion that these
remedies suggested are well-intended, but impractical considering the limitations of time and other
resources when addressing pressing concerns. To the contrary:
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“Time is a critical factor, but it is a false issue. Time will be taken (regardless of the
strategy used) … the real issue is whether time will be used constructively and
effectively so that the organization can learn from its experiences, thereby increasing is
competence in becoming a problem-solving system?”755
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LESSONS LEARNED: The Learning Organization
Organizations require both adaptive and generative learning capabilities to appropriately align their
response to fast-changing circumstances, emerging technologies, shifting resource availability, etc.
Five disciplines – systems thinking, personal mastery, mental modeling, shared vision, and team learning
– optimize organizational learning and growth.
Groups must overcome “fundamental learning disabilities” in order to maximize their responsiveness.
Among these impediments are skilled incompetence, defensive routines, and other factors that foster
resistance to change – even when it is the right kind at the right time. Certain characteristics of
information are more likely to lead to error or learning, depending on how they are handled. Language
itself can be an impediment to progress, as we rely upon simple terms to describe new, rapidly
unfolding, highly complex ideas and closely inter-related circumstances.
One key indicator of a learning organization is its proclivity toward “enrollment” rather than “selling”,
which fosters commitment rather than coercion. Other determining factors include differentiation
between its strategic architecture and deep learning cycle; between discussion and dialogue; and
between mistakes and learning/growth opportunities.
Encouragement of “single-loop” and “double-loop” learning requires a specific leadership style, and
specific managerial skills appropriate to each. These shifting requirements reflect our society’s
transition from the Industrial Age to the Knowledge Age, which demand reflective as well as
inquiry/analysis skills.
In order to increase responsiveness to the numerous challenges that organizations face, project teams
and matrix structures have emerged to complement – not replace – traditional hierarchy.

TWELVE QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER EXPLORATION
1) How can you tell when your group is either in or out of “alignment”?
2) How are “adaptive” and “generative” learning experiences fostered in your group?
3) Differentiate your “espoused theories” and “theories-in-use”. And your agency’s.
4) Which of the “five disciplines” are most/least strong in your organization?
5) Name the benefits/drawbacks of your group’s “fundamental learning disabilities”.
6) How do the “Laws of the Fifth Discipline” manifest in your group?
7) How are “heroes” and “bums” created and dealt with in your organization?
8) How are “skills of reflection” developed and celebrated in your programs?
9) How and when does your staff move between “discussion” and “dialogue”?
10) What operational “assumptions” inhibit decision-making in your group?
11) How does your team separate chances for “single-loop” and “double-loop” learning?
12) Are there current challenges in your agency that warrant a “skunk works” response?
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PART XI: Epilogue
“To keep the lamp burning,
you have to keep putting oil in it.”
Mother Theresa

Development of Cottage Housing’s alternative intervention strategy was not without its challenging
moments; it was also not without its contradictions – some of which will forever remain unresolved.
Encouragement of introspection and tolerance for ambiguity are not the strong suits of the traditional
provider/consumer model or the conventional organizational structure by which it operates. It is a
challenge in matrix-type structures as well. It is no coincidence that these vital skills are neglected in
most non-profit leadership development programs, which tend to emphasize logical/rational and
operational/logistical aspects of this role (the “Rider” and the “Path”, in Switch jargon) while ignoring
the unpredictable and thus unwieldy nature of the “Elephant” that fiercely resists change of any type.
“The great paradox is that despite (its) evolution over time, (an organization) is
surprisingly stable and resistive to significant rapid change, even when it is literally a
requirement for survival.”756
One of the most overlooked aspect of these training programs is how much guts it takes to undertake
the most difficult of things: doing something different. Overcoming these structural, methodological
and logistical obstacles is “the definition of courage”, which Dr. Brené Brown says requires a willingness
“to speak honestly and openly about who we are, about what we’re feeling, and about our experiences good and bad.”757
Brown notes how both the speaker and listener take risks by engaging in this type of dialogue, but those
who are tempted to “trade authenticity for safety may experience the following: anxiety, depression,
eating disorders, addiction, rage, blame, resentment and inexplicable grief.” 758 This challenge people at
all levels of an organization to demonstrate authenticity, which Dr. Brown defines as “the daily practice
of letting go of who we think we are supposed to be and embracing who we are. Choosing authenticity
requires:
✓ “Cultivating the courage to be imperfect, to set boundaries, and to … be vulnerable;
✓ Exercising the compassion that comes from knowing that we are all made of
strength and struggle;
✓ Nurturing the connection and sense of belonging that can only happen when we
believe that we are enough.”759
This last point involves letting go of what she calls “the mind-set of scarcity” and discovering “a
surprising truth about sufficiency: … (it) is not an amount at all. It’s an experience, a context we
generate, a declaration, a knowing that there is enough and that we are enough.”760 This gift of
affirmation is one each staff member must give to themselves and each other before they can ever
expect their program’s participants to get it.
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Theory of Change
“Do you see now how you are in a prison
created by the beliefs and traditions of your society
and culture, and by the ideas, prejudices,
and attachments of your past experience?”
Anthony de Mello

Instead, the traditional provider/consumer model and its conventional organizational structure
preoccupies staff with enforcement of established rules, preserving limited resources, minimizing risk
and avoiding mistakes. And when decisions about an employee’s performance evaluation, pay and
promotion are determined by program participant’s level of ‘success, there is an inherent conflict-ofinterest when service providers have multiple roles – prosecutor, judge, jury and - in the case of
program eviction – the metaphorical executioner as well. Unless encouraged otherwise, such conflicts
can cause staff to force situations they should instead facilitate. This creates inappropriate pressures
and unrealistic expectations, leading to results as unhelpful as they are unhealthy.
“Research shows that perfectionism hampers success … (and) where perfectionism
exists, shame is always lurking. In fact, shame is the birthplace of perfectionism …
Healthy striving is self-focused – How can I improve? Perfectionism is other-focused:
What will they think?” 761
Traditionally managed social service intervention programs are ill-positioned to generate levels of trust,
optimism and compassion required to nurture the efforts of those engaged in healthy striving. From
these core values came three operating principles – participant-driven, solution-oriented and strengthbased – that became the foundation of Cottage Housing’s switch from the traditional ‘provider’ role for
engaging the ‘consumers’ of its services. This change produced a broader frame-of-reference that
simultaneously gave clear direction and broad latitude to participants and staff alike.
A theory of change762 (TofC) is cited
as an essential tool which can be
adapted to either the individual or
organizational level to generate not
just motion but movement. The
Wallace Foundation among the many
philanthropic groups advocating this
approach (see chart at right). The
TofC model highlights the dynamic
interaction between distinct-butrelated aspects of the chance
process.
It also is helpful in
separating intentions from results by
clarifying and quantifying the
relationship between strategies and
tactics that achieve intended goals.
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However, the TofC and all such tools can focus on structures, data and policies/procedures when people
are the point at which all change occurs. At Cottage Housing, we toyed with a mathematical equation
(see chart below) which presents this process as a series of fractions. This formula resonates the facts
that all experience doesn’t directly translate into learning; that all adaptation doesn’t necessarily result
in growth; and that all change doesn’t generate progress toward defined goals. To the contrary, change
only occurs only to the degree that the enormous effort directed to the denominators of each of these
fractions is divided by the factors to their numerators, which is where our agency focused.

T of C
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CHANGE

In doing so, we came to see how traditional methods and conventional hierarchy try to accomplish this
by controlling what they cannot and thereby miss opportunities to exert influence where they can. Such
tendencies produce the worst possible combination of results – increased social service agencies’
operating costs for declining outcomes as community needs rise and resources dwindle.
Only in hindsight was it clear(er) that the desperation created by the crisis encountered upon opening
our inaugural project persuaded us to try something – anything! – which offered the possibility of better
results. This earliest response itself reflected a willingness to start operating as a learning organization.
These first tentative steps brought Cottage Housing into alignment with evidence-based best practices
from the private and public sectors that promised better results quicker and cheaper than traditional
service models and conventional organizational structures can achieve.
This prompts one final Moment of DUH!: nothing changes until someone does something differently.
Contrary to our longstanding reliance upon expertise, Malcolm Gladwell collates volumes of research to
conclude: “extraordinary achievement is less about talent than it is about opportunity.”763 Instead, the
difference was made by “concerted cultivation.”764 In support of this conclusion, he cites a compelling
research study which found that, in contrast with highly intelligent children from upper income levels,
“… almost none of the genius children from the lowest social and economic class ended
up making a name for themselves. What did (they) lack? Not something expensive, not
something encoded in DNA or hardware in the circuits of their brains. They lacked
something that could have been given to them if we only known they needed it: a
community around them that prepared them properly for the world. (Theirs) were
squandered talents. But they didn’t need to be.”765
This sense of “concerted cultivation” took hold at Cottage Housing once we decided to make our
supportive housing programs not just transactional or transitional, but transformational. This approach
remains - in the poet Robert Frost’s words - “the road less traveled” for many social service programs.
Our agency’s decision to move in that direction “… made all the difference…”766 for our program
participants and staff, its investors, and our community’s tax-payers as well.
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on the right path when I might have wandered elsewhere. Their guiding lights still illuminate my journey.
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other in not changing THE world but rather our own; among them I especially thank Scot Crocker, who surely
knew I thought he was crazy for suggesting I write this book. My gratitude also extends to members of The
Kingsmen, who helped me keep going on this project when I otherwise might have stopped.
None of this would have happened without the support of a large family of friends. My parents (Frank and
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sister Rose’s editorial skills got me from there to here. Deep thanks to my other siblings, relatives, fellowmusic makers, collaborators and compatriots by whom I am blessed and to whom I am forever beholden.
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Program Stages/Phases
Quinn Cottages & Serna Village

STAGE #1: Application

STAGE #2: Welcome

STAGE #3: Engagement

STAGE #4: Action

STAGE #5: Transition

STAGE #6: Alumni
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STAGE #1: Application

Average Time: 4-12 months

Not
Eligible

Not
Interested

Denied
Referral to other
services

Application
Paperwork
Waiting
List

Housing
unit
available
for

Program
Interview

move

Agency
Referral

-

in
Recommend
for Approval

Come to
Orientation

Move-in
Pending List

Hear about
the program
Property
Management
Screening
Find shelter as
“Homeless”

Maintain
well-being

Keep in
contact
with
agency

Credit
check
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Criminal
record
check

Income
Verification

STAGE TWO: Welcome

Average Time: 4 Weeks

Commit to
House Rules

Lifeline

Passport

Sign
lease

Self-Help Groups &
Skills Development
Workshops

Meet
Personal
Development
Coach

Maintain
Personal
Wellness &
Sobriety

Render
Community
Service

Orientation

Move In!
Buddy System
Assignment
Connect to
cluster group

Household
logistics
Welcome
packet/basket

Strengths
Inventory

Sign kids up for
school

Participant
Greeting

Pursue
Personal
Development
Goals

Continue
1-to-1
Dialogue
Wellness
Wheel
Connect
youth to
SKYLAB

Certificate of
Promotion

PHASE ONE: Strategize
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PHASE TWO: Advance

STAGE THREE: Engagement

Emotional
Balance

AVERAGE TIME: 90 Days

Personal
Growth

Physical
Health

Financial
Stability

Social
Connectedness

Render
Community
Service

Personal Goals
&
Action Plan

Maintain
Personal
Wellness &
Sobriety

Wellness
Wheel
Family Goals
&
Action Plan

Pursue
Personal
Development
Goals

Fun &
Revitalization

Physical & Emotional
Health

Culture
Creativity &
Service

Educational
Development

Constructive
Communication

Certificate of
Promotion

PHASE TWO: Self-Assessment

PHASE ONE: Move-In
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STAGE FOUR: Into Action

Pursue
Personal
Development
Goals

Savings

Render
Community
Service

Recovery
Support
New skills
& support
network

Secure
Stabilized
Income

Credit
Repair

Dental
Care

Maintain
Personal Wellness
&
Sobriety

Weekly
check-in
Pursue
Permanent
Housing

Voluntary
Service
On-Site

Family
healing

Employment

Vision
Quest

Voluntary
Service
Off-Site

Resident
Council &
Community
Elder

Eligible for
participation in
Cottage
Industries

Education
Or Training

Job Readiness
Work Experience
Employee Skills

Average Time: 6 to 18 Month

Track progress
in
PASSPORT
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Physical
Wellbeing

Mental/Emotional
Wellness

Certificate of
Promotion

PTSD
issues

STAGE FIVE: Transition

Housing
Secured

Income
Stabilized

Move-out
logistics

Clean up &
clear out
apartment

Time range: 30 to 90 days (average)

Sobriety
Intact

GRADUATION

Departure

Rent & Utility
deposits
for new home

PHASE ONE: Makin’ It Happen

PHASE TWO: Advance
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STAGE SIX: Alumni

Time range: the rest of my life

 Attend & Speak at Community meetings
 Facilitate skills workshop or support group
 Mentor or sponsor participant
 Organize field trip
 Attend community events
 Assist in Ambassadorship Outreach
 Make financial donation
 Solicit support for program
 Share success stories
 Serve on Board of Directors
 Other …
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APPENDIX B
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APPENDIX C
BOARD ACCOUNTABILITY TRACKING SYSTEM
This is a mechanism for those who have accepted responsibility for oversight of the corporation’s
governance, stewardship and ambassadorship functions to monitor their performance of responsibilities
vital to fulfillment of the agency’s mission.
This tracking system is intended to help spread the “culture of accountability” organization-wide. It also
provides positive reinforcement for the exercise of five commitments that all Board members are asked
to make as a condition for their election to the Board:
✓ regular attendance (at least 75%) and active participation at Board meetings;
✓ energetic service on a Committee of the Board;
✓ annually contribute whatever each member deems is, for them, a significant financial donation;
✓ help solicit funds and/or in-kind donations or equipment or services and/or work on events; and
✓ remain familiar with the program by regularly visiting facilities, attending program events, etc.
To support members’ fulfillment of these commitments, this Tracking System is divided into three parts:
1) BOARD MEMBER PARTICIPATION PLAN – creates an opportunity for each Board member to
express their vision of “success” for the Board and themselves as one of its members, and define
their participation goals and work plan for the year;
2) BOARD MEMEBERSHIP ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT – assists the Board as a group as well as its
individual members to track their engagement in the task areas defined as critical to maintaining
both the quality/quantity and effectiveness/efficiency of its services;
3) BOARD PERFORMANCE REVIEW – annual self-evaluation of group and individual performance in
relation to self-defined, previously specified objectives.
Board members are asked to commit to completing items #1 and #3, which are largely self-explanatory,
on an annual basis.
Board members are asked to commit to submitting item #2 on a monthly basis, reporting on their
previous month’s activities in identified task areas by the 5th of the following month by inserting the
point total specified for that activity in the box for the month being reported. This report is set up in an
Excel format that will automatically add up the points on a monthly and cumulative basis; simply save
and send the report on a monthly basis to the Board Secretary.
This tool helps individual members keep track of personal progress toward their own engagement goals.
Through a monthly progress update presented at each Board meeting by the chair of the Board
Development Committee, it also helps the Board monitor its collective attainment level as well.
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APPENDIX D
COTTAGE HOUSING DECISION-MAKING ROLE RESPONSIBILITIES
8/8/03

Resident
To stay in the
program or to
leave the
community
To develop a
plan to address
their needs
To choose to
implement
their plan

Examples

To initiate an
appeal or
grievance

Community
Nominate
Resident’s
Council
members and
officers
Evaluate
program and
property
operations
Decide on
monthly
program
themes

Quads
Menu for the
community
meeting
Quad
community
service focus
Acknowledge
and celebrate
good news
Collect
volunteers for
projects

Residents’
Council
Choose elders
Determine their
meeting
time/date and
length
Set agenda for
RC meetings
Initiate appeal
and grievance
Decide bonus
awards for
quads

Property
Management
Resident
eligibility
assessment

Program
Services
Agree on
admission and
eviction

Evaluate staff
performance

Evaluate staff
performance

Allocate
financial
resources

Allocate financial
resources
Fundraising

Fundraising
Facility
management
and
maintenance

To make
suggestions or
raise concerns

Decide bonus
awards for
passport points

Inspect units
with notice

To stay sober
(if applicable)

Mediate
grievances

Unit
assignment

To choose
courses or
programs

Set price for
community
meals

Determine
rent amount

To treat
neighbors with
respect

Initiate
fundraising and
social events
within
guidelines

To maintain
cottage
To care for their
children
To be an
ambassador to
the community

Make
recommendatio
ns to :
Individuals,
Community,
Quads,
Property,
Program,
Partnership
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Hire property
staff with
program and
resident input
Implement
evictions

Agenda for
community
meetings
Endorse
individual
resident’s
plans/monitor
progress
Inspect residents
units with notice
Test for sobriety
Award passbook
points
Approve RC
expenditures
Set guidelines
for activities.
Decide grievance
appeals
Hire program
staff with
property and
resident input

Partnership
(MHC and
SCH)
Close the
program
Authorize
major
construction
and
remodeling
Authorize
acquisition
of property
Authorize
major
purchases
Public
Relations
and
Marketing
activities
and events
Resident
intervention

APPENDIX E

VISION QUEST
STEP #1:

STEP #2:

FUTURE VISION

CURRENT REALITY

Exact conditions I want to be in place at a
particular point in time – a balanced set of
compelling goals

Honest description of what exists today –
current strengths/weaknesses

SUMMARY

SUMMARY
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VISION QUEST
STEP #3: Define strategies that address ALL aspects of the future vision.
‘

:
__________________________________________________________________
STRATEGY #1

Action

Milestone Date

Support

Step #1:

Step #2:

Step #3:

:
___________________________________________________________________
STRATEGY #2

Action

Milestone Date

Support

Step #1:

Step #2:

Step #3:

:
___________________________________________________________________
STRATEGY #3

Action

Milestone Date

Step #1:

Step #2:

Step #3:
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Support

APPENDIX F
SERNA VILLAGE PEER REVIEW PANEL

The Serna Village Peer Review Panel is an advisory committee made up of the Quad Leaders, Community
Elders and one support services staff. The support services staff representative on the Peer Review
Panel will rotate monthly. The purpose of the Peer Review Panel is to make recommendations for
constructive courses of action with regard to standards enforcement. The initial issues that this body will
hear will be limited to
•
•

Violence and the threat of violence
Sobriety/relapse

Special training will be provided in the near future, particularly in the areas of leadership and addiction.
The process of the Peer Review Panel hearings will expose participants to the responsibilities that come
with authority and leadership. 25 Bonus Points will be offered for participation on the Peer Review
Panel.
The Panel will be notified when a hearing/mediation needs to be scheduled. All of the members of the
Peer Review Panel are expected to participate in the process. Prior to each hearing/mediation, the Peer
Review Panel will:
•
•
•
•

Explore the values of the agency and the program;
Review the meaning of words like power, judgment, forgiveness, commitment, anger, honesty,
blame, compassion using The Book of Qualities;767
Explore out loud what considerations the panel members would want made if the roles were
reversed, and they sat before the Panel; and
Explore out loud the individual feelings of Panel members about the situation and their
responsibilities in the role as a member of the Panel

The Peer Review Panel is designed to maintain harmony in the community in the midst of volatile and
toxic situations. The Panel is not to engage in shaming participants. The proceedings are to be
conducted with dignity and respect for all present.
Once the issue has been heard, the Peer Review Panel will make a recommendation of what course of
action should be taken (i.e. termination from program participation, program enhancement, off site
detoxification, CPS notification, etc.). The recommendation made by the Peer Review Panel will be
forwarded to the program manager and enforced immediately.
The Peer Review Panel will be formed effective Friday, February 27, 2004.

767

Gendler, J. Ruth - The Book of Qualities (1984)
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12-Step, 71
12-Step Programs, 71
affirmative obligation, 61
affirmative obligations, 53
Alchemy of Belonging, 34
aspirations collage, 117
beginner’s mind, 67
big-fix, 75, 76, 78
bonus points, 57
boss management, 35
bright spots, 139
caring, 17, 24, 27, 112, 115, 143, 151, 167, 168, 171, 172
caught-doing-good, 57
cerebral cortex, 169
chain-of-command, 86, 92
change capability, 77
Child Protective Services (CPS), 23, 177
coach, 71
cognitive dissonance, 115
coherence, 143, 171, 176
Community Meeting, 82, 106, 156
consequences model, 139
control cycle, 46
conventional organizational model, 94
cortisol, 147, 176
destination postcard, 139
DHEA hormone, 147
dissent, 121, 151
don’t ask/don’t tell’ policy, 158
done-in-a-day, 166
Elephant, 26, 27, 28, 29
emotional intelligence, 167, 168
entrainment, 171
entropy, 148
evolution, 81
faith, 24, 62, 78, 104, 106, 111, 113, 115, 117, 150, 174
Faith, 38
fight-or-flight, 149, 168
foster care, 12, 22, 23, 177
Heisenberg principle, 171
Hiring Committee, 108
hope, 17, 24, 27, 28, 35, 61, 81, 99, 106, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146,
147, 149, 150, 152, 159, 168, 172, 179
Hope, 28, 38, 142, 143, 231
identity model, 139
incoherence, 170, 171, 176
incremental victories, 141
inertia, 76, 94, 115, 138
learned hopelessness’, 147
learning and growth, 167
learning styles, 165
life-line’ chart, 117
listening, 40, 60, 176
locus of control, 139
love, 24, 27, 35, 40, 66, 143, 168, 170, 181
mandatory sentencing, 158
Maslowe’s hierarchy-of-needs, 35
motivation, 23, 33, 35, 64, 77, 94, 111, 143, 165, 169
naturalistic fallacy’, 174
negative emotions, 143, 146, 147
Non-Negative Thinking, 145

not knowing, 68
open system, 94
optimism, 24, 27, 35, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 148, 149, 150, 172,
178
optimists, 143, 144, 145, 148
over-care, 170, 171, 180
participant-driven, 3, 27, 90, 106, 128, 134, 139
participation goals, 55, 83
PASSORT, 58, 63
PASSPORT, 53, 55, 57, 58, 63, 106, 115, 116, 136
pessimism, 77, 144, 145, 146, 148
Pessimism, 145
positive deviance, 124
Positive Deviance, 124, 125
Positive Deviance (PD), 125
Positive emotions, 143
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, 27
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), 27, 178
problem-focused, 85, 134
problem-oriented, 44, 139
protective, 12, 34, 39, 40, 178
protective factors’, 40
provider-consumer, 120
PTSD, 27, 177, 178, 179
qualitative, 27, 35, 94, 111
quantitative, 27, 69, 88, 111, 167
Question Game, 128
Quinn Cottages, 27, 29, 44, 53, 154, 231
rapid-cycle, 76, 79, 80
rapid-cycle projects, 76, 79
resilience, 6, 24, 34, 35, 39, 76, 142, 143, 172, 178, 191
resiliency, 40, 118, 130, 168, 170
Resiliency Model, v, 6, 33, 37, 38, 53, 99, 111, 112, 117, 119
resilient, 137
Rider, 26, 27, 28
role modeling, 65
role strain, 95
Serna Village, 12, 22, 23, 27, 106, 231
should-ing, 127
shrink the change, 85
Social control, 88
Socratic Method, 130
solution-focused, 134, 149
solution-oriented, 62, 67, 85, 150, 152
Solution-Oriented, 161
solutions-focused, 68, 81, 138
Stage I, 82
Stage II, 82
Stage III, 82, 83
Stage V, 83
Stage VI, 83
stimulus response, 35
strength, 6, 33, 147, 161, 165, 174
strength-based, 165
Strength-Based, 136
STRENGTH-FINDER, 161
strengths, 6, 39, 40, 70, 85, 142, 161, 163, 164, 172, 174, 178, 231
Strengths, 161
stress, 64, 67, 81, 83, 143, 148, 149, 171, 176, 178, 179
Stress, 27, 176, 177, 178
stretch, 67, 150
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stretch experiences, 58
suboptimization, 93
systems thinking, 28
Team Time meetings, 128
them vs. us approach, 157
Titanic, 86, 99
Top Five strengths, 70
traditional approaches, 106
traditional methodologies, 69
traditional programs, 115
traditional service methodologies, 167
trauma-informed care, 17, 178
trial-and-error, 37
trust, 17, 24, 35, 40, 69, 106, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 117, 119,
149, 150, 178, 179, 181
trust development, 114
turnaround people, 6
weakness, 161, 164, 174, 175, 179
weaknesses, 138, 161, 164
Welcoming Committee, 107
wellness wheel’, 117
zest factors’, 79
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